










GENERAL

CHASSIS AND ENGINE NUMBERS

assis

The illustrations below show the locatlons oi the ch .n
orrect identlflcatlon I

and engine numbers. To ensure c. hers to.

the case of a particular car or englne, these num. ,ar-

gether with the mileage, must always be quoted. In vzar

ranty claims, etc. If a exchange englne ls fltted In a; 1. ,be

the number of the original engine must, Wlthout er ,t

stamped in the appropriate place. This 15 of the-utrctilo:

importance if customs difficulties are to beavonde l

the event that the car is subsequently used In a country

other than that of registration.

CHASSIS NUMBERS, AS FROM MODEL 1972

As from model 1972, the chassis number consists of elev-

en digits. Explanation of the digits is shown in the follow-

ing example:

 96 72 g 000 001
_ l

Car type

Year of model

Place of manufacture

2 = Trollhéttan

3 = Arlév

6 = Nystad (Finland)

Serial number. Each model

year befins with 000 001.

Cars made in Trolll'liittan

 

Saab 95

Model 1967 42001 — 50197

Model 1968 52001 — 62059

Model 1969 65001 — 74968

Model 1970 80001 — 88371

Model 1971 95095001 — 95102180

Model 1972 95722000001 — 95722008323

Model 1973 95732000001 — 95732007767

Model 1974 95742000001 — 95742006620

Model 1975 95752000001 — 95752002048

 

Saab 96

Model 1967 420001 — 458526

Model 1968 470001 -— 507018

Model 1969 520001 — 552859

Model 1970 560001 — 592844

Model 1971 96600001 — 96627413

Model 1972 96722000001 — 96722021567

Model 1973 96732000001 — 96732023028

Model 1974 96742000001 — 96742017275

Model 1975 96752000001 -— 96752015165

Model 1975B 96752060001 -— 96752064517

Model 1976 96762000001 — 9676201 1756

Model 1977 96772000001 —- 96772000439

010—?

Cars luau: u. .. .- .

Saab 95

MEGS—1975 95753000001 — 95753003018
Model 19758 95753060001 — 95753061838

Model 1976 95763000001 — 95763003838

Model 1977 95773000001 — 95773001668

Model 1977B 95773002001 — 95773003140

Model 1978 95783000001 —95783001474

Saab 96

Model 19758 96753060001 — 96753060550

Model 1976 96763000001 — 96763001222

Model 1977 96773000001 — 96773004539

Model 1977B 96773006001 - 96773009922

Model 1978 96783000001 - 96783004536

Cars made in Nystad (Finland)

 

Saab 95

Model 1970 50600001 — 50600838

Model 1971 51600001 — 51601165

Model 1972 95726000001 — 95726000119

Model 1973 95736000001 — 95736000185

Model 1974 95746000001 — 95746000165

Model 1975 95756000001 — 95756000281

Model 1976 95766000001 — 95766000080

 

Saab 96

Model 1970 60600001 — 60601540

Model 1971 61600001 — 61602639

Model 1972 96726000001 —- 96726006009

Model 1973 96736000001 — 96736008344

Model 1974 96746000001 — 96746005605

Model 1975 96756000001 — 96756007419

Model 1976 96766000001 — 96766007634

Model 1977 96776000001 — 96776003753

Model 19773 96776006001 — 96776009247

Model 1978 96786000001 — 96786006137

Model 1979 96796000001 —





GENERAL DATA

Model 1967—1968

Overall length, incl. bumpers

Overall width

Overall height (unladen)

Ground clearance (2 people front)

Track, front and rear

Wheelbase

Turning radius

Empty weight, incl. fuel, coolant, tools
and spare wheel

Total weight, incl. permissible passengers

and luggage

Weight distribution:

Empty

Fully laden, incl. passengers and luggage

Number of seats (incl. driver)

Available load luggagespace

Loading area with driver + 4 passengers

Loading area with driver + 1 passenger

Trunk height

010—4

Saab 95

14 ft. 0 in.

(4270 mm)

5 ft. 2 in.

(1580 mm

4 ft. 10 in.

(1470 mm)

5.1 in.

(130 mm)

4 ft. 0 in.

(1220 mm)

8 ft. 2 in.

(2498 mm)

17 ft. 5 in.

(5.3 m)

 

2080 lb.

(945 kg)

3370 lb.

(1530 kg)

Front 57 %

Front 44%

7

39 cu. ft.

(1.1 m3)

39.4 x 37.4 in.

(1000 x 950 mm)

63 x 37.4 in.

(1600 x 950 mm)

31.4 in.

(800 mm)

Saab 96

13 ft. 8 in.

(4170 mm)

5 ft. 2 in.

(1580 mm)

4 ft. 10 in.

(1470 mm)

5.1 in.

(130 mm)

4 ft. 0 in.

(1220 mm)

8ft. 2 in.

(2498 mm)

17 ft. 5 in.

(5.3 m)

 

1940 lb.

(880 kg)

2880 lb.

(1300 kg)

Front 62 %

Front 52 %

5

13 cu. ft.

(0.37 m3)

39.4 x 37.4 in.

(1000 x 950 mm)

18.1 in.

(460 mm)

Monte Carlo

13 ft. 8 in.

(4170 mm)

5 ft. 2 in.

(1580 mm)

4 ft. 10 in.

(1470 mm)

5.1 in.

(130 mm)

4 ft. 0 in.

(1220 mm)

8 ft. 2 in.

(2498 mm)

17 ft. 5 in.

(5.3 m)

2000 lb.

(910 kg)

2880 lb.

(1300 kg)

Front 61 %

Front 51 %

2 + 2

13 cu. ft.

(0.37 m3)

39.4 x 37.4 in.

(1000 x 950 mm)

18.1 in.

(460 mm)



Model 1969

Overall length, incl. bumpers

Overall width

Overall height (unladen)

Ground clearance (2 people front)

Track, front and rear

Wheelbase

Turning radius

Empty weight, incl. fuel, coolant, tools

and spare wheel

Total weight, incl. permissible passengers

and luggage

Weight distribution:

Empty

Fully laden, incl. passengers and luggage

Number of seats (incl. driver)

Available load luggage space

Loading area with driver + 4 passengers

Loading area with driver + 1 passenger

Trunk height

Four 1077

  

Saab 95 Saab 96

14 ft. in. 13 ft. 9 in.

(4300 mm) (4200 mm)

5 ft. 2 in. 5 ft. 2 in.

(1580 mm) (1580 mm)

4 ft. 10 in. 4 ft. 10 in.

(1470 mm) (1470 mm)

5.1 in. 5.1 in.

(130 mm) (130 mm)

4ft. 0 in. 4ft. 0 in.

(1220 mm) (1220 mm)

8ft.2in. 8ft.2in.

(2498 mm) (2498 mm)

17ft.9in. 17ft.9in.

(5.4 m) (5.4 m)

2160 lb. 2000 lb.

(980 kg) (910 kg)

3370 lb. 2880 lb.

(1530 kg) (1300 kg)

Front 57 % Front 62 %

Front 44 % Front 52 %

7 5

39 cu. ft. 13 cu. ft.

(1.1 m3) (0.37 m3)

39.4 x 37.4 in. 39.4 x 37.4 in.

(1000 x 950 mm) (1000 x 950 mm)

63 x 37.4 in.

(1600 x 950 mm)

31.4 in. 18.1 in.

(800 mm) (460 mm)

sun 010-5



Model 1970

Overall length, incl. bumpers

Overall width

Overall height (unladen)

Ground clearance (2 people front)

Track, front and rear

Wheelbase

Turning radius

Empty weight, incl. fuel, coolant, tools

and spare wheel

Total weight, incl. permissible passengers

and luggage

Weight distribution:

Curb weight incl. driver

Total weight

Max. roof load

Max. trailer weight

Number of seats (incl. driver)

Available load luggage space

Loading area with driver + 4 passengers

Loading area with driver + passenger

Trunk height

010.6

3.9292
14 ft. 1 in.

(4300 mm)
5 ft. 2 in.

(1580 mm)

4 ft. 10.5 in.

(1490 mm)

5.1 in.

(130 mm)

4 ft. 0 in.

(1220 mm)

8 ft. 2 in.

(2498 mm)

17 ft. 6 in.

(5.4 m)

2150 lb.

(975 kg)

3395 lb.

(1540 kg)

Front 58 %

Front 45 %

220 lb.

(100 kg)

2000 lb.

(910 kg)

7

39 cu. ft.

(1.1 m3)

39.4 x 37.4 in.

(1000 x 950 mm)

63 x 37.4 in.

(1600 x 950 mm)

31.4 in.

(800 mm)

8 ft. 2 in.

(2498 mm)

17 ft. 6 in.

(5.4 m)

2000 lb.

(905 kg)

2990 lb.

(1350 kg)

Front 62 %

Front 51 %

220 lb.

(100 kg)

2000 lb.

(910 kg)

5

13 cu. ft.

(0.37 m3)

39.4 x 37.4 in.

(1000 x 950 mm)

60.5 x 37.4 in.

(1540 x 950 mm)

18.1 in.

(460 mm)



Model 1971

Overall length, incl. bumpers

Overall width

Overall height (unladen)

Ground clearance (2 people front)

Track, front and rear

Wheelbase

Turning radius

Empty weight, incl. fuel, coolant, tools

and spare wheel

Total weight, incl. permissible passengers

and luggage

Weight distribution:

Curb weight incl. driver

Total weight

Max. roof load

Max. trailer weight

Number of seats (incl. driver)

Available load luggage space

Loading area with driver + 4 passengers

Loading area with driver + 1 passenger

Trunk height

.815

 
 

Saab 95 Saab 96

14ft.1 in. 13ft.9in.

(4300 mm) (4200 mm)

5 ft. 2 in. 5 ft. 2 in.

(1580 mm) (1580 mm)

4 ft. 10.5 in. 4 ft. 10 in.

(1490 mm) (1470 mm)

5.1 in. 5.1 in.

(130 mm) (130 mm)

4ft.0in. 4ft.0in.

(1220 mm) (1220 mm)

8 ft. 2 in. 8 ft. 2 in.

(2498 mm) (2498 mm)

17ft.6 in. 17ft. 6 in.

(5.4 m) (5.4 m)

2200 lb. 2020 lb.

(1000 kg) (920 kg)

3395 lb. 2990 lb.

(1540 kg) (1350 kg)

Front 58 % Front 62 %

Front 46 % Front 52 96

220 lb. 220 lb.

(100 kg) (100 kg)

2000 lb. 2000 lb.

(910 kg) (910 kg)

7 5

39 cu. ft. 13 cu. ft.

(1.1 m3) (0.37 m3)

39.4 x 37.4 in. 39.4 x 37.4 in.

(1000x950 mm) (1000x950 mm)

63 x 37.4 in. 60.5 x 37.4 in.

(1600 x 950 mm) (1540 x 950 mm)

31.4 in. 18.1 in.

(800 mm) (460 mm)

m
nan 9



Model 1972

Overall length, incl. bumpers

Overall width

Overall height (unladen)

Ground clearance (2 people front)

Track, front and rear

Wheelbase

Turning radius

Empty weight, incl. fuel, coolant, tools

and spare wheel

Total weight, incl. permissible passengers

and luggage

Weight distribution:

Curb weight incl. driver

Total weight

Max. roof load

Max. trailer weight

USA weights:

Curb weight:

Without air conditioning

With air conditioning

Gross vehicle weight rating

Gross axle weight rating:

Front axle

Rear axle

Vehicle capacity weight:

Without air conditioning

With air conditioning

Weight distribution by curb weight

Weight distribution by gross vehicle

weight rating
Number of seats (incl. driver)

Available load luggage space

Loading area with driver + 4 passengers

Loading area with driver + 1 passenger

Trunk height

Saab 95

14 ft. in.

(4300 mm)

5 ft. 2 in.

(1590 mm)

4 ft. 10.5 in.

(1490 mm)

5.1 in.

(130 MM)

4 ft. 0 in.

(1220 mm)

8ft. 2 in.

(2498 mm)
17 ft. 6 in.

(5.4 m)

2180 lb.

(990 kg)

3395 lb.

(1540 kg)

Front 58—59 %

Front 46—47 %

220 lb.

(100 kg)

2000 lb.

(910 kg)‘

2180 lb.

(990 kg)

2250 lb.

(1020 kg)

3300 lb.

(1495 kg)

1590 lb.

(720 kg)

1770 lb.

(800 kg)

1050 lb.

(475 kg)

1050 lb.

(475 kg)

Front 58—59 %

Front 46—47 %

7

39 cu. ft.

(1.1 m3)

39.4 x 37.4 in.

(1000 x 950 mm)

63 x 37.4 in.

(1600 X 950 mm

31.4 in.

(800 mm)

5322.99
13 ft. 9 in.

(4200 mm)

5 ft. 2 in.

(1590 mm)

4 ft. 10 in.

(1470 mm)

5.1 in.

(130 mm)

4 ft. 0 in.

(1220 mm)

8 ft. 2 in.

(2498 mm)
17 ft. 6 in.

(5.4 m)

2020 lb.

(920 kg)

2980 lb.

(1350 kg)

Front 62—63 %

Front 52—53 %

220 lb.

(100 kg)

2000 lb.

(910 kg)

2030‘- lb.

.(920 kg)

2100 lb.

(950 kg)

2950 lb.

(1335 kg)

1590 lb.

(720 kg)

1540 lb.

(700 kg)

850 lb.

(385 kg)

850 lb.

(385 kg)

Front 62—63 %

Front 52-53 %

5

13 cu. ft.

(0.37 m3)

39.4 x 37.4 in.

(1000 x 950 mm)

60.5 x 37.4 in.



Model 1973—1974

Overall length, incl. bumpers

Overall width

Overall height (unladen)

Ground clearance (2 people front)

Track, front and rear

Wheelbase

Turning radius

Empty weight, incl. fuel, coolant, tools

and spare wheel

Total weight, incl. permissible passengers

and luggage

Weight distribution:

Curb weight incl. driver

Total weight

Max. roof load

Max. trailer weight

USA weights:

Curb weight:

Without air conditioning

With air conditioning

Gross vehicle weight rating

Gross axle weight rating:

Front axle

Rear axle

Vehicle capacity weight:

Without air conditioning

With air conditioning

Weight distribution by curb weight

Weight distribution by gross vehicle

weight rating

Number of seats (incl. driver)

Available load luggage space

Loading area with driver + 4 passengers

Loading area with driver + 1 passenger

Trunk height

Marnh 1379

Saab 95

14 ft. 1 in.

(4300 mm)

USA cars:

14 ft. 3 in.

(4350 mm)

5 ft. 2 in.

(1590 mm)

4 ft. 10.5 in.

(1490 mm)

5.1 in.

(130 mm)

4 ft. 0 in.

(1220 mm)

8 ft. 2 in.

(2498 mm)

17 ft. 6 in.

(5.4 m)

 

2135 lb.

(970 kg)

3395 lb.

(1540 kg)

Front 58—59 %

Front 46—47 %

220 lb.

(100 kg)

2000 lb.

(910 kg)

2180 lb.

(990 kg)

2250 lb.

(1020 kg)

3300 lb.

(1495 kg)

1590 lb.

(720 kg)

1770 lb.

(800 kg)

1050 lb.

(475 kg)

1050 lb.

(475 kg)

Front 58-59 %

Front 46—47 %

Saab 96

13 ft. 9 in.

(4200 mm)

USA cars:

14 ft. 1 in.

(4250 mm)

5 ft. 2 in.

(1590 mm)

4 ft. 10 in.

(1470 mm)

5.1 in.

(130 mm)

4 ft. 0 in.

(1220 mm)

8 ft. 2 in.

(2498 mm)

17 ft. 6 in.

(5.4 m)

 

2000 lb.

(910 kg)

2980 lb.

(1350 kg)

Front 62—63 %

Front 52—53 %

220 lb.

(100 kg)

2000 lb.

(910 kg)

2030 lb.

920 kg)

2100 lb.

(950 kg)

2950 lb.

1335 kg)

1590 lb.

(720 kg)

1540 lb.

(700 kg)

850 lb.

(385 kg)

850 lb.

(385 kg)

Front 62—63 %

Front 52—53 %

7 5

39 cu. ft. 13 cu. ft.

(1.1 m3) (0.37 m3)

39.4 x 37.4 in. 39.4 x 37.4 in.

(1000x950 mm) (1000x950 mm)

63 x 37.4 in. 60.5 x 37.4 in.

(1600 x 950 mm) (1540 x 950 mm)

31.4 in. 18.1 in.

(800 mm) (460 mm)

SAAB VII-9



Model 1975

Overall length, incl. bumpers

Overall width

Overall height (unladen)

Ground clearance (2 people front)

Track, front

Track, rear

Wheelbase

Turning radius

Empty weight, incl. fuel, coolant, tools
and spare wheel

Total weight, incl. permissible passengers

and luggage

Weight distribution:
Total weight

Max. roof load

Max. trailer weight

Number of seats (incl. driver)

Available load luggage space

Loading area with driver + 4 passengers

Loading area with driver + passenger

Trunk height

Saab 95

14 ft. in.

(4300 mm)

5 ft. 2 in.

(1590 mm)

4 ft. 10.5 in.

(1490 mm)

5.1 in.

(130 mm)

4 ft. 0.3 in.

(1228 mm)

4 ft.

(1220 mm)

8 ft. 2 in

(2498 mm)

17 ft. 6 in.

(5.6 m)

 

2135 lb.

(980 kg)

3395 lb.

(1540 kg)

Front 46 %

220 lb.

(100 kg)

2000 lb.

(910 kg)

7

39 cu. ft.

(1.1 m3)

39.4 x 37.4 in.

(1000 x 950 mm)

63 x 37.4 in.

(1600 x 950 mm)

31.4 in.

(800 mm)

Saab 96

13 ft. 9 in.

(4200 mm)

5 ft. 2 in.

(1590 mm)

4 ft. 10 in.

(1470 mM)

5.1 in.

(130 mm)

4 ft. 0.3 in.

(1228 mm)

4 ft.

(1220 mm)

8 ft. 2 in.

(2498 mm)

17 ft. 6 in.

(5.6 m)

 

2000 lb.

(910 kg)

2980 lb.

(1350 kg)

Front 52 %

220 lb.

(100 kg)

2000 lb.

(910 kg)

5

13 cu. ft.

(0.37 m3)

39.4 x 37.4 in.

(1000 x 950 mm)

60.5 x 37.4 in.

(1540 X 950 mm)

18.1 in.

(460 mm)



As from model 1976

Overall length, incl. bumpers

Overall width

Overall height (unladen)

Ground clearance (2 people front)

Track, front

Track, rear

Wheelbase

Turning radius

Empty weight, incl. fuel, coolant, tools

and spare wheel

Total weight, incl. permissible passengers

and luggage

Weight distribution:

Total weight

Max. roof load

Max. trailer weight

Number of seats (incl. driver)

Available load luggage space

Loading area with driver + 4 passengers

Loading area with driver + 1 passenger

Trunk height

Saab 95

14 ft. 5.6 in.

(4410 mm)

5 ft. 2 in.

(1590 mm)

4 ft. 10.5 in.

(1490 mm)

6 in.

(150 mm)

4 ft. 0.3 in.

(1228 mm)

4 ft.

(1220 mm)

8 ft. 2 in.

(2498 mm)

17 ft. 6 in.

(5.5 m)

 

2150 lb.

(980 kg)

3395 lb.

(1540 kg)

Front 46 %

220 lb.

(100 kg) '

2200 lb.

(1000 kg)

5

26 cu. ft.

(731 dm3)

41.1 x 36.6 in.

(1045 x 930 mm)

66 x 36.6 in.

(1680 x 930 mm)

35.4 in.

(900 mm)

Saab 96

14 ft. 1.3 in.

(4300 mm)

5 ft. 2 in.

(1590 mm)

4 ft. 10 in.

(1470 mm)

6 in.

(150 mm)

4 ft. 0.8 in.

(1232 mm)

4 ft.

(1220 mm)

8 ft. 2 in.

(2498 mm)

17 ft. 6 in.

(5.6 m)

 

2050 lb.

(930 kg)

2980 lb.

(1350 kg)

Front 52 96

220 lb.

(100 kg)

2200 lb.

(1000 kg)

5

19 cu. ft.

(544 dm3)

38.4 x 37 in.

(975 x 940 mm)

63 x 37 in.

(1600 x 940 mm)

15.9 in.

(405 mm)

010-11



SPECIFICATIONS

Engine

GENERAL DATA

USA cars,

W W
Engine WW 4-stroke, 4 cylinders, V4 4-stroke, 4 cylinders, V4

Max. power, DIN 48 kW (65 bhp) 47 kW (65 bhp) 50 kW (68 bhp)

at 4 700 rev/min at 4 700 rev/min at 4 700 rev/min

Max. torque 115 Nm 115 Nm 115 Nm

(85 ft.|b., 11.7 kpm) (85 ft.lb., 11.7 kpm) (85 ft.|b., 11.7 kpm)

at 2 500 rev/ min at 2 500 rev/ min at 3 000 rev/min

Compression ratio, nominal 9.0:1 8.0:1

Number of cylinders 4 4

Cylinder bore 3.54 in. (90 mm) 3.54 in. (90 mm)

Stroke 2.32 in. (58.86 mm) 2.63 in. (66.8mm)

Cylinder volume 9.14 cu. in. (1 498 cc) 104 cu. in. (1 698 cc)

Firing order 1—3—4—2 1—3—4—2
Placement of cylinders (from front of car):

Right hand side 1—2 1—2

Left hand side 3—4 3—4

Idling speed: 900 rev/min

Up to and incl. model 1975 800—900 rev/min

As from model 1976 850—900 rev/min

Weight, incl. electric equipment and

carburetor 265 lb. (120 kg) 265 lb. (120 kg)

CYLINDER BLOCK

Type 60° Vee formation, cyl-

inder block and crank-

case casted in one piece

Material Cast iron of a special alloy

Number of main bearings 3

Cylinder block bores for camshaft bushings:

Front 44.65—44.68 mm

Center 44.27—44.30 mm

Rear 43.89—43.92 mm

Cylinder block bores for balance shaft

bushings:
Front 54.420—54.445 mm

Rear 57.620—57.645 mm

Cylinder bore:

Standard 90030—90040 mm

90.530—90.540 mm

91.030—91.040 mm

60.62—60.64 mm

22.61—22.66 mm

Oversize 0.02 in. (0.5 mm)

Oversize 0.04 in. (1.0 mm)

Diameter main bearing bore

Thrust bearing width

PISTONS .
As from engine No. 59835

(USA cars as from No. 53921)

Material Aluminium
2 compression and oilNumber of piston rings, on each piston _ .
control rIng (tripartite)

Permissible difference in weight (piston

and connecting rod) in one and the same

engine 0.46 oz. (13 g)

SAAB 0204
Nov 1977



Piston ring groove width: 2030—2.055 mm

Upper 3,030~3.050 mm 4.000~4.020 mm

Center 501 7—5.042 mm

Lower

Piston diameter:

(The piston is out-of-round and spherical) 89978—90002 mm
Standard 90.478—90502 mm

oversize 0.5 90373—91002 mm

Oversize 1.0 00011 in.—0.0024 in.

Piston clearance (0.03—0-05 mm)

From the upper side of

the cylinder block

The jag to be turned

Piston, removal

Position of the piston
forward

PISTON RINGS

Upper compression ring (chrome plated)

:3

Lower compression ring

:21 Segment

E Center spring Oil control ring

5 1267 . . As from engine No. 59835

wmpress'on ""9 W

Thickness 1978—1.990 mm
Vllidth . 0.15 in. max. (max. 3.76 mm)
PIStOI'l ring‘clearance in groove 0.0394—0.077 mm
Gap In posrtion 0250—0500 mm

Lower compression ring

amines 2978—2990 mm
. . 0.1 5 in.

Piston rIng play (in groove) 0 040—0n0a7x8 (max. 3.76 mm)

Gap in position 0.250 Disco mm
- - mm

Oil control ring

Thickness (total)
. 4.83 —

W'dth Segment) 3 433_:':91 mm 3.824—3.974 mm
Piston my play in groove (total) 0.026 80 mm
Cap in position (segment) I —0.203 mm 0.026—0 196 mm

0.380—1.400 mm

CONNECTING RODS

Bore diameter in the big end

Vertical inner diam 56 8
at - - 20-

bearing inserts; er of fltted Con-rod 56.840 mm
Undersize O 25 54 00

8-

Undersize 0.50 54'042 m

Undersize 0.75.

Undersize 1,00

020—2



Diameter of crank pins:

Undersize 0.25

Undersize 0.50

Undersize 0.75

Undersize 1.00

Clearance between bearing insert and

crank pin:

Standard

Undersize

CRANKSHAFT

Crank pin diameter

Number of main bearings

Main bearing journal diameter:

Undersize 0.25

Undersize 0.50

Undersize 0.75

Undersize 1.00

Vertical inner diameter of fitted main

bearing inserts:

Undersize 0.25

Undersize 0.50

Undersize 0.75

Undersize 1.00

Clearance between insert and crank pin:

Standard

Undersize

Thrust journal length (center main bearing)

Crankshaft end play

Thrust (axial) bearing insert width

BALANCE SHAFT

Number of bearings

Clearance in bushing:

Front

Rear

Balance shaft end float

Inner diameter of bushings:

Front

Rear

Bearing diameter of balance shaft:

Front

Rear

Bachlash, new drive gear

Backlash, wearing limit

lull-l

53.98—54.00 mm

53.746—53.736 mm

53492—53482 mm

53238—53228 mm

52.984—52974 mm

0.014—0.054 mm

0.014—0.064 mm

see connecting rods

3

56.980—57.000 mm

56746—56736 mm

56492-56482 mm

56238-56228 mm

55984—55974 mm

57.008—57.042 mm

56.760—56.776 mm

56506—56522 mm

56252—56268 mm

55398—56014 mm

0.012—0.048 mm

0.014—0.058 mm

26.44—26.39 mm

0.102—0.203 mm

26.29—26.24 mm

2

0.02—0.08 mm

0.03—0.07 mm

0.05—0.1 5 mm

50.85—50.88 mm

54.03-54.05 mm

50.83—50.80 mm

54.00—53.98 mm
0.05—0.14 mm

0.40 mm
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CAMSHAFT

Number of bearings

Insert diameter:

Front

Center

Rear

Bearing clearance, all
Inner diameter of bushings:

Front

Center

Rear

"Camshaft end float

Spacer thickness:

Red

Blue

Camshaft drive

Number of teeth on pinion

Number of teeth on camshaft gear

Backlash, new drive gear

Backlash, wearing limit

Cam lift

Cam heel-to-toe dimension

VALVE MECHANISM

Angle of seat (cylinder head) intake and
exhaust

Seat width, intake and exhaust

Stem diameter:

lnta ke:

Standard

Oversize

Exhaust:

Standard

Oversize

Stem bore in cylinder head intake and

exhaust

Clearance between stem and guide:

Intake

Exhaust

Disc diameter:

Intake

Exhaust

Valve lift

Valve clearance, cold engine:

Intake

Exhaust

020-4

3

41.516—41.542 mm

41.135—41.161 mm

40.754-40.780 mm

0.025—0.077 mm

41.587-41.593 mm

41.186—41.212 mm

40.805—40.831 mm

0.025—0.076 mm

4.064—4.089 mm

4.089—4.1 14 mm

Gear pinion

34

68

0.05—0.20 mm

0.40 mm

0.256 in. (6.490 mm)

34.201 —33.998 mm

45°

ease—0.070 in. (1.5—1.7 mm)

8.043—8.025 mm

8243—8225 mm

8.443—8.425 mm

8.643—8.625 mm

8.843—8.825 mm

8.017—7.999 mm

8.217—8.199 mm

8.417—8.399 mm

8.617—8.599 mm

8.817—8.799 mm

8.063—8.088 mm

0.020—0.063 mm

0.046—0.089 mm

1.46 in. (37 mm)

1.26 in. (32 mm)

0.38 in. (9.7 mm)

0.014—0.015 in. (0.30—0.35 mm)

0.015-—0.016 in. (0.35—0.40 mm)



Free length of springs

Fully compressed

Load for compression to 1.59 in.

(40.26 mm)

Valve tappet diameter

Clearance between tappet and bore

VALVE TIMING

Intake (valve play 0.425 mm)

Exhaust (valve play 0.425 mm)

LUBRICATION SYSTEM

Type

Pressure lubricated points

Splach lubricated points

Transmission gear, lubrication

Oil filter, type

Crankcase ventilation:

Up to and incl. engine No. 16100

Crankcase ventilation:

As from engine No. 16101

Oil type:

Engine oil SAE 10 W 30
alt. SAE 10 W 40

Winter, constant temperature

below ~4°F(-20°C) SAE S W 20

Warningl This grade of oil must

not be used at temperature above

+32°F (0°C).

Oil pan capacity incl. oil filter

Oil pan capacity excl. oil filter

Oil pump relief valve opens at

Oil pressure control light operates at

Draining plug, thread

Oil pump:

Clearance rotor to housing

Clearance rotor to sealing surface

Model 1967

1.78 in. (45.2 mm)

1.13 in. (28.6 mm)

175—211 N

(39—47 lbs.,

17.8—21.5 kp)

WE
1.91 in. (48.5 mm)

1.13 in. (28.6 mm)

267—302 N

(60—68 lbs.,

27.2—30.8 kp)

22.202—22.190 mm

0.023—0.060 mm

opens 21° BTDC

shuts 82° ATDC

opens 63° BTDC

shuts 40° ATDC

Circulation system lubrication

under pressure

Oil pump of rotor type

Camshaft, crankshaft, balance

shaft, connecting rods, rocker arms

Piston pins and cylinder walls

Oil spraying

"Full-flow" type

Semi enclosed (From the oil

filler cap via crankcase to the

air filter)

Totally enclosed (From air filter

via crankcase and NOVO-valve

to inlet manifold)

Service SE in the APl-system or

according to Fords spec.

ESE—MZC-101C

3.3 U.S. quarts (3.3 liters)

3.0 US. quarts (3 liters)

47—55.5 lbs./sq.in., 3.3—3.9 bar (kp/cmz)

4.3—8.5 psi.,0.3—0.6 bar (kp/cm2)

M 14 x 1.5

0.012 in. (0.3 mm)

0.004 in. (0.1 mm)

W
1.85 in. (47.0 mm)

1.06 in. (27.0 mm)

265—294 N

(59—66 lbs.,

27.0—30.0 kp)
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WRENCH TORQUES

Spark plug

Main bearing cap bolts

Connecting rod nuts
Crankshaft gear bolt

Flywheel retaining bolts, crankshaft

Camshaft thrust plate, block

Bolt — camshaft gear

Cylinder head to block (to be tightened

in 3 stages)

Inlet manifold up to and incl. engine

No. 91279:

To be tightened in 2 stages:

Stage 1 bolts

Stage 2 bolts

Stage 1 nuts

Stage 2 nuts
As from engine No. 91280:

Stage 1 bolts

Stage 2 bolts

Stage 1 nuts

Stage 2 nuts

Intermediate plate to block

Transmission cover

Water pump to transmission cover

Pulley to balance shaft

Oil pump to block

Oil pan to block

Thermostat housing to induction manifold

Valve cover to cylinder head

Rocker shaft bracket

Oil filter half a turn after contact between

gasket and engine block.

FUEL SYSTEM

Carburetor

Type

Choke

Main jet

Choke tube

Emulsion jet

Idling jet, fuel

Idling jet, air (drilling)

Float valve

Float weight

Acceleration let

Acceleration pump capacity

Idling speed

Fast idling:

Stage

Stage "

Stage

Float level when idling

020—6

29—39 Nm (3—4 kpm)

98 Nm (10 kpm)

34 Nm (3.5 kpm)

49 Nm (5.0 kpm)

69 Nm (7.0 kpm)

20 Nm (2.0 kpm)

49 Nm (5.0 kpm)

54 Nm (5.5 kpm)

69 Nm (7.0 kpm)

93 Nm (9.5 kpm)

3.9—7.9 Nm (0.4—0.8 kpm)

22—28 Nm (2.2—2.9 kpm)

2.9—4.9 Nm (0.3—0.5 kpm)

15—18 Nm (1.5—1.8 kpm)

3.9—7.9 Nm (0.4—0.8 kpm)

21—25 Nm (2.1—2.5 kpm)

3.9—7.9 Nm (0.4—0.8 kpm)

21—25 Nm (2.1—2.5 kpm)

20 Nm (2.0 kpm)

20 Nm (2.0 kpm)

10 Nm (1.0 kpm)

49 Nm (5.0 kpm)

15 Nm (1.5 kpm)

4.9 Nm (0.5 kpm)

20 Nm (2.0 kpm)

4.9 Nm (0.5 kpm)

61 Nm (6.2 kpm)

Model 1967—1968 Model 1967-1968

Solex 28—32 PDSlT—7 Solex 32 PDSIT—4

Automatic Automatic

125 127.5

25.5 25.5

110 95

SO 50

1.5 1.5

1.5 1.5

7-3 gram 7.3 gram

50 50

0.6 i 0.12 cu. in. 0.6 i 0.12 cu. in.

(10 i 2 cm3)/10 strokes (10 i- 2 cm3)/10 strokes

800—900 rev/min 800—900 rev/min

1 100-1 300 rev/min 1 100—1 300 rev/min

700—1 900 rev/min 1 700—1 900 rev/min

2 700—2 900 rev/min 2 700—2 900 rev/min

Nom0.59 i 0.04 in. Nom. 0.59 i 0.04 in.

(1511mm) (15i1mm)
from gasket level from gasket level

SAAB

USA-cars

W

Automatic

127.5

25.5

100

42.5

1.5

1.5

7.3 gram

50

re”



Type

Choke

Main jet

Float valve

Acceleration pump capacity

Idling speed

Fast idling, third step

Float level, fully closed float valve

Float level, fully open float valve

Type

Choke

Main jet

Float valve

Acceleration pump capacity

Idling speed

Fast idling speed with headlights lower

beam on third step

Float level, fully closed float valve

Float level, fully open float valve

Type

Choke

Main jet

Float valve

Acceleration pump capacity

Idling speed
Fast idling speed with headlights lower

beam on third step

Float level, fully closed float valve

Float level, fully open float valve

Febr 1977

Model 1969

FoMoCo CBGH—9510—G

Automatic

135

2.0

0.33—0.45 cu. in.

(5.5—7.5 cm3l/1o strokes

800—900 rev/ min

800—2 000 rev/min

1.08 in. (27.5 mm)

1.34 in. (34.0 mm)

Model 1970

FoMoCo C8GH—9510—G

Automatic

135

2.0

0.33—0.45 cu. in.

(5.5—7.5 cm3)/10 strokes

800-900 rev/ min

1 800—2 000 rev/min

1.08 in. (27.5 mm)

1.34 in. (34.0 mm)

Model 1971—1975

FoMoCo 71 TW—9510—JB—JC

FoMoCo 71 TW—9510—JD

FoMoCo 72 TF—9510—KGA

FoMoCo 73 TF—9510—KEA

Automatic

130

2.0

0.27—0.4 cu. in.

(4.5—6.5 cm3l/1o strokes

800—900 rev/ min

1 800—2 000 rev/min

1.08 in. (27.5 mm)

1.34 in. (34.0 mm)

USA-cars, model 1969

FoMoCo C8GH—9510—H

Automatic

135

2.0

0.33—0.45 cu. in.

(5.5—7.5 cm3)/10 strokes

900 rev/min

900—2 100 rev/min

1.08 i 0.01 in. (27.5 i 0.25 mm)

1.42 i 0.01 in. (36 i 0.25 mm)

USA-cars, model 1970

FoMoCo 7O TW—9510—AA

Automatic

135

2.0

0.33—0.45 cu. in.

(5.5—7.5 cm3)/10 strokes

900 rev/min

1 900—2 100 rev/min

1.08 i: 0.01 in. (27.5 i 0.25 mm)

1.42 i: 0.01 in. (36 i 0.25 mm)

USA-cars, model 1971—1975

FoMoCo 71 TW—9510—LA

(as from model 1972:

FoMoCo 72 TF—9510—KEA

FoMoCo 72 TF—9510-KFA)

Automatic

140

2.0

0.27—0.4 cu. in.

(4.5—6.5 cm3l/1o strokes

900 rev/min

1 900—2 100 rev/min

1.08 t 0.01 in. (27.5 i 0.25 mm)

1.42 t 0.01 in. (36 i 0.25 mm)
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Type

Choke

Main jet

Float valve

Acceleration pump capacity

Float level

(Distance between the sealing edge of

the carburetor housing and the bottom

of the float with the valve closed. The

ball in the valve should not be pressed

in.)

Choke valve settings

(Maximum opening of valve when choke

lever turned against stop.)

Idling speed

CO-setting (idling speed)
Fast idling setting

(Warm engine. The choke valve is held

fully open while the choke lever is

turned into the position where the

choke valve starts to close. Blank off

the overrun valve hose and disconnect

the vacuum hose from the distributor

to prevent these functions affecting the

fast-idling speed.)

Retardationltime of the overrun valve

from 3 000 rev/min to idling speed

Carburetor

Ford designation

Main jet

Air jet, main system

Transition jet

Air jet, transition system

Idling jet

Acceleration jet

Booster valve

Fast idling speed

Idling speed

CO-content

Throttle valve damper delay time

Opening temperature, PVS-valve

Model 1976

Ford 75 TF—9510—KHA

Manual

122 (Sweden and Finland: 125)

2.0

0.24—0.30 cu. in.

(4-5 cm31/1o strokes

1.22 i 0.04 in. (31 i 1 mm)

0.15 in. (3.8 mm)

850—900 rev/min

0.5—1.0 %

1 500 rev/min

As from chassis

No. 96786003932

Solex 32/32 T010

79 TF 9510—LA

Primary stage

x 122.5 x 130

130 135

—- 60

— 120

42.5

45

60

3 500—3 700 rev/min

850—900 rev/min

1 $0.5 %

4—6 seconds from 3 000 rev/min

to idling speed

approx. 104°C

The carburetor jets have been set by the factory to achieve

optimum performance and must not be tampered with.

noun a

Secondary stage

Model 1977

Ford 77 TF—9510—KDA

Manual

120

2.0

0.135—0.256 cu. in.

(2.2-4.2 cm3)/10 strokes

1.22 i 0.04 in. (31 i mm)

0.15 in. (3.8 mm)

850—900 rev/min

0.5—1.0 %

1 500 rev/min

4—5 sec.

M“



Fuel pump

Type

Feeding pressure

Fuel tank

Capacity

Fuel transmitter:

Type designation Saab 95 up to chassis

No. 57.023

Type designation Saab 95 as from chassis

No. 57.024, up to and incl. model 1975

Type designation Saab 96 up to chassis

No. 475.599

Type designation Saab 96 as from chassis

No. 475.600 and as from model 1976

also Saab 95

Air pro-heating

The air cleaner snorkel has due to tempera-

ture condition two different positions

"Summer" or "Winter" (Position "Winter"

at permanent temperature below 50°F

(+1000).

Position "Summer":

Membrane pump driven by

eccentric on the camshaft

3.4—4.3 lb./sq. in.

(0.24—0.30 bar kp/cm2)

at 4 000 crankshaft rev/min

Up to and incl. model 1970

Saab 96 approx. 10.5 U.S. gal.

(approx. 40 liters)

Saab 95 approx. 11.5 U.S. gal.

(approx. 43 liters)

As from model 1976

Saab 95 L and 96 L approx.

10 U.S. gal.

(approx. 38 liters)

Veglia 67—8011

VDO 38/20

VDO 20.228

VDO 38/228

The air cleaner snorkel in

front of the pre-heater casing.

Position “Winter”: The air cleaner snorkel be-

hind the pre-heater casing.

Fob!- 1977

Model 1971-1975

Saab 96 approx. 10 U.S. gal.

(approx. 38 liters)

Saab 95 approx. 11 U.S. gal

(approx. 42 liters)
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Exhaust system

Exhaust pipe, internal diameter

COOLING SYSTEM

Type

Capacity incl. heater:

Up to and incl. model 1968

Model 1969—1976

As from model 1977

As from model 1969 USA

Thermostat, opening range:

Engine No. -26418

Engine No. 26419—

Max. opening

Pressure cap opens at:

Up to model 1970 (USA-cars up to

model 1969)

As from model 1971 (USA-cars as

from model 1970)

Anti-freeze coolant mixture

Maximum anti-freeze and rust protection

is obtained at a dosage of 2.5—3 imp.qt.

(3—3.5 l), as from model 1977 2—2.5

imp.qt. (2.5—3 1). Saab original anti-freeze

should be used all year round and renewed

at 2-year intervals. If other anti-freeze qual-

ities are used, they whould be changed every

YBGI‘.

1.34 in. (34 mm)

Overpressure

7.9 US quarts (7.5 liters)

7.2 US quarts (6.8 liters)

6.1 US quarts (5.8 liters)

7.5 US quarts (7.1 liters)

189°F (87°C)

181°F (83°C)

0.28 in. (7 mm)

2.2—4.3 psi (0.25—0.30 bar, kp/cm2)

7.5—10.3 psi (0.55—0.75 bar, kp/cmz)



Electrical system

BATTERY

Voltage

Capacity

ALTERNATOR

Type, up to and incl. chassis No

95773001663, 96773004488 and

96776001632

Type, as from chassis No.

95773001664, 96773004489 and

96776001633

Rated voltage

Rated speed

Max. permissible continous load,

up to and incl. chassis No

95773001663, 96773004488 and

96776001632

Max. permissible continous load,

as from chassis No. 95773001664,

96773004489 and 96776001633

Direction of rotation

Brush-spring pressure

Testing values, see group 3.

CHARGING REGULATOR

Type designation

STARTER MOTOR

Type designation

Number of teeth on pinion

Number of teeth on ring gear

Output

Mechanic testing values:

Brush-spring pressure

Pinion backlash

Distance between pinion and ring gear

Contact reserve

Rotor axial clearance

Rotor brake friction torque

Pinion clearance torque

Electric testing values:

Uncharged

Charged

Locked starter motor

Lowest pull-in voltage for operating

solenoid switch

.. one-I

12V

44Ah

Bosch K1 14v35A20

Bosch Kl

14 V

2 000 rev/min

14V55A20

35A

55 A

Clockwise and cou nter—clockwise

2.9—3.9‘N (10.5—14 02., 300—400 p)

As from model 1971

(LHD-cars)

12 V

60 Ah

Bosch AD 1 14 V, not radio suppressed

Model 1967—1968

Bosch EF 12 V 0.8 PS

0 001 208 029

9

138

0.6 kW (0.8 hp)

11.3—12.8 N (40.5—46 02.,

150—1 300 p)

0.0138—0.0236 in. (0.35—0.6 mm)

0.0985—0.1 18 in. (2.5—3.0 mm)

0.0395 in. (1.0 mm)

0.00197—0.01 18 in. (0.05—0.3 mm)

0.25—0.40 Nm (0181—0290 ft. lbs.,

2.5—4.0 kpcm)

0.13—0.18 Nm (0.094—0.130 ft. lbs.,

1.3—1.8 kpcm)

11.5 V and 30—50 A

6 500—7 700 rev/min

9 V and 170—200 A

150—1 450 rev/min

6 V 250—300 A

7.5 V

Model 1969—1974

Bosch GP 12 V1.0 PS

0001 311 024

9

138

0.7 kW (1.0 hp)

11.3—12.8 N (405—46 02.,

1 150—1 300 p)

00138—00236 in. (0.35—0.6 mm)

0.0985—0.1 18 in. (2.5—3.0 mm)

0.0395 in. (1.0 mm)

0.00197—0.01 18 in. (0.05—0.3 mm)

0.25—0.40 Nm (0.181—0.290 ft. lbs.,

2.5—4.0 kpcm)

0.13—0.18 Mm (0094—0130 ft. lbs.,

1.3—1.8 kpcm)

11.5 V and 35—55 A

6 500—8 500 rev/ min

9 V and 205—235 A

1 000—1 300 rev/min

G V 325—375 A

8V
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Type designation

Number of teeth on pinion

Number of teeth on ring gear

Output

Mechanic testing values:

Brush-spring pressure

Pinion backlash

Distance between pinion and ring gear

Contact reserve

Rotor axial clearance

Rotor brake friction torque

Pinion clearance torque

Electrical testing values:

Uncharged

Charged

Locked starter motor

Lowest pull-in voltage for operation

solenoid switch

IGNITION COIL

Tyep designation

Performances at a primary voltage of 12 V:

4 000 sparks/minute (1 000 distributor

revolutions)

16 000 sparks/minute (4 000 distributor

revolutions)

Primary-winding resistance (between
connections 1 and IS)

IGNITION CABLES

Resistance in spark plug connection

up to engine No. ~ 242000

Resistance in ignition cable and spark

plugs as from engine No. ~ 242000

020—1 2

Model 1975—

WV 1,1 PS
0 001 311 009

9

138

0.8 kW (1.1 hp)

11.3—12.8 N (405—46 02.,

150—1 300 p)

0.0138—0.0236 in. (0.35—0.6 mm)

0.0985—0.1 18 in. (2.5—3.0 mm)

0.0395 in. (1.0 mm)

0.00197—0.01 18 in. (0.05—0.3 mm)

0.25—0.40 Nm (0.181 —0.290 ft. lbs.,

2.5—4.0 kpcm)

0.13—0.18 Nm (0.094—0.130 ft. lbs.,

1.3—1.8 kpcm)

11.5 V and 35—55 A

6 500—8 500 rev] min

9 V and 205—235 A

1 000—1 300 rev/min

6 V 325—375 A

8V

Bosch K 12

Spark length minimum

0.55 in. (14 mm)

1000 ohmi 10%

10 000—23 000 ohm/m (yd)



SPARK PLUGS

Motorcraft

Bosch

Champion

NG K

Thread

Electrode gap

Tightening torque

DISTRIBUTOR

Capacitor, capacity

Basic setting with stroboscope at max.

800 rev/min with disconnected vacuum

hoses (1° on the balance shfat pulley

corresponds to approx. 0.05 in. (1.2 mm)

on the circumference of the pulley)

Order of firing, cyl. I is the furthermost

RH. one

Breaker gap

Dwell angle

Direction of rotation

Resistance in distributor arm

NOTE! Ignition advance curves, see

group 3.

Febr 1017

Up to and incl.

engine No. 59835
W
W 225 T35

UL 82 Y

B 7 HS

0.5 in. (12.7 mm)

M 14 x 1.25

0.024—0.028 in.

(0.6—0.7 mm)

22—29 ft.|b.

(29—39 Nm)

0.18—0.22 uF

As from

engine No. 59836

AGR (resistor) AG 22

W 175 T30

N—9Y

BF 6 ES

0.7 in. (19 mm)

M 14 x 1.25

0.024—0.028 in.

(0.6—0.7 mm)

model 1977:

0036—0040 in.

(0.9—1.0 mm)

22—29 ft.|b.

(29—39 Nm)

6° BTDC (USA- version as

from model 1971 3°BTDC)

1 —3—4—2

0.016 in. (0.4 mm)

50 i 3°

Clockwise

3 000 ohm i 20 % (as from about

engine No. 242000, the resistance
in the rotor arm is 5 000 ohm i 20 %)

USA-cars (1.7 I)

As from

AGR 32 (resistor) AG 32

W 145 T30

N—11Y

BF 6 ES

0.7 in. (19 mm)

M 14 x 1.25

0024—0028 in.

(0.6—0.7 mm)

22—29 ft.|b.

(29—39 Nm)

1. AA



. BULBS

Up to model 1968

“ Headlights, Sealed Beam

Headlights, asymmetric

Parking light and direction indicator

light, front

Stop light and direction indicator

light, rear

Tail light

Number plate light

Back-up light

Dome light

Fog- and spot light

Temperatu re- and fuel gauge, speedometer

Lighting, clock

Lighting, tachometer

Control lamps

Other instrument lamps

Trunk light

Model 1969—1975

Headlights, Sealed Beam

Headlights, asymmetric, up to and incl.
model 1972

Headlights, asymmetric, as from model

1973

Parking light, front
Direction indicator light, front

Parking and direction indicator lights,
front (USA)

Direction indicator light, rear

Tail light

Stop light

Number plate light

Control- and instrument lamps

Control lamp, hazard warning signal

Dome light

Trunk light

Back-up light

Side position light (USA)

Lighting tachometer (USA)

meet.
SUMO W

45/40 W

21/5W

21W

5W

5W

21/5W

SW

45W

2W

4W

2W

2W

2W

4W

50/40 W

45/ 40 W

60/55 W

SW

21 W

5/21W

21W

SW

21W

SW

1.2W

2W

5W

4W

21W

4W

2W

Saab 95 §E§b_9_§
Cap

M
P45t 2

N
BAY15d 2

BA15S 4 4

BA15$ 2 2

$85 2 2

BAY15d - —

585 2 1

BA2OS — “

BA7S — —

BA9$

BAQS

BA7S

BA9$

BASS - 1

l

rote) d

P45t 2 2

P43t/38

BA15S

BAlSS
MMN NNN

BAY 15 d

BA 15 S

BA 15 S

BA 15 S

S 8.5

Glass 1

BA 75

S 8.5

BA 9 S

BA 15 S

BA 9 S 2

Miniature bulb
BA 9 S

Miniature bulb

—a

Nl l

— 2

Mont



As from model 1976

Headlights, Sealed beam

Headlights, asymmetric

Parking light, front

Direction indicator light, front

Direction indicator light, rear

Tail light

Stop light

Number plate light (Saab 95 L)

Number plate light (Saab 96 L)

Control- and instrument lamps

Control |amp,seat belt warning indicator

lights

Control lamp, hazard warning signal

repeater, high beam, electrically heated

rear window, choke and brake

Dome light

Trunk light

Back-up lights

FUSES

Number

Length x diameter

Glass tube fuse (for headlight wipers),

as from model 1971

FLASHER UNIT

Type designation

Flashing frequensy

HORN

Type designation:

Up to and incl. model 1971

As from model 1972

HEATER FAN MOTOR

Type designation

Output and speed at free blowing and
a voltage of 13 V:

1/2-speed

1/1-speed

Febr 1977

 

Effect 932

50/40 W —

60/55 W P 43 t/38

S W BA 15 S

21 W BA 15 S

21 W BA 15 S

5 W BA 15 S

21 W BA 15 S

5 W BA 15 S

5 W SV 8.5—8

1.2 W Glass

3 W Glass

2 W BA 7 S

5 W SV 8.5—8

4 W BA 9 S

21 W BA 15 8

Up to and incl. model 1975

B A112

1 x 0.25” (25 x 6 mm)

3.0 A

Up to model 1968

Lucas FL512 V42 W

Hella 91 PSt 2 x 32 Op 12 V

60—120 impulses/min

Saab 95
 

991.
Saab 96

2 2

2 2

2 2

2 2

2 2

2 2

2 2

2 _

— 2

7 7

2 2

5 5

2 1

1

2 .—

Hella 331—12 V H and 331—12 V T

Hella BS4 alt. R Cajavec’ JAS 12/42

Elektrolux KS 3430/221 12 V

 
M Wises
2300 56

3500 109

SAAB

As from model 1976

8 A:11, 16 A:1

1 x 0.25” (25 x 6 mm)

3.0 A

As from model 1969

Tungsol 550—12

Hella 91/1P3V 2 x 21 W—12 V

60—120 impulses/min

020— 1 S



WINDSHIELD WIPER MOTOR As from model 1970

 

Type designation Lucas DL 3

Output rev/min and current consump-

tion. Warm motor, loaded with Nm ev/r'nin A

(10 kpcm, 8.7 in.lb.) and tension 13.5 V: rev/min _A_ 51374, 3P9" 1'6

1/2-speed 44-48 awn 1-5 I 5 appr. 2.5

1/1-speed eo—7o awn 2-3 67 ’ appr. 14

Blockated motor (e.g. frozen wiper blades) appr- 14

HEADLIGHT WIPER MOTOR

Type designation SWF 45 3876/1

Output rev/min (double strokes/ min)
and current consumption. Loaded with

 

0.25 Nm (2.5 kpcm, 2.2 in.lb.) and rev/min A

tension 13 V: 46 i 5 1.5—2

Blockated motor (e.g. frozen wiper blades) 5-6

WINDSHIELD WASHER/H EADLIGHT WASHER

Type designation MEAB (SCHURER)

Two jets o 0.7 mm:

Pressure bar (kp/cmz, 14 psi)

Capacity 260 cm3/min

Cars with headlight washers, as from

chassis Nos. 95.101.000, 96.622.242

resp. 51601144, 61601459:

Four jets, o 0.7 mm:

Pressure 1.2 bar (kp/cm2, 17 psi)

Capacity 1 000 cm_3/min

ELECTRICAL HEATING OF THE DRIVER'S SEAT

Thermostat cut-in temperature +10°C i 3.9°C

(+50°F : 7°F)

Thermostat cut-off temperature +27°C t 2.8°C

(+80.5°F : 5°F)

Heating elements, out-put:

Cold about 65 w

Warm about 50 W

ELECTRICAL HEATING OF THE REAR WINDOW

Out-put at 12 V 150 W

u: Sana



Transmission

GEAR BOX

Oil capacity
. approx. 1.8 US quarts (approx. 1.7 liters)

Type of Oil EP-oil SAE 80 W (alternatively SAE 75)

. accordin to AP! _

Gear ratios, total: 9 GL 4

1st gear 17.0:1

2nd gear 10.221

3rd gear 6.3:1

4th gear 4.1 :1

Reverse 15.5:1

Differential gear ratio, pinion/ring gear 4.88:1

Number of teeth, pinion/ring gear 8:39

Road speed in mph at 000 rev/min

engine speed:

Tire dimension 5.60 x 15" 5.20 x 15" 155 SR 15

lst gear 4.2 mph 6.8 km/h 4.2 mph 6.7 km/h 4.2 mph 6.7 km/h

2nd gear 7.1 mph 11.4 km/h 7.0 mph 11.2 km/h 6.9 mph 11.2 km/h

3rd gear 11.5 mph 18.5 km/h 11.3 mph 18.2 km/h 11.2 mph 18.0 km/h

4th gear 17.7 mph 28.4 km/h 17.2 mph 27.8 km/h 17.1 mph 27.9 km/h

Reverse 4.7 mph 7.5 km/h 4.7 mph 7.4 km/h 4.5 mph 7.3 km/h

Pinion/ring gear adjustment: specified

dimension i 0.002 in. (0.005 mm)

Ring gear backlash: specified dimension

i 0.002 in. (0.05 mm)

Matched gear sets:

3rd speed gear and pinion shaft 3rd gear

4th speed gear and pinion shaft 4th gear

Ring gear and pinion shaft

Synchromeshes

Tightening torques

Tightening torques

- W-

2.5
Transmission case end cover 5/16"

Differential bearings 3/8" 4

Ring gear bolts 5/16”

Pinion shaft nut. First tightening 7/

Then slacken and retighten

Nut, primary shaft

Nut, countershaft

3/4"

3/4"

W 020—17
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CLUTCH

Make Fichtel 8‘ Sachs

Type Single dry Plate

Clearance, release bearing—clutch
measured at the slave cylinder 0'16 in. (4 mm)

Clearance between release plate and

flywheel apprOX- in- (26 mm)

Pressure plate springs:

Length compressed

Tension when compressed

Dimensions of clutch facing

New clutch disc:

Thickness, unloaded

Thickness, loaded with 3 680 N (825 lbs.,
375 kp)

Max throw clutch disc

0.94 in. (23.9 mm)

600—660 N (134-147 lb., 61 ~67 kp)

5-6.5 in. (127 x 190.5 mm)

0.33 i 0.04 in. (8.4 i 0.1 mm)

0.28 i 0.01 in. (7.2 i 0.3 mm)

The clutch disc should rotate freely when

the pressure plate is raised 0.047 in. (1.2 mm)

Engagement pressure 3 340—4 170 N (750—935 lbs., 340-425 kp)

Clutch operation

Up to model 1968 Master cylinder

Make Girling Girling

Cylinder diameter 5/8" 3/4"

Max. permissible stroke 1.38 in. (35 mm)

Hose connection 3/8” UNF—24 3/8" UN F—24

Hose length between master and slave

cylinder 14 in. (355.6 mm)

Distance from clutch pedal foot plate

to the lower part of the dash panel

(max. pedal stroke) approx. 6.3 in. (ca. 160 mm)

Clearance, release bearing-clutch

measured at the slave cylinder 0.16 in. (4 mm)

As from model 1969

Make Lockheed Girling

Cylinder diameter 5/8" 3 l 4,,
Stroke 1.22 in. (31 mm)

Hose connection 7/16”—20 UNF—2B .,

Hose length between master and slave Wis -20 UNF—2B

cylinder 15.3 in. (388.6 mm)

Distance from clutch—pedal foot plate

to the lower part of the dash panel

(max. pedal stroke) 51 in. (130 mm)

Clearance, release bearing—clutch

measured at the slave cylinder 0.16 in. (4 mm)

020-18 Sun:



Brake system

GENERAL

Make

As from model 1971, LHD-cars:

Master cylinder

Type, front

Type, rear

Footbrake:

Up to and incl. model 1968

As from model 1969

1) On RHD-cars there are no vacuum servo.

Vacuum servo:

Make

Type

Brake fluid

Handbrake

DIMENSIONS

Brake disc:

Diameter

Thickness

Grinding permitted to min. thickness

(Max. 0.010"/0.25 mm on each side)

Max. total indicated axial throw

Brake drum:

Diameter

Adjustment machining permitted to max.

diameter

Max. total indicated radial throw

Brake shoes

Offcenter grinding of brake linings

Master cylinder:

Diameter, up to and incl. model 1968

Diameter, as from model 1969

Clearance between master cylinder piston

and push-rod

Same clearance at tip of brake pedal

Distance from brake pedal footplate to

the lower part of the dash panel (max.

stroke approx.)

Wheel cylinder:

Diameter, front

Diameter, rear:

Saab 96

Saab 95 up to model 1969

Saab 95 as from model 1970

Brake lines

Brake hoses:

Length, front

Length, rear, Saab 96
Saab 95

Tightening torques:
Castle nut, front wheel hub

Castle nut, rear wheel hub

in”?

Lockheed

ATE

Disc brake

Drum brake

Hydraulic, diagonal twocircuit type

Hydraulic, diagonal twocircuit type

with vacuum servo”

As from model 1971,

Model 1969—1970 LH D-cars

Lockheed ATE

4258—193 T51 /734

Satisfying the requirements of spec. SAE J 1703 or SAE 70 R3.

Mechanical

10 1/2" (266.7 mm)

0.375" (9.5 mm)

0.355" (9.0 mm)

0.008" (0.2 mm)

8” (203.2 mm)

8.06" (204.7 mm)

0.006" (0.15 mm)

8” x 1 1/2"

Thickness of rear brake lining:

0.020—0.022 in. (0.50—0.56 mm)

less than that of the drum

3/4"

13/16”

0.024—0.047" (0.6—1,2 mm)

0.12-0.24" (3—6 mm)

6.3" (160 mm)

2!!

5/8"

a! II

518',

3/16" Bundy-tube

81/2"

8 1/2"

61/2"

177 Mm (18 kpm, 130 ft.|b.)

88 Nm (9 kpm, 65 ft.|b.)

020-19



Front assembly, steering

WHEEL ALIGNMENT

Front wheel alignment, no load:

"King-pin" inclination
Caster

Camber

Toe-in at wheel rim

Turning angles:
Outside wheels

Inside wheels

STEERING GEAR

Steering gear adjustment:
Pinion axial clearance

Radial clearance of rack

Steering ratio, steering wheel/road
wheels average

Wheel travel between limit positions

Tie-rod ends:

Distance between wrench flat (end of

thread) and lock nut

Permissible difference between left-

hand and right-hand dimension

TIGHTENING TORQUE

Nut, tie-rod end

REAR WHEEL ALIGNMENT

Camber

Toe-in (toe-out)

Both wheels together or measured

rim-to-rim

Toe-in (toe-out) per wheel must not

exceed

Max. difference in wheelbase, left

and right (front wheels pointing

straight ahead)

020—20

W

7 i 1°

2 i 1/2°

3/4 t 1/4°

0.08 at 0.04 in. (2 i mm)

20°

221/2 i1 1/2°

Up to and incl. model 1968

Max. 0.005 in. (0.12 mm)

Max. 0.012 in. (0.3 mm)

14:1

2 1/4 turns

Max. 1.5 in. (40 mm)

The following is valid for certain

cars of model 1968. The distance

between end of thread and lock

nut must not exceed 1.0 in. (25 mm).

Max. 0.08 in. (2 mm)

39—49 Nm (3.5—5 kpm, 25—36 ft.|b.)

w

711°

211/20
1/3«.~1/2o

O i 0.04 in. (0 11 mm)

20°

221/211 1/2°

From model 1969
 

Max. 0.005 in. (0.12 mm)

Max. 0.01 in. (0.25 mm)

15.5:1

2.7 turns

Max. 1.0 in. (25 mm)

Max. 0.08 in. (2 mm)

0110

0i1 mm

0 i 0.28 in. (7 mm)

0 t 3/40

0.6 in. (15 mm)



Suspension, wheels

Suspension, wheels

Front coil spring:

Max. spring expansion

Number of spring coils

Length of coil spring

Wire diameter

Color marking

Max. spring expansion

Number of spring coils

Length of coil spring

Wire diameter

Color marking

Rear coil spring:

Max. spring expansion

Number of spring coils

Lenght of coil spring
Wire diameter

Color marking

Front shock absorbers

Type

Length

Extended

Stroke, fitted

Rear shock absorbers

Type

Length between centre hole and
shoulder for washer

Extended

Stroke

Enh- 1n11

Model

Model 1967 1969—1970

5.5 in. (140 mm) 5.7 in. (145 mm)

9.5 10.5

Model 1971

certain export

Model 1971 markets

5.7 in. (145 mm) 5.7 in. (145 mm

10.5 9.75

15.4 in. (391 mm) 16.0 in. (405 mm) 16.4 in. (416 mm) 14.5 in. (368 mr

0.46 in. (11.7 mm) 0.47 in. (12 mm)

Yellow Green

Model 1972

Model certain export

1972—1975 markets

5.7 in (145 mm) 5.7 in=(145 mm)

9.5 9

0.47 in. (12 mm) 0.51 in. (13 mm

Blue White

As from model

1976

5.7 in. (145 mm)

9.5

15.0 in. (381 mm) 14.1 in. (359 mm) 14.7 in. (374 mm)

0.49 in. (12.5 mm) 0.51 in. (13.0 mm) 0.49 in. (12.5 mm)

Yellow Brown

Saab 96

Up to and incl.
Saab 95 model 1975
 

Orange

As from model

1976

6.75 in. (170 mm) 6.75 in. (170 mm) 6.75 in. (170 mm)

7.5 9 7.5

13.5 in. (342 mm) 13.5 in. (342 mm) 13.2 in. (336 mm)

0.45 in. (11.4 mm) 0.43 in. (11.0 mm) 0.43 in. (11.0 mm)

White Yellow

Telescopic, hydraulic

9 3/4 in. (250 mm)

15 3/8 in. (390 mm)

3 1/3 in. (85 mm)

Saab 95

Arm, hydraulic
 

4 1/4 in. (106 mm)

Orange

Saab 96 and Monte Carlo

Telescopic, hydraulic

10” (255 mm)

16 7/16" (417 mm

4 1/4 in. (106 mm)

nan, '11



WHEELS As from model 1976

Up to and incl. mOdel 1975 "Wide base" dlsc wheels

Type “Wide base” disc wheels (as from

Dimen model1£1s969 with safety mm) 4.5 J x 15" (Saab 95: 4 J x 15”)Slon 4 J x n .

' 0.05m. (1.2 mm

Pe'm'SSIble out-of-round of rim, see fig. (A) 0.06 in. (1.5 mm) 0.05 in. (1.2 mm)

Permissible rim throw. see fig. (8) 0.06 in. (1.5 mm)

MEASURE POINTS ON THE RIM 
Wheel bolts:

Width across flats 3/4" in. (19.05 mm)

Thread UNC 9/16"

Tightening torques:
Castle nut, front wheel hub 177 Nm (18 kpm/130 ft. |st

Castle nut, rear wheel hub 88 Nm (9 kpm/65 ft. lbs.)

Wheel bolts 79—98 Nm (8—19 kpm/58—72 ft.|bs.)

TIRES

Size:

Saab 95 5.60 x 15" (diagonal)
155 SR 15 (radial)

Saab 96 5.20 x 15" (diagonal)
155 SR 15 (radial)

Tire pressure, front and rear Light load 24 psi (1.7 bar, kp/Cm2)
Fully loaded 27 psi (1.9 bar, kp/cmz)

At full load the tire pressure of the rear

tires on the Saab 95 should be 30 psi.

(2.1 bar, kp/cm2).

Tire pressure figures refer to cool tires.

020-22



Body

Body dimensions (approximate):

Overall length

Overall width

Overall height

Weight of body:

Total

Excl. hood, doors, fenders and luggage

compartment cover

ENAMEL

Nov 1977

Black

Black

Dorado brown

Middle blue

Middle blue

Middle blue

Caroline blue

Coelin blue

LaQOOn blue

Olive green

Sea-green

Tyroler green

Green

Green

Emerald green

Opal oreen
Jade green

Ore-grey

Red

Red

Sienna brown

Cinnabar red

Cardinal red metallic

Silvermink

Burgundy red

Silver crystal metallic

Silver crystal metallic

White

White

Orchid white

Light beige

Savann beige

Yellow

Brillant yellow

Indian yellow

Topaz yellow

Antilop brown

Saab 95
 

13ft.7 in. (4160 mm)

5 ft. 2 in. (1 585 mm)

4 ft. 1 1/2 in. (1 256 mm)

646 lb (293 kg)

496 lb (225 kg)

Manufacture

Beckers

Beckers

Beckers

Beckers

Herberts

Beckers

Herberts

Herberts

Herberts

Beckers

Beckers

Herberts

Herberts

Herberts

Herberts

Beckers

Beckers

Beckers

Beckers

Beckers

Herberts:
Beckers - '

Beckers

Beckers -

Beckers

Du Pont

Beckers

Beckers

Herberts

Beckers

Herberts

Beckers

Herberts

Beckers

Beckers

Beckers

Saab 96
 

12 ft. 10 in. (3 930 mm)

5 ft. 2 in. (1 585 mm)

4 ft. 1 in. (I 240 mm)

555 lb (252 kg)

415 lb (188 kg)

020-23
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CHAN KSHAFT

The cast-iron crankshaft has hardened and ground bea-

ring journals. It runs in three main bearings, the middle

one of which also serves as an axial guide bearing.Oi|-

ways for lubricating oil are drilled in the shaft. All main

bearing inserts are interchangeable.

CAMSHAFT AND TAPP ETS

The camshaft is a cast unit with hardened and phosphat-

ed cams. It is driven by the crankshaft via a gear with a

ratio of 2:1. The camshaft gear is made of fiber to ensure

quiet running. Guidance in the axial direction is provided

by a thrust plate located in the front end of the shaft.

The axial clearance is determined by a spacer located be-

hind the said thrust plate. The tappets are actuated di-

mshaft They are carried in the cylinder

amit the movement to the valves via push
s The tappets are accessible upon remov.

rectly by the c

block and trans

rods and rocker

al of the cylinder heads.

CONNECTING RODS. PISTONS AND PISTON RINGS

The pistons are journalled on the piston pins, and the

pm‘5 akr e Thanks to the tight fit of the connectmg rods

2:325:25 pins, no special circlips are-required for the
piston pins. Both pistons and connecting rods complete

and separate pistons and connectlng rods are carried as

:P:e:::;t:s are made of aluminium. They have.grooves
for two compression rings and one Oil control ring. The

upper compression ring is chromeplated and plain. The

lower compression ring has oil-scraping properties' The

oil control ring itself is tripartite.

ENGINE RIGHTHAND VIEW

1. Automatic choke

2. Distributor

3. Water distribution pipe

4. Clutch

5. By-pass line

6. Flywheel

7. Oil filter

8. Oil drain plug

9. Hose connection, lo

10. Water pump
war radiator hose

11. Alternator

12. Oil filler cap
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LUBRICATION SYSTEM

The engine lubrication system is of the forced feed type.

The pressure is generated by a rotor-type pump driven by

the camshaft. The pump is mounted in the oil pan under

the crankshaft. The pump rotor forces the oil past a re-

lief valve incorporated in the pump itself and on through

the Oil filter and oilways to the various lubrication points.

The oil filter is of the full-flow type, which means that

all oil force-fed to the lubrication points passes through

the filter.

LUBRICATION SYSTEM

1. Oil pump 6. Cylinder head

2. Oil filter 7. Rocker assembly

3. Balance shaft 8. Gallery line

4. Crankshaft 9. Oil pressure switch

5. Camshaft

Oil pump, relief valve

The oil pump is of the bi-rotor type. Its shaft is connected

to the distributor shaft which is driven by the camshaft

via an angle drive. When the pump is working, oil is drawn

into the spaces formed between the inner and outer rotors

from the suction side to the discharge side. The pump

suction line is fitted with a strainer.

The relief valve is incorporated in the pump body and con-

sists of a spring-loaded plunger. The valve opens at a pres-

sure of 45—55 psi (3.2—3.9 bar, kp/cmz) and admits oil

to the suction side of the pump.

OIL PUMP, DISMANTLED

1. Housing with strainer

2. Suction line

3. Pump body

4. Birotor

S. Rotor

6. Spring

7. Relief valve

8. Cover



Oil filter

The oil filter is made as a unit complete with cartridge.

The filter is of the full-flow type and is screwed directly

onto the cylinder block. The oil forced out to the various

lubrication points in the engine passes first through the

oil filter. The filter is fitted with an overflow valve which

allows the oil to flow past the filter if flow resistance be-

comes escessive due to clogging of the filter.

OIL FILTER

1. Filter housing

2. Rubber seal

3. Oil inlet

4. Oil outlet

5. Check valve

6. Filter part

7. Overflow valve

IGNITION SYSTEM

The distributor is driven by the camshaft via a bevel gear.

The rotor revolves in the clockwise direction. The firing

order is 1—3—4—2. The ignition timing in relation to the

engine speed is regulated by a centrifugal governor and in
relation to the load by a vacuum governor.

FUEL SYSTEM

The diaphragm-type fuel pump draws fuel up from the

tank to the carburetor. The pump is located on the left-

hand side of the engine and is driven by the camshaft by

means of a push rod from a special cam on the shaft. The

withaniu....g-c.._, ’ I

longer effective when a SUffIC|8ntly

' ssure has been attained. On its Ml." to the car.

high Dre the fuel passes through a nylon filter housed m

bureftorl. pump The filter is accessible upon rem0val of the
the ue .

pump cover.

As from mode
fuel pump . .

:thrfgr/i'lttt; fuel pump IS Of the same basrc desrgn as
e

the former type- However, the pump housing on the new

mp cannot be dismantled for repair. If the diaphragmpu

or valves are damage

pump is equPPed

that pumping '5 ”°

I 1970 a filter is also installed in the hose

and the carburetor.

d, the housing must be replaced,
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FUEL PUMP, EARLIER DESIGN. SECTIONED

1. Cover

2. Fuel inlet

3. Inlet valve

4. Diaphragm

5. Retaining pin

6. Diaphragm rod

7. Lock washer

8. Retaining washer

9. Return spring

10. Seal

11. Compression spring

12. Outlet valve

13. Fuel outlet

14. Filter

15' schW for cover
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Fuel tank, as from model 1971

As from model 1971 the fuel tank is designed so as to

allow internal expansion of the fuel. The expansion space

is opened by a valve which is actuated by the filler cap.

Fuel tank ventilation

When fuel is poured in, the tank (1) will not be complete-

Iy filled, and instead the level rises only slightly above

the lower opening on the venting tube The reason

for this is that an air cushion is formed above this level

and prevents further filling of the tank.

The formation of this air cushion is due to the fact that

a Spring-loaded valve (5) located in the filler pipe (2)

blocks the upper opening on the venting tube (4) from

the upper side of the tank.

When the tank cap (7) is screwed on, a lever is actuated

which opens the valve, thus providing a communication

from the upper part of the tank to the surrounding air

via the ventilation hose (6) which runs out under the rear

fender. The fuel, which increases in volume when the

temperature rises, is now able to expand inside the tank

instead of being pressed up through the filler pipe As

the fuel level becomes lower in course of driving, air is

drawn into the tank via the ventilation hose

CARBURETOR SOLEX, UP TO AND INCL MODEL

1968

The carburetor is a Solex downdraught carburetor. Up to

and incl. engine No. 16 100 (chassis No. —434.173 for

the Saab 96 and Monte Carlo, and —46.137 for the Saab

CARBURETOR, UP TO AND INCL. ENGINE NO. 16100,

RIGHTHAND VIEW

1. Water connections

2. Control link, fast idling

3. Plug for main jet

4. Control link, acceleration pump

SKI

FUEL TANK VENTILATION, ARRANGEMENT DIAGRAM

1. Fuel tank

2. Filler pipe

3. Venting tube

4. Venting tube

5. Spring-loaded valve

6. Ventilation hose

7. Tank cap
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95) the designation is 28—32 PDSlT—7. As from engine

No. 16 101 (chassis No. 434.174— for the Saab 96 and

Monte Carlo, and No. 46.138— for the Saab 95),the de-
sngnation is 32 PDSlT—4.

CARBURETOR, UP TO AND INCL. ENGINE NO. 16100.

LEFTHAND VIEW

1. Fuel inlet

2. Acceleration pump

3. Idling fuel jet

4. Air-regulating screw, idling mixture

5. Vacuum outlet

6. Adjusting screw, idling

7. Throttle control

ply is regulated by fixed jets mounted in the
The body contains not only fuel drillings

d a certain amount of air is mixed

an early stage in the emulsion tube,

eatures an automatic choke device with

eleration pump and a pressure—co”.

em known as an econostat. The va-

5 are dealt with in the following

The fuel sup

carburetor body.

but also air drillings an

with the fuel at

The carburetor f

rapid idling, an acc
trolled booster syst

rious carburetor function

sections.

The illustr .

the functions described ref

ations show carburetor 28—32 PDS|T_7, but
er to carburetor 32 PDSlT_4

as well.

Float system

The fuel level in the float chamber is adjusted by means

of the float. As the fuel flows into the chamber, the float

is lifted up and presses the needle valve against the seat.

As soon as the correct level is reached, the fuel supply is

cut off. The procedure is repeated when the level falls.

The float is made of nylon and is fitted with a fixed lever.

In order to keep the float level stable, the needle valve

is fitted with a spring-loaded ball. The float chamber is

internally ventilated, Le. the ventilation emanates in the

neck of the carburetor. Carburetor 32 PDSlT—4 is, how-

ever, equipped with a valve which opens when the throttle

valve is closed, the float chamber then being ventilated

outwards.

FLOAT SYSTEM

1. Ventilation duct

2. Float

3. Float valve

4. Fuel hose connection

5. Holder

6. Shaft

200—6
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choke device with fast idling

The starting automatics feature a vacuum-regulated d'

phragm which, via a pull rod, opens the Strangler Valvla-

slightly as soon as the engine has started, thus providi:

sufficient engine air and preventing suffocation. To en_9

sure that this demand will be satisfied even when the vac.

uum falls in conjunction with acceleration, a device is

provided which on such occasions forces the strangler
valve to open.

The starting automatics include a ratchet device (ratchet

wheel With three steps) which serves to increase the idling

speed when starting from cold. The ratchet wheel is con-

trolled by the bimetal spring and the amount of increase

in idling speed is determined by the position adopted by

the ratchet wheel.

In order to engage the fast-idling device when starting

from cold, the accelerator pedal must be pressed right

down and then released before an attempt to start is

made. This is necessary in order to release the ratchet

Wheel, thus enabling the latter to take up the position de-

cided by the bimetal spring. The throttle valve is then ac-

tuated by the adjustable control rod and the idling func-

tion of the throttle valve is now moved from the idling

screw to the ratchet wheel.

Idling system

When the engine is idling, the throttle valve is almost

fUW closed (regulated by the idling screw) so that there
will be a large vacuum (negative pressure) around and

under it. The vacuum in the idling passage emanating

under the throttle valve will then be so great as to cause

fuel to be drawn up through the main jet and through a

special duct up to the idling jet. After having passed this

jet the fuel is partly mixed with the air admitted to the

idling system through its special air jet. The air jet is in
the form of a drilling and cannot be altered. The obtained

mixture of fuel and air is now drawn through the idling

duct via the air-regulating screw into the engine.

The said air-regulating screw is used to vary the through-

put area for the fuel, thus regulating the mixture of fuel

and air. As a certain amount of air is always passing the

throttle valve, the engine fuel-air mixture when idling

will be richer if the screw is screwed out and thinner if it

is screwed in.

IDLING SYSTEM

1. Idling air jet

2. Main jet

3. Idling duct

4. Air-regulating screw, idling mixture

5. Throttle valve

6. Adjusting screw. idling

7. Idlin9 fut" 1'“
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Low-speed system

To facilitate the transfer from the idling system ‘0 the

main system, Le. from idling to normal driving, the car-

buretor is fitted with a transitional system known as a

low-speed system. This latter system communicates With
the idling system and receives all its fuel-air mixture from

the idling passage of the latter.

The fuel-air mixture of the low-speed system is supplied

noun Ur IUD“ in nu: "EEK Of th

to the englnihese holes are located immediately abOVe

carburetor.
sition of the throttle valve. As the valve

the closed Do ' increased from idling, the mixture of

opening IS.SI-0V;r:W" not only from the idling system but
fuel and aII' '5 e or both of these holes, depending On

also through of"the thrott'e valve. The low-speed system

the pots:;0:d;’usted or altered, as its function is set Exact.

canno

ly by the manufacturer.

LOW-SPEED SYSTEM

1. idling air jet

2. Main jet

3. Idling duct

4. Transition hole

5. Air-regulating screw, idling mixture

6. Throttle valve

7. Adjusting screw, idling

8. idling fuel jet
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High-speed system
pressed into the carburetor body.

At higher speeds and he ‘ . , As the fuel passes through the emulsion tube, an amountavrer loads, fuel IS supplied to the of air determined by the emulsion jet is mixed with it.

engine through the main system of th

fuel passes the main jet before re h‘ e Carburetor: The The obtained mixture of fuel and air then flows into theac mg the emulsron tube neck of the carburetor through an atomizer

HIGH-SPEED SYSTEM

1. Cover plate

2. Emulsion jet

3. Emulsion tube

4. Main let

6. Choke tube



Econostat system

In order for .

full-load Spezg: mime to receive enough fuel at higher

sYstem known as an carburetor is DI'OVided with a booster

the main SVStem e'conOSta't. This works parallel with

her. and '5 fed d'reCtIY from the float cham-

he syste onm C . 'SISTS Of a calibrated riser which is press-

hamber cover. From the risgr a d

er pipe which is also press-fitted iUct

g of the atomizer pipe is place:- In

fitted in the float c

leads to the atomiz

the cover. The openin

tor at a point where a Slight va 0..

the neck of the carbure

uum prevails at low speed and low load. Only as the

Speed

and load increase does the vacuum at this DOint be

high enough to cause fuel to be drawn up thrOUQh (game
e

riser.

ECONOSTAT SYSTEM

1. Riser

2- spray Pipe



Acceleration system

works with a spring—loaded link from the th

The fuel to the acceleration system is sucke

float chamber via an inlet valve inside the a

pump. Pump strokes cause the inlet valve t

rottle vaIVe_

d from the

cceleration

0 be closed

and the fuel is forced past the ball in the inlet duct and

out into the throat of the carburetor via acceleration jet

and injector tube.

When injection ceases and the diaphragm returns to the

normal position, the ball closes the outlet duct and fuel
fills the acceleration pump again through the open inlet

valve.

The acceleration pump is connected with the float cham-

her we a small leakage hole in order to prevent accelera-
tion fuel from flowing into the engine when it expands

on account of the carburetor getting warm. This has made
It necessary to increase the pump stroke.

ACCELERATION SYSTEM

pewsewewwe
Injector tube

Acceleration jet

Ball

Leakage hole

Outlet duct

Spring
Control link

Lever

Diaphragm

Inlet valve
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CARBURETOR FOMOCO, MODEL 1969—1970

As from model 1969 the car is equipped with a FoMOC0

down-draught carburetor. The fuel feeding is regulated

by fixed jets mounted in the carburetor body. Only the

main jet is removable. In the body there are drilled fuel

ducts, and also air ducts. In the emulsion tube is — at an

early Stage — a certain amount of air being mixed in With

the fuel.

The carburetor has an automatic choke device with fast

idle and accelerating pump. The carburetor differs from

the Solex carburetor previously used, especially by it that

only the main jet is removable and the fast idle device sit-

uated on the outside of the carburetor. The fast idle has

four steps out of which the fourth step is engaged at the

start only. As soon as the accelerator pedal is touched

upon, the said step is disengaged independently of the

cooling water temperature. Then fast idle works with
three steps like the Solex carburetor previously used.

Adjustment of fast idle, accelerating pump capacitY. float
chamber ventilation and float level is made by bending

control rods and levers. These have, at the factory, been

adjusted to prescribed measurements, and a readjustment

at the garage is therefore — as a rule — not required.

CARBURETOR. MODEL 1969—1970

200—1 2

1. Thermostatic spring housing S 2142

2. Automatic choke housing 9 valve
14. ~

3. Choke plate shaft 15 :cceleratmg FUND rod 25' cum“ piston

4. Choke plate 16 TCCelerating pump lever 26‘ Vacuum “Sage

5. Main jet 17 V::L':°stauc spring :3 Inlet valvg

6. Float needle valve ' m Dim"I Jim re-eq ‘ ‘

7. Step cam 18' vacl-IUm ssagg 29. Plain: d' UBlISlngshsageole

8. Float with shaft 3' Id" 30- Bali chest“? I“.

9. Diaphragm piston ‘ Id" 35" Channel ‘ - and ‘ va W (discharge)

lo. Vent actuating lover 21‘ m“ “M ’ "mung air 31 Pu wry."

11. idle adjusting screw 2: NT °°mCtI0n m 32. Vulgar;

12. Idle mixture control screw 24 M3"? Who 33. Vent push rod

O“ 0an h 34 F
mom ' “" mDuly tube



cARBURETOR FOMOCO, MODEL 1971—1975

In order to satisfy the demands on Cleanin

haust gases, the engine is eqUipped With a Q of-th-e ex.

buretor. This carburetor differs from the n emission car.
her models in that it is made With narrowVersmn in ear.

and each carburetor has been SUbiected t:;;‘|’;::a;c:s
s .

The following descriptions ar '
e v I

retors model 1969—1975. 3 Id for FOMOCO carbu-

CARBURETOR, MODEL 1971-1975

2526iél4l$l7 W 20 26 9

I

I

I
I

I

I
.I.

1.

l

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

27 71823 2221

CARBURETOR, MODEL 1971—1975

1. Automatic choke housing 10. Thermostatic spring

2. Choke plate 11. Vacuum piston

3. Connection for float chamber vent 12. Vacuum passage

4. Step cam 13. Idle air jet

5. Idle adjusting screw 14. Idle air channel

6. Vacuum nipple 15. Idle fuel channel

7. Idle mixture control screw 16. Air correction jet

8. Accelerating pump 17. Mixing tube

9. Fuel supply tube 18. Full load enrichment

Vacuum passage

. Ball check valve (inlet)

. Vent

. Pump discharge passage

. Ball check valve (discharge) and weight

. Pump jet

Vent tube, float chamber

. Main jet
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Float Svnem

The fuel level in the float chamber is governed by the

float. When the fuel flows into the chamber, the float is

lifted and presses the valve against the seat. Once the in-

tended level is obtained, the fuel supply is cut off. When

the level sinks, the course is repeated.

[24?

F LOAT SYSTE M

1. Fuel inlet

2. Float needle valve

3. Float

“ W“ Bush rod

re a stable float level, the needle valve is “lumped

ed ball. '

ipped with a valve, Whlch goVEmS
float chamber. When the throme

ilation is directed outwards,

to the carburetor neck.

To ensu

with a spring-load

The carburetor is equ

the ventilation of the

valve is closed, the vent

when open inwards Le.
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Starting automatics

plate gradually opens and is wide ope

of approx. 140°F (60°C).

The starting automatics feature a vacuum-regulated piston

which, via a lever, open the choke plate slightly as soon

as the engine has started, thus providin

air and preventing "suffocation".

Furtermore, there is a mechanical device which forces

the choke plate to open, then the vacuum falls due to

remarkable acceleration.

The starting automatics include a step cam chich serves

to increase the idling speed when starting from cold. In

order to engage the fast idle device when starting from

cold, the accelerator pedal must be pressed right down

and then released before an attempt to start is made. This

is necessary in order to release the step cam thus enabling

the latter to take up the position decided by the thermo-

static spring.

The position of the throttle valve is then not governed

by the idling screw any longer but by the position the

stop on the step cam.

n at a temperature

9 sufficient engine

Automatic choke (Modulating choke) as from carburetor

71 TW—JD

USA cars as from carburetor 70 TW—AA

The choke flap is regulated in the same manner as before

by a bimetal spring which reacts to the coolant tempera-

ture.

When the engine is started, a vacuum-actuated piston is

drawn downwards in a cylinder bore and, if the engine is

cold, the choke flap opens somewhat. This is done by a

lever and is necessary in order to supply the engine with

enough air so that it will not "suffocate". The new design

differs from the old one in that there are two slots along

the bore of the cylinder. When the piston descends about

3 mm (0.12”) the inner slot is exposed above the top of

the piston, and when the latter descends a further 4 mm

(0.16") the outer slot is also exposed. Atmospheric air

can then flow through the slots to relieve the vacuum on

the underside of the piston, so that the position of the

choke flap is adjusted to the load on the engine. In the

older type the choke flap opens by about 4.5—5 mm

(0.18—0.20”) with the piston all the way down. The new

type has a longer cylinder bore, so that the choke flap is

wide open when the piston is all the way down.

STARTING AUTOMATICS

1. Thermostatic spring

2. Vacuum piston

3. Lever .

4. Thermostatic spring lever

5. Vacuum 9855593

6. Fast idle nap dog

7. Step cam

8. Link rod

9. Choke plate shaft

10. Choke plate
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Idling system

When the engine is idling, the throttle valve IS almt0:;ere

fully closed (regulated by the idling screw) 50 tha

will be a large vacuum under the throttle valve. the

The vacuum in the idle air channel emanating Md” be

throttle valve, will then be so great as to cause fuel'tloidle

drawn up through the main jet and throlJQ!1 a Spec'a ccu-

fuel channel up to the idle fuel jet, consustmg 0f a: Z is

rately calibrated constriction of the channel. The l: ecial

then partly mixed with the air admitted through : peon-

air channel. The fuel-air mixture then passes anot er

d receives more air "0m a pressure~equalising
strictlon,an. laced further down in the neck of the Car-
hole. which I5 Prpose of this is to get the correct rela-

buretor. The 9:" fuel and air, before the mixture — via
tionship betwentrol scl' ew __ is suctioned into the engine,
the mixture coke the transition from idling system to

In order to "13 re uniform’ there is -— in the carburetor

main System m: the idle mixture control screw — a slot,

neck, Just abo‘; visible when the throttle valve is opened,

Tyczyzzginfleives its fuel from the idling system.
IS

8 5274

IDLING SYSTEM

1. Idle air jet

2. Idle air channel, mixing air

3. Idle fuel channel

4. Idle mixture control screw
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Main system

At higher speeds and heavier loads, fuel is supplied to

the engine through the main system of the carburetor

The fuel passes through the main jet before reaching the

mixing tube pressed into the carbu

fuel passes by the mixmg tube an amount ofyaif‘3st:-

mined by the mixing tube is mixed with it. The obtained
mixture of fuel and air then flows into the neck of th

carburetor through a spray pipe. e

In order for the engine to receive enough fuel at higher

full-load speeds, the carburetor is provided with a vacuum

regulated full-load-enrichment system. The system con-

sists of a piston, which via a channel communicates with

the carburetor neck. The piston is actuated by the vacu-

um prevailing in the neck. When the engine speed is low

and the throttle valve closed, the vacuum is large and the

piston is lifted, and a spring-loaded valve - situated close

by the main jet — kept shut. When the throttle valve is

wide open, the vacuum diminishes and the piston is de-

pressed by a spring, which opens the valve. The fuel then

flows direct into the main system through the main jet.

MAIN SYSTEM

1. Air correction jet

2. Mixing tube

3. Main jet

4. Full load enrichment

5. Control piston, full load enrichment

6. Vacuum passage

7. Spray pipe



Acceleration system

If the throttle valve opens quickly, the air-fuel that?”

tends to be lean. The reason for this is, among (film and

things, that the air moves more easily than the

thus reaches the engine sooner. . aunt of fuel

To compensate the "leanness", a certain am 'd of the

is therefore injected into the engine With the ar mp which

accelerating pump. The latter is a diaphragm title valve.

works with a spring-loaded link from the th‘rjof om the

The fuel to the acceleration system is sucke [arming

float chamber via an inlet valve inside the acct?“e and

pump. Pump strokes cause the-inlet valve todi:Ict and om

the fuel is forced past the ball in the outlet '9:

into the carburetor neck via the acceleration .

n ceases and the cuapnragm returns to the

n the ball closes the outlet duct and fuei
p again through the open inlet

When injectio
ticnormal p05i .

fills the accelerating pum

valve. f the acceleration system, there is _
let duct 0In the 0“”

ll __ a weight Which serves as non-return
above the ha | upp'y to the acceleration system is regu.

valve. The fue : certain pressure is required to lift the

lated b: :Lghvjeight- In this way fuel injection is preven-

ball an

ted when the valve opens slowly.

ACCELE RATION SYSTEM

1. Ball check valve (discharge) and weight

2. Acceleration jet

3. Fuel channel

4. Pressure-equalising hole

5. Val! check valve inlet)

6. Spring

7. Diaphragm

8. Lever

9. Accelerating pump rod
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CARBURETOR FORD MOD
EL 1976- 1977 Sealed mixture adjusting screw, model 1977

General

On model 1977, a new type of adjusting screw has been

Introduced which is equipped with a seal which must be

removed (and thereb destro ed before an ad'ustment

eveIOPment of the can be made y y y

The adjusting screw must be resealed after adjustment.

The seal comprises a plastic plug which is press-fitted

above the adjusting screw. Plugs mounted at the factory

are white while plugs for use by workshops are blue.

The carburetor has been designed in regard to th '

exhaust emlSS|0n regulations and is a d e mister

FoMoCo carburetor.

As opposed'to the FoMoCo carburetor, the new carbu-

retor IS equnpped with a manual choke, the lower pas

sages in the idling system are of new design and the

spray pipe of the main system opens into a ven

in the carburetor throat.
turi-ring

CARBURETOR,EXPLODED VIEW

1 Float chamber 8. Throttle flap

2' Float chamber cover 9. Choke flap
10. Accelerating pump

3' Fm“ 11. Ball and weight, acceleration fuel passage

4‘ Flo-at‘vllW 12. Fuel line connection

5' Mm" I" 13. Float chamber vantiletion

B Throttle screw, idling mixture

7. ldlinll

SAAB 200—19



Float system

is governed by the
The fuel level in the float chamber .

e at the fuel Intake.
float, which acts on the needle valv .

As fuel flows into the float chamber, the float rises, .

whereupon the needle valve is pressed against its seating:

shutting off the supply of fuel. When the level dram, the

cycle is repeated. .

Ventilation of the float chamber is by means of a nlpple

in the float chamber cover and a hose opening in the

right wheel housing.

S 5276

FLOAT SYSTEM

1. Fuel inlet

2. Float valve

3. Float

4. Ventilation

200—20

Choke

To facilitate starting when the engine is cold, the carbu.

retor is fitted with a choke valve In the Upper part of the

carburetor throat. As the valve closes, the vacuum below

it, and thus the fuel supply, Increases.

The choke is controlled manually by means of the Choke

control. The choke control cable actuates a lever On the

carburetor. The movement of the lever is transferred via
' k to a driver on the choke valve pinion,

A fast idling cam which actuates the throttle valve is also

attached to the lever. This is designed to increase the

idling speed during cold-engine starts.

CHOKE

1. Choke control

2. Lever

3. Driver. choke valve

4. Choke valve

5. Fast idling mm

6. Driver, throttle valve



Idling system.

ttle valve and opens

of the carburetor be-

  

   
    

  
l\\

then passes through another constriction and additional

air is introduced from a pressure equalizing hole, located

lower down in the throat of the carburetor.

This is to ensure a correct fuel-air mixture before the mix-

ture passes through the mixture control screw and the

idling spray pipe and thence to the engine.
To improve the transition from the idling system to the

main system, two holes connected to the idling passage

are located above the idle mixture control screw in the

throat of the carburetor. As the throttle valve opens

slightly, the holes are opened and additional fuel is sup-

plied.
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IDLING SYSTEM

1. Main jet

2. Idling fuel “539°

3. idling MI in

4. Upper Idling all "599'

5. Lower idling air 9055399

6. Idling passage

7. Idle mixture control screw

8. By-pass passage

9. idling spray pipe

10. Fuel outlet, transition system

200—21



Main system

At higher speeds and heavier loads, fuel is supplied to

the engine through the main system of the carburetor.

The fuel flows through the main jet to the emulsion pipe

which is press-fitted in the carburetor housing. A definite

quantity of air is added to the fuel during its flow 93“

the emulsion pipe and this quantity is governed by the

emulsion pipe. The fuel-air mixture then flows through

a spray pipe in the carburetor throat. The spray pipe

opens in a ring-shaped inner venturi which provides the

air flow with a corsiderable boost at the spray pipe Open-

ing, thereupon producing an effective atomization of the

fuel-air mixture.

The carburetor is equipped with a vacuum-regulated

IIIIIIII
A

— Fuel

“.‘\

stem to ensulc W“ "" “ V VVVVVV u WI”.

yCluantity at full load. The system comprises a
. which is connected to the carburetor throat be-

piston hrottle valv e by means of a passage. The piste"

jow the t d by the vacuum below the throttle valve. When
Is actuate s eed is low and the throttle valve only Slight.

the angle": t‘ljle Vacuum is high, the piston is forced up and

IV open loaded valve located at the main jet is kept closed,

a spring'hmttle val ve approaches the open position, the

As the tdrnps and th e piston is forced down by a spring,

21:35 the valve. An additional supply Of fuel then flows
into the main system.

booster S

cient fue'

\
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THE MAIN SYSTEM

1. Main jet

i A"
2. Emulsion pipe

3. Emulsion jet

4. Spray pipe and venturi

W High vacuum
5. Regulating piston, full-load boost

6. Valve,full-load boon

7. Vacuum passage, booster valve, full-load

Low vacuum

700—22 Sana



Acceleration system

When the -

denc fo :Z'Ottle Velve ls Opened rapidly th '

the cht trh e fuel‘air mixture to become} ere Is a ten-at the air flows more easil th 00 lean due to

thus reaches the engine faster y an the fuel and

To compensate for ‘this a certa'
'"quantitVoff - -uel is in-

‘ected int .“the engine by means of [he accelelal- III
Ion DU p.

The pump is a diaphra ‘

spring-loaded link frongThzutrrZEtT:vslacmated by 3
Fuel for the acceleration system is dr:v:el

chamber through an inlet valve in the n from the float

strokes cause the inlet valve to close 82:?9- l’ump

past the ball in the outlet duct, through thieacsczlzcec‘jration

Jet into the throat of the carburetor.

When Injection ceases and the diaphragm returns to its

:ormal position the ball closes the outlet duct and fuel
pr:;1pthe open Inlet valve once again fills the acceleration
A weight is located above the ball in the outlet duct of

the acceleration system and this acts as a non-return

valve. The supply of fuel to the acceleration system is

{gutted by means of the certain pressure required to
t e ball and the weight. This prevents fuel injection

when the throttle is opened slowly.

ACCE LE RATION SYSTEM

1. Acceleration jet

2. Valve

3. Acceleration fuel duct

4. Pressure equalizing hole

5. Inlet valve

6. Spring

7. Acceleration pump diaphragm

8. Lever

9. Linkage

10. Throttle valve



Deceleration system, cars for the USA as from model

1970 and cars for Sweden model 1976 and 1977

The deceleration system comprises a system of passages

inside the carburetor, and a deceleration valve outside

the carburetor mounted in the flange between the car-

buretor and the inlet passage.

A spring-loaded diaphragm is located inside the bottom

cover of the overrun valve; the vacuum in the inlet duct

acts on the top of the diaphragm while atmospheric pres-

sure from a hole in the bottom cover acts from below.

   
  0....4

VI.

leration (freewheel locked), the vacu-

f the diaphragm is sufficiently high to

the spring, thus drawing the diaphragm

ds This actuates the valve spindle and the valveupwar C. necti°n is thereby made between the inlet

opens. dot'h e dece' eration section of the carburetor. The

duet an I New" mixture required to ensure sufficient

22:12:31.1 during engine deceleration can thus flow
through this passage.

During engine dece

um acting on top 0

exceed the force of

DECELERATION SYSTEM

1. Air inlet

2. Deceleration air passage

3. Deceleration fuel passage

4. To the inlet pipe

5. Diaphragm

6. Valve

7. Adjusting screw

8. Spring

zoo-24



CARBURETOR SOLEX, AS FROM MODEL 1977 B

The carburetor comprises three main parts: The carburet-

or cover, the carburetor housing and the throttle section

at the bottom. The carburetor is of the two

with primary and secondary stages. The primary stage in-

cludes the cold-start, idling and acceleration-enrichment

functions- The two throttle valves are mounted in a sepa-

rate throttle valve section underneath the carburetor hous-

ing. The throttle valve linkage is arranged in such a way

that the secondary throttle valve will not open until the

primary throttle valve is about 3/4 open. The two valves

reach the full-throttle position simultaneously.

‘Stage type.

   
 

 
    

Float system

The level of fuel in the carburetor is regulated by the

float.

When fuel enters the float chamber, the float will rise,

pressing the needle valve into its seating. When the float
reaches the predetermined level, the supply of fuel will

be shut off. When the level drops, the valve opens and

the cycle is repeated. Ventilation of the float chamber is

by means of a valve in the carburetor housing. Operation

of the valve is governed by the position of the throttle

valve lever. When the throttle is open, the ventilation sys-

tem will operate internally. When the engine is at idling

speed or at a standstill, the ventilation will be external

into the ambient air.
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Griff-:22: system 11- Adiusting screw 21. Throttle valve
2: Ventilation pipe, float chamber ventilation 12. Diaphragm 22. Mistture adjusting screw, idling
3. Air jet, transition system :2 29m! Pipe "ammo" mm 3.12::9 adjustlng screw

4. Fuel jet, transition system 15.Thrr:::::’ W 25. Id" :21; passage

5. Air jet, main svmm

6. Choke valve

7. Air pm. “"509 “mm”

8. Vacuum 9883899

9. Step cam, fast idling

10. Driver

16. Throttle valve

17. Emulsion pipe

18. Main jet

19. Emulsion pipe

20. Main jet

26. Push rod, rm idling

27. Bi-metal spring, automatic choke

28. Stop lever, fast idling



Starting system

The carburetor is fitted with an automatic choke to facil-

itate cold starting. The choke mechanism is actuated by

depressing and releasing the accelerator before starting:

The choke is controlled automatically by means 0f 3 b"

metallic spiral spring regulated by the temperature Of the

coolant. When the engine is cold, the choke valve will be

partially or completely closed, depending on the ambient

temperature, but will gradually open as the temliel'ature

A .
TAX-4

'3?

STARTING SYSTEM

1. Float

2. Choke

3. Driver, choke valve

4. Diaphragm, vacuum control

5. Dlephregm rod

   
 

lant rises. The automatic mechanism also in-of the cm cam the function of which is to increase

dudes." stepeed during cold starting. The step cam is re-
the 'dlmg sfneans of a bimetallic spring. A vacuum-regu-

gulated th a m opens the choke soon after starting by
lated chap rthgrust rod. in order to ensure that the engine

means of: a sufficient quantity of air when it is running.
Will recall: a sufficient supply of air also when the vacuum

3.30:2: a result of the throttle having been opened, fl
stop is provided on the linkage from the throttle, which

forces the choke valve to open under these conditions.

6. Step cam, fast idling
“I. Stop lever, tut Idling

8. Vacuum passage

9. Throttle valve

10. Main jet



Idling and transition SYStem

I

I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I

5.
I

I
I
I

from the idling jet past the idling mixture screw to the

engine. To ensure smooth transition to the main system,

several calibrated holes are situated above the idling mix-

ture adjusting screw, and the fuel/air mixture from the
idling system flows through these when the throttle is

open.

:

l/l

-25 “‘“N177
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IDLING AND TRANSITION SYSTEM

1. Main jet

2. Throttle valve

3. Mixture adjusting screw, idling

4. Idling let

I - Primary stage

200-27



Main system

Under increasing engine speed and heavier loading, the

engine is supplied with a greater quantity of fuel/air by

means of the main system.

Initially, this is achieved by means of the primary stage

only. The fuel flows from the float chamber through the

the carburetor throat. When the throttle valve in .the pri-

mary stage approaches the full—throttle posmon, it actu.

ates the throttle valve of the secondary stage by-means

of a lever, thereby bringing the secondary stage into 0p-

eration. Calibrated holes are prowded In the carburet0r

throat at the same level as the throttle valve, and the

fuel/air mixture is sucked through these holes fmm Spe-

cial transition jets in order to achieve smooth transitionmain jet and emu|5ion pipe —where it is mixed With a to the main system of the secondary stage,

given proportion of air — and thence to the spray pipe in
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MAIN SYSTEM, PRIMARY STAGE

1. Air let, main system

2. Spray pipe

3. Main let

4. Emulslon pipe

5. Throttle valve

I - Primary stage

II - Secondary stage

MA M “An—
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MAIN SYSTEM, TRANSITION SYSTEM, SECONDARY STAGE

Air jet, transition system, secondary stage

Air jet, main system

Spray pipe

1

3

4

5

6

7

8

Fuel/air passage, transition system

Fuel jet, transition system, secondary stage

Main jet

Throttle valve

Emulsion pipe

= Primary stage

s Secondary stage

Mn..
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Emulsion pipe

Secondary stage

Main jet

Emulsion pipe

Throttle valve

= Primary stage

Spray pipe

Throttle valve

Main jet

MAIN SYSTEM, FULL-LOAD

3

4

5

6

7

8
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Acceleration system

When the throttle is opened quickly

plied with additional fuel by means of the acceleratio

system. The system operates in the primary stage andn

comprises a diaphragm pump which is regulated by the

the engine is sup-

chamber through an inlet valve in the acceleration pump.

Pump strokes cause the inlet valve to close, and the fuel
is forced through the outlet valve at a spray pipe into the

throat of the carburetor. When the injection ceases, the

outlet valve closes, the diaphragm returns to its normal

position, and fuel from the open inlet valve once againthrottle.

Fuel to the acceleration system flows from the float fills the pump.

’II/ll’lllll
:2//
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ACCELERATION SYSTEM

9. Throttle valve

10. Main jet

11. Calibration pin

1. Non-return valve

2. Spray pipe, acceleration system

3. Air jet, main system

4. Float 12. Valve

5. Float valve 13. Push rod

6. Fuel pipe 14. Lever

7. Pressure reducing pipe 15. Cover
16. Pump diaphragm8. Diaphragm spring

I = Primary stage
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Booster system

To provide additional power at high engine speeds and

under heavy loads, there are two different systems which

supply additional fuel to the engine.

One of the systems operates in the primary stage and is

actuated by the vacuum in a recess in the throttle valve

section. When there is a high vacuum in the suction pipe.

3 piston in the upper section of the carburetor is drawn

upwards. When the vacuum drops below a certain limit

owing to the wider throttle opening, a piston spring over-

comes the vacuum and forces the piston rod against the

needle valve, whereupon the valve opens. This permits ad-

ditional fuel to flow from the float chamber to the main

system of the primary stage.

The other booster system operates in the secondary stage

and is actuated by the vacuum in the upper part of the

carburetor throat. The system comes into operation when

the air velocity — and thus the vacuum in this part of the

throat — has become so high that fuel is drawn up from

the float chamber through a calibrated ascending pipe.

Vacuum valve (PVS-valve)

A thermo-regulated vacuum (positive vacuum supply)

valve is located in the coolant pipe from the engine. The

VACUUM CONTROL, DISTRIBUTOR

1. Carburetor

2. Vacuum valve

3. Distributor

function of this valve is to regulate the vacuum in the

vacuum control unit of the distributor when the engine

is hot and idling. This will increase the ignition timing,

thereby reducing the temperature of the engine.

When the temperature of the coolant is below about 215°F

(10400), the vacuum signal is regulated by the vacuum re-

cess in the primary stage of the carburetor.

In the event of the temperature of the coolant rising, the

passage from the primary recess is closed, and the distri.

butor will receive a vacuum signal from a recess in the

secondary stage instead. This signal is stronger since the

recess here is below the throttle valve, which implies an

increase in the setting of the ignition timing.

Throttle valve damper (Dash-pot valve)

A mechanical damping device is provided to ensure satis-

factory combustion during engine overrun. The damper

retards the return of the throttle valve from high engine

speed to idling speed.

TH ROTTLE VALVE DAMPER



AIR CLEANER

Thehair clleaner is mounted on top of the engine and serves
c . . .

2:: to ean the Induction air and as an induction silen.
The air cleaner cartridge is made of a special grad f

per which may not be washed or moistened. The ir: Pa-

vice measures are blowing through with compressed ay' 59"

replacement of the cartridge. Ir or

To preheat the induction air in cold weather the inlet f

the downward-pointing air cleaner snorkel can be placed

behind a special preheater plate, screwed to the exhaust

flange of the lefthand cylinder head. Winter position

should be used at permanent temperature below 50°F

(+10°C). In warmer weather, when preheating is no lon-

gar necessary, the upper part of the air cleaner is loosened

and turned so that the snorkel inlet comes in front of the

preheater plate.

NTAKE, UP TO AND INCL. MODEL

1975 AND AS FROM MODEL 1977 B

1. Position "Summer"

2. Position “Winter”

AIR CLEANER AIR I

During model 1972 an air cleaner made of plastic was in-
troduced. When altering the preheater position loosen

the clamp around the preheater snorkel and turn the

snorkel to the desired position.

As from model 1970 for the USA and on model 1976

and 1977 for Sweden, the cars are equipped with a ther-

mostatically controlled preheating valve. See section 232.

AIR CLEANER, MODELS 1976 AND 1977

m 200.33



COOLING SYSTEM

The cooling system is of positive-pressure type with a cir-

culation pump. To ensure rapid heating up and a regular

working temperature, the cooling system is equipped With
a thermostat. This thermostat is placed in the front part

of the induction pipe. It opens when the engine reaches

normal working temperature.

The water pump is located on the righthand side of the

engine and is driven by the balance shaft belt pulley via

the fan belt.

When the pump is working, the water is forced through

h ter distribution pipe to the rear part Of the cylin-I e Wa

(1A: blzgtgng passed the engine, the water flows up by the
er

h a by-pass line to the
. mostat and throug .

s'de'Of trig: r(fthe pump. The cooling Jacket of the auto-
suc:‘l::|:oke device and the heat exchanger are coupled
ma I

I with the by-pass line. .

EIzallir:lilafocedure described above occurs when the engine
temperature is low and the thermostat is closed. When

the thermostat is open, the water will also crrculate

through the radiator.

COOLING WATER CIRCULATION

1. Upper radiator connection. outlet

2. Thermostat

3. Automatic choke connection

4. Heat exchanger connection, inlet

5. Heat exchanger connection, outlet

6. Water distribution pipe

7. By-pass line

8. Water pump

9. Lower radiator connection, inlet

Ml! _QA
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Semi-enclosed crankcase ventilation

The air is admitted through the oil filler cap on the ri ht

hand valve cover. It passes through the crankcase andJ

via a hose is led to the air filter and on to the carburetor

without passing the air filter insert.

$1390

SEMI-E NCLOSED CRANKCASE VENTILATION

Totally enclosed crankcase ventilation

The air is admitted through the air filter, where it. passes

the filter insert, and via a flame guard and a hose Is led

into the righthand valve cover. Through the crankcase,

the air is then led into the lefthand valve cover and on

via a h an intermediate f

retor. If it: intermediate flange there is a control valve

regulating the flow of air through the mama“

TOTALLY ENCLOSED CHAN KCASE VENTILATION

1. Control valve

When the engine is running, the flow through the valve

is governed by the vacuum in the inlet manifold. In the

event of the engine backfiring in the inlet manifold, the

valve will close, thereby preventing ignition from taking

place in the crankcase.

  
S 5657

CONTROL VALVE
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EXHAUST SYSTEM

To satisfy the regulations governing exhaust emission on

certain markets, cars intended for these markets are

equipped with special exhaust emission systems.

The exhaust emission systems include the following:

(Sweden-version, as from model 1976)

(USA-version, as from model 1970 and Sweden-ver-

sion, as from model 1976)

(USA-version, as from model 1971)

with only one side connected (Sweden-version, early

cars of model 1976)

(USA-version, as from model 1970 and Sweden-ver-

sion, as from model 1976)

ustion exhaust emission control system and eva.Comb nit, USA-version

porative loss control u

aust emission control regulations

in the USA, cars attended for this market have some eer.

vtji’ti'ie: charcoal filter, that absorbs the vapor from the
tank. The charcoal canister is placed in the engine com-

partment and it is connected to the vent hose from the

fuel tank and via a hose to the air cleaner. When the en-

gine runs, fresh air is sucked through the charcoal filter

and further to the carburetor. The filter Will then-be

cleaned from petrol. The combustion exhaust emissmn

control system consists of:

To comply with the exh

1 Deceleration valve (see deceleration system, Ford car-

buretor).

2 Carburetor with connections for deceleration valve

and modulating choke.

Adaptional distributor advance curves. See group 3,

Delay valve, see group 3.

Air cleaner incorporating thermostatically controlled

valve assembly. See section 232.

91:55”

EVAPORATIVE LOSS CONTROL UNIT

1. Fuel tank 6. Suction silencer with aircleaner

2. Fuel transmitter 7. Drain plug (accessible f
rom

3. Fuel pump 8. Vapor hose beneath the car)

4. Fuel filter 9. Charcoal canister

5. Carburetor

200-36 m
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REMUVAL AND INSTALLATION

Removal of power unit

If the entire power unit is to be lifted out, see group 4

To lift out the engine only, proceed as follows; .

1, Disconnect the battery earth cable from

2_ Remove the hood by opening it wide and then re-

moving the locking springs for the hood hinges

Disconnect the hose for the windshield washer.

Now grip the hinge stay, bending it slightly in-.

wards to release the pin on one side. An assistant

will hold the hood on the other side and help to

lift it off.

Remove the water container and the pump of the

headlight washer.

REMOVAL OF ENGINE HOOD

3. Drain off the cooling water through the radiator

draining tap. To ensure that draining will be as ef-
fective as possible, bleed the system through the

bleed nipple on the heat exchanger. Save the cool-

ant

Up to and incl. model 1968: _ _

4. Disconnect the headlight and direction indicator

cables.

5- Back off the four screws for the front panel and

detach the two radiator supports from the car .

hwy. Detach the clamping straps from the radiator

and remove the hood lock and control Wire.

Model 1969—1970:

4. Remove the headligh

the headlight cables.

5. Back off the four screws for

detach the two radiator support

body. Detach the clamping strap

tor and remove the control wire.

t
4- Remove the headlight decor frames. Disconnec

re-

the hoses for the headlight Washers frc|"'11h:r1ceables.

spective nozzles. Disconnect the head '9

 

t decor frames. Disconnect

the front panel and

s from the car

5 from the radia-

the battery.

5- a. Back off the four screws for the front panel and

detach the two radiator supports from the car

body. Detach the clamping straps from the ra-

diator and remove the control wire.

b. Bend the upper bracket of the expansion tank

backwards, so that the headlight cleaner motor

goes clear.

c. Detach the cables from the headlight wiper mo-

tor (note the connection positions of the cables).

REMOVAL OF FASTENING SCREWS, FRONT PLATE

6. Remove the front panel, taking great care to avoid

damaging the paintwork.

REMOVAL OF FRONT PLATE

SA” 201—1



10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

Disconnect the upper coolant hose from the eng'"e

and the lower coolant hose from the radiator. .

Back off and remove the two |0Wer radiator retam-

ing screws and remove the radiator, and the eXPan'

sion tank.

Disconnect all hoses and cables from the en

Note the positions of the cable connections on the

alternator.

Remove the air cleaner. Cover carburetor air inlet

to prevent the entry of foreign matter into the en-

gine.

Disconnect the throttle control and the er!!!ine

Squort, as well as the preheater casing.

Back off and remove the flange nuts for the ex-

haust pipes at the cylinder heads. Remove the low-

er clamps for the exhaust pipes at the engine cush-

ions.

Remove the rubber cushions for the middle ex-

haust pipe from under the floor.

Remove the spacers at the cylinder heads and low-

er the muffler as far as possible.

Remove the two front engine cushions, working

from above.

Remove the alternator and its bracket.

Disconnect the watervdistribution pipe from the

cylinder block and water pump.

Attach the lifting hook 78 62 022.

Lift the unit about 2 in. (50 mm) to provide a free

forward passage for the engine oil pan.

Place a suitable wooden block under the gear box

as a trestle.

Disconnect the starter motor.

gine.

side

Remove the protective plate in front of the flywheel.

Back off and remove the screws in the dividing sur-

face between the engine and the clutch housing.

Pull the engine carefully from the gear box until

the clutch shaft slides out of the clutch center.

Lift out the engine.

REMOVAL AND INSTALLATION OF ENGINE WITH LlFTlNG

HOOK 78 62 022

at" -7

ION OF Pom"INSTALLAT
- - he engine compartment {0,

1. Lift thesjgntuztthetr with the gearbox. Use lifting

eassem

hookk7fvif: a filtering arbor that the disc assembly
2' Choc | c ntered in the clutch.

ls proper yn ine carefully towards the gearboX so

3' PUSh the jugch center engages the clutch shaft and

thztntgh;:e to avoid damaging the crankshaft bush.
ta I

ingfl't the screws in the dividing surface between the
4- tearfgilne and the clutch housing. fl h I

5. Refit the protective plate for the yw ee _ Apply

Loctite to lock the screws.

6. Reconnect the starter motor. .

7 Reconnect the water-distribution pipe,

8: Refit the alternator and the fan belt.
9. Lift the unit slightly and remove the wooden Neck

from under the gear box.

10. Lower the engine into position and tighten the

front engine cushions.

11. Reconnect the exhaust pipes to the cylinder heads.

Fit new gaskets.

12. Refit the clamps for the exhaust pipes and the 5m.

pension under the car.

13. Reconnect the throttle control.

14. Reconnect all hose and cable connections to the en.

gine, starter motor and alternator.

CAUTION

Do not confuse the cables to the alternator, as this

may result in ruining the latter.

15.

16.

17.

18.

9.

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

Refit the air cleaner.

Refit the radiator and the expansion tank. Connect

the lower coolant hose before tightening the lower

retaining screws.

Connect the upper coolant hose.

Refit the front panel and the radiator clamping

straps.

Refit the radiator stays and the hood lock.

Reconnect the headlight and direction indicator

cables. Mount the water container and the pump Of

the headlight washer.

gssztthhe cooling system and bleed the system-
e engine Oil level. Top up if necessary.

Reconnect the earth cable to the battery and refit
the engine hood.

$::t:lt<a::: headlight alignment. Adjust if necessal'Y-
temperat nane. Note the oil pressure and ecolanture. Check the coolant level when the en-

ine

gak hahs been run up to the warm condition.
e t e car out for a test run.
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DISASSEMBLY OF ENGINE

Install the engine on a work stand.

Drain the engine oil.

Remove the distributor cap and ignition cabl

Remove the distributor vacuum line and the fill in

let line by applying pressure with a screwdriv

hind the washers at the flexible connections 8' be.

Remove the carburetor. I

5. Remove the distributor clamping screw

and then remove the distributor.

7, Remove the fuel pump, pump push rod and gasket

PPNT‘
5-“

and clamp

NOTE

Mark the end of the pump push rod which rests

against the camshaft as a guide for reassembly.

REMOVAL OF FUEL PUMP

1. Pump push rod

2. Gasket

3. Fuel pump

8. Take out the spark plugs.

9- Remove the oil pressure gauge.

10. Remove the valve covers. Release the rocker arm

assembly by slackening the two bolts alternately

and remove the rocker assembling and the oil return

plates.

REMOVAL OF ROCKER ASSEMBLY

1. Rocker shaft with rocker arms

2. Oil return plate

11. Remove the push rods and keep them in the correct

order.

12. Remove the thermostat housing cap, the thermostat

and the gasket.

REMOVAL OF THERMOSTAT

1. Thermostat housing cover

2. Thermostat

3. Gasket

4““ 210—1



13. Remove the induction mani

nuts. It may be necessary to

the front and rear ends with a DO n

mallet in order to break the seals.

a screwdriver between “f |d
o .

move the induction mamhead. Re Side

14. Remove the bracket for the e

15. Back off and remove the CW"

the heads off the cylinder block. lnsp

der head gaskets for any signs of leakage.

16. Remove the tappets with the aid of a ban

keep them in the correct order.

t wire and

22 Take the oil seal for the balance shaft out of the

transmission cover with tool 78 62 147,

new

F TAPPETS REMOVAL OF TRANSMISSION COVER OIL SEALREMOVAL 0 Tool 78 62147

17' Rem“ the °“ Pa" retaining screws. the oil pan 23. Remove the oil filter with tool 78 62 014

and the gaskets.

18. Remove the balance shaft pulley.

19. Back off and remove the transmission cover retain-

ing bolts.

20. Tap the rear of the water pump with a plastic or

leather mallet to loosen the transmission cover from

the intermediate plate.

21. Disconnect the water pump from the transmission

cover.

210—2



24- “WW” “" and Its drive shaft

REMOVAL OF OIL PUMP

25. Remove the bolt and washer for the camshaft drive

gear. Take out the camshaft gear by hand.

26. Pull off the balance shaft gear.

27. Remove the two intermediate plate retaining bolts

and remove the plate and gasket.

ENGINE BLOCK, FRONT VIEW

1. Intermediate plate

2. Retaining bolts, intermediate plate

28- Back off and remove the camshaft thrust plate, re-

mOve the key and the spacer and pull the camshaft

carefuny out of the bearings to the front.

NOTE
As the bearings have different diameters, the cam-

shaft can only be removed to the front, even if the

rear cover plate has been taken off.

29. Remove any redges or carbon deposits from the

upper end of the cylinder bores.

30. Make sure that all connecting rods and caps are

marked so that they can be reinstalled in their origi-

nal positions. Remove the nuts and caps, and 91-15“

the pistons with connecting rods out of the cylin-

der bores. Protect the crankshaft bearing necks

from contact with the connecting rod cap screws.

NOTE

In changing pistons, the connecting rod and con-

necting rod cap must be marked as indicated in the

figure.

   
   

MARKING OF CONNECTING RODS

31. Remove the bearing inserts and caps from the con-

necting rods and mark them so that they can be

reinstalled in their original positions. Install the

caps loosely on the connecting rods from which

they were removed. .

32 Remove the crankshaft gear retaining bolt and re-

move the gear with tool 78 62 188.

210-3



REASSEMBLY OF ENGINE
serts in position after having

[y with engine oil.
Place all bearing 5”

coated them Iight
1.

 7862"

$2414

REMOVAL OF CRANKSHAFT GEAR

Tool 78 62188

33. Remove the flywheel.

INSTALLATION OF CRANKSHAFT
NOTE

Before removing the flywheel, this item and the

crankshaft flange must be marked up in relation

to each other. 2. Place the crankshaft carefully in the bearing seats.

34. Using a plastic or leather mallet, drive the balance

shaft rearwards until the sealing washer is out. Care-

fully remove the balance shaft from the rear of the

block.

REMOVAL OF BALANCE SHAFT

3- Ins

beatzggt?:s:‘r:sm:eanng caps Wlth inserted and piled
' Dpl a

35. Remove the bolts from the main bearing caps. Re- Pound to the rear part 031:1 coat of sealing com

move the main bearing caps together with the bear- rear bearing cap e contact surface of the

ing inserts.

36. Lift the crankshaft carefully out of the block.

37_ Slide the oil seal off the crankshaft.

38. Remove the main bearing inserts and caps from the

block and keep them in the correct order.

910—4



NOTE

The arrows on the center and front main bearing

caps must point to the front.

4. Tighten the front and rear bearing ca DS to a tor ue

of 98 Nm (72 ft.Ib., 10.0 kpm). Finger-tighten She

bolts for the center bearing cap.

NOTE

Do not confuse the screws for cylinder heads and

main bearings. These have the same diameter, but

the screws for the main bearings are approx. 0.4

in. (10 mm) longer than those for the cylinder

heads.

As from engine No. 74900, the cylinder head screws

have been lengthened approx. 0.4 in. (10 mm) and

consequently there is no danger of confusion.

5. Press the crankshaft forwards and pry the axial (cen-

ter) bearing cap to the rear. Then, tighten the cap

bolts to a torque of 98 Nm (72 ft.Ib., 10 kpm)

while holding the crankshaft forward. (This is nec-

essary to make both halves of the bearing insert

equally ready ‘0 bear “WW-i REAR CRANKSHAFT SEAL ASSEMBLY
Tool 78 62 170

7. Fit new connecting rod bolts.

NOTE

Fit new connecting rod bolts every time the crank-

shaft has been disassembled.

8. Coat the pistons, rings and cylinder bores with en-

gine oil. Place the piston rings in the following man-

ner:

The oil control ring center spring gap 180° from

the mark on the top of the piston; the oil segments

with the gaps staggered 1 in. (25 mm) on either

side of the center spring gap; the lower compres-

sion ring gap 150° from one side of the center

spring gap and the upper compression ring gap
150° from the other side of the center spring gap.

Installation of the piston rings as above is essential

for optimum sealing and low oil consumption.

fealegif;gngi::eoiif ia:tc:)::: main bearing to a diS- 569111em ri"9 Compression ring
h rear /‘ '

tance of 0.36—0.38 in. (9.2—9.7 mm) from t 6

plane of the engine block.

  

  
  

   

in. (25 mm)

The mark faces

forward  
on control ring.

center 50' "‘9

in. (25 mm) '

Compression ring

S 2921

FITTING PISTON RING GAP

AA A. 210—5



of sealing compound to the new

9 washer and drive it into the

ut. Install the washer with

13. Apply a thin coat

9. Install the piston together with connecting rod balance shaft sealin

using tool 78 62 287 by carefully pressing the piS- block until it bottoms 0

ton With the handle of a hammer. Ma :fsorwards. the flat Side out.

the mark on the top of the piston face

14. Coat the two wedge-shaped seals with sealing com-

pound and press them into the rear main bearing
PISTON ASSEMBLY

cap with a blunt screwdriver.Tool 78 62 287

10. If new bearings are installed, check that the correct

fitting clearance is obtained. The measuring proce-

dure is described in section 216.

11. Install the bearing inserts dry in the connecting

rods and then coat them with engine oil. Put on

the bearing caps and tighten the nuts to the pre-

scribed torque.

12. Coat the balance shaft journals and bearings with

engine oil and install the balance shaft from the

rear end of the block.

15. Cl

“STEM crankshaft flange and the flywheel. In—
e flywheel, using new bolts.

INSTALLATION OF BALANCE SHAFT



INSTALLATION OF FLYWHEEL

16.

INSTALLATION OF CRANKSHAFT GEAR

17.

18.

19.

 

AXIAL CAMSHAFT BEARING

 
NOTE

The spacer is a little thicker than the camshaft

thrust plate. The difference in measurement corre-

sponds to the axial play in the camshaft. To indi-

cate the size group, the spacers have red or blue

markings. When fitting new parts, choose a spacer

giving the correct axial play. A red spacer gives a

small clearance and a blue one a larger clearance.

Axial play 000098—0003 in. (0025—0076 mm).

    
 
 
 

Locate the key in the crankshaft. Secure the gear

on the shaft with a bolt and washer, tightening to

a torque of 49 Nm (36 ft.Ib., 5.0 kpm).

Avoid tapping the gear, as this may damage the

axial bearings of the crankshaft.

 
  

   
20. Apply a thin coat of sealing compound to the

mounting surface of the intermediate plate on the

front of the block and to the block. Position the

gasket on the block and install the plate loosely

with the two retaining bolts. Temporarily install

the two lower bolts as guide dowels and tighten

the two retaining bolts. Also make sure that the

lower edge of the plate is in line with the level of

the pan. Then remove the guide bolts.

he engine bIOCk'

sunk side to"

Coat the camshaft bearings IN”

Stall the camshaft carefully In '1

Install the spacer with the counter

wards the camshaft. Insert the key. he cam
. . e ft’Ol'lt Of tPosition the thrust Plate over thoil galley hole.

sh ' the mainaft so that It covers INS TALL

-‘ 51147

ATION OF INTERMEDIATE PLATE

210—7--AH



21.

22.

23.

2147 and secure it with the nine retaining
78 6 Hate installation of the water pump,

cured to the transmission
. k-

Turn the crankshaft until the mark on the cran boItS- To fa“

shaft gear faces the camshaft. the I .- ‘ ‘ he en me.

Pass the camshaft gear onto the cams tailed on t g

the mark coincides with the m

gear. Secure the camshaft gear With a re

and washer.

Install the balance shaft gear so that t

aides with the mark on the cranks

haft so that .5 ms

ark on the crankshaft cover before this

taining bolt

he mark coin-

haft gear.

INSTALLATION OF TRANSMISSION COVER

5 I I42 1. Transmission cover
2. Centering arbor 78 62 147

INSTALLATION MARKS, TRANSMISSION GEAR

24.

INSTALLATION OF TRANSMISSION COVER OIL SEAL

Tool 78 62 I54

25.

Install a new balance shaft pulley seal in the trans- 26. Lubricate the inner diameter of the balance shaft

missnon cover, uslng t0°I 73 62 154- pulley seal with engine oil. Align the pulley kW

WEN with the balance shaft key and install the PU"

Iey, the flat washer and the retaining bolt.
27. Insert the oil pump drive shaft in the block with

the pointed end first.

Th NOTEe stop plate on the shaft must be positioned 5.02

in. (127.5 mm) from the blunt end.

um

Apply a thin coat of sealing compoUnd to the gas-

ket mounting surfaces on the intermediate Plate

and transmission cover. Position the "anSMissio

cover gasket against the intermediate plate, Centn

the transmission cover with the special pilot tooier

anti 0



28' Install the 0“ pump, Tighten the actual Du

first and then the suction line bolt. mp bolts

29, Insert the rubber seal in th .

bearing cap. e groove in the rear main

30. Apply a coat of sealing compound to the two C

ner joints where the transmission Cover, the int:-

mediate plate and the edges of the oil pan meet

Position the 0“ pan gasket on the block, and insert

the two tabs on the cork gasket under the recesses

in the rear bearing cap rUbber seal.

FRONTTOP
DWENOBEN

INSTALLATION OF CYLINDER HEAD GASKET

34. Install the complete cylinder heads, insert the bolts

and tighten them in the sequence indicated to the

correct torque, tightening in three stages as per the

following table:

N_m kp_m Lib-
I. 54 5.5 40

2. 69 7.0 50

3. 93 9.5 68

   
 
 

IMPORTANT

To ensure effective sealing, the bolts must be tight-

ened in three stages to the prescribed torque in the

  
INSTALLATION OF OIL PAN GASKET

sequence indicated.  

31. Install and secure the oil pan. Position the two

bolts with the rubber washers at the rear balance NOTE

The outer, rear bolt for the righthand cylinder headshaft bearing.
is specially adapted for the engine earth cable.

IIII.

’3
F?

—

’

’I
—d
.-

.d

.—

.‘

53:.

32- Lubricate the tappets an

oil and install the tappets in

they were originally fitted.
33- lnstaii the cylinder head gal

marked “Front” and "TOP
210—9

skets. The gaskets are



   
IMPUH IAN i

ctive sealing, the bolts must be tight- Iffe .
To ensure e ges to the prescribed torque in the I

ened In two Sta
rice indicated.

35. Install the bracket for the engine side stay.

36- DIP the push rod ends in engine oil and install the

push rods in their original positions in the tappets-

37. Lubricate the ends of the rocker arms with engine

oil and install the oil return plate and rocker arm

assembly. In so doing, align the push rods under
the rocker arms. Secure the rocker arm assembly

by alternately tightening the two screws.

 seque
 

NOTE

Check that the oil return plate is not in contact With

the valve springs.

TOROUING OF INDUCTION MANIFOLD

40. Install the thermostat, the gasket and the thermo-

stat housing cover in the front part of the induction

manifold, placing the thermostat holder at right

angles to the longitudinal direction of the engine.

41. Adjust the valve play. See the section ”Valve adjust-

ment”.

INSTALLATION OF ROCKER ASSEMBLY 42. Install a new oil filter. Tighten it by hand until the

1, Rocker shaft with rocker arms oiled rubber seal makes contact with the cylinder

2- 0II return Plate block and then tighten it another half turn.

43. Install the fuel pump push rod, the gasket and the

pump. Fit the push rod with the same end on the

cam as originally.

44. Apply sealing compound to the threads of the oil

pressure gauge and install the gauge in the block.

38. Apply sealing compound to the surfaces of the cyl-

inder heads as shown in the illustration. Install the

induction manifold gasket and make sure that the

protruding part of the righthand cylinder head gas-

ket enters the aperture in the induction manifold

gasket. See fig. page 211—2.

ASSEMBLED CYLINDER HEAD WITH MARKED SURFACES

FOR APPLICATION OF SEALING COMPOUND

39. Fit the induction manifold. Tighten the screws and

nuts with the tightening torque specified in group 0

910—10 ._ _ _



45' Install we ciutcn atter havin

tool 78 40 648.

45_ Install the carburetor, together wit

47. Connect the fuel lines to the carbu

fuel pump. Fit the hose clamps_

43, Refit the spark plugs.

49. Reinstall the fan belt pulley and fan_

50_ Reinstall the alternator and its bracke

fan belt.

51_ Insert a new gasket in the valve cover.

211—2. Press the clamp ends of the ga

notches in the cover.

9 aligned the disc with

t. Tighten the

sket into the

Before the valve covers of the cylinder heads are re-

fitted, the lubrication of the rocker shaft must be

checked with the engine running.

52. Reinstall the distributor. (See group 3, section 342.)

53. Reconnect the vacuum line to the distributor.

54, Install the distributor cap and attach the ignition

cables.

55. Put in the oil dipstick.

56. Install the air filter.

FITTING OF PISTONS

For fitting of pistons in cylinder bores, a feeler gauge

with a width of 1/2 in. is used. In measuring, the piston,

without rings, should be placed in the bore in the way i"

which it will work subsequently, Le. with its front mark-

ing POinting forwards in the engine. The feeler gauge

should be connected to a spring balance and placed be-

tween piston and bore at right angles to the piston pin.

When the pull amounts to 9.8 N (2.2 lb, kp), the mean

clearance agrees with the thickness of the feeler gauge-

Tests should be carried out at several different depth posi-

tions.

MEASUREMENT OF PISTON CLEARANCE

Pistons obtained as spare parts are not classified, but

their diameter lies within the upper part of the tolerance

range, so that in most cases the cylinder bore Will have

to be honed in order to get the right piston clearance

when a new piston is fitted. .

If the clearance obtained is excessive, the cylinder bores

must be drilled to the next oversize. See group 0.

mm 210—1 1



FITTING OF PISTON RINGS

In a new or redrilled bore

Pass the piston rings one by one down into the bore. Use

a piston turned upside down so that the ring takes up the

Proper position.

Measure the piston ring gap with a feeler gauge. The cor-

rect figures are given in group 0.

If the gap is too small, the ring must be trimmed with a

special file.

MATNING AV KOLVR l NGSGAP

In a worn bore

When fitting piston rings in a worn cylinder bore, the

ring gap must be measured in the lower reverse position,

as the bore has the smallest diameter at this point.

nan 1')



cYLINDtH HEADS

DISASSEMBLY

(Engine removed)

Remove the air filter.I.

, Take off the distributor ca ‘ .
2 nition cables. p and dlsconnem the '9'

3, Disconnect the vacuum line from the distributor

4, Remove the distributor. I

5, Remove the valve cover.

5, Detach the fuel line from the carburetor_

7, Remove the carburetor.

8. Back off and remove the induction manifold bolts

and nuts. Separate the induction manifold from the

gasket and remove it.

9. Remove the rocker arm assembly by alternate slack-

ening of the two bolts and remove the oil return

plates.

10. Remove the push rods and keep them in the correct

sequence.

11. Remove the cylinder head.

12. Take away the cylinder head gasket.

REASSEMBLY

1. Remove all residual gasket material from the con-

tact surfaces.

2. Place the cylinder head gasket over the two locat-

INSTALLATION OF CYLINDER

ing sleeves on the engine block. The lefthand and

righthand cylinder head gaskets are different. They

are marked “Front” and "Top" respectively.

Zn
WO

8!”
,~

ES
5‘
>I-L

HEAD GASKET

3.

$513” the Cylinder head on the locating sleeves.
Ighten the bolts in three stages to the prescribed

torque In the indicated sequence.

Ni" king ft.Ib.
1- 54 5.5 W

Z 69 7.0 so

3- 93 9.5 68

  
 

 
IMPORTANT

To ensure effective sealing, the bolts must be tight-

ened in three stages to the prescribed torque in the

sequence indicated.   

NOTE

The outer, rear bolt for the righthand cylinder head

IS specially adapted for the engine earth cable.

TIGHTENING SEQUENCE, CYLINDER HEAD BOLTS

211—1



rod ends in engine an arm "man the

heir original positions in the tappets,

ends of the rocker arms with engine

he oil return plate and rocker arm

6 Dip the 9”“
I- ' '

4. Apply sealing compound to the surfaces Of the cy push rodS m t

inder heads as indicated in the illustration 0" page 7 Lubricate the

210—10. Install the induction manifold gasket an OII and msta . .

make sure that the protruding part of the righthand assembIY- In so domg, align the push rods under

cylinder head gasket enters the apel’ture '" the m the rocker arms and ChECk tlve s rin Stum plate

duction manifold gasket. is not in Contact With t e va P 98- ecure the

rocker arm assembly by alternately tightening the

two screws.

8. Adjust the valve

justment". . ,
install the distributor in the engine block. (See

group 3, section 342.)

Insert a new gasket in the valve cover. Press the

f the gasket into the notches in the

play. See the section "Valve adv

clamp ends 0

cover.

I:

n

as

s

s

s

_‘

INSTALLATION OF INDUCTION MANIFOLD GASKET

5. Fit the induction manifold. Tighten the screws and /

nuts with the tightening torque specified in group O. _ f.

51241

IMPORTANT

To ensure effective sealing, the bolts must be tight-

ened in two stages to the prescribed torque in the

sequence indicated.

INSERTION OF NEW GASKET IN VALVE COVER

NOTE

Before the valve covers of the cylinder heads are re-

fitted, the lubrication of the rocker shaft must be

checked with the engine running.

11. Reinstall the carburetor, together with its gasket.

12. Reconnect the fuel and vacuum lines.

13. Reinstall the distributor cap and connect the igni‘

non cables.

14- Reinstall the alternator and its bracket. Tighten

the fan belt.

15. Install the air filter.

R NOTE“mm” the cVlinder head bolts and adjust the
valves when the car has been driven for about

1,200 miles (2,000 km).
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VALV I: IVIEUI'IHN ISM

RocKER ARM ASSEMBLIES

Removal

1, Remove the air cleaner.

2, Disconnect the ignition cables from the spark plugs

and valve cover.

3. Remove the bolts and lift off the valve cover.

4, Remove the rocker arm assembly by alternate slack-

ening of the two bolts and take away the rocker arm

assembly and oil return plate.

REMOVAL OF ROCKER ARM ASSEMBLY

I. Rocker shaft with rocker arms

2. Oil return plate

Installation

1. Pour a drop of engine oil into each rocker arm cup

and onto each valve spindle.

2. Place the oil return plate on the cylinder head. Pl“ 0”

the rocker shaft and align the adjusting screws over

the push rods. ,

3- Check that the oil return plate is not in contact-With

the valve spring. Tighten the rocker shaft retaining

screws alternately and evenly to the Prescrib ,

4- Adjust the valve play. See the section ”Valve adjust-

ment".

5. Insert a new gasket in the valve cov

211—2. Press the clamp ends of the gas

notches in the cover.

er. See fig- page

ket into the

NOTE
e-

Before the valve covers of the cYllnder heads are r
st be

fi’tted, the lubrication of the rocker shaft mu
Checked with the engine running.

correct Posihm‘"
Reconn . . cables in theset the ignition h a valve cover.

Secure the ignition cable holder on t
. Install the air filter.

ed torque.

Disassembly

Drive the roll pins out of the shaft with a drift. Remove

the spring washers, rocker arms, springs and rocker shaft

brackets.

ROCKER ASSEMBLY, DISMANTLED

1. Rocker shaft

2. Rocker arms

3. Adjusting screws

4. Rocker shaft bracket

5. Spring

6. Clamping sleeve

7. Cover plate

8. Spring washer

9. Sealing washer

Reassembly

In reassembly, the oil holes in the rocker shaft for lubri-

cation of the rocker arms must be turned downwards

against the cylinder head. This position is marked by a

grinding at the end of the rocker shaft.

First, drive a roll pin into the shaft and then install the

various parts as indicated in the illustration. The rocker

shaft bracket with the oil outlet must be positioned at

the rear on the righthand side of the engine and at the

front on the lefthand side of the engine.

ROCKER ASSEMBLY
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VALVE STEM SEALS Installation

1. Install new valve stem seals on the valve stems.

2. Position the valve spring and valve spring washers

and press with tool 78 62 279 down the Sprlng,'

3. Install the valve retainers and then relax the Sprlng

tension. Check that the retainer has adopted the cor.

Removal

(Engine installed in the car)

1. Remove the rocker arm assembly.

2. Unscrew the spark plugs.

2. Instead of a spark plug, screw in tool 78 62 402 and

secure with same that valve of which the valve spring

is to be removed. Before inserting the tool, the piston

should however be put near the T.D.C. This for safety’s

sake, should for some reason the valve come loose and

fall down on the piston.

4. By means of tool 78 62 279 depress the valve spring

and remove the valve retainers.

rect position.

Remove tool 78 62 402.

Screw in the spark plugs.

Install the rocker arm assembly.

Adjust the valve play.

Install the valve covers.

Reconnect the ignition cables.

Install the air filter.

95090.“???
VALVE GRINDING

Removal of valves

Press down the valve spring washer with valve spring pliers.

Remove the valve retainer, slowly relax the plier tension,

remove the spring washer, the spring, the oil seal and the

valve.

REMOVAL OF VALVES

REMOVAL OF VALVE SPRING

1. Tool 78 62 279

2. Tool 78 62 402  1

. .

5. Carefully relax the spring tenSIon, and remove the I O m _

valve spring and its washer. T m

6. Remove the valve stem seal from the valve stem. ‘5 3“

6

am-

CYLINDER HEAD. AND DISASS

1. Retainer

2. Valve spring washer

3. Valve spring

4. Rubber sealing

5. Cylinder head

6. Inlet valve

7. Exhaust valve

EMBLED VALVES

01‘ '1 E



Beaming of valve guides

After prolonged running, the valve guides become I

worn on the rocker arm side. In reaming thereforeovi-

work must always be done from the Valve 5 t e

size Of reamer to be chosen depends o

wear on the gUIde and the valve oversi

eat side. The

n the amount of

zes available (see

depth of the bigger diameters is too large. Use kerosene

as cutting oil for this work.

Beaming of a valve guide necessitates installation of a

new valve corresponding to the oversize of the reamer

used. Thereafter, the valve seat must be carefully re-

ground.

REAMING OF VALVE GUIDE

NOTE

Machining of the valve seat can give

only if the valve guide is in good can

a good result

dition. There-

the guide
fore, always check the valve clearance In

before commencing any other work.

Milling the valve seat

- uri-

Clean all parts and remove carbon delDOS'ts and imp

ties from the vaIVe and the 9355399 in the.cy|mder :ewaecii

The valve can either be ground in a machine :3; the,

depending on its condition. Insert the pilot; in the
valve guide from the valve seat side and Scribe valve

clamping screw until the Guide is leeked 1:
Guide. The valve seats in the cylinder bee

milled clean with a 45° milling cutter-

h. ‘_ sun

APPLICATION OF PILOT ARBOR FOR VALVE MILLING

CUTTER

As a rule, the width of the valve seat is excessive after

this milling operation and it is then necessary to reduce

the seat.

Reduction from inside is made with a 75° correction mil-

ling cutter and from outside with an 11° correction mil-

ling cutter. Reduction must always be performed so that
the sealing surface of the cylinder head will meet the

valve seat as close as possible to the center of the seat.

This can easily be checked with marking dye. After ad-

justment, the width of the seat shall be 0.059—0.070 in.

(1.5—1.7 mm) for both intake and exhaust valves.

VALVE SEAT ANGLES

NOTE

Correction milling must always be limited, as it is

never permissible to remove more material than

necessary. Milling set includes milling cutters of

different sizes for intake and exhaust valve seats.

guts
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Valve honing

Apply a thin coat of grinding paste to the valve seat and

insert the valve in the cylinder head. Make a few honing

passes with the tool, carefully clean all grinding paste

out of the seat and check the surface with marking dye.

If necessary, repeat this procedure and also do further

milling if this should prove to be required.

VALVE HONING

Installation of valves

Lubricate the valve stems and guides, and insert the valve

with oil seal, valve spring and spring washer. Press the

spring washer and spring down with the valve spring

pliers and insert the two retainers.

ADJUSTMENT OF VALVES

Set the mark on the pulley immediately opposite the

dead center mark on the transmission cover. If the crank-

shaft is turned slightly back and forth in this positiOn,

the rocker arms at the first or fourth cylinder will move

in opposite directions (will rock).

In this position, adjust the valves with a feeler gauge in

accordance with the directions given below. Then turn

the crankshaft one revolution and adjust the remaining

valves.

If the rocker arms rock at cylinder 4, valves 1, 2, 4 and

6 must be adjusted.

If the rocker arms rock at cylinder 1, valves 3, S, 7 and

8 must be adjusted.

DRIVING
DIRECTION  

VALVE ADJUSTMENT

Tfo insure ,3 “71th running and the lowest sound level
0 t e englne It Is essential that the valve play is accurate-

:gdjusted. The adjustment to be made with the engine
Recommended valve play:
Intake valves 0.014 in. (0.35 mm)

Exhaust valves 0.016 in. (0.40 mm)

Cheeking and ad”justment ma
after removal of - Y. however, be made at once
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CHECKING THE COMPRESSION PRESSURE

tant for the pressure to be equal in all cylinders than for

a high compression figure to be obtained. If Iarge differ-

ences in pressure are recorded, the compression pressure

should be rechecked. If too low a pressure is due to cyl-

inder wear or leaky valves, this can be decided by inject-

ing a little engine oil into the suspected cylinder. As the

on practically completely seals around the pistons, the

true cause of the leak can be established.

MEASURING COMPRESSION PRESSURE

VALVE COVER

Removal and installation

1. Remove the air cleaner. Detach the ignition cables

from the plugs and valve cover. Remove the screws.

Lift off the valve cover.

2. If a new gasket is to be installed, press the gasket tabs

into the recesses in the cover. Put the valve cover on

the cylinder head. Tighten the bolts evenly to the pre-

scribed torque.

NOTE

The valve cover with the oil filler cap must always

be installed on the righthand side of the engine.
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TRANSMISSION

TRANSMISSION COVER

Removal

Engine removed (can also be done in the car)

1. Install the engine on a work stand.

2. Remove the alternator and its bracket. (Removed in

connection with lifting out the engine.)

3. Remove the fan and fan belt pulley.

4. To prevent oil sludge and impurities from entering the

engine, the oil pan must always be removed down.

wards with the engine in the normal position.

5. Disconnect the water hoses from the water pump.

6. Remove the balance shaft pulley.

7. Remove the transmission cover.

NOTE

The oil pan cannot be removed with the engine in-

stalled in the car. Instead, back off and remove the

INSTALLATION OF TRANSMISSION COVER

1. Transmission cover

2. Centering arbor 78 62 147seven front bolts in the oil pan. If this procedure is

adopted, however, there is a great risk that the front

part of the pan gasket will be damaged.

3. Lightly oil the pulley shaft. Put on the pulley and

tighten it with a bolt and washer.
4. Apply a coat of sealing compound to the two cor-

ner joints where the transmission cover, the interme-

diate plate and the edges of the oil pan meet. Posi-

Installation

1. If this job is done in the car, it is nearly always neces-

sary to renew the part of the pan gasket that rests

against the transmission cover. The corresponding

part of a new gasket must then be cut off with a sharp

knife, carefully fitted, and glued to the rest of the

gasket.

2- Apply a thin coat of sealing compound to the mount-

ing surfaces of the transmission cover. Put the gasket
in place. Put on the cover and center it With tool

78 62 147 until all the bolts have been tightened.

N

tion the oil pan gasket on the block and insert the

two tabs on the cork gasket under the recesses in the

rear bearing cap rubber seal.

5. Install and secure the oil pan. Position the two bolts

with the rubber washers at the rear balance shaft bear-

mg.

FITTING THE TWO BOLTS WITH RUBBER WASHERS

Install the fan and fan belt pulley.

Reconnect the water hoses to the water pump. To be

installed after reassembly together With the gear box,

Install the alternator and tighten the‘fan belt. To be

installed after reassembly together With the gear box.
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2 195. Place a support under the short

5 the flange onto the new shaft to the

n the figure. Do not refit the sealing

REPLACEMENT OF BALANCE SHAFT SEAL pump tool 78 6
shaft end and Pres

dimension shown I
Transmission cover removed

washer.

Drive out the seal, using tool 78 62 147.

7862”

57er

REMOVAL OF SEAL, TRANSMISSION COVER

Tool 78 62147 REMOVAL OF FAN BEARING
Tool 78 62 436 and drift

Drive in the new seal in the transmission cover, using

tool 78 62 154, until it bottoms out.

m

INSTALLATION OF FAN BEARING

Tool 78 62196

INSTALLATION OF OIL SEAL, TRANSMISSION COVER

Tool 78 62 154

REPLACEMENT OF FAN BEARING

Transmission cover removed

To press out the fan bearing, use water pump tool

78 62 436 to hold up the transmission cover.

Press the bearing together with the shaft out from the

transmission cover with an arbor. The sealing washer on

engines up to No. 40 399 will be pressed out downwards

at the same time, and the flange will remain loose on the

transmission cover. Commence reassembly by pressing

the new shaft and bearing into the transmission cover.

Next, place the cover on the length of piping again and

press the new bearing in until it bottoms out, using water IN STALLATION POS|TION FOR FAN PULLEY FLANGE
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Transmission cover mOUnted in car

TRANSMISSION GEAR
1_ Remove the radiator and,

paneL

2, Clean the transmission cover,

3_ Rapidly heat the part of the transmission cover sur-

rounding the bearing using a gas torch.

if necessary, the front body

NOTE

The transmission gears can be replaced separately.

The backlashes (side play) valid for the transmission gears

are specified below:

New gears 0.0020—0.0079_in. 0.0020—0.0055 in.

(0.05—0.20 mm) (0.05—0.14 mm)

Max. back-

Iash (wear-

ing limit)

CAUTION
There is a considerable risk of fire when open flames

     
are used in the engine compartment. Take all the

necessary precautions to prevent fire_   

   
  

4. Remove the bearing and driver.

5. Press the bearing out of the driver.

0.0157 in.

(0.4 mm)
  

 

A side play of 0.0157 in. (0.40 mm) in the balance shaft

gear is equivalent to 0.022 in. (0.56 mm) on the outside

diameter of the balance shaft pulley.

Changing of the camshaft gear only can be carried out
with the engine in the car after removal of the front panel

PRESSING THE FLANGE ONTO THE NEW BEARING

1. Spacer for flange

and radiator.

See also removal of transmission cover, points 2, 3, 5—7

and for installation points and 2.

When changing the crankshaft gear and balance shaft

gear, the engine must be removed.

_ Removal

6. Press the flange onto the new bearing. Use a spacer as

shown in illustration. 1. Secure the engine in a work stand.

7- Coat the new bearing With Loctite. 2 To prevent oil sludge and impurities from dropping

9° Heat the transmission cover.

9. Press the bearing and flange into the transmtssnon cov-

down into the engine, the oil pan must be removed

downwards with the engine in the normal position.

er, and position the bearing against the stop. 3_ Remove the balance shaft pulley.

4. Disconnect the hoses from the water pump.

5. Remove the transmission cover.

6. Back off the screws for the camshaft gear and

crankshaft gear.

7. Turn the crankshaft round until the marks on the

gears coincide.

8. Remove the screw and washer for the camshaft

gear. Pull off the gear by hand.

9. Remove the balance shaft gear.

10. Pull the crankshaft gear off the crankshaft, using

PRESSING THE BEARING INTO THE TRANSM'

1- Stop for positioning of fan harlot:

2- Transmission cover

SSION COVER

tool 78 62 188.
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186218

S2414

REMOVAL OF GRAN KSHAFT GEAR

Tool 78 62 188

INSTALLATION MARKS, TRANSMISSION GEAR

Installation 5, Apply sealing compound to the mounting surfaces of

the transmission cover. Position the gasket. Put on the

transmission cover and center it with tool 78 62 147

until all the bolts have been tightened.

6. Lightly oil the pulley shaft. Put on the pulley and

tighten it with a bolt and washer.

7. Apply a coat of sealing compound to the corner joints

where the transmission cover, the intermediate plate

and the edges of the oil pan meet. Position the oil pan

gasket on the block and insert the two tabs on the

cork gasket under the recesses in the rear bearing cap

rubber seal.

8. Install and secure the oil pan. Position the two bolts

with the rubber washers at the rear balance shaft bear-

ing.

1. insert the key in the crankshaft. Tighten the gear on

the shaft with a bolt and washer to a torque of 49 Nm

(36 ft.Ib., 5.0 kpm). Avoid tapping the gear, as this in-

volves a risk of damage to the crankshaft axial bearing.

CAMSHAFT

Removal

(Can also be done with the engine in the car)

INSTALLATION OF CRANKSHAFT GEAR 1- Install the engine on a work stand.

2. Remove the air filter.

3. '

4 gisconnect the vacuum line from the distributor.
t'emove the distributor, distributor cap and igni'

2. Turn the crankshaft until the mark on the crankshaft 5 F40" cables.

5 the camshaft. emove the valve covegear face 6- Disconne t ' rs

3_ Pass the camshaft gear onto the camshaft so that the 7 c the fuel hm.

mark coincides with the mark on the crankshaft gear 8. Remove the carburetor.

and secure it with a bolt and washer. Remove the erl pump and the DUSh red

4. Install the balance shaft gear so that the mark coin-

cides with the mark on the crankshaft gear,

 
9- Remove the ind

S°DErate the indu
and remove it.

uction manifold bolts and nuts.

ction manifold from the 39k“

21'5" m



10_ Remove the rocker arm assemblies by alternat
e

slackening of the two bolts a ‘nd remove the . nstallatmn
Oil re-

turn plates.

11. Remove the push rods and keep them in the cornea 1‘ Llulbricate the camshaft bearings with engine oil and

sequence. pass the camshaft carefull ' 'y into the engine block.

12- Remove the CYlinder heads, 2. Pass on the spacer with the countersunk side facing

the camshaft. Insert the key.

3. Position the thrust plate over the front of the cam-

shaft so that it covers the main oil galley hole.

13. Take away the cylinder head gaskets.

14. Remove the tappets with the aid of a bent wire and

keep them in the correct order.

AXIAL CAMSHAFT BEARING

   
 
 NOTE

The spacer is a little thicker than the camshaft

thrust plate. The difference in measurement corre-

sponds to the axial play in the camshaft. The spacer

is available in two different thicknesses. To indicate

the size group, the spacers have red or blue markings.

REMOVAL OF TAPPETS BY MEANS OF A BENT WIRE

15.

16- Remove the balance shaft pulleY- ump.

17- Disconnect the water hoses from the water p

'8- Remove the transmission cover.
er.

19- Remove the bolt and washer for the camshaft ge

Remove the gear by hand.

20- I:lemove the camshaft thrust plate.

21- Pull the camshaft carefully out o

22.

To prevent oil sludge and impurities from entering

the engine, the oil pan must be removed down-

Wards with the engine in the normal posrtion. (En-

gine removed.)

NOTE

The oil pan cannot be removed with the engine '"

the car. Instead, back off and remove the seven
cedure IS adopt‘

he front part
front bolts in the oil pan. If this pro

81". however, there is a great risk that t

°f the pan gasket will be damaged.

f the engine.

As the bearings have different diam

‘hlft can only be removed to the fr

cover plate is removed.

g I!

Drive the key out of the cal'l'lil'l‘ft mm p

mallet and remove the

When fitting new parts, choose a spacer giving the

correct axial play. A red spacer gives a small clear-

ance, and a blue one a larger clearance. Axial play

0.00098-0.0030 in. (0025—0076 mm).

 
 

MEASUREMENT OF THRUST PLATE
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4. Turn the crankshaft until the mark on the crank—

shaft gear faces the camshaft.

5. Pass the camshaft gear onto the camshaft 50 that

the mark coincides with the mark on the crank-

shaft gear. Secure the camshaft gear with a re-

taining bolt and washer.

$1142

INSTALLATION MARKS, TRANSMISSION GEAR

6. If this job is done in the car, it is nearly always

necessary to renew the part of the oil pan gasket

that rests against the transmission cover. The cor-

responding part of a new gasket must then be cut

off with a sharp knife, carefully fitted, and glued

to the rest of the gasket.

7. Apply a thin coat of sealing compound to the moun-

ting surfaces of the transmission cover. Position

the gasket. Put on the cover and center it with tool

78 62 147 until all the bolts have been tightened.

Sim

LATION OF TRANSMISSION COVERINSTAL

1. Transmission cover

2. Centering arbor 78 62 147

8 Connect the water hoses to the water pump,

9. Lightlv oil the pu||ey shaft. Put on the pulley and
tighten it with a bolt and washer. .

10 Insert the ru cove In the rear main

bearing cap-

11 Apply a coat of Sealing compound to the two cor-

ner joints where the transmission Cot/er, the inter.

mediate plate and the edges of the all pan meet,

Position the oil pan gasket on the block and insert

the two tabs on the cork gasket under the recesses

in the rear bearing cap rubber seal.

oil pan. Position the two

th the rubber washers at the rear balance

bber seal in the 9"

12. Install and secure the

bolts wi

shaft bearing.

FITTING THE TWO BOLTS WITH RUBBER WASHERS

13. Lubricate the tappets and their bores with engine

Oil and Install the tappets in the same sequence as

they were originally fitted.

14. Install the cylinder head gaskets. The gaskets are

marked "Front" and "Top".

25
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15. Install the complete cylinder heads, insert the b I

and tighten them in the sequence in ‘ 0 ts

IMPORTANT

To ensure effective sealing, the bolts must be tigh-

tened in three stages to the prescribed torque in

the sequence indicated.

TIGHTENING SEQUENCE, CYLINDER HEAD BOLTS

NOTE

The outer, rear bolt for the righthand cylinder head

is specially adapted for the engine earth cable.

16- Apply sealing compound to the surfaces of the cyl-
inder heads as shown in the figure. Install the in-

duction manifold gasket and make sure that the

protruding part of the righthand cylinder head gaS-
ket enters the aperture in the induction manifold

gasket.

17. Install the induction manifold. Tighten the screws

and nuts with the tightening torque specified in

group 0.

IMPORTANT

To ensure effective sealing, the bolts must be tight'

ened in two stages to the prescribed torque in the

sequence indicated.

TIGHTENING SEQUENCE’ INDUCTION MANIFOLD BOLTS

18. Dip the push rod ends in engine oil and install the

push rods in their original positions in the tappets.

19. Lubricate the ends of the rocker arms with engine

oil and install the oil return plates and rocker arm

assemblies. In so doing, align the push rods under

the rocker arms and check that the oil return plates

are not in contact with the valve springs. Secure

the rocker arm assemblies by alternately tightening

the two screws.

20. Adjust the valve play. See the section "Valve ad-

justment".

21. Install the distributor in the engine block. See group

3. section 342.

22. Install the fuel pump push rod, the gasket and the

pump. Install the push rod with the same end against

the cam as originally.

23. Insert a new gasket in the valve cover. Press the

clamp ends of the gasket into the notches in the

cover.

   NOTE

Before the valve covers of the cylinder heads are re-

fitted, the lubrication of the rocker shaft must be

checked with the engine running.
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INSTALLATION OF NEW GASKET IN VALVE COVER

24. Install the carburetor and gasket.

25. Reconnect the fuel and vacuum lines.

26. Install the distributor cap and attach the ignition

cables.

27. Install the air filter.

NOTE

Retighten the cylinder head bolts and adjust the

valves when the car has been driven for about 1,200

miles (2,000 km).
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cRANKSHAFT

DisassembIY

1.

2.

Install the engine on a work stand

Drain the engine oil, if this has not alr
cad

done. y been

. _ . ed down-

wards With the engine In the normal position

Remove the oil pump with its drive shaft.

Remove the balance shaft pulley.

Disconnect the water hoses from the water

Remove the transmission cover.

Remove the crankshaft gear bolt. Pull the gear off

with tool 78 62 188.

pump.

$2414

REMOVAL OF CRANKSHAFT GEAR

Tool 78 62 188

9. Screw off the clutch thrust plate and remove the

disc.

10. Remove the flywheel.

11. Back off and remove all crankshaft bearing cap

nuts. Remove the bearing caps together with the

bearing inserts.
12- Remove the bolts from the main bearing caps. Re-

move the main bearing caps together with the bear-

ing inserts. .
13. Lift the crankshaft carefully out of the engine

block. Slide the oil seal off the crankshaft. .

14- Remove the bearing inserts and place them in the

correct se uence for reinstallation.

15. Remove rgsidual gasket fragments from all mount-

ing surfaces.

Reassembly

I- Put on the crankshaft gear and secure It to the

crankshaft with a bolt and washer-

INSTALLATION OF CRANKSHAFT GEAR

2. If a new crankshaft or new bearing inserts are in-

stalled, check that the correct fitting clearance is

obtained. The measuring procedure is described in

this section.

Coat all bearing inserts with engine oil after having

placed them in their bearing positions.

Insert the crankshaft carefully into the engine block

on the bearing inserts and make sure that the mark

on the gear takes up the correct position in relation

to the camshaft gear and the balance shaft gear.

$1142

INSTALLATION MARKS, TRANSMISSION GEAR

Put on the main bearing caps with inserted and

oiled bearing inserts. Apply a thin coat of sealing

compound to the rear part of the contact surface
of the rear bearing cap.
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8 Check that the crankshaft runs coolly In me uearlng

seats.

9 [JUN the connecting reds up against the crank webs

on the shaft. Put on the bearing caps with inserted

and oiled bearing inserts. Make sure that the marks

coincide. Tighten the new bolts to the prescribed

torque.

NOTE

Fit new connecting rod bolts e
very time the engine

has been disassembled.

REAR BEARING CAPS WITH MARKED SURFACES FOR 10 Apply a thin coat of sealing compound to the trans-

APPLICATION OF SEALING COMPOUND mission cover gasket surface and to the intermedi-

ate plate. Position the gasket. Install the transmis-

sion cover and center it with tool 78 62 148 until

NOTE all bolts have been tightened.

The arrows on the center and front main bearing

maps must point to the front.

6. Tighten the front and rear bearing caps to a torque

of 98 Nm (72 ft.lb., 10.0 kpm). Finger‘tighten the

bolts for the center bearing cap.

NOTE

Do not confuse the screw for cylinder heads and

main bearings. These have the same diameter, but

the screws for the main bearings are approx. 0.4 in.

(10 mm) longer than those for the cylinder heads.

As from engine No. 74900, the cylinder head screws

have been lengthened approx. 0.4 in. (10 mm) and

consequently there is no danger of confusion.

7. Press the crankshaft forwards and pry the axial

(center) bearing cap to the rear. Then, tighten the g

cap bolts to a torque of 98 Nm (72 ft.lb., 10 kpm) 51260

while holding the crankshaft forward. (This is nec- INSTALLATION OF TRANSMISSION COVER

essary to make both halves of the bearing inserts 1. TranSmigion cover

equally ready to bear axially.) 2. Centering arbor 78 62 147

11. Coat the inner diameter of the new crankshaft 588'

with engine oil and slide the seal onto tool 78 62 170-

Insert the seal so that the distance between the seal

and the rear of the engine block is between 0-36

and 0.38 in. (9.2 and 9.7 mm).

TOHOUING THE CENTER MAIN BEARING CAP
52415
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MouNTING POSITION OF THE CRANKSHAFT SEAL

12. Coat the two wedge-shaped seals with sealing com-

pound and press them into the rear main bearing

cap with a blunt screwdriver.

NOTE

The domed side of the seal must be turned to face

the main bearing cap.

INSTALLATION OF SEALING KEYS

13. Clean the crankshaft flange and the leWheeL In

late. Center the
the flywheel, using new bolts.

I4- Install the clutch disc and pressure p

disc with tool 78 40 648.

stall

15.

16.

17.

18.

Install the oil pump. Tighten the actual pump bolts

first and then the suction line bolt.

Insert the rubber seal in the groove in the rear main

bearing cap.

Apply a coat of sealing compound to the two cor-

ner joints where the transmission cover, the inter-

mediate plate and the edges of the oil pan meet.

Position the oil pan gasket on the block, and in-

sert the two tabs on the cork gasket under the re-

cesses in the rear bearing cap rubber seal.

Install and secure the oil pan. Position the two

bolts with the rubber washers at the rear balance

shaft bearing.

POSITIONING OF BOLTS WITH RUBBER WASHERS

19. Put on the pulley and secure it with the bolt.

Replacement of crankshaft seal

(Engine removed)

1. Remove the clutch.

2. Remove the flywheel.

3. Remove the rear crankshaft seal by means of a screw-

driver.

4. Lubricate the inner diameter of the new crankshaft

seal with engine oil and push the seal onto the tool

78 62 170. Drive the seal onto the main bearing until

it has a distance of 0.36—0.38 in. (9.2—9.7 mm) from

the rear plane of the cylinder block.

5. Clean the crankshaft flange and the flywheel. Install

the flywheel, using new bolts.

6. Install the disc and the pressure plate. Center the disc

with tool 78 40 648.
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Replacement of disc-shaft bushing

1. Fill the bushing with grease.

2. Introduce centering tool 78 40 648 into bushing and

tap gently with a plastic mallet in order to drive out

the bushing. If necessary, gradually add more grease

as the bushing is being driven out.

REMOVING THE DISC SHAFT BUSHING

Tool 78 40 648

3. Remove all grease from the crankshaft and from the

tool. Take care so that no grease adheres to the fric-

tion surface of the flywheel.

4. Fit a new bushing, using centering tool 78 40 648.

Replacement of ring gear

(Flywheel removed)

1. Make center pops in the ring gear and drill two holes

with a diameter of 0.28 or 0.32 in. (7 or 8 mm) as

shown in the illustration. As a rule, the ring gear splits

off during drilling, but otherwise it can easily be

knocked off with the aid of a chisel.

SPLITTING OF RING GEAR BY DRILLING

913—4

NOTE

passes through the ring gear

d not into the flywheel.

Make sure that the drill

only an

Place the new ring gear on a plate with a thickness Of

0.08—0.12 in. (2—3 mm) and heat It evenly With a

welding flame from below. TeSt frequently Pkplacing

the ring gear on the fIYWheeI Mm pliers until It (Imps

down onto the flywheel lug.

NOTE

The ring gear is induction-hardened and loses its

hardness if heated to temperatures above 5540]:

(290°C).

PISTON WITH CONNECTING ROD

Disassembly

I.

2.

91:59)

99°F?”
10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

Install the engine on a work stand.

Drain the engine oil, if this has not already been

done.

Remove the air filter.

Disconnect the distributor vacuum line.

Remove the distributor, distributor cap and igni-

tion cables.

Remove the valve covers.

Disconnect the fuel line.

Remove the carburetor.

Disconnect the induction manifold bolts and nuts.

Separate the induction manifold from the gasket

and remove it.

Remove the rocker arm assembly by alternate slac-

kening of the two bolts and remove the oil return
plate.

Remove the push rods and keep them in the correct

sequence.

Remove the cylinder head.

Take away the cylinder head gasket.

Remove the tappets with the aid of a bent Wire and

keep them in the correct order.

Carefully remove any ridges or carbon deposits from
the upper end of the cylinder bore.

To prevent oil sludge and impurities from entering

the-engine, the oil pan must be removed with the
engine in the normal position. The engine must

not be turned over until this has been done.

Remove the oil pump.

Remove the crankshaft bearing cap nuts. Take off

the caps and bearing inserts and press the PIStO"

out with the handle of a hammer. Protect the crank

shaft bearing necks from coming into tron”!Ct with

the connecting rod bearing cap screws.
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mARKING OF PISTONS AND CONNECTING RODS

19, The two upper piston rings can now be removed

from the piston with piston-ring pliers. The center

spring and segment in the tripartite oil control

ring can be removed by hand.

PISTON WITH CONNECTING ROD

NOTE _

As from about engine No. 274 900, the connecting

rods have been provided with strengthened big-lend

bearing caps and longer screWS. In this connection,
the following madifications have been made:

A. The crankshaft counter-weights have been mo-

dified to compensate for the increase in the

wei ht of the connecting rods.9 dified to allow

he connecting "Od

B. The oil pump has been slightIY mo

greater clearance between t

and the oil pump.

Old and new type connecting ro w con-

mixed in the same engine- However. the ne
_ dad

necting rods may be fitted in old engines. pros;
that all connecting rods are changed- The Ste:

resulting unbalance and 9'“ can be tome

ds must not be

Reassembly

I. If n ecessary, clean the Piston ring grooves (using a

2:“ of a worn piston ring). Lubricate pistons,
. SS and cylinder bores with engine oil. Place the

p'St°"_"I"9$ in the following manner:
Lhe 011 control ring center spring gap 180° from
wiihnllk on the top of the piston; the oil segments
side of thgaps staggered in. (25 mm) on either

sic . e center spring gap; the lower compres-'_" “"9 gap 150° from one side of the center

:IPr'W gap and the upper compression ring gap 150°
Om the other srde of the center spring gap. In-

stallation of the piston rings as above is essential
for optimum sealing and low oil consumption.

Segment ring Compression ring

  
 
  
 

 

in. (25 mm)

   

 
 

 
 

The mark faces

forward

Oil control ring,

center spring
 

in. (25 mm)

Compression ring   Segment ring
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LOCATION OF PISTON RING GAP

2. Fit new connecting rod bolts.

NOTE

Fit new connecting rod bolts every time the crank-

shaft has been disassembled.

3. Lubricate the piston and cylinder with a thin coat

of engine oil.

4. Install the piston together with the connecting rod

using tool 78 62 287 by carefully pressing the pis-

ton with the handle of a hammer. Make sure that

the mark on the top of the piston faces forwards.

Concerning piston- and piston ring clearance, see

section 210.

“AB 216-5



0.|pan. I'UDILIUII tun. LVVU UUIlS
and secure the

10‘ "man at the rear balance shaft

with the rubber washers

bearing.

PISTON ASSEMBLY FITTING THE TWO BOLTS WITH RUBBER WASHERS

Tool 78 62 287

11. Lubricate the tappets and their bores with engine

oil and install the tappets in the same sequence as

they were originally fitted.

12. Install the cylinder head gaskets. The gaskets are

marked "Front" and “Top”.

5. If new bearings are installed check that the correct

clearance is obtained. The measuring procedure is

described in this section.

6. Install the bearing inserts dry in the connecting rods

and then coat them with engine oil. Put on the bear-

ing caps and tighten to the prescribed torque.

7. Slide the oil pump onto its drive shaft and install it

with the gasket. Tighten the actual pump bolts first

and then the suction line bolt.

8. Insert the rubber seal in the groove in the rear main

bearing cap.

VURNCHEN
‘FRONTTOP

INSTALLATION OF CYLINDER HEAD GASKET

13' '"Z‘al' the complete cylinder heads, insert the bolts

:1 tlghten them in the sequence indicated in three
ages to the correct torque according to the follow-

ing table:

INSTALLATION OF OIL PAN GASKET Ni“ kpm ft.lb.
1' 54 5.5 40

Z 69 7.0 so

9. Apply a coat of sealing compound to the two cor- 3' 93 9.5 68

ner joints where the transmission cover, the inter-

mediate plate and the edges of the oil pan meet
. . .

POSlthn the Oil pan gasket on the block and insert To ensure effective :ZSrngN‘LO
- e Its must be tight-

the two tabs on the cork gasket under the recesses

in the rear bearing cap rubber seal.
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TORQUING THE CYLINDER HEAD

INSTALLATION OF INDUCTION MANIFOLD GASKET

NOTE

The outer, rear bolt for the righthand cylinder

head is specially adapted for the engine earth cable. 15. Install the induction manifold. Tighten the screws

and nuts with the tightening torque specified in

group O.14. Apply sealing compound to the surfaces of the cyl-

inder heads as shown in the figure. Install the induc-

tion manifold gasket, and make sure that the pro-

truding part of the righthand cylinder head gasket

enters the aperture in the induction manifold gas-

ket.

IMPORTANT

To ensure effective sealing, the bolts must be tight-

ened in two stages to the prescribed torque in the

sequence indicated.

TORQUING THE INDUCTION MANIFOLD

ASSEMBLED CYLINDER HEAD WITH MARKED SURFACES

FOR APPLICATION OF SEALING COMPOUND

16. Dip the push rod ends in engine oil and install the

push rods in their original positions in the tappets.

17. Lubricate the ends of the rocker arms with engine

oil and install the oil return plate and the rocker

arm assembly. In so doing, align the push rods

under the rocker arms. Check that the oil return

plates are not in contact with the valve springs. Se-
cure the rocker arm assembly by alternately tight-

ening the two screws.

18. Adjust the valve play. See the section "Valve ad-

justment”.
19. Install the distributor and secure it with the clamp.

Adjust the ignition setting.

20. Insert a new gasket in the valve cover. Press the

clamp ends of the gasket into the notches in the

cover.

M 215‘7
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INSTALLATION OF NEW GASKET IN VALVE COVER

NOTE

Before the valve covers of the cylinder heads are re-

fitted, the lubrication of the rocker shaft must be

checked with the engine running.

21. Reinstall the distributor cap and attach the ignition

cables.

22. Reinstall the carburetor, together with its gasket.

23. Reconnect the fuel and vacuum lines.

NOTE

Retighten the cylinder head bolts and adjust the

valves when the car has been driven for about

1,200 miles (2,000 km).

Piston pins

The piston and piston pin comprises a complete unit and

the two must be replaced together. The piston pin bore

and the piston pin are colour coded according to class

and must agree. The colour marking is located at the bot-

tom of the piston and on the outer edge of the piston

pin.

The piston pin is shrunk into the small end of the con-

necting rod. It is therefore of utmost importance to in-

stall the piston pin swiftly and correctly in the small end

of the connecting rod while it is still hot since the posi-

tion of the piston pin cannot be altered once the con-

necting rod has cooled.

Removal . _

1. Using a press, press the piston pm out of the plston

(use a drift with a diameter a few millimeters smaller).

Scrap the piston and piston pin.

2. Measure the connecting rod by means of a gauge and

a surface plate.
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CHECKING THE CONNECTING ROD s 5284

Installation

1. Place the piston on a flat surface (3/4—1 in./20—25

mm wide) so that the outer surface in the rectangular

recess at the piston pin end rests on the surface (see

the markings in the illustration).

S 5285

 
RECTANGULAR RECESS AT THE PISTON PIN END

ll—
POSITION FOR DOLLY

S 5286
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2. On installationr ensure that the mar

the piston and the lubricating hole i

rod are aligned as shown in the illus

k on the from of

n the connecting

tration.

CONNECTING ROD POSIT ION AT IN
PISTON PIN STALLATION OF

MOUNTING POSITION OF THE PISTON

3. Heat the small end of the connecting rod to a tempera.

ture of between 500 and 570°F (260—3000C). Before

heating, coat the small end of the connecting rod with

pyrometric paint (cg. Faber Castell 2815) to facilitate

temperature checking. When the correct temperature

has been reached, the paint will change colour in ac-

cordance with the tone of colour given on the package

for the paint.

4. Once the correct temperature has been obtained, in-

sert the connecting rod as swiftly as possible in the

piston so that it butts against the lower piston pin

bearing in the piston. Using a drift, fully insert the

piston pin through the connecting rod, again, as

quickly as possible.

NB. Ensure that the connecting rod is correctly aligned

in the piston (see point 2). INSERTING THE PISTON PIN

5. Keep the connecting rod in this position until it has

cooled.

em 21 6—9



CRANKSHAFT BEARINGS

Disassembly

1. Install the engine on a work stand.

2. To prevent oil sludge and impurities from entering the

engine, the oil pan must be removed downwards with

the engine in the normal position.

3. Remove the oil pump with its drive shaft.

4. Remove the crankshaft bearing cap nuts and take off

the bearing caps and bearing inserts.

5. Press the connecting rod away from the crankshaft

and remove the bearing insert.

Reassembly

1. Fit new connecting rod bolts.

NOTE

Fit new connecting rod bolts every time the crank-

shaft has been disassembled.

2. To ensure that the fitting clearance is correct, the

clearance should be measured.

3. Install the bearing inserts dry in the connecting rods

and then coat them with engine oil.

4. Pull the connecting rod against the crank pin and put

on the bearing cap. Make sure that the marks on con-

necting rod and bearing cap coincide. Tighten the nuts

to the prescribed torque.

mp onto its drive shaft and install it

Tighten the two bolts for the actual

n the suction line bolt.

al in the groove in the rear main

5. Slide the oil pu

with the gasket.

pump first and the

6. Insert the rubber se

bearing cap. . .

7 If a new crankshaft or new bearlng Inserts have been

installed check that the correct fitting clearance is

obtained.

MEASURING THE CLEARANCE, CRANKSHAFT AND

CONNECTING ROD BEARINGS

The clearance is measured with Plastigage. Plastigage is

available under Spare part number 78 60 505.

Plastigage is supplied in three different thicknesses. Type

PG-I (green) must be used, since this type allows measu-

rement of clearances from 0.00098 to 0.00299 in. (0.025_

0.076 mm).

Instructions for the use of Plastigage

1. Position the engine with the cylinder head facing

downwards to prevent the weight of the crankshaft

from influencing the measurement of main bearing

clearance.

The weight of the crankshaft does not influence the

measurement of the connecting rod bearing clearance.

2. Make sure that the parts to be measured are free of

oil and dirt. Install a dry bearing insert in the bearing

cap and position a strip of Plastigage in the insert

about 0.236 in. (6 mm) off center.

3*
'
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MARKING OF PISTONS AND CONNECTING RODS

$1233

MEASURING PLACE FOR PLASTIGAGE
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3, Make sure mat tne crankshaft is Shortl .

lower dead center (about 300). With t

in this position, install the bearing ca

and Plastigage and tighten the bearin

prescribed torque.

P With insert

9 cap nuts to the

Do not turn the crankshaft during the measuring

procedure. When measuring the connecting rod
bearing clearance, also make sure that the connec-

ting rod is not moved.

_

Remove the bearing cap. The Plastigage strip will be

found pressed in the bearing cap or on the crankshaft

journal.
. Measure the width of the flat pressed Plastigage strip

by means of the scale printed on the Plastigage packing

and read off the clearance. One side of the packing

gives the reading in mm and the other side in thousand
of an inch.

Measure the Plastigage at its widest point but do not

touch it with he finge s.  

MEASURING OF FLAT PRESSED PLASTIGAGE STRIP

Conicity of a crankshaft journal

C°"I°ItY Of a crankshaft journal exists if one end of the
flat pressed Plastigage strip is wider than the other.

Ovality of a crankshaft journal

HaVIng completed the above measurement, another mea-
surement must be undertaken after having turned the

crankshaft through 90°. The difference between the two

measurements indicates the ovality of the crankshaft

journal.
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2- Apply a coat of sealing compound to the two corner

REMOVAL hints where the transmission cover, the intermediate
plate and the edges of the oil pan meet. Position the

1' install the engine on a work Stand, 0“ Dan gasket on the block and insert the two tabs

2' To prevent oil sludge and ImpUrIties from enterin on the cork gasket under the recesses in the rear bear—

the engine, the Oil pan must be removed downwargds 3 Ing cap rubber seal.

. Install and secure the Oil pan. Position the two bolts

With the rubber washers at the rear balance shaft

bearing.

with the engine in the normal position

INSTALLATION

1. Insert the rubber seal in the groove in the rear main

bearing cap.

FITTING THE TWO BOLTS WITH RUBBER WASHERS

INSTALLATION OF OIL PAN GASKET

-Am 217—1



OIL PUMP
2' P95“ the 0“ Dump onto the drive shaft and install it.

Tighten the actual pump bolts first and then the suc-REMOVAL
tion line bolt.

1. Install the engine on a work stand. 3- APPIY a coat of sealing compound to the two corner

V II - . . OlntS W ' ' ' ‘2. Egg: ghesgggggggugggng l.....:::.*::.::::T;:':l:2:::.’r::.:::::d:::e

with the engine in the normal position. °anards oil pan gasket on the block and insert the two tabs on

3. Remove tregw: bol: in-the oil pump flange and the :2:3b:2::::lt Wider the recesses in the rear bearing

:teagllnsumpgndoirt: derg/It: 5:32p suction line. Remove 4. Install and secure the oil pan. Position the two bolts
with the rubber washers at the rear balance shaft bear-
Ing.

'-

:lllIIIIIuHm
e

FITTING THE TWO BOLTS WITH RUBBER WASHERS

REMOVAL OF OIL PUMP

NOTE

The gasket between the oil pump and the engine
INSTALLATION

block has been left out and need not be fitted when

removing and installing the pump.1. Pass the drive shaft into the engine block with the

Pointed end facing the distributor. '

NOTE! The holding ring must be located on the drlve

shaft.

Sim r".

DRIVE SHAFT WITH HOLDER RING

4““ 221—1



OVERHAULING WITH A REPAIR KIT

Disassembly

I. Unscrew the suction line from the oil pump.

2. Unscrew the oil pump cover. Remove the inner and

outer rotor from the oil pump housing.

3. Make a hole in the relief valve cover plate with a drift.

Pull out the cover plate with a suitably sized selftap-

ping screw.

CHECKING AXIAL CLEARANCE OF ROTOR

Correct clearance 0.004 in. (0.1 mm)

2. Check the clearance between the outer rotor and the

oil pump housing with a feeler gage. If the maximum

I! permissible clearance is exceeded, a new pump house

Ii ing must be used.

S 12“

REMOVAL OF RELIEF VALVE COVER PLATE

4. Remove the spring and the oil relief valve.

CHECKING RADIAL CLEARANCE OF ROTOR

Correct clearance 0.012 in. (0.3 mm)

NOTE

Take great pains to remove all grinding dust from

the parts before assembling. The inner rotor and

the drIve shaft constitute one spare part.

OIL PUMP, DISMANTLED

1. Housing 5. Spring 3' Install the 78"“ valve and s rin n

2. Inner and Outer rotor 6. Cover plate With engine 0“ p 9 a d coat them I'thlY

3. Cover 7. Gasket 4 '

4. Relief valve 8. Suction line nstall a new cover plate with the f|at side pointingoutwards. Press It In until it bottoms out against the

stop.

5. Using a blunt, round-tipped drift with a diameter of

“assembly a out-0.48 In. (12 mm), tap the middle of the coverplate In order to press it home.

6. Install the rotors and coat them with engine oil. Put

1. Insert a new outer and inner rotor in the pump hous- th e cover on the pump housing and tighten the bolts

ing. Check the clearance between the sealing surface

of the pump housing and the front sides of the outer to the Prescribed toque_ Insert the drive shaft in the

and inner rotor with a ruler and a feeler gage. If neces- 7 rotor shaft and check that the Pump runs easily

sary, grind the sealing surface of the oil pump housing Install the suction ""9 With a new gasket to the oilpump housing.

or the rotor sides with a fine emery cloth on a face

plate.
991 -9 m 1077
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GHANGING OF FILTER CARTRIDGE

use tool 78 52 014 to remove the oil filter cartridge. Un-

screw the cartridge. The cartridge cannot be cleaned and

sh ould therefore be renewed at the prescribed intervals

(everY 6.000 miles or 10,000 km). Apply a little oil to

the rubber gasket on the new cartridge. Screw in the

cartridge until the gasket makes contact with th
6 engine

block and then tighten half a turn.

NOTE

Excessive tightening of the cartridge involves a risk

of leakage, as the rubber seal may then tilt in its

groove.

REMOVAL OF OIL FILTER CARTRIDGE

Tool 78 62014
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Dis cOlilnlact the hoses from the automatic choke.Carburetor ma

967 d 1,968 ke SOIex' models . Disconne1 an urn “he. Ct the throttle control linkage and the vacu-

A

REMOVAL 5. Disconnect the fuel line6. Remove the carburetor.-

1. Drain off some cf the cooling wat 7' grburetor 32 PDSIT_4:

2‘ Remove the air dean”. er Dlsconnect the hose from the valve cover Th ‘t 'possnble to remove the intermediate flange. 9" I '5

8. C arefullv cover the opening in the induction pipe.

CARBURETOR, SOLEX. PRINCIPLES
1. Throttle valve

A Float chamber

B Float chamber cover 12. Choke valve

C Throttle body assembly 13 A§cendlng pipe. additional system Ieconostat)

D Housing, automatic choke 14- Diaphragm, acceleration pump

1. Main jet 15. Blmetal spring for automatic choke

2. Emulsion jet 16. Coolant connections

3. Idling jet, fuel 17- Diaphragm for'vacuum control of automatic choke

4. Float 18' Regulating d°V'°evf'°at Chamber ventilation

5' Choke tube (only 0t! carburetor 32 PDSlT-4)

6. Float valve 19- Idlmg aar let (drilling)

7. Connection, fuel hose :2 gmllfxtggguon pump

8. Connection. vacuum hose, dlstrlbutor 22. Outlet valve, acceleration pump
- ' ' l' mixture

13. 233:1:ng rail-ll: Inc 23. Intermediate flange
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DISASSEMBLY

1. . . .Remove the retalnlng rlng from the control rod be-

Bween the automatic choke and the throttle vlave.
etach the Ilnk from the throttle valve arm.

2. Unscrew and lift off the float chamber cover. Re-

move the gasket.

3. Screw out the needle valve.

4. Take the float out of the float chamber

5. Remove the plug from the float chamber and remove

the jet.

6. Pull off the acceleration pump jet (over the accelera-

tion pump).

2. Screw off the idling jet and the emulsion tube jet.Screw off the acceleration pump cover and check

the diaphragm.

9. Screw off the idling mixture air-regulating screw.

10. Carburetor 32 PDSlT-4:

Remove the intermediate flange valve.

REASSEMBLY

NOTE! Clean all passages and jets with a blast of com-

pressed air. Change all parts included in the gasket and

repair kit.

1. Install the spring, diaphragm and cover for the ac-

celeration pump.

2 Insert the acceleration pump jet.

3. Screw in the idling jet and the emulsion tube jet.

4. Advance the idling mixture air-regulating screw

carefully until it bottoms out then back it off one

complete turn.

5. Insert the float.

6. Screw the needle valve with original gasket into the

float chamber cover.

7. Install a new cover gasket.

8. Put on the float chamber cover and replace the re-

taining screws.

9. Pass the rod between the automatic choke and the

throttle valve into the throttle valve arm and secure

with the retaining ring.

10. Set the valve arm in the semi-open position and at

the same time fully close the choke valve with the

fingers. Meanwhile, hold the valve arm firmly and

make sure that the throttle valve is ajar. The clear-

ance between the valve and the flange must be

0.032 in. (0.8 mm). This can be checked with a

wire or drill bit of the same diameter. To adjust

the clearance, slacken the nuts on the linkage rod

for the fastidling system and then adjust the rod so

that the valve takes up the correct position. Then re-

tighten the rod and lock it in the correct DOSltIOn.

For final adjustment, see under "Adjustment of

automatic choke”.

11. Carburetor 32 PDSIT-4:

Fit the intermediate flange valve.

no!

INSTALLATION

I. Carburetor 32 PDSlT—4Z

Fit the intermediate flange, with new gaskets.

2. Install a new gasket, put on the carburetor and tighten

it up evenly. .

Reconnect the fuel and vacuum Ilnes.

Reconnect the throttle control.

Reconnect the coolant hoses and tighten the hose

clamps.

6. Refill the cooling system and bleed the system.

7. Install the air cleaner.

CHECKING AND ADJUSTMENT OF FLOAT LEVEL

The fuel level in the float chamber should be measured

while the engine is idling and should be nominally 0.59

in. i 0.04 in. (15 i1 mm).

The level is decided by the thickness of the float valve

sealing washer. If the level is too high, a thicker washer

should be fitted and conversely a thinner washer must

be fitted to adjust too low a level. The float level is mea~

sured from the top of the float chamber cover to the fuel

level. Measuring can appropriately be carried out with tool

78 60 984 which is connected at the site of the jet plug

in the float chamber.

IDLING ADJUSTMENT

NOTE! The idling speed must be adjusted when the en-

gine has reached the normal working temperature and

the headlights switched on. Depending on the mileage,

the adjustment should be preceded by a check of the

spark plug electrode gap, the ignition setting and the

valve play.

1. Reduce the engine speed so that the engine runs as

slowly as possible or at max. 500 rev/ min.

2. Adjust the volume control screw until the engine runs

as smoothly as possible.

3. Switch on the headlights (high beam) and increase

the speed to 800—900 rev/min with the idle adjusting

screw.
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ADJUSIMENI or AUTOMATIC CHOKE

Adjustment of the automatic Choke invol

tions, viz. setting of the choke lights and

justment. These two tasks are described

Ves two opera.

fast-idling ad-
below.

Adjustment of choke flap

Temperature setting

The automatic choke is set for the choke valve to open

wide at a temperature of 60—6500 (140—1490F)_

The setting mark on the rotatable thermostat housing

must coincide with the middle one of the five fixed set-

ting marks comprising the adjustment range.

Turning clockwise makes the choke open later.

 

ADJUSTMENT OF THE RMOSTAT HOUSING

Adjustment of thermostat housing emf removal T
1. Hook the bimetal spring onto the dr'ver cam-i tilt"

the thermostat housing the shortest way untl

ting marks coincide.
2. Check that the choke valve stretches toWa

closed position.

rds the

Fast-idling adjustment

1.

9’

9.

10.

set- 1'

am

Remove the air cleaner.

Operate the engine until it reaches normal working

temperature. Then switch on the headlights.

Connect a tachometer to the engine.

Adjust the engine to the correct idling speed, Le.

800—900 rev/min.

Close the choke valve 3 little, in order to make it

contact the ratchet wheel in the starting automat-

ics. Hold the choke valve in this position, and keep

pressing it towards the ratchet wheel.

Open the throttle valve cautiously, enough to allow

the choke valve to move to the next position. First

release the throttle valve cautiosly, and then the

choke valve. The step which serves to increase the

idling speed, is now in the first position (first step)
of the ratchet wheel.

The throttle control must not be touched at this

stage, as the ratchet wheel would then revert to the

neutral position. For safety’s sake, the control rod

should be pushed up hard with the fingers.

When the throttle valve is in this position, the en-

gine speed should be between 200—1 300 rev/min.

Adjust the length of the control rod.

To increase the speed = lengthen the rod

To reduce the speed - shorten the rod

NOTE

After having performed this adjustment, check that

the control rod does not jam in the throttle control

lever owing to twisting during tightening of the two

adjusting nuts.

In order to check the good functioning of all stages

of the fast-idling (see page 200—7), check the numb-

er of revolutions of the third step. Same shall be

2 600—3 000 rev/min.

Recheck the idling speed and adjust if necessary.

Disconnect the tachometer and install the air clean-

er. In principle, the above adjustments shall be per-

formed only if the engine is difficult to start at low

temperatures and when a check has shown that

there are not other faults in the system.
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Carburetor, make FOMOCO,
models 1969—1975

REMOVAL

1. Remove the air cleaner.

2. Detach the coolant hoses from the automatic choke.

3. Remove the throttle control.

4. Detach fuel- and vacuum hoses.

5. Remove the carburetor.

6. Cover the orifice of the suction pipe.

REMOVAL OF THERMOSTATlC SPRING HOUSING BOLTS

DISASSEMBLY

1. Remove the three bolts and detach the thermosta-

tic spring housing. Unscrew the step cam from the throttle body.

3. Unscrew the bolts retaining the float chamber cover,

and lift the cover off. Collect the spring of the float

chamber cover. Remove gasket. By holding the

float chamber upside down, remove the ball and

the weight from the accelerating fuel channel.

N

$4196

CARBURETOR, FOMOCO, PRINCIPLES

A Thermostatic spring housing 6. Throttle valve

8 Choke flap housing 7. Choke valve

C Float chamber cover 8. Step cam

D Float chamber 9. Acceleration pump

1. Main jet 10. Ball and weight, accelerating pump fuel channel

2. Volume screw, idling mixture 11. Float chamber ventilation, alternative designations

3- idling “WW 12. Coolant connections

4. Float 13. Fuel connection

5. F loot valve 14. Vacuum connection, distributor



BALL AND WEIGHT, ACCELERATING PUMP FUEL

CHANNEL

4. Unscrew the bolts in the accelerating pump cover.

Remove cover, diaphragm and spring.

5. Remove accelerating pump rod from the lever of

the throttle valve shaft. Remove the lever.

6. Remove idle mixture control screw, and idie ad-

justing screw as well. Collect the springs.

7. Remove throttle valve.

8. Remove (by using a contact file) the possible burrs

from the threaded bores in the throttle valve shaft.

Only then pull out the shaft.

9. Remove the float. Unscrew float needle valve.

10. Unscrew main jet.

11. Unscrew the automatic choke housing from the car-

buretor.

12. Pull out the pins of the air cleaner mounting yoke.

Remove yoke.

13. Remove choke plate.

14. Remove (by using a contact file) the POSSIbIe burrs

from the threaded bores in the choke plate shaft.

Only then pull out the shaft.

REASSEMBLY

Clean the carburetor. Clean with compressed air all chfan-

"8'5. passages and jets. Renew gaskets and DOSSIbIY d9 9°

tive parts.

1.

valve shaft, turn the side mar

tW0 punched marks faces downw

thTOttle is kept closed. Prior to tlg ed

see to it that the valve centers In clos

Mount the throttle valve shaft in the throttle body.

Fit the accelerating pump lever on the throttle

ked "O" upwardS-

that the face featuring

ard when the

htening the bolts,

position.

Fit the throttle valve so,

Check that the shaft moves easiIY-

LOCATION OF FITTED THROTTLE VALVE

3. Fit the following screws of the idle device: mixture

control, and idle adjusting. Fit the springs too.

Fit the accelerating pump rod, between the levers

of the accelerating pump and the throttle valve.

Fit the accelerating pump diaphragm, and its spring.

NOTE! The small end of the spring shall face the

diaphragm. Fit the cover.
Fit the choke plate shaft. Prior to tightening the

bolts, see to it that the choke plate centers in

closed position. Check that the shaft moves easily.

CHECKING LOCATION OF FITTED CHOKE PLATE

11.

Fit the air cleaner mounting yoke, and drive the

pins in.
Fit the automatic choke housing, with its gasket,

and connect accelerating pump rod to choke plate

shaft.

Screw the main jet on.

Screw needle valve on and fit float. Regarding

checking and adjustment of float level, see page

231—6.

insert bail and weight in the accelerating pump

channel.

9'21 c



CHECKING AND ADJUSTMENT OF FLOAT LEVEL

l: ._ When checking the measurement A, which shall be
i . 08 in. (275 mm), hold the float chamber cover per-

pendiculariy, with a view not to press in the spring.
loaded ball of the float valve. When adjusting, bend

the stop gently at the arrow. .

2. The lower end position of the float is checked by

measuring the measurement B, which shall be 1,34

in. (34 mm). When adjusting, bend the stop gently at

the arrow.

BALL AND WEIGHT, ACCELERATING PUMP FUEL CHANNEL

12. Fit the float chamber valve spring into the carbu-

retor cover. Fit the cover, and insert the float

chamber valve push-rod into the cover. Tighten

cover.

13. Screw step cam on.

14. Fit the thermostatic spring housing.

CHECK MEASUREMENT, FLOAT

INSTALLAT'ON A = 1.08 in. (27.5 mm)

B = 1.34 in. (34 mm)

1. Fit new gaskets beneath the intermediate flange and

carburetor.

NOTE! Turn the face marked "Chen" upward.

ADJUSTMENT OF ACCELERATING PUMP

   

1. Fill the float chamber with fuel, using a funnel and a

hose connected to the inlet pipe.

2. Slacken the idle adjusting screw completely so that

full pump strokes are obtained. Open the throttle

valve a few times in order to fill the fuel ducts.

3. Hold the carburetor over a glass measuring cylinder

with a funnel as shown in the illustration. Open the

throttle valve ten times with smooth movements.

Compare the measured amount of fuel with the spe-

cifikations in group 0.

LOCATION OF FITTED GASKET

   NOTEA special gasket is required for this carburetor and

must not be mixed up with the gasket for the Solex

carburetor.  

2. Refit fuel- and vacuum hoses.

3. Refit the throttle control.

4. Refit the coolant hoses.

5. Refit the air cleaner.

9'11“



4' if the measured amount of fuel does not lie w‘th'

the stipulaIEd tolerances, adjust the acceleratir't m

setting by bending or straightening the connectsI pump

lever- Bending the lever increases the pu 'ng'md

Conversely, If the lever is traightened out Iihel-‘acitv. ”

capacity is reduced. pump \Q’

U“ 
Slur

ADJUSTMENT OF MEASUREMENTS “A” AND "B"

SETTING OF AUTOMATIC CHOKE

Normally, the functioning of the automatic choke should
not be altered in any way. The setting mark on the ther-

mostatic spring housing to be in line with the center mark

on the automatic choke housing. The free end of the

thermostatic spring to be fitted in the center slit of the

thermostatic spring lever.

sane

   

CONNECTING ROD LEVE R

SETTING OF FLOAT CHAMBER VALVE

I. The measurement “A” = 0.32—0.40 in. (8—10 mm) is

measured with the throttle valve wide open.

2. The measurement "B" = 0.008—0.012 in. (0.2—0.3

mm) is measured with the throttle valve fully closed.

 
l

l

 

MEASURING DIMENSIONS "A" AND

A = 0.32—0.40 in. (8—10 mm)

B = 0.008—0.012in.(0.2—0.3 mm)

LOCATION OF THERMOSTATIC SPRING HOUSING

5 obtained by bend-

wards the ten-

"B" is obtained

3- Adjustment of measurement "A" '

ing the lower part of the lever stop to
Si0n pin. Adjustment of measurement

by bending the lever at the PUSh rod.

._- .8 231 —7



mostatic spring housing. See to It that the
Fit the ther . '3. he correct posmon.

Setting the chok 'e valve vacuum adjustment spring takes up t . .

Aw(<38 GM! 71 4' C ~86. 2 in this position. the mark W the 3rd °at°h

W~JB. 71 TW—JC and USA-cs GH—HI pm" ' ' f nt

1. Remove the thermostatic s r‘n h sin of the step cam Shall be exactly m ro Of the stopp l g ou 9. dog of the throttle valve lever.

2. Depress the vacuum piston fully. Move the choke

valve towards closed position. until the tongue of the

thermostatic spring lever contacts the vacuum PIStO"

lever. in this position, the opening of the choke valve

shall be 0.18—0.20 in. (4.5—5.0 mm). As gauge. a

drill may be used.

CHECKING POSITION OF STEP CAM

Adjustment by bending the link rod.

CHECKING THE SETTING

ADJUSTMENT OF LINK ROD

Adjustment by bending the tongue of the thermostatic

spring lever.

..S2i77'

ADJUSTMENT OF THERMOSTATIC SPRING LEVER TONGUE

23” sun



TW—LA, USA-72 TF—KEA and USA-

1' Remove the thermostatic spring housing

2. Position a piece of 0.040” (1 01 mm) t

‘1
‘5419;

ADJUSTMENT OF THERMOSTATIC SPRING LEVER TONGUE

5. Check position of step cam, by inserting a gauge, see

point 3. In this position, the mark on the third catch

of the step cam shall be exactly in front of the stop

dog of the throttle valve lever.

SETTING OF CHOKE VALVE

3. The lower opening of the choke valve shall now be:

Standard carburetors 0.11 i 0.008” (2.8 1' 0.2 mm),

USA carburetors 0.08—0.10" (2.0—2.5 mm). Check

the opening with a drill or similar.

CHECKING POSITION OF STEP CAM

Adjust by bending the link rod.

5.95m

CHECKING THE CHOKE VALVE OPENING

I’ tongue.
4~ AdIUSI by bending the thermostatic spring lave

ADJUSTMENT OF LINK ROD

SAAB 231 —9



Setting of the mechanical opening of the choke Valve Checking the automatic choke

1' Open the thrOttle valve fully. This forces the choke (Carburetor installed in the car)

valve to open, in the way that an arm (8) on the
t rattle spindle contacts a stop (A) on the step cam. 1. a. If the engine is cold, start checking as per point 2

below.

b. If the engine is warm, begin by removing the auto.

matic choke cover from the housing. Next, fasten

the lower screw and stretch a rubber band between

the screw and the lever where the termostatic spring

is normally located. The rubber band then performs

the same service as is normally done by the theme-

static spring when the engine is cold.

CHOKE VALVE ARM (B) AND STEP CAM STOP (A)

2. When the throttle valve is fully open, the choke valve

shall open 0.19—0.23 in. (4.8—5.8 mm), which is

checked with a drill.

THE THERMOSTATIC SPRING HAS BEEN REPLACED BY A

RUBBER BAND

2. Remove the air cleaner and depress the accelerator

pedal. Check that the choke valve closes completely

CHECKING CHOKE VALVE OPENING and that the step cam engages the highest (fourth)

catch.

3. Start the engine and let it run with the step cam set

3. Adjustment by gently bending the stop (A) on the at the highest (fourth) catch.

step cam. 4. Check that the choke valve opens so that the distance
between it and the neck of the carburetor is 0.18—-

0.20 in. (4.5—5.0 mm). This is not applicable to car-

buretors with modulating choke, because the opening

is depending on the vacuum. The opening shall be:

Standard carburetors 0.11 i 0.008" (2.8 i 0.2 mm).

USA carburetors 0.08—0.10" (2.0—2.5 mm)- AISO

check the function of the choke valve by putting It to

the closed position and then releasing it. The choke

valve should then return rapidly to the original POSI'

tion (opening 0.18—0.20 in./4.5—5.0 mm).

If the choke valve does not open to the prescribed

amount, this may be due to incorrect adjustment or

to leakage, for instance at the bottom cover of the vac-

uum piston or between the choke housing and the car-

buretor.
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CHECKING THE SETTING

Adjustment by bending the tongue of the thermosta-

tic spring lever.

ADJUSTMENT OF THERMOSTATIC SPRING LEVER TONGUE

S. Depress the accelerator pedal. The engine speed should

slow down when the step cam moves down to the third

catch. Check that the mark < on the third catch of the

Step cam is exactly opposite the stop on the throttle

spindle. If necessary, adjust the connecting rod 50 that

the correct position is obtained.

6. Stop the engine. Depress the accelerator pedal fully

and check that the choke valve opens 0-19-0-23 I"-

(4.8—5.8 mm). If necessary, adjust W Carefl-‘I'Y bend-

ing the stop on the cam disc.
7- Remove the rubber band and refit the cov

automatic choke if this ite

that the spring takes up the cor

the engine and check the volum

the idling speed and the fast idling speed-

er of the

m has been removed. Check

rect position. Warm up

9 control screw setting,

FAST IDLE ADJUSTMENT

1. R . . aun the engine until It reaches normal working tem-

2 perature. Remove the air cleaner.
. Connect a tachometer.

3. Hold the throttle valve shaft and the step cam 50, that

the stop dog contacts the mark on the third catch of

the step cam.

4- The engine speed shall now be 300-2 000 rev/min.

VII/1h?" adjusting, bend the stop of the throttle valve
5 a t.

BENDING THROTTLE VALVE STOP

5. Check the fast idle setting.

6. Fit the air cleaner.

IDLE ADJUSTMENT

NOTE! This adjustment should be made when the engine

has been warmed up to normal working temperature. De—

pending on the mileage, adjustment should be preceded

by checking the electrode gap of the spark plugs, the ig-

nition setting and the valve clearance.

1. Reduce the engine speed so that the engine runs as

slowly as possible or at max. 500 rev/min.

2. Adjust the volume control screw until the engine runs

as smoothly as possible. '

3. Switch the headlights on (high beam) and the speed

to 800—900 rev/ min with idle adjusting screw.

on“ 731_1 1



ove the ball and the weightt. RemCarburetor, make Ford, models Remove the gaske massage by inverting the
1976 and 1977 from the acceleration fue

housing.

REMOVAL

1. Remove the air cleaner.

2. Disconnect the fuel line, the ventilation hose and the

vacuum hose from the carburetor.

3. Unscrew the choke control from the carburetor and

unhook the throttle cable.

4. Remove the carburetor.

BALL AND WEIGHT IS REMOVED

2. Remove the acceleration pump cover bolts and re-

move the cover, diaphragm and spring.

Remove the connecting rod from between the

throttle valve lever and the acceleration pump. Un-

bolt the acceleration pump arm from the throttle

shaft.
REMOV'NG THE CARBURETOR 3. Remove the mixture screw and the idling screw and

save the springs. On 1977 model cars, first remove

the seal from above the mixture adjusting screw.

5. Blank off the end of the inlet channel. Make a hole in the top of the plastic plug and then

work it free.

4. Remove the throttle valve.

5. File away any burrs around the screw holes in the

Dismantling throttle shaft. Remove the shaft.
6. Remove the float. Unscrew the needle valve, saving

1. Undo the float chamber cover retaining bolts and the filter.

lift off the cover, at the same time unhooking the 7. Unbolt the choke lever and save the spring.

link to the choke. 8. Remove the main jet.

9. Dismantle the choke valve.

10. File off any burrs around the screw holes in the

choke valve shaft. Withdraw the shaft.

THE FLOAT CHAMBER COVER IS LIFTED OFF

231-12 m



CARBURETOR, EXPLODED

1. Float chamber with throttle valve

2. Float chamber cover with choke valve

3. Main jet

4. Float valve

5. Float

6. Ball and weight, acceleration fuel passage

7. Acceleration pump

8. Choke arm with fast idling cam

9. Choke wire bracket

10. Idling screw, throttle valve

11. Mixture screw, idling fuel, model 1976

12. Mixture screw, idling fuel, model 1977

ASSEMBLY

Clean the carburetor. Blow compressed air through all

passages and jets. Replace gaskets and any defective parts.

1. Install the throttle valve shaft in the carburetor

housing. Mount the acceleration pump lever to the

throttle shaft with the side marked "0" facing out-

wards.

.~.:;;ég_,,n
_ .

FITTING THE ACCELERATION PUMP LEVER

2. way that when

d marks will face

ectly centred in

he bolt.

Install the throttle valve in such a

the valve is closed, the two punche

down_ Ensure that the valve is corr t

the closed position before tightemng

Check that the shaft moves freely-

INSTALLING THE THROTTLE VALVE

3.

Qch/u- ., ,, .., sm-

Install the idling screw and mixture screw complete

with springs. Model 1977: After the carburetor has

been adjusted, reseal the mixture adjusting screw.

Hook the acceleration pump rod onto the throttle

valve lever.

Install the diaphragm and spring of the accelera-

tion pump.

MB. The larger end of the spring should face to-

wards the diaphragm. Hook the connecting rod

onto the pump arm and fit the cover.

Install the choke valve shaft. Ensure that the valve

centres correctly in the closed position before

tithtening the bolts. Check that the shaft moves

freely.

INSTALLING THE CHOKE VALVE

7.

‘A ‘8

Bolt the main jet in position.

Screw in the needle valve together with the fuel

filter. Install the float and check the float level.

See "Checking and adjustment of the float level",

Insert the ball and the weight into the acceleratiOn

pump passage-
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3lzlmm

l.22i0.01o in.

BALL AND WEIGHT ARE PLACED IN THE ACCELERATION FLOAT LEVEL

PUMP PASSAGE

1o, Fit the carburetor housing with a new gasket and To adjust the distance, carefully bend the lever stop

replace the float chamber cover. Insert the bolts at the arrow. The (“Stance can be measured by means

and mount the choke cable bracket. Tighten the Of a vernier scale or by means Of a gauge made from

cover. a piece of metal (see illustration).

1 1. Install the choke lever together with spring, at the

same time, hooking the link onto the driver on the

choke valve.

INSTALLATION

1. Fit new gaskets between the intermediate flange and

the carburetor.

2. Mount the carburetor.

3. Connect the throttle cable and choke cable to the car-

buretor.

4. Connect the fuel line, ventilation hose and the vac-

uum hose to the carburetor.

5. Install the air cleaner.

S 5299

SETTING

Checking and adjustment of float level

1. Remove the float chamber cover (see under "Disman.

tling").
2. Hold the float chamber cover vertically so that the

float closes the needle valve. However, the spring.

loaded ball of the needle valve should not be de-

pressed.
The distance between the sealing edge and the bottom

of the float should be 1.12 in. (31 mm) (see illustra.

tion).



funny

1. Using a funnel and a hose connecte

fill the float chamber with fuel.

2_ Completely unscrew the throttle valv

fun pump strokes are obtained. Open the th

valve a few times to fill the fuel passages rattle

3, Hold the carburetor over a measuring glass With f
un-

d to the inlet pipe,

9 screw 50 that

group O.

sum

CHECKING THE SETTING OF THE ACCELERATION PUMP

4. If the measured fuel quantity does not lie within the

prescribed values, adjust the accelerator pump setting

by bending or straightening the pump connecting FOd-

When the rod is straightened the pump capacity Wl”

increase.

ADJUSTING THE ACCELERATION PUMP SETT'NG

Checking and adjusting of fast idling

1. Remove the air cleaner.

2. Run the engine until hot and check the idling setting.

3. Hold the choke valve in the fully open POSitiO" With

one hand, at the same time, turning the choke into

the position where the choke valve starts to close.

CHECKING FAST IDLING SETTING

Read off the engine speed and refer to the specifica-

tions in group O.

4. Adjustment is made by bending the tongue on the

throttle driver connected to the cam on the choke

lever.

CAUTION

The vacuum control unit in the distributor may

cause an increase in the fast idling speed. Before

checking the fast idling speed, therefore, discon-

nect the vacuum hose from the vacuum control

unit. The deceleration valve can cause higher fast

idle speed. Squeeze together the hose between the

carburetor and the deceleration valve when

checking and setting the fast idling speed.
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Checkin and -g adJUStment Of eh°ke valve Stop On model 1977 a modified mixture adjusting screw has

been introduced which is sealed by means of a plastic
1. mzvsigzeocnhthEJEV: to the limit Of its travel against plug. Before any adjustment can be made, the plastic

2. Using a drill checlft: Cable braCkét' . plug must be removed (and thereby destroyed) and then

Open 0.15 in (3 8 m a)t the Valvemth.s position can replaced, as follows: . .

Adjustment is made? at the bottom, Using a small screwdriver, make a hole In the top of the

8t. y bending the stop on the brack- plug and then work it loose.

REMOVING THE PLASTIC PLUG

ADJUSTING THE CHOKE FLAP STOP

After the adjustment, fit a new (blue) plug by means of

Idling adjustment, engine speed and C0-value a drift and hammer.

NB. Adjustment should be carried out with the engine

at its normal running temperature and, with due consid-

eration given to mileage, the adjustment should be pre-

ceded by a check on spark plug gaps, the ignition setting

and the valve clearance.

1. Ensure that the snorkel on the air cleaner is in the

"Summer" position.

2. Connect the tachometer and CO meter. Switch on the

headlights on low beam.

3. Adjust the engine speed and CO value by means of the

throttle valve screw and the idling mixture screw.

FITTING A NEW PLASTIC PLUG

G THE IDLING SETTINGADJUSTIN

1. Screw

2. Idling mixture screw

Fm 1977
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DECELERATION VALVE, MODEL 1977

(5WEDEN-VERSION AS FROM MODEL 1976 AND
usA-VERSION AS FROM MODEL 1970)

Removal and installation

1_ Remove the carburetor.

2. Disconnect the crankcase ventilation hose and remove

the intermediate flange with the deceleration valve

5530/

DECELERATION VALVE WITH BOTTOM COVER REMOVED

2. Undo the top cover retaining bolts and remove the

cover complete with adjusting screw, gasket, spring

and spring seat and valve.

REMOVAL OF DECELERATION VALVE

3. Unscrew the valve from the angle nipple (only if the

D

E
g
d

T

valve is to be exchanged). '9'

Dismantling and assembling

Installation is carried out in the reverse order. W” @

1. Remove the bottom cover retaining bolt and remove

the cover, diaphragm and spring.

. v

DECELERATION VALVE TOP COVER REMOVED

   
sue-

231—
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DECELERATION VALVE

1. Adjusting screw

2. Gasket

3. Spring

4. Valve

5. Body

6. Spring

7. Diaphragm

8. Bottom cover

9. Intermediate flange

Assembly is carried out in the reverse order.

Setting

Checking

NOTE

The air cleaner must be fitted.

1. Run the engine until normal operating temperature.

2. Check that the deceleration valve is not working at

idling speed. This can be done by disconnecting one

of the hoses between carburetor and deceleration valve.

231—18

If the valve is open, Le. vacuum is passing the valve,

the adjusting screw on the deceleration valve has to

be screwed further in until the valve is closed. Can.

nect the hose.

If the deceleration valve is working at idling speed,

you will get a very fast idle (1 200—1 400 r/min). It

is not possible to adjust this in a normal way.

3. Connect a tachometer and adjust the idling speed in

accordance with the specifications in group O.

4. Advance the engine speed to 3 000 r/min with the

throttle. Let down the throttle rapidly and measure

the time as require to drop the engine speed from

3 000 r/min to idle.

An engine fitted with a correctly adjusted decelera-

tion valve should drop from 3 000 r/min to idle in

4 to 6 seconds. (USA-version as from model 1970

7 to 8 seconds.)

Adjustment

1. Remove the air cleaner.

2. a. If the requisite time from 3 000 r/min to 900 r/min

is more than the prescribed, the deceleration valve

adjusting screw should be screwed clockwise until

the desired figure is reached.

b. If the requisite time is less than the prescribed, the

adjusting screw should be screwed anti-clockwise

until the desired figure is reached.

ADJUSTING THE DECELERATION VALVE

3. Fit the air cleaner and check the requisite time again.

If necessary, repeat the procedure until the requiSite
time is correct.

Failure of the diaphragm will allow air to pass from the

bleed hole in the cover, through the diaphragm and

straight into the inlet manifold. Normal adjustment of
idling speed is not possible. Replace the diaphragm if

combustion exhaust emission control is demanded. If
not, just cover up the bleed hole in the cover.

Fobr 1977



12:37-73 ' “I” “WW” “5 tl'Om model

REMOVAL

Remove the air cleaner.

Disconnect the coolant hoses from the

Disconnect the throttle from the carbu

Disconnect the fuel and vacuum hose;

Remove the carburetor.

Blank off the end of the suction pipe.

aUtomatic Choke

rotor.9391991»:
DISMANTLING

1_ Remove the bolts securing the top section to the

carburetor housing. Lift off the top section and

undo the linkage between the throttle valve lever

and the automatic choke mechanism.

‘
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15 16 1718 19 20 Z

CARBURETOR 11' Adjusting screw

1. Air jet, main system

2. Ventilation pipe, float sham

3. Air jet, transition system

ber ventilation

4. Fuel jet, transition system 15. Throat ring

16. Throttle valve

17. Emulsion pipe

7. Air passage, idling WWW 18. Main jet

19. Emulsion pipe

20. Main 1'9"

5. Air jet, main system

6. Choke valve

8. Vacuum passage

9. Step cam, fast idling

10. Driver

REMOVING TOP SECTION OF CARBURETOR

  

   
   is

  

12. Diaphragm

13. Spray pipe ‘

14. Air passage, transntion system
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1"

ilil'.

   

11

25 26 27 28

21. Throttle valve

22. Mixture adjusting screw, idling

23. idling adjusting screw

24. Vacuum passage

25. Idling jet

26. Push rod, fest idling

27. Bi-metel spring, automatic choke

28. Stop lever, fast idling
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2- Remove the float lever spindle and remove the float.

N JET
REMOVING ACCE LE RATIO

Sam

8 Remove the acceleration pump cover retaining bOIts

and disconnect the linkage between the accelera-REMOV'NG FLOAT SP'NDLE ottle valve lever. Remove the

tion pump and the thr

spring and diaphragm.

9 Remove the bolts securing the throttle valve sec-

tion to the carburetor housing.3. Remove the float retaining spring and unscrew the 10- Remove the circlip from the push rod for the float

float valve. - - chamber ventilation and remove the push rod and

4. Remove the bI-metalllc spring housing retaining springs

screws. ' . .

5. Remove the cover retaining bolts from the vacuum 11' Remove

control unit for the choke valve. Remove the cover,

Spring and diaphragm with thrust rod. Assembly

Clean the carburetor and flush all passages and fixed jets

with compressed air. On reassembly, fit new gaskets and

seals in the carburetor.

1. Connect the levers, springs and washers to the throt-

tie spindle. Fit them in the order shown in the illus-

tration. The throttle adjusting screw for the secon-

dary stage has been preset at the factory and this

setting must not be altered. 
can:

REMOVING VACUUM CONTROL COVER

6. Remove the bolts securing the choke housing to

the carburetor. Do not neglect the O-ring at the

vacuum passage.

7. Unscrew the jets for the main system and transition

system, and remove the idling jet and full-load

booster valve. Use a special screwdriver for the

booster valve. Use a small screwdriver to carefully

lever free the injection jet for the acceleration system.
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2. Fit the lever for the float chamber ventilation.

3. From above, fit the push rod for the float chamber

ventilation in the carburetor, with the soft spring.

Then fit the stiffer spring and connect the push rod

to the lever.

4. Bolt the throttle valve section to the carburetor

housing. Use a new gasket.

5. Connect the control linkage for the acceleration

pump system to the throttle valve lever and install

the acceleration pump with spring and diaphragm.

6. Insert a new O-ring in the spray pipe for the acce-

leration system and insert the spray pipe in the car-

buretor housing. Screw in the jets for the main sys-

tem and transition system and install the idling jet

and booster valve. The various jets in the primary

and secondary stages are of different sizes. Refer

to the jet specifications in section 020 to ensure

that the jets are fitted in the correct positions. FITTING BI-METALL HOUSING

7. Bolt the choke housing to the carburetor housing.

Note the O-ring for the vacuum passage.

Fit the vacuum control for the choke valve.

Screw in the float valve and fit the float retaining

spring.

10. Install the float. Note the position of the float re-

taining spring. Check the level of the float (refer

to section "Checking and adjusting the float level").

 
909°

13. Twist the bimetallic spring housing until the instal-

lation marks coincide and then secure the housing.

iNSTALLATION MARK, AUTOMATIC CHOKE

em

N6 14. Check the functioning of the throttle and chokeFLOAT RETAINING SPRI valves, and the automatic choke, acceleration pump

and float chamber ventilation.

i 1. Connect the control linkage between the throttle

valve lever and the automatic choke. Fit 3 new gas-

ket on the carburetor housing and bolt on the top REFITTING
' b retor. _

12 23:: :{éiiaim Ewing housing so that the driver Refit the carburetor In the reverse order. Fit the carbu-
arm on the choke spindle is in line above the lug on rotor With a new gasket.

the bimetallic spring.
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CHECKING AND ADJUSTING OF FLOAT LEVEL

Remove the top section of the carburetor if this has not

already been done. Twist the top section to an angle Of
45° to the horizontal.

Note! Do not depress the ball at the end of the float

valve while measuring. Any adjustments should be made

by bending the float lever.

There are two different types of floats.

Carburetor design 77 TF—9510—SA:

l

a"    
-0.67-0.75 in.

Using a vernier gauge, measure the distance between the

upper flat part of the carburetor and the upper flange

of the float. The distance shall be 0.67—0.75 in. (17—

19 mm) and equal on both sides.

Carburetor design 79 TF—9510—LA:

FLOAT CHAMBER VENTILATION

The distance between the lowest part of the float (in

normal position) and the flat surface of the carburetor

cover shall be 1.65—1.73 in. (42—44 mm).

CHECKING AND ADJUSTING OF FLOAT CHAMBER

VENTILATION

Operation of the float chamber ventilation is controlled

by the throttle valve lever. Check the ventilation, there-

fore after the idling speed has been set. The valve moves

by means of two springs of different strengths. With the

throttle closed, the distance between the lower washer

on the push rod and the lever should be 0.01—9.03 In.

(0_4_0,7 mm). Make any adjustments by bending the

lever for the float chamber ventilation against the throt-

tle valve lever.
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CHECKING AND ADJUSTING OF VACUUM CONTROL

(PULL-DOWN) OF CHOKE VALVE

Remove the bi-metallic spring housing. Press up the diaph-

ragm rod for the vacuum control and hold it in this posi-

tion. Turn the primary choke valve towards the closed

position until obvious resistance is felt. By means of a

drill, measure the distance between the upper edge of the

choke valve disc and the carburetor housing. The distance

should be 0.13 i 0.007 in. (3.3 i 0.2 mm). Make any ad-

justments by means of the adjusting screw above the dia-

phragm chamber.

as»:

CHECKING THE VACUUM CONTROL, CHOKE VALVE

1. Adjustment screw

SETTING THE AUTOMATIC CHOKE

The installation line on the rotatable bi-metallic spring

housing should concide with the central mark of the five.

The bi-metallic spring is then set so that the choke will

open completely when the temperature of the coolant

exceeds 178—187°F (60—6500). Rotation clockwise

away from the basic setting will cause the choke to open

later.

It is essential that the choke valve spindles move freely,

if the automatic choke is to operate correctly.

INSTALLATION MARK, AUTOMATIC CHOKE

CHECKING AND SETTING THE FAST IDLING SPEED

Start the checking with the engine warm at a standstill.

Turn the throttle lever so that the choke valve can be

closed completely. Then, first release the throttle lever

and then the choke valve. This procedure sets the throt-

tle valve in the fast idling position without the aid of the

bi-metallic spring.

Note! Do not now move either the throttle control or

the accelerator.

Start the engine and check the fast idling speed which

should be 3 000—3 200 rev/min. Make any necessary ad-

justment by backing off the screw in the dual lever pro-

jecting from the choke housing, whereupon the relative

position of the lever sections can be adjusted.

 
FAST IDLING ADJUSTING SCREW
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ADJUSTING THE IDLING SPEED AND CO-SETTING

Checking and adjusting should be made with the engine

warm, the headlamps switched to low beam and within
five minutes of the time that the thermostat opens. De-

DGHding on the mileage on the speedometer, check the
breaker points, spark plugs, timing and valve clearance

before attempting to adjust the idling speed and CO-set-
ting.

1. Remove the air cleaner.

2. Remove the seal on the mixture adjusting screw.

3. By means of the idling adjusting screw, set the engine

speed to 875 i 20 rev/min.

4. When necessary, use the mixture adjusting screw to

achieve the correct setting (1 i 0.5 %I.

5. fit a new plastic plug (for sealing) to the mixture ad-

justing screw.

 
om

ADJUSTING SCREWS

1. Idling setting screw

2. Mixture adjusting screw
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HECKING AND ADJUSTING OF THROT'L‘ VALVEc

DAMPER

er :5 desagned to de

The throttle valve damp _ overrun. Cheeking and

Of the throme V3 d out with the engine warm and With
. - rie .

adjusting are car eed correctly adjusted.
-setting and idling sp ' _

$25833“ taken to return to idling speed from 3 Doc
rev/min should be between 4 and 6 seconds. Make any

sarY adjustment by removing the retaining nuts,

“fjrseupon the damper can be moved towards or away
W ttle valve lever.

the stop on the thro . .

lugging the damper towards the stop WIII Increase the
delay time.

ADJUSTING THE THROTTLE VALVE DAMPER
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(Sweden-version model 1976 and 1977 USA- '

from model 1970) Vel‘Slon as

the air cleaner intake and this is designed to ensure that

the intake air maintains a constant temperature of around

86°F (30°C). There are two air intakes, one for cold air

and one for heated air. The cold air intake points for-

ward while the preheated air is supplied by a hose con-

nected to a box mounted on the exhaust pipe.

THERMOSTATICALLY CONTROLED AIR PREHEATER

1. Carburetor

2. Deceleration valve

3. Thermostatically controled valve

Feb! 1977

Checking

To carry out the following check, disconnect the cold air

intake from the valve assembly and observe the position

of the valve.

1. With the engine switched off and cold, and an am-

bient temperature of less than 68°F (25°C), the valve

should shut off the cold air intake.

2. When the engine is running and the ambient air tem-

perature is less than 86°F (30°C), the valve should be

in the intermediate position, allowing cold and warm

air to mix to a suitable temperature. At very low tem-

peratures, the cold air intake will be shut off complete-

Iv. When the ambient temperature exceeds 86°F (30°C)

the warm air supply will be completely shut off.

Checking dismantled valve assembly

Sweden-version, model 1976 and 1977
1. Remove the air preheater from the air cleaner.

2. Place the flap valve under running water with a tem-

perature of 68°F (25°C). The flap valve will now

shut the cold air intake.

3. Raise the water temperature to 95°F (35°C). The

flap valve will now shut the warm air intake.

CHECKING A DISMANTLED AIR PREHEATER



USA-version, as from model 1970

1. Place the flap valve under running water with a tem~

perature of 82—85°F (28—30°C).

Note! The valve should be kept at an angle of 15°
against the manouvre rod to give the thermostat

strength to move the valve.

HOLDING THE FLAP VALVE IN POSITION

2. Let go the flap valve a minute, and it will remain in

the same position.

3. Let the temperature of the water rise to 87—90°F

(31—32°C). The flap valve will now move to the

central position.

L.
THE FLAP VALVE HAS MOVED TO ITS CENTRAL POSITION

 

4. When the temperature of the water is 95—1050F

(35—4000), the flap valve has moved to its left posi-
tion.

‘0

K
HM“

“w

t.

\
‘5‘
THE FLAP VALVE HAS MOVED TO ITS LEFT POSITION

|f these requirements are not met the thermostatic unit

should be replaced.
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FUEL PUMP

REMOVAL AND INSTALLATION

Separate the fuel line from the fuel pump. Take off the

nuts and lock washers and remove the pump and push

rod. Remove the old gasket. Always use a new gasket

when reassembling the fuel pump.

NOTE

Mark the end of the pump push rod that rests against

the camshaft to ensure that the push rod is rein-

stalled the right way round.

EARLIER VERSION

Overhauling with a repair kit

REPAIR KIT, FUEL PUMP

Disassembly

1. Screw off the cover and remove the gasket and strainer.

2. Make a mark over the flange on the lower and upper

part of the pump so that they can be reinstalled in the

same position.

3. Back off and remove the screws and separate the uppe

and lower parts of the pump from each other. .

Note! The upper part with its valves is an integral unit

and cannot be disassembled further.

4. Stand the lower part of the pump with the diaphragm

on a flat surface. Press the spiral spring lock washer

down with a 10 mm open-end spanner and remove the

lock ring from its groove in the diaphragm rod. Re-

move the spring lock washer and the spring. Replace

the lock ring on the diaphragm rod.

    
  

   
 
 
 

NOTE

A small shaft seal is provided to afford a seal be-

tween the diaphragm rod and the lower part of the

pump. This is not replaceable. As the lips on the

shaft seal face the ring groove for the lock ring in

the diaphragm rod, the shaft seal would withdrawn

from the lower part of the pump towards the dia-

phragm. Because of this, always proceed exactly as

follows.

5. Hold the lower part of the pump in the hand, press

the diaphragm lightly inwards and remove the lock

ring again. Then, release the diaphragm only far

enough to allow the pins which hold the diaphragm

to the diaphragm rod to be removed by pressing with

a drawing point.

6. Pull the diaphragm rod away from the lower part of

the pump towards the drive side. Remove the dia-

phragm and the compression spring.

13

II 12

0 ©

3

2 5 us;

FUEL PUMP, EARLIER VERSION

1. Lock washer B. Diaphragm

2. SIM 9. Pump body, uppcr m

3. Spring 10. Filter

4. Pump body. lower part 11. Gasket

S. Diaphragm rod 12. Cowr

B. Retaining pin 13. Screw for cover

7. Sprim

Fur 1977 m 1



may
1. Apply a little grease to the diaphragm rod and con-

nect it with the pin to the new diaphragm. Put on the

spring.

2. Pass the lower part of the pump against the spring

pressure onto the diaphragm rod until the diaphragm

makes contact.

3. Stand the lower part of the pump with the diaphragm

on a flat surface. Install the compression spring With

the lock washer. Hold the lock washer with a 0.40 in.

(10 mm) spanner, press it down on the push rod and

insert the lock ring.

4. Align the upper part of the pump according to the

marks on the flanges. Press the push rod in so far that

the diaphragm is not under tension. In this position,

insert the screws and join the upper and lower parts

of the pump together.

5. Install a new strainer and a new gasket. Screw on the

cover.

LATER VERSION

The fuel pump cannot be dismantled and cannot be re-

paired if there is any defect in the diaphragm or the valves.

If the pump is faulty, the whole unit must be replaced.

If the cover is removed the fuel filter can be replaced or

cleaned. The gasket should also be replaced.

FUEL PUMP, LATER VERSION

1. Screw

2. Cover

3. Gasket

4. F iltar

5. Pump body

6. Push rod

RE

CHECKING THE FUEL PUMP PRESSU

T-nipple and a suitable pres.

Connect up as shown in the
throughout the en-

To carry out this check, a

sure gauge WI”.

figure. Measuring ca

tire speed range. For fig

MEASURING FUEL PRESSURE
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FUEL TANK AND FUEL LINES

FUEL TAN K

Disassembly

1. Remove the drain plug, accessible from under the car,

and empty the tank.

2. Remove the rear seat cushion and backrest.

3. Saab 95: Remove the sheathing over the tank by un-

hooking the two spiral fasteners.

Saab 96: Lift out the spare wheel and remove the

front part of the trunk floor.

4. Disconnect the tank earth wire from the body and de-

tach the cables from the fuel gage sender unit. Note

the positions of the cable connections.

Detach the fuel line from the tank.

6. Disconnect the two tank retaining straps. On the Saab

96, the nuts for these straps are accessible through

holes in the rear sloping panel.

7. Jack up the car and undo the clips for the venting

and filler tubes under the rear fender.

8. Raise the right side of the tank and remove the tank

in an upwards and rearwards direction.

9. Collect the rubber seal in the wheel house wall.

E"

Reassembly

1. Refit the rubber seal on the venting and filler tubes.

This seal should be provided with a leather thong or

suchlike in its groove to facilitate fitting.

2. Make sure that the tank retaining straps are correctly

located. Cover the top of the tank filler connection

and the fuel gage sender unit with masking tape.

3. Pass the tank filler connection and the ends of the

leather thong through the hole in the wheel house

wall and place the tank in position.

4. Refit the rubber seal in the wheel house wall by draw-

ing out the previously inserted leather thong from the

groove. '

5. Remove the masking tape, rejoin the venting and fuller

tubes and replace the clamps.

6. Refit the wheel and lower the car. .

Reattach the fuel line to the tank and then tighten the

tank retaining straps.

8. Reconnect the tank earth wire to the body and the

cables to the fuel gage sender unit. The grey cable

must be connected to "G" and the brown cable to

9. Refit the trunk floor or sheathing, as applicable. Re-

place seats and cushions.

N

Checking fuel tank ventilation, as from model 1970

or the ventilation hose not to beIt is vitally important f
w fuel

clogged. If it is, the fuel pump will be unable to dra

or else the tank will be sucked together and collapse.

Check, therefore, that the hose opening under the rear

bumper is not clogged with dirt, etc., and that the hose

does not get squeezed in connection with assembly work.

FUEL LINES

To replace the fuel line, the power unit must be lifted

out of the car. Joins in the line should be made With great

care and only if absolutely essential. In no circumstances

may joins in the line be made inside the passenger com-

partment.

Removal

1. Remove the hood, the front panel and the radiator.

2. Take the seats, cushions and mats out of the car.

3. Remove the front part of the trunk floor.

4. Disconnect the fuel line from the tank and pump, and

bend open all clips and floor brackets. Collect all rub-

Der cushions from around the line inside the car.

5. Cut the fuel line off about 6—8 in. (15—20 cm) be-

hind the supporting beam for the rear seat cushion

and collect the rear part of the line.

6. Pull the fuel line out in the forward direction through

the engine compartment.

Installation

1. Refix the rear nut for the fuel line and cover the open-

ing with masking tape.

2. Blow the fuel line floor channel clean, and adjust floor

brackets and clips as necessary to ensure that the line

runs clear.

3. Insert the fuel line from the front through the hole in

the dash panel.

4. Bend the rear section of the fuel line to the same shape

as the cut-off part.

5. Tear off the masking tape and reconnect the fuel line

to the fuel tank and pump.

6. Fit the rubber cushions round the fuel line and the

rubber seal in the dash panel. Then bend down all

clips and floor brackets.

Refit the trunk floor, mats, seats and cushions.

B. Refit the front panel, the horn and the hood.

N
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CLEANING THE FUEL SYSTEM

If impurities are found in the fuel tank, both tank and

line must be cleaned. This can be done by emptving the

tank and flushing it out with pure gasoline or spirit. Make

sure that the tank is horizontal, so that the impurities and

foreign matter do not collect at one corner. To flush the.

system more thoroughly, remove the fuel gage sender unlt

and direct the stream of liquid through the hole towards

different parts of the tank. An extremely dirtY tank 5h°UId

be removed for cleaning. Disconnect the fuel line from the

tank and the pump and blow it clean with compressed air.

Remove and clean the fuel pump filter. Lift off the car-

buretor cover, take out the float and the main jet and

blow clean with compressed air.
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INLET MANIFOLD

REMOVAL

1. Remove the air cleaner.

2_ Drain the coolant through the tap at the bottom of

the radiator.

3. Disconnect the earth cable from the battery.

4. Remove the distributor cap and detach the ignition

cables.

5, Disconnect the vacuum hose and primary cable from

the distributor.

6. Remove the distributor.

7, Disconnect the hoses from the radiator and heater

element.

8. Disconnect the fuel line.

9. Remove the carburetor.

10. Remove the valve covers.

11. Remove the bolts and nuts from the inlet manifold,

separate the induction manifold from the gasket

and remove it.

12. Remove the gasket.

INSTALLATION

1. Remove all residual gasket fragments from the

mounting surfaces.

2. Apply sealing compound to the surfaces of the cyl-

inder heads as shown in the figure. Install the in-

duction manifold gasket. The protruding part of the

righthand cylinder head gasket shall enter the aper-

ture in the induction manifold gasket.

ASSEMBLED CYLINDER HEADS WITH MARKED SURFACES

FOR APPLICATION OF SEALING COMPOUND

3.

Febr 1977

Install the inlet manifold. Tighten the. screws and

nuts in the sequence indicated below I

to the correct torque.

[1 two stages

Up to and incl. engine No. 91279, the following tightening

torques must be applied:

3.9—7.9 Nm 2.9—4.9 Nm

(2.9—5.8 ft.lb.) (2.2—3.6 ft.lb.)

(0.4—0.8 kpm) (0.3—0.5 kpm)

22—28 Nm 15—18 Nm

(16-21 ft.lb.) (11-13 ft.lb.)

(2.2—2.9 kpm) (1.5—1.8 kpm)

As from engine No. 91280, the following tightening tor-

ques must be applied:

3.9—7.9 Nm 3.9—7.9 Nm

(2.9—5.8 ft.lb.) (2.9—5.8 ft.lb.)

(0.4—0.8 kpm) (0.4—0.8 kpm)

21—25 Nm 21—25 Nm

(15—18ft.lb.) (15—18 ft.lb.)

(2.1—2.5 kpm) (2.1—2.5 kpm)

TIGHTENING SEQUENCE, INLET MANIFOLD BOLTS

MPO RTANT

To ensure effective sealing, the bolts must be tight-

ened in two stages to the prescribed torque in the

sequence indicated.

m
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4. Install the distributor in the engine block and ad-

just it in accordance with the instructions in group

3, section 342.

5. Install the valve covers, with new gaskets if neces-

sary. Tighten the bolts evenly to the prescribed tor-

qua. _

6. Install the distributor cap and attach the ignitlon

cables.

7 Install the carburetor.

8. Reconnect the fuel and vacuum lines.

9. Reconnect all water hoses.

10. Fill the system with coolant and bleed the system.

11. Reconnect the battery earth cable.

12. Install the air cleaner.
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EXHAUST SYSTEM NOTE

Exhaust pipes of later design having no interme-

The exhaust system contains three main parts: from diate suspension, is to be equipped with the inter:

mefmr' exhaust pipe and rear muffler. mediate suspension shown in fig. in connection

with changing the exhaust system.

   
3. Disconnect the battery cables, preheater cover, snorkel

and air cleaner.

Disconnect the starter motor cables.

3 1 2 5. Remove the nuts at the engine connections and the

clamps and brackets at the engine mountings. Remove

the spacers at the engine. Withdraw the clamps and

sleeves through the hole in the engine compartment

floor.

6. Remove the exhaust pipe clamp and separate the ex-

haust pipe from the muffler.

7. Lower the muffler so that the left-hand pipe rests on

top of the starter motor and the end of the pipe is

fixed against the engine block.

P

S 5660

FRONT MUFFLER

1. Sleeve

2. Spacer

3. Clamp

4. Bracket

Removal

1' Remove the hOOd' LEFT-HAND PIPE FIXED AGAINST THE ENGINE BLOCK

2. Jack up the front of the car.

Mart-h 1070 m 252—1



From this position, it is possible to withdraw the right‘

hand pipe through the hole in the engine compartment

floor.

RIGHT-HAND PIPE IS WITHDRAWN THROUGH THE HOLE

IN THE FLOOR

Pull the left<hand pipe of the muffler down and to the

left. At the same time, rotate the muffler so that the

right-hand pipe is moved backwards under the car to-

wards the left front wheel.

RIGHT-HAND PIPE IS MOVED TOWARDS THE LEFT FRONT

WHEEL

The left-hand pipe can now be removed through the hole

in the engine compartment floor.

LEFT—HAND PIPE is REMOVED THROUGH THE HOLE IN

THE FLOOR

252-2

  CAUTION

del 1973, the guard pipes between themo spacers were discontinued.

fitted when a muffler is re-

cars which previously

 

  
  

During

front muffler and the

These should not be re

placed. This also applies to
had guard pipes-

   

  
  

Assembly

and muffler pipe in the hole in the en-

Then move the right-hand

9"” (fzrvfard towards the right'hand hole m the floor.

p|p:he same time, lift the left-hand W33 0V”. the start-
Ai’tmotor towards the engine PIOCK' From th'5 p05ition,
e

rt the right-hand pipe through the hole in the floor.
nnection to the engine. Fit

ffler over the pin bolts

1. Insert the left-h

inse

2. Raise the muffler for co

the spacers, position the mu

and screw on the nuts. .

3 Fit the exhaust pipe to the muffler and tighten the

clamp.

4. Loosely fit the hr

pipe and engine mounting. .

5. Position the muffler so that there is clearance be-

tween the pipes and the edge of the hole in the floor

and ensure that the muffler is clear of the sump.

Tighten the muffler, brackets and clamps.

6. Connect the starter motor cable, battery cables, pre-

heater cover, snorkel and air cleaner.

7. Lower the car and replace the hood.

ackets and clamps to the muffler

Sealing between muffler and engine block

In the event of leakage between the muffler and the en-

gine block, tighten the bolts. If this doesn't help, new

gaskets must be fitted. Tighten the bolts carefully to

avoid damaging the flanges.

Sealing between mufflers and exhaust pipe

In the event of leakage at the connection between the

exhaust pipe and the front muffler or between the ex-

haust pipe and the rear muffler, carry out the following

measures:

1. Undo the clamp.

2. Push the exhaust pipe into the

“on. r pipe connec

Check that the exhaust pipe is not out of true, whim
wou d cause stresses at the connections.

4. 'Secure the clamp by tightening its bolt and nut. If

11:: mfeasures prove inadequate, check the align-
o the pipe and straighten if necessary.



REAR MUFFLER

Removal

1. Jack up the R.H. side of the car. Remove the rear

wheel, and loosen the exhaust pipe clamp at the rear

muffler.

2_ Up to and incl. model 1975: Back off the two upper

nuts by means of which the muffler is suspended.

$550

REAR MUFFLER SUSPENSION, UP TO AND INCL. MODEL

1975

As from model 1976: Unhook the rubber suspension

from the hooks.

$5311

REAR MUFFLER SUSPENSION, AS FROM MODEL 1976

3. Detach the muffler from the exhaust pipe and remove

the muffler.

Fobr 1977

Installation

1. Pass the muffler onto the exhaust pipe. Don't forget

the clamp.

2. Fit the muffler to the bracket on the wheel house

wall.

3. Tighten the clamp at the exhaust pipe connectio

the muffler.

4. Check that the exhaust system is not mounted under

tension, vibrations can in this case occur and give

noise in teh car body.

5. Start the engine and check for leaks.

6. Remount the rear wheel, and lower the car.

nto

EXHAUST PIPE

Removal

Jack up the right side of the car before starting work.

1. Take off the right rear wheel and release the clamp

joining the exhaust pipe to the rear muffler.

2. Loosen the muffler suspensions at the body.

Up to and incl. model 1975: Back off and remove the

upper nuts with which the rear muffler is supended.

As from model 1976: Unhook the rubber suspensions

from the hooks. Pull the muffler off the exhaust pipe.

3. Undo the clamp joining the exhaust pipe to the front

muffler.

4. Up to and incl. model 1975: Back off and remove the

nuts with which the exhaust pipe is secured under the

floor.

5. Pull the exhaust pipe off the front muffler.

Reassembly

Reassembly takes place in the reverse order.

Make sure that the exhaust pipe is properly fitted in the

muffler pipe connections, thus ensuring effective sealing

when the clamps are tightened and precluding tension in

the rubber cushions at the floor plate. If the exhaust pipe

is mounted under tension, vibrations may easily develop

in the body of the car.
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Exhaust pipes of later design having no intermediate sus-

pension, are to be equipped with suspension kit 72 85 182.

Place the mounting 2.36 in. (60 mm) behind the rear edge

of the engine compartment floor.

  Rear edge of engine

compartment floor

RUBBER CUSHIONS, UP TO AND INCL. MODEL 1975

S .12

RUBBER CUSHIONS, EXHAUST SYSTEM, UP TO AND INCL.

MODEL 1975

 

Removal

This work is facilitated if the right side of the car is
. d the right rear Wheejacked uliltz‘Ienthe exhaUS‘ pipe rubber cushions from the
1. Separa S can be reached from inside the

two nutfloor. The folded back out Of the way_
' rear mat is _

2 :0: 2:: and remove the nuts holding the rubber cush-

ions to the exhaust pipe.

3. Back off and remove the up

muffler rubber cushions to t

the wheel house. .

4 Back off and remove the nuts holding the rubber cush-

ions to the muffler. It may possibly be necessary also

to remove the muffler.

per nuts holding the rear

he bracket on the wall of

Reassembly

Fit the exhaust pipe rubber cushions under the floor.

Screw the rubber cushions onto the rear muffler.

3. Refit the muffler, together with the rubber cushions,

to the bracket on the wall of the wheel house.

4. Secure the exhaust pipe over the rubber cushions in

the floor. Make sure that it is not under tension.

N—e

RUBBER SUSPENSION, EXHAUST SYSTEM, AS FROM

MODEL 1976

The exhaust system is suspended at the rear by means of

two rubber suspension pieces located at the rear muffler.

  
S 5313

RUBBER SUSPENSION, EXHAUST SYSTEM, AS FROM

MODEL 1976
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RADIATOR, COOLING SYSTEM

   
‘8

— Water

20 .

1 :1) Warm air

$1104 - Cold air

COOLING AND HEATING SYSTEM, UP TO AND INCL. MODEL 1968

1. Water pump 8. Water jacket, automatic choke 15. Cold-air intake

2. Radiator 9. Heat exchanger 16. Defroster hose

3. Fan 10. Bleeding nipple 17. Fan wheel

4. Water distribution pipe 11. Fan motor 18. Air distributor

5. Temperature transmitter 12. Side defroster hose 19. Thermostat valve

6. Thermostat 13. Defroster jet 20. Drain plugs (one on each side)

7. By-pass 14. Collector box

_ _ ~ _/

:9 Warm air

’ Cold air

COOLING AND HEATING SYSTEM, MODEL 1969

1. Water pump 9. By-pass 17. Cold~air intake

2. Radiator 10- Water jacket, automatic choke 18. Defroster pipe

3. Radiator cap 11. Heat exchanger 19_ Fan Wheel

4. Expansion tank 12. Bleeding nipple 20. Air distribumr

5. Pressure cap 13. Fan motor 21. Thermostat valve

6. Fan 14. Side defroster hose 22. Drain valve

7. Temperature transmitter 15. Defroster jet 23. Drain plugs lone on each side)

8. Thermostat 16. Collector box

261—1



 

   

.- Water

:1) Warm air

‘ Cold air

COOLING AND HEATING SYSTEM, MODEL 1970—1975

1. Water pump 9, By-pass 17. Cold-air intake

2. Radiator 10. Water jacket, automatic choke 18. Defroster pipe

3. Radiator cap 11. Heat exchanger 19. Fan wheel

4. Expansion tank 12. Bleeding nipple 20. Air distributor

5. Pressure trap 13. Fan motor 21 Thermostat valve

6. Fan 14. Side defroster hose 22. Drain valve

7. Temperature transmitter 15. Defroster jet 23. Drain plugs (one on each side)

8. Thermostat 16. Collector box

1 II} Warm air

‘ Cold air

COOLING AND HEATING SYSTEM, AS FROM MODEL 1976

1. Water pump 3_ Heat exchanger

2. Radiator 9. Bleeding nipph

3. Radiator cap 10_ Fan

4. Ecpansion tank 11. Th°fmostatica||

5. Pressure cap 12. Drain ceck Y 'eilulated water valve

6. Radiator fan

7. Thermostat

261—2 SALE:
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COOLING SYSTEM

Draining

1. Remove the filler cap of the radiator. As from the

1969 model, remove also the pressure cap of the ex-

pansion tank.

2, The coolant is first drained Off through the drain valve

in the lower part of the radiator. If the system is to be

drained completely, loosen also the two hexagon plugs,

one on each side of the lower part of the cylinder

block.

Empty the expansion tank by loosening it and then

holding it so high that the fluid pours into the radia-

tor.

3. The heat control of the fresh-air heater should point

to maximum heat, otherwise the system cannot be

fully drained.

Refilling

Coolant is filled through the radiator opening. When

doing this, make the heat control point to maximum

heat and open the bleeding nipple of the heat exchanger,

in order to have the system filled completely. As from

model 1969, fill the expansion tank up to the maximum

mark or, at the most 0.79 in. (20 mm) above it.

Once the cooling system is completely full, start the en-

gine und run it at a varying speed for approx. a minute

or until coolant escapes through the open bleeding nipple

of the heat exchanger. Now, shut the bleeding nipple.

Pour additional coolant into the radiator, as required,

then put both the caps on.

Only clean coolant is permissible. Never fill much of cold

water, if the engine is hot, or the cylinder block may

crack.

Check the level in the expansion tank after driving for a

few days, as a complete bleeding is achieved only when

the system has been warmed up and cooled off a few

times.

TOD up once the level is at the minimum mark again.

Use a recommended coolant only.

Four 1977

Cleaning

1. Drain off the water.

2. Flush the system with clean water.

3. Fill the system with clean water to which a suitable

commercial solvent has been added. Follow the sol-

vent manufacture’s instruction.

4. Shield the radiator and run the engine until warm.

Stop the engine and, after waiting a few minutes,

drain off the water.

6. Flush the system again with clean water, treating the

engine jacket and radiator separately. This time, flush

against the normal direction of coolant flow, i.e. flush

the engine jacket from the cylinder head and down-

wards, and the radiator through the lower connection

pipe and upwards.

Before flushing the system this time, back off the up-

per water neck and remove the thermostat.

7. Flush the heat exchanger also against the normal div

rection of circulation.

8. Check the function of the tap in the line to the heat

exchanger.
9. Refit the thermostat, water neck and hoses. Test the

system, also check that the radiator overflow pipe is

not choked up with foreign matter. If the cleaning

method described does not suffice to clear all deposits

from the radiator, take the radiator out of the car and

send it to a specialist.

.01
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Pressure testing

It is often difficult to discover leakage in the cooling SYS‘

tern, as the pressure in the system reaches its full value

00W while the car is being driven. One good method is

to put the system under pressure with the aid of a pres-

sure tester, whereupon the radiator, hoses and seals can

be checked. The maximum permissible pressure is bar

(kp/cm2, 14 psi).

TESTING THE COOLING SYSTEM FOR LEAKS

The opening pressure of the pressure cap can also be

checked with the pressure tester. Concerning opening

pressures, see specifications in group O.

I
SZIIQ

CHECKING THE OPENING PRESSURE OF THE PRESSURE

CAP

to avoid damage an

1. Remove the hood.

2. Drain off the wa

3. Disconnect the water hoses.

k ff the upper and lower radiator retaining screws.4. Bac O

REMOVAL OF RADIATOR

5. Lift out the radiator.

nstallation

1. Replace the radiator in position and screw in the up-

per and lower retaining screws.

2. Reconnect the hoses. Be sure to stretch them properly

in order to avoid kinks. Refit the clamps.

3. Refill the radiator with water.

4. Remount the hood.
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WATER DISTRIBUTION PIPE AND WATER HOSES

Removal

1. Drain the coolant through the tap in the lower part of

the radiator.

2. Slacken the three hose clamps so that the hoses re-

main on the water distribution tube.

3_ Slacken the clamp which h0|ds the water pipes togeth-

er.

4, Remove the water distribution tube from the engine

together with the hoses.

WATER DISTRIBUTION PIPE

Installation

1. Moisten the hoses and pass them onto the water distri-

bution pipe.

2. Hold the distribution pipe over the engine wnnection

tail-pieces and slide on the hoses.

3. Tighten all hose clamps and pipe clamps.

4. Fill the system with coolant and bleed the system.

Feb! 1977
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WATER PUMP

REMOVAL

1. Drain the coolant through the tap at the bottom of

the radiator.

2, Remove the alternator and its bracket and take off

the belt.

3. Slacken the water pump bolts, but allow them to re-

main in the transmission cover. Remove the water

pump.

INSTALLATION

1. Remove all residual gasket fragments from the gasket

surfaces.

2. Install the water pump with a new gasket. Refit the

bolts.

3. Install the alternator and its bracket.

4. Put on the belt and tighten it with the alternator.

Tighten the alternator brackets.

5. Fill the cooling system. Check for water leaks.

OVERHAULING WITH A REPAIR KIT

 
Ema

REPAIR KIT, WATER PUMP

1. Tool 78 62 204

2. Tool 78 62 196

Disassembly

Using a drift, press the pump shaft with bearing and im-

Feller simultaneously out of the pulley and pump hous-

ing. Use tool 78 62 436 as pressure base. Reject all parts

9"aim the pulley and the pump housing.

Flor 1977

REMOVAL OF PUMP BEARING

Reassembly

1. Place the pump housing on tool 78 62 204 and press

the long end of the shaft into the upper pump housing

face with the aid of tool 78 62 196 (short hole).

To secure the new pump bearing in the old pump

housing, the outer bearing race should be coated with
Loctite prior to installation. Loctite is available as

spare part, No. 78 60 513.

INSERTION OF PUMP BEARING

Tools 78 62 196 and 78 62 204
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78 62 196 and press with the

 

I

2. Place the housing with tool 78 62 196 and 78 62 204 4. Install the Pulley :1 tojmp Shaft into the pulley so

respectively in the reverse position on the pressing aid of a mandrel to 81:10 08 in. (0.8—2.0 mm).
table. Position the seal and press it in firmly with the that it protrudes - -

small edge of tool 78 62 204. NOTE

gainst the pump shaft and not against the im-Press a

pel ler.

786219

8 2424

INSTALLATION OF PULLEY

Tool 78 62 196

INSERTION OF PUMP SEAL

Tools 78 62 196 and 78 62 204

Concerning replacement of fan bearing see "Transmission",

section 215.

3. In the same position, mount the impeller on the pump

shaft and press it in with tool 78 62 204 in the same

way until it bottoms out.

  
78 62 20

78 6219

FITTING OF IMPELLER

Tools 78 62 196 and 78 62 204
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NOTE .FAN The thermostat retaining bracket must be perpendi-

REPLACING AND TENSIONING THE FAN BELT cular to the longitudinal axis of the car, as other-

wise the bracket will be squeezed by the water out- ‘

Back off the alternator retaining bolts and remove the let tailpiece. I

belt. Fit the new belt and tension it with the alternator.

Secure the alternator firmly. The belt should be so ten-

sioned that it can be pressed down approx. 0.28 in. (7

mm) at a load of 15 N (3.3 lb./1.5 kp),

INSTALLATION POSITION, THERMOSTAT

ADJUSTMENT OF BELT TENSION

1. Adjusting bolt 2
. Insert the thermostat, position a new gasket and

2. Retaining bolt
screw on the upper part.

3. Reconnect the water hoses.

4. Reinstall the air filter and the carburetor.

5. Fill the system with coolant and bleed the system.

TH E RMOSTAT

REMOVAL
INSPECTION OF REMOVED THERMOSTAT

1. Drain the coolant through the tap at the bottom of

the radiator. Place the thermostat together with a thermometer in a

2_ Remove the air filter and the carburetor. vessel full of water. Heat the water to the temperature

3_ Disconnect the water hoses. specified for opening (see group 0). Check that the ther-

4_ Back off and remove the bolts and lift the upper part mostat closes in cold water. A faulty thermostat cannot

of the thermostat housing. Remove the thermostat. be repaired Md must be replaced.

REASSEMBLY

1. Clean the thermostat housing gasket surface to re-

move all residual gasket fragments.

,R,_QFeb: 1971





SUNDRIES

SERVICE ENGINE

Service engines supplied as a spare part will consist of a

cylinder block with pistons and axles. These engines will

be delivered with a provisional plastic plug in the hole in

the cylinder block where the hose for the air filter is con-

nected in the case of semi-enclosed crankcase ventilation.

This hole should either be sealed with a cover or else a

connection pipe must be fitted, depending on the type of

crankcase ventilation with which the exchanged engine

was equipped.

If the exchanged engine had totally enclosed crankcase

ventilation, the hole in the cylinder block must be sealed

with a cover instead of with the plastic plug. See the

Spare parts catalogue. The cover must be mounted with

its cupped side facing downwards. Press the cover in

about 0.049—0.089 in. (1.25—2.25 mm) under the face

of the cylinder block. Use sealing compound when fitting

the cover.

If the exchange engine had semi-enclosed crankcase ven-

tilation, a connection pipe must be installed in place of

the plastic plug. See the Spare parts catalogue. Use sealing

compound.

EXCHANGE ENGINE

For all models with V4-engine, there is a new exchange

engine. The engine is factory-new, thus both cylinder

bore and crankshaft are of standard dimensions.

With the exchange engine go the following parts: cylinder

head, oil pan, oil pump, induction manifold, water pump,

oil filter, and transmission cover, but not: carburetor,

fuel pump, flywheel, clutch, thermostat housing, fan and

electrical equipment.

E_L_ Ana-e
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The electrical system works on 12 volts and comprises

the following units:

Battery, starter, generator, voltage regulator, ignition dis-

tribumr' ignition OOII' spark plugs, road Iiths and interior

lighting, clock (model 1967), warning lamps, tamperature
transmitter, fuel gauge and -transmitter, manoeuwe relay

for headlights, oil pressure switch, direction indicators,

flasher unit, windshield wipers, horns, fan motor, stop

|ight switch, cable harnesses, wiring, switches and fuses.

As from model 1967 all USA versions have a warning

flasher system. AS from model 1969 are all versions

equipped with this system.
As from model 1968, all cars are equipped with electric

windshield washer and a brake warning contact.

As from model 1971 headlight wipers and washers are

provided for certain markets.
As from model 1972, the cars are fitted with electric

heating of the drivers seat.

As from model 1976 all L.H.D. Saab 96 cars are equipped

with electrically heated rear window.

As from model 1977 all Saab 95 L and R.H.D. Saab 96 L

are equipped with electrically heated rear window.

BATTE RY

The 12-volt, 6-cell lead battery has a capacity of 44 amp-

hours It is placed on a shelf on the right hand wheel

house. The negative cable is grounded to the body.

L.H.D. cars as from model 1971 has 60 Ah batteries.

GENERATOR

The generator is of the AC type. An indicator light shows

whether the generator is charging or not.

STARTER

The starter up to and incl. model 1968 has a rated output

of 0.6 kW (0.8 h.p.). The pinion is engaged W (“Bans 0“ a

solenoid switch that is turned on with the ign'tw" key.

As from model 1969 the starter has a rated output Of

0.7 kW (1.0 h.p.l.

IGNITION SYSTEM

The Engine is equipped with a battery ignition system

which, apart from the battery, comprises an ignition coil
and a distributor equipped with a centrifugal governor in

combination with a vacuum governor.

The ignition is switched on with the ignition key.

The suppressors which eliminate radio interference are

mounted in the rotor and in the ignition cable terminals.

For further suppression see section 346 "Interference

suppression”.

LIGHTING

The road lights comprise the headlights, front direction

indicators and parking lights, the number plate light, stop

lights, rear direction indicators, and tail lights.

The headlight inserts can easily be adjusted both vertical-

ly and laterally. Lights on/off by means of a switch on

the steering column stand. As from model 1963 the switch

is placed on the instrument panel. Up to and incl. model

1968 the headlights are dimmed with a footoperated

switch.

In the Monte Carlo1 ), the R.H.D. Saab 95/96 cars and as

from model 1969 also the L.H.D. cars, there is a device

that provides headlight flashing and dimming via relays

operated by moving the direction indicator switch lever

toward the wheel.

Up to and incl. model 1968, all cars of the USA version

have foot operated dimmer and no device for headlight

flashing. As from model 1969 all cars have a handoper-
ated device for dimming and for headlight flashing.

A warning lamp on the instrument panel glows when the

headlights are in high beam.

The parking lights are always on together with the head-

lights, regardless of whether these are dimmed or not.
The headlight/parking light switch knob can be turned to

regulate the intensity of the instrument lighting.
As from model 1968 the intensity of the instrument pan-

el lighting is regulated by means of a rheostat placed to

the left of the light switch.

As from model 1970 the Saab 96 is fitted with trunk light.

The switch is placed at the left hinge of the trunk lid.

As from chassis Nos. 95753001200 and 96752010045

(Scandinavian market) the cars are equipped with a new

headlight function, town light.
The town lights, together with the rear lights and license

plate light, are switched on automatically when the en-

gine is started.
Full headlight power at both high and low beam will be

obtained when the headlights are switched on by means

of the normal switch.



MISCELLANEOUS ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT

The interior lighting consists of a dome lamp operated

by a switch on the lamp itself and by door switches.

The direction indicators are operated by means of an au-

tomatically re-set switch located under the steering wheel.
A green warning lamp on the instrument panel indicates

when the flashers are operating.

The horns emit a dual-tone signal, composed of harmoni-

zed high and low tone (up to and incl. model 1971). As

from model 1972 there is only one horn mounted.

In the model 1967 the horns are operated with a signal
ring at the steering wheel, in models 1968—69 with the

same lever as the windshield wipers and as from the 1970

model with a signal contact in the steering wheel uphol-

stery.

The two windshield wipers are driven, at two speeds, by

a motor via twin linkages. They are turned on and off

with a switch on the instrument panel. (As from model

1968, with a switch beneath the steering wheel.) This

switch is combined with the windshield washer control.

The same switch is also used to operate the headlamp

wipers and washers on cars which, as from model 1971,

are provided with this equipment.

As from model 1976 all L.H.D. Saab 96 (as from model

1977 even Saab 95 L and R.H.D. Saab 96 L) are equipped

with electrically heated rear window. The switch for

which is placed in the instrument panel. A control lamp

in the switch lights with green light when the current is

on.

1’ Excl. the USA version.

WIRING AND FUSES

the battery or generator to the

different electric power consumers are gathetrred FR?

harness network that is arranged in groups. . cm i i

dual wires are color-marked for easy identification

throughout the network. .

The wiring connections consist of solderless AMP connec

tors. Fuses are provided to protect wiring etc. from ab-

normally high current intensities (due to short Circuits,

for instance) and to reduce fire hazards. The fuses are

grouped in a fuse box located to the right on the instru-
ment panel in the engine compartment. A spare fuse is

provided for extra equipment.

The various wires from

BRAKE WARNING SYSTEM

Faults in the brake system in the form of leakage or ne-

glected adjustment of the rear brakes, are indicated by
the brake warning light located in the speedometer. The

lamp is lighted by a contact placed above the brake pedal.

WARNING FLASHER

As from model 1969 all cars are equipped with a warning

flasher. The switch is located on the steering column

stand (up to and incl. model 1969). When the knob is

pulled out, all the direction indicator lights and connected

indicators are flashing. As from model 1970 the switch is

placed on the instrument panel.
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Dru Inna

GENERAL

The battery is a 12 volt lead accumulator with six cell

the working voltage per cell being ioughly 2 volt: Tl‘ I.

electrolyte is diluted sullUi ii: ucnd with a “pee, Quint o

1.28 at 68°F (20°C) when the battery is IUIIy Char Vac

All cais up to and incl. model 1970 are Qqulppod W?:h.

44 Ah batteries. As from model 1971 L.H.D. cars are

,quipped with 60 Ah batteries and R.H.D. cars with
44 Ah. The positive pole of the battery is connected to

the starter and other consumer units, while the nogative

pole is earthed through the chassis.

REMOVAL AND INSTALLATION

To remove the battery from the car, first disconnect the

negative cable, in order to prevent shorting, and than the

positive cable. Natal Engine with an alternator must be

stepped before detachment of cable.

Having done this, back off the two wing nuts on the hold—

or and lift the battery out.

Before reinstalling, make sure that the outside of the bat-

fury is clean and that posts and terminals are also clean,

thus ensuring good contact. When the battery is in place

again, coat the posts and terminals with acidfree vaseline.

BATTERY MAINTENANCE

The condition of the battery determines the ease of start-

ing, and regular testing and attention is therefore essen-

tial. Negligence in this respect may cause starting diffi-

culties, particularly in the winter, when starting loads are

higher and battery capacity lower because of the low

temperature. An insufficiently charged battery is liable to

freeze.

ELECTROLYTE LEVEL

Evaporation and decomposition of electrolyte water My
muse the level to decrease gradually. Top up, using distil-

led water only, until the electrolyte level is appI’OX- 0-4 i“-

(10 mm) above the plates.

Sulfuric acid may be added only to WNW?“ f" leak"

in: or to refill the battery if it has been emptied- The 5"?

9T“: 9'3th must be checked whenever sulfuric acid has

been refilled.

SPECIFIC GRAVITY OF ELECTROLYTE

T?’ IDIClIlc utevily of the electrolyte can bu checked
w I" 5 'Yl‘lnno-lvilu liyilioniutiii. Hm result oi them" in‘

die-m tho chaining cuiidltlun oi the buttery.

‘— Chlrglng condition Spec. gravity of electrolyte

Fully charged .ppro;i'i.2e
Half charged approx, 1.21

Dlscharged approx. 1.12

CHECKING THE BATTERY WITH A SYRINGE
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GEL L VOLTAGE CHARGING

ate must be adapted to the capacity of the
A mor .e aCCUrate test of the state of the battery is made The charglng "

by using a cell teste ' '

resustance, connected in parallel, giving a load of 80—100 The battery is fully charged when the 09" voltage amounts

amps. to 2 5 2 7 volts without load and has remained constant

E . . . . . — ' I

a|(|:h cell is tested mduvudually by placing the tips Of the for the last three hours Of Charging. I
ore tester against the cell terminals. Decomposition of water causes the electrolyte to b0”:
":9 igdlcated. Voltage should not fall below 1.6 V after and in view of this the plugs should be unscrewed while

sec. discharge. A bigger voltage drop is a sign Of a the battery is being Charged.   

  

    

     
   
     
    

      
   

    

defective or discharged cell.

Elie normal no-load cell voltage is 2 volts, and the differ-
ce In voltage between any two cells should not exceed

0.2 volts.

  CAUTION
e battery. Reversing the pole

mentarily, will damage the al-

ternator rectifier. Connect the positive cable to the

positive pole of the battery (both marked H and
the negative cable (ground lead) to the negative pole

(both marked —). If an external battery is temporar.

ily connected to the car battery, connect the poles

positive-to-positive and negative-to-negative. The
battery must not be connected to or disconnected

from the electrical system of the car while the en-

gine is running. When quick-charging the battery,

first disconnect the positive cable.

Do not misconnect th

connections, even mo

CHECKING THE BATTERY WITH A CELL TESTER

Batteries of more recent design have covered cell termi-

nals which makes it impossible to test separate cells. The

rest voltage of the battery can, however, be measured by

connecting a voltmeter between the positive and nega-

tive terminals.
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ULI‘hIIl II VII

The car is equipped with an alternat0r_ The .

tant advantages of the alternator compared "lost impor.

generator are the following. “Mb the D.C.
The charging current COmmences earlier in an

and feeds current to battery and consume alternator,

gine idling speed. rs already at en.
Return current relay and current regulator ar ' -

Only a voltage regulator is needed. e m‘ssmg-

IMPORTANT

The battery must always b
. e connected

alternator is running. when the

Do 92‘ mlx‘ up the battery connections, confusion

leads to serious damage to the alternator

ALTE RNATOR

‘l. Alternator assy.

2. Bearing, gear side

3. Stator

4. Slip ring and bracket

5. Protective ring

6. Rotor

7. Voltage regulator

‘- ‘-

The alte .

Carbon ggaSEJSVTSIres very little maintenance, because

Output Current I: commutators are not needed for the

not Prescribed -for tconsequence, periodical attention is

alternatOr shomd b is type of generator. Repair of the
as it is most im e made We specialized service garage,

portant that disassembly and testing is
"lade in th e I I I I

[nay leSult _ p ope Way, 0 even a “IMO! inadequacYIn a serious damage.

For ex ' ' NOTECitation of the alternator, use the charge in-

di ' 'cator light. This must be of minimum 2 watts.

WARNING
Wh ‘

terrt‘ear‘itctjlectrowelding on a car equipped with an al-
r, the ground connection shall be discon-

nected before. Othe ' '

the rectifier; mm damage Will be caused to

321



INTERNAL WIRING

The alternator is for 12 V and internally air-cooled, has a

12-pole, fork-type rotor and is equipped with sex silicon
diodes for rectification. To each of the three winding loops

is connected an exciter diode. Their common junction

constitutes the terminal D+/61.

The six rectification diodes are arranged as an A.C. bridge-

coupling, Le. three diodes are connected for ncrmal po-

larity (anode on supply terminal), and three diodes for re-

versed polarity (anode on housing).

According to polarity, the diode carrier is fitted insulated

To consumers

Battery 12 V

  
 

Exciter

winding

  

   
 

   

nnected to a ground contact, re-
from ground or direct co . '

carriers is located insulated
spectively. Between these two
the carrier of the exciter diode. . . .

The stator windings are star-coupled (see Wiring diagram)_

The rotor carries the ring-shaped exciter coil and is of the

fork type execution, one fork having north polarity (six

poles) and the other south polarity (six poles). The two
forks then give the assembled rotor alternately a south

and a north pole. .

The exciter coil ends are connected to the slip rings to re-

ceive the exciter current.

Voltage Regulator AD 14 V

   

   
  

9:0 indicator

Stator

wind ing

Alternator

K‘ “14 V 35 A 20

WIRING DIAGRAM FOR A.C. ALTERNATOR



DEsiuwAi iuni

The Bosch designation Of the alternate, is

14 V 35 A 20

The meaning of the type designation is

K1 H

H 14V 35AK 1 20

L x 100 = 2 000 r/minlr/min for 2/3 of

max. current out-

put)

Maximum current

Maximum voltage

Direction of rota

tion

Design: 1 fork or
claw type rotor,

2 single pole

rotor, 3 brush-

less

Pole housing dia-

meter 0

TERMINALS

D+/61: Output of exciter diodes, connection of regula-

tor 0+ and of charge indicator light.

DP: Input of exciter coil, connection of regulator DP

8+: Battery connection

D—: Ground, connection to regulator D—.

5. 61 red to mm

6. 49 black to D-

7. 47 black to D—

L as my to 3+

2- 74 any to 8+

3- 72 rod to D+l6l

4- 73 voliow to or

DISASSEMBLY

1. Hold the belt pulley with a suitable tool, and loosen

the nut with a 0.87 in. (22 mm) open end wrench.

Loosen the belt pulley.

2. On the drive end plate, mark out the location of the

attachment ear. Remove the cover ring, and the mus"

holder plate — the carbon brushes are going Wlth it

REMOVAL OF BRUSH HOLDER PLATE

3. Loosen the fixing screws of the drive end plate, and

take out of the stator the rotor together with the drive

end plate.

REMOVAL OF DRIVE END PLATE AND ROTOR

4. Place the drive end plate on a suitable support, and

press out the rotor - gently. Now it is possible to re-

move the bearing. Take care that the rotor — when

same comes loose from the drive end plate — not fall

down and be damaged.

5. Remove the ball bearing at the slip ring end, by means

of a suitable puller.

m 3214



REASSEMBLY
RENEWAL OF CARBON BRUSHES

1. Fill h —- ~

the be: 222:?er with BF’SCh grease Ft V 34' Press Remove the brush holder plate, see fig, the carbon

side facing thegdlr?::::;:dme end plate, the enCIOSEd brushes are going with it. Detach the cable connectionS,

2. Ease the drive end Ia . by heating, then it is possible to remove the carbonte .

3. By presSing fastengh :3: the rotor. . ‘ brushes. When soldering the carbon brush connections on,
e a earmg to the slip ring end. it is necessary to make sure that the tin does not flow

into the cable. Minimum length of the carbon brushes to

be approx. 0.34 in. (9 mm).

SOLDERING THE CARBON BRUSH CONNECTION

PRESSING IN THE SLIP RING END BEARINGS

4. Put the rotor in, and assemble the alternator by screw-

ing. When doing this, make sure that the drive end

plate gets correctly positioned as regards the slip ring

end plate. Fit the brush holder plate and the cover

ring. Fasten the belt pulley by screwing, torque 34—39

Nm (25—29 ft.-Ib., 3.5—4.0 kpm).
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General

Please note the following points before t

nator or parts thereof:

Diodes may only be tested with D.C. Volta

ing 24 V-

9'°an9 lamps (119Vor 220 V) may not be used
for insulation or short curcmt tests, if the diodes are in

the circuit.

The 80 V 40 W test voltage for the stator winding insula-
tion test may only be aPplled if the diodes are discon-

nected.

While the engine is running, battery terminals may not

be disconnected to check the charging current on the ve-

hicle.

Semi-conductors are extremely sensitive to heat. To pre-

vent excessive heat when soldering, use a pair of flat pliers

to hold the supply wire near the diode. (Use a hot iron

and be as quick as possible.) Any mechanical damage to

the diode connecting wires must be avoided, e.g. do not

bend or load the wire directly on the diode (breakage due

to vibration).

The battery must be switched off or disconnected before

any repair work commences on the alternator, either

while in the vehicle or on the test bench.

Only instruments having not more than 8 V power supply

may be used for measuring resistances on the assembled

alternator.

esting the alter-

985 not exceed.

Testing the alternator in test bench

On the test bench, the alternator must be driven with its

own pulley. All connections must be made with correct

size cable shoes, or on the regulator with spade terminals.

Do not improvise the battery connection.

A 12 V battery must be connected parallel to the alter-

nator before any testing commences except for the regu-

lating voltage test and the nominal voltage and speed tests.
The battery will act as a buffer and smooth off any Peak

voltages arising from switching on or off the load.
Peak voltages exceeding the maximum PermiSSib'e value

will damage the rectification effect of diodes. The maxr-

mum permissible peak voltage on silicon diodes is approx-

50 V.

Excitation
As Opposed to D.C. generators, alternato f a

s“exciting properties after long Storage- The"? 0”

rs can lose their

charge indicator light of 12 V and minimum 2 W must be

FOnnected between terminals 61 and 8+ according to wir-
"‘9 diagram. The pre-exciting current will then flow

through the charge indicator light, D+/61 on the alter-
nator, D+/61 on the regulator, the closed regulator con-

tacts and DP to the exciter coil fitted to the rotor. It is

most important that the charge indicator light bulb is

minimum 2 W. Self-exciting commences as soon as the

exciter diodes are conducting at about to 2 volts. From

there on, the voltage increases rapidly, the voltage differ-

ence on the charge indicator light bulb decreases, and the

bulb will go out as soon as battery voltage is achieved.

Mounting of the alternator
The shape of the alternator housing does not permit a per"

feet mounting on the V block of the test bench. Therefore,

a special mounting unit is available.

WAR N l NG

When testing the alternator it must be mounted in

its ordinary attachments. It must not be clamped

on to the test bench.

Testing with regulator

Mount the regulator to the test bench. Connect the alter-

nator to the voltage regulator. Do not interchange connec-

tions! Connect the exciter current ammeter to terminal

DF on alternator. Switch on battery; switch on charge in-

dicator light. Connect voltmeter to terminal B+. To pre—

excite the alternator, increase the speed from zero until

the output voltage is approx. 14 V and decrease speed

again.

let trim O tills man far en generatorspanning pa ca 14 V

och sedan sanks varvtalet ater.

Testing the regulating voltage at half exciter current
Connect voltmeter to terminal D+/61.

Run the still excited alternator without load and without

battery. Increase speed until exciter current falls to half

its maximum value. Check the voltage. Regulating voltage

13.5 to 14.2 V (68°F = 20°C).

Testing the nominal voltage speed

Connect Voltmeter to 3+. The alternator should also run

without load and without battery. Adjust the speed until

the output voltage is exactly 12 V. Check with tachome-

ter.

Nominal voltage speed 800—900 r/min.
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Testing 2/3 of maximum output current

Switch on battery and load the alternator. Adjust the

speed to exactly 2 000 r/min. The alternator output must

now be 2/3 of maximum current = 23 A.

Testing the RPM at maximum output
Leave the battery switched on. Increase the load on alter-

nator and let it warm up. Increase speed. Max. output

(35 A—14 V) must be achieved at 2 700—3 700 r/min

(warm).

Testing the alternator components

Testing of diodes
Use only a test lamp not exceeding 24 V or an Ohmmeter.

Always disconnect the diodes from the stator windings

before individual testing commences. Due to the 3-phase

bridge connection of the rectifier, a faulty diode could

otherwise not be detected. The positive diodes connected

between 8+ and phase are conducting from supply wire

to the housing and insulate in the reverse direction. The

diodes between phase and B- (reversed polarity) are con-

ducting from housing to supply and insulate from supply

to housing.

Connect the test lamp (up to 24 V) in series to the diode

to be tested. On diodes of normal polarity, the test lamp

will light up if 3+ is connected to the anode. The lamp

must not light up if 8+ is applied to the housing (cathode).

On diodes of reversed polarity, the bulb must light up if

3+ is connected to the supply (cathode) but not if the di-

rection of current is reversed. Faults of diodes can be open

circuit in the conducting direction due to excessive cur-

rent and too much heat or conducting in both directions,

in most cases due to excessive voltages during operation.

 

f diodes with OHM-meterMnan Ohmmeter.
. . . beSimilarly, diodes can . . .

resistance of a good diode is very small In the conducting

direction (e g a few Ohms), whereas the resistance in the

insulating direction is very much higher (e.g. a few K Ohms)_

w
Short Circuit to Ground (diodes unsoldered).

Short circuit to ground of stators can be tested as usual

with a test lamp up to 40 V. . ‘

With diodes connected, short Circmt to ground can be

tested if their insulating direction is considered. The posi-

tive terminal of the tester must be applied to the stator

winding and the negative to the housing.

Note the test voltage: Not more than 24 V.

Short circuit of windings (diodes unsoldered)

As for D.C. generators a short circuit tester can be used

to test the stator. However, this test is only possible if the

alternator is dismantled, i.e. the stator must be removed.

Furthermore, short circuit of windings can also be ascer-

tained with an Ohm-meter. Three measurements must be

taken, one each on every two-phase wires: U — V, U — W

and V — W.

The resistance value of each measurement must be the

same, 0.26 ohm + 10 % (at 68°F = 20°C).

The Testers (test voltage 40 V) are suitable to test the in-

sulation of exciter winding and slip rings.

Check the exciter winding resistance from slip ring to slip

ring. The resistance value must be 4.0—4.4 Ohms.

   
 

Supply Su pplv
(Anwe) (Cathode)

Conducting Dir.
Insulating Dir. Conducting Dir

Hill In (Hill ‘lllllllll I ll
Housin f "Ill

+Diod 9 D' d Homing
— io
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A, wuss» mo. 41.296 and 443.387

GENERAL

During driving, the alternator supplies the

red by the various consumer units and als

battery. _ _
The alternator pulley is finned to induce a current of air

through the alternator, thus dispelling the heat

there while it is running.

The alternator is driven by a belt from the crankshaft be”

pulley, and is located to the right of the engine.

current requi.

o charges the

developed

IMPORTANT

The battery must always be connected, when the

alternator is running.

Do $1 mix up the battery connections, confusion

leads to serious damage to the alternator.

The alternator requires very little maintenance, be-

cause carbon brushes and commutators are not

needed for the output current.

The alternator has two slip rings respectively two

carbon brushes to transmit exciting current to the

alternator field windings on the rotor.

The load on these brushes and slip rings is, however,

that light that normally they do not require super-

vision.

Maintenance with regular intervals is therefore not

prescribed for this alternator. Repair of the A.C.

generator should be carried out by a specialized

service garage, as it is vital that disassembly and

testing are carried out correctly. Even minor mis-

takes may cause great damage.

NOTE
For exitation of the alternator, use the charge indi-

cator light. This must be of 1.2—2.0 W.

WARNING

When electrowelding on a car equipped with an al-
ternator, the battery ground- and all connections on
the alternator shall be disconnected before. Other-

wise damage will be caused to the rectifier diodes.

As from chassis No. 95753002472 and 96752013172 an

alternative alternator is used. It is identic with the one

used in Saab 99 up to and incl. model 1974, but minor

modifications are made.

The slip ring bearing bracket is turned half turn to suit

the installation bracket. The fan disc is exchanged against

the Saab 95/96 disc. A new alternator stay is introduced

which is interchangeable with earlier design. The alter-

nator which is not stocked as spare part is marked with

Bosch No. 0 120 400 850. Concerning integral parts, see

spare parts catalogue, Saab 99.

ALTERNATOR
1. Drive and in“

2, Stator

3. Slip rim '

4. Rotor

nd bracket
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INTERNAL WIRING

The alternator is for 12 V and internally air-cooled, has a

12-pole;fork-type rotor and is equipped with six silicon

diodes for rectification. To each of the three stator wind-

ing loops is connected an exciter diode. Their common

junction constitutes the terminal D+.

The six rectification diodes are arranged as an A.C. bridge-

coupling. i.e. three diodes are connected for normal po-

larity (anode on supply terminal), and three diodes for

reversed polarity (anode on housing).

According to polarity, the diode carrier is fitted insulated

from ground or direct connected to a ground contact, res-

pectively. Between these two carriers is located insulated

the carrier of the exciter diode.

The stator winding are star-coupled (see wiring diagram).

The rotor carries the ring shaped exciter coil and is of the

fork-type design, one fork having north polarity and the

other south polarity.

The exciter coil ends are connected to the slip-rings to re-

ceive the exciter current.

   
To consumers

Exciter

winding

{a indicator

DESCRIPTION

When the ignition key is turned to ignition position, the

circuit is closed.

The current goes from the ignition lock to the charge indi-

cator light, to connection 0+ on the voltage regulator, via

the breaker contact to connection DF on the alternator,

to the carbon brushes and the exciter coil, whereupon the

circuit is grounded. ' - . ‘

In this way the rotor is excited, and a magnetic field Inl-

tiated. When the rotor begins to rotate, an alternating

current is formed in the stator windings, which when pas-

sing the rectifier diodes is rectified and led to the battery

via connection 8+.

The voltage received from the stator windings is also pas-

sing via the exciter rectifiers to the voltage regulator, and

affects the coil in the voltage regulator that guides the

breaker.

When the voltage reaches 14 V or more, the magnetic field

of the coil becomes so strong that the current passing the

breaker is cut off.

The current to the exciter winding is then forced to go

Voltage Regulator AD 14 V

 

 
 Alternator

KI H
14V 35A20

82162

wmmc DIAGRAM FOR A.C. ALTERNATOR
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through the resistance and is thus reduced wh

the magnetic field strength diminishes, and witeiiéupon

strength of the alternating Current generated in “I: the

Winde' Thus' the mum regulator limits the volte Stator

maximum approx. 14 v_ age to

The charge indicator light is also affected by the vol

from the stator windings via C°""ection D+ On the rtage

tor so, that the difference in voltage On Either side 03:13.

charge indicator light is equalized and the light goes cute

Thus, you can (“ake Sure that the alternator charges

A current “mung relay is not TEQuired, since the alter-

nator itself limits the current intensity. At high RPM on

the alternator, when the periOdiCitY Of the created alter-

native voltage is high and when the intensity of the cur-

rent consumed has reached a certain height, the resulting

resistance (impedance) is so great that a further current

increase is not possible.

DESIGNATION

The Bosch designation of the alternator is

14 V 35 A 20

The meaning of the type designation is:

K1 H

K 1.——14V35A 20

x 100 = 2 000 r/min

(r/min for 2/3 of

max. current out-

put)

Maximum current

Maximum voltage

Direction of rota-

tion

Design: 1 fork or

claw type rotor,

2 single pole

rotor, 3 brush-

less

Pole housing dia-

meter 0

TERMINALS

D+: Output of exciter diodes, connection of regulator

D+,

DF: Connection to the exciter coil and for the DF of

the regulator.

B+z Battery connection.

The control lamp is connected to 0+ on the voltage reg-

ulator. Connection to the D— of the regulator is made via

a cable in the 3-pole connector.

 
sun

CABLE CONNECTIONS AND CABLE COLOURS, ALTER-

NATOR, AS FROM CHASSIS NO. 47.296 RESP. 443.387

1. 85 grey to 3+

2. 74 grey to 8+

3. Black to ground (only model 1970)

4. 73 yellow to OF

5. 72a red to 0+

6. 49 black to D-

QUICK CHECKING

If the charge indicator light does not go out, the first

thing to do is to check that the alternator belt is not slip-

ping and/or that the cable connections have not loosened.
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WARNING

engine at a higher speed than 2 000

r/min as there is a risk of damage to the power c0n-

sumers being caused by overvoltage.

Do not run the

e indicator light goes out immediately, the charging
and must be renewed.

regulator is defective . .
flashes or lights continuously, the

If the indicator light

alternator must be overhauled.

REMOVAL AND INSTALLATION

1. Disconnect the battery negative cable.

NOTE! The engine must be stopped before detach-

ment of cable.

2. Disconnect the alternator cables, retaining and adjust-

ADJUSTMENT OF FAN BELT TENSION ing bolts and take off the fan belt.

Lift out the alternator.

Refit the alternator in the reverse sequence.

Adjust the fan belt tension so that the belt can be pres-

sed down approx. 0.3 in. (approx. 7 mm) at a load of

15 N (3.5 lb., 1.5 kp) half way between the pulleys.

9°1. Adjusting screw

2. Retaining screw 5"?

If the lamp still glows after checking in this way, the cause

can be determined in the following manner.

Remove the connector from the charging regulator.

Connect a cable between the red cable's terminal D+ and DISASSEMBLY

the yellow cable's terminal DF.

1. Hold the belt pulley with a suitable tool, and loosen

the nut with a 0.87 in. (22 mm) open end wrench.

Loosen the belt pulley and the fan.

2. On the drive end plate, mark out the location of the

attachment ear.

Loosen the fixing screws of the drive end plate, and

take out of the stator the rotor together with the drive

end plate.

3. Place the drive end plate on a suitable support, and

press out the rotor — gently. Now it is possible to re-

move the bearing. Take care not to allow the rotor -

when same comes loose from the drive end plate —- to

fall down and be damaged.

4. Remove the ball bearin
g at the slip rin end, b means

of a suitable puller. g Y 
2913

TERMINALS DF AND D+ CONNECTED

Start the engine and let it run at max. 2 000 r/min while

watching the charge indicator light.
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ASSEMBLING

5. Insert the rotor and screw the assembly together. Make

The length of the brushes must be checked before the al sure that the arm bearing housing is correctly posi-

ternator is assembled, The minimum is 0.354 i tioned relative to the slip ring bearing housing. Press
n. .

hm if they are under 0551 in. (14 mm) they (9 mm), the brushes down from the outside with a screwdriver
should be

replaced. See "Changing brushes”. 0" Similar-

1. Pack the ball bearings with Bosch Ft 1 v 34 grease

Press the ball bearing into the housing with the en:

closed side facing the drive end.

2. Press the drive bearing housing on to the rotar,

3. Press on the ball bearing on the slip ring side. The en-

closed side faces the slip rings,

PRESSING DOWN THE BRUSHES

6. Fit the fan and belt pulley. The large spacer is to be

placed between the fan and the belt pulley. The small

spacer is to be placed between the belt pulley and the

spring washer. Tighten the nut to a torque of 23—29

ft.lb. (34—39 Nm, 3.5—4 kpm).

PRESSING THE SLIP RING BALL BEARING INTO POSITION CHANGING BRUSHES

Min. length of the brushes is 0.354 in. (9 mm). If the al-

ternator is renovated the brushes shall be replaced if they

4. Put the spring washer into the bearing seat. Push up are under 0.551 in. (14 mm). . '

the brushes and secure them with the brush springs 1. Mark the posmon of the tension lug on the dnve bear-
. . . . t assembly IS removed). mg housing _

(this Is easrer If the erSh um and remove the rotor with the bearing housrng from

the stator.

Undo both nuts holding the rectifier bridge in place.

3. Undo the terminal screw of the connecting wire to the

brush unit assembly.

(Later alternator models are fitted with AMP-connec-

N

tions.)

BRUSHES PUSHED UP AND SECURED
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REMOVING THE BRUSH UNIT ASSEMBLY

5. Disconnect the wires with the help of a soldering iron;
DISCONNECT'NG THE BRUSH UNIT ASSEMBLY M“ the brushes can then be removed. When resoldering

the wire connections, make sure that no solder flows

into the wires.

4. Undo the brush unit assembly retaining screws and re-

move the assembly.

UNSCREWING THE BRUSH UNIT ASSEMBLY
or similar.
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TESTING

Please note the followmg pomts before testing the alter-

nator or parts thereof.

aggzsciay only be tested With D.C. voltages not exceed-
Glim glowing lamps (110 V or 220 V) may not be used

for insulation or short CerUlt tests, as they may damage

the diodes.

The 80 V 40 W test voltage for the stator winding insula-

tion test may only be applied if the diodes are discon-

nected.

While the engine is running, battery terminals may not be

disconnected to check the charging current on the vehicle.

Semi-conductors are extremely sensitive to heat. To pre.

vent excessive heat when soldering, use a pair of flat pliers

to hold the supply wire near the diode. (Use a hot iron and

be as quick as possible.) Any mechanical damage to the

diode connecting wires must be avoided, e.g. do not bend

or load the wire directly on the diode.

The battery must be switched off or disconnected before

any repair work commences on the alternator, either while

in the vehicle or on the test bench.

Only instruments having not more than 8 V voltage may

be used for measuring resistances on the accembled alter-

nator.

Testing alternator on bench

On the test bench, the alternator must be driven with its

own pulley only. All connections must be made with cor—

rect size cable shoes, or with spade terminals. Do not im-

provise the battery connection.

A 12 V battery must be connected parallel to the alter-

nator when testing. The battery will act as a buffer and

smooth off any peak voltages arising from switching on

or off the load.

Peak voltages exceeding the maximum permissible value

will damage the rectification effect of diodes. The maXi-

mum permissible peak voltage on silicon diodes is approx.

50V.

Excitation

Contrary to D.C. generators, alter

citing properties after long storage-

nators lose their selfex-

Therefore a charge in-

 

dicator light of 12 V and minimum 1.2—2.0 W must be

COnnected between terminals D+ and 3+ according to

wiring diagram. The pre-exciting current will then flow

t"""NJ'SIh the charge indicator light, 0+ on the alternator,
BF to the exciter coil fitted to the rotor. It is most im-

portant that the charge indicator light bulb is minimum

1.2—2.0 W. Self-exciting commences as soon as the alter-

nator voltage opens the exciter diodes, which occurs at

about to 2 volts. From there on, the voltage increases

rapidly, the voltage difference on the charge indicator

light bulb decreases, and the bulb will go out as soon as

battery voltage is achieved.

Mounting of the alternator
The alternator can be tested in most types of alternator

test benches. In some cases it may be necessary to add

special mounting- and driving devices.

CAUTION

When testing the alternator, it must be mounted in

its normal attachment and not e.g. fastened by

damping.

Testing with regulator

Mount the alternator to the test bench and connect it to

the voltage regulator.

00 not mix up connections!

Connect the exciter current ammeter to terminal BF on

alternator. Switch on battery; switch on charge indicator

light. Connect voltmeter to terminal B+. To pre-excite

the alternator, increase the speed from zero until the out-

put voltage is approx. 14 V, then decrease speed again.

Testing 2/3 of maximum output current

Switch on battery and load the alternator. Adjust the

speed to exactly 2 000 r/min. The alternator output must

now be 2/3 of maximum current = 23 A.

Testing the r/min at maximum output

Leave the battery switched on. Increase the load on al-

ternator and let it warm up. Increase speed. Max. output

(35 A at 14 V) must be achieved at 2 700—3 700 r/min.
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Testing alternator parts

Use only a test lamp not exceeding 24 v or an Ohm-me-

ter.

Always disconnect the silicon diodes from the stator wind-

ings before individual testing of the conducting and insu-

lating directions commences, a faulty diode could other-

wise not be detected. The positive diodes connected be-

tween 8+ and phase are conducting from supply wire to

the housing and insulate in the reverse direction. The ne-

gative diodes between phase and B— (reversed polarity)

are conducting from housing to supply and insulate from

supply to housing.

Connect the test lamp in series to the diode to be tested.

On diodes of normal polarity, the test lamp will light up

if 3+ is connected to the anode. The lamp must not light

up if 8+ is applied to the housing (cathode).

On diodes of reversed polarity, the bulb must light up if

3+ is connected to the supply (cathode) but not if the di-

rection of current is reversed.

Faults of diodes can be open circuit in the conducting di-

rection due to excessive current and, as a consequence,

too much heat. Conducting in both directions is in most

cases due to excessive voltages during operation.

Testing of diodes with ohm-meter
The diodes can also be tested with an Ohm-meter. The

resistance of a good diode is small in the conducting di-

rection (e.g. a few Ohms), whereas the resistance in the

insulating direction is considerably higher (e.g. a few kilo

Ohms).

   

Testing of stator windings
Short Circuit to Ground (diodes unsoldered),

Short circuit to ground of stator Winding can be tested

as usual with a test lamp of max. 40. V. .

Also with diodes connected, short mount to ground can

be tested if their insulating direction is considered. The

positive terminal of the tester must be applied to the

stator winding and the negative to the diode hOUSlng,

Note the test voltage: Not more than 24 V.

Short circuit of stator windings (diodes unsoldered)

This short circuit can be established with a winding tester,

but is only possible with the alternator dismantled. A

further possibility is to measure simultaneously the resis.

tance for two phases. By three measurements you can

find out the stator windings resistance deviations. If the

phases are marked U, V and W, the measurements shall

be made between U—V, U—W and V-W. The value of

each measurement shall be 0.20—0.22 Ohms (at 68°F =

+20°C).

Testing the exciter winding (rotor)
With an Ohm-meter, check the exciter winding resistance

from slip ring to slip ring.

The resistance value must be 4.0—4.4 Ohms.

The exciter windings and the insulation of slip rings is

tested with regard to short circuit to ground (test voltage

40 V).

Supply su

(Anode) 0;: :d e)

condming Dir. "Whiting Dir. Conducting Dir.

III)(III
Housing

+Diod Housing
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STARTER

REMOVAL

1. Disconnect negative cable from battery.

2_ Disconnect supply cable from the solenoid switch.

3_ Disconnect positive cable from starter.

4, Unscrew the two retaining screws and remOVe starter

INSTALLATION

IMPORTANT

Before installing starter, check for wear on ring gear

and starter pinion. Clean all mating surfaces.

1. Secure starter with the two retaining screws.

2. Connect cables to starter.

,

CABLE CONNECTIONS AND CABLE COLOURS, STARTER

1. Red from battery

2. 85 grey

3- 84 yellow

3. Connect negative battery cable.

“hr 1977

DISASSEMBLY

(See fig. overleaf)

992°:-

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

Disconnect the solenoid feeder cable.

Remove the solenoid retaining screws.

Unhook and remove the solenoid.

Undo the two retaining screws from the capsule

bracket.

Remove the capsule bracket, U-washer, spacers and

rubber gasket (pos. 5—8). _

Undo the screws from the commutator bearing hous-

ing

Remove the commutator bearing housing

Lift the brush springs off their retainers with a wire

hook and remove the brushes.

Remove the brush plate, fiber washer and steel

washer (11—13).

Pull the starter assembly off the drive and bracket

assembly.

Undo the engaging lever arm locating screw.

Remove the rubber and steel washers from the drive

and bracket housing (17—18).

Remove the rotor and engaging lever arm.

Has the stop ring towards the cog with a piece of

tubing.

$1338

PRESSING DOWN THE STOP RING
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STARTER, DISASSEMBLED

I. Screws, commutator end frame 13. Steel washer

2. Solenoid switch 14. Field Winding

3. Pinion housing 15. Starter housmg

4. Bearing bushing, drive side 16. Armature

5. Protective cap 17. Rubber washer

6. U-shaped washer 18. Steel washer

7. Shims 19. Engaging lever

8. Rubber gasket 20. Starter pinion . '

9. Bearing bushing, commutator side 21. Bearing, bushing, starter pinion

10. Commutator end frame 22. Stop'ri'ng ‘

11. Brush plate assembly 23. Retaining ring

12. Fiber washer 24. Gasket ring

15' Remove the [Wk ring With me" ring pliers. 16. Inspect the spiral splines on the rotor shaft for burrs.

Remove the pinion and the gasket ring. If there are any, file them off.

17. Check the gear ring, starter drive cog and the bush-

ings.

NOTE

Check all components and exchange or repair any

that are damaged. Soak the bearing bushings in

warm oil before reassembling.

ASSEMBLY

SM, 1. Place the gasket ring on the rotor shaft.

Lubricate the spiral splines and the drive 009 engag-

ing ring with silicone grease.

2. Mount the pinion, stop ring and lock ring On the

rotor shaft.

3. Use pliers to seat the lock ring in its groove in the

rotor shaft.

ms“ "9 the 5109 ring using a press or claw puller.

REMOVAL OF LOCKING RING

.m _, m -.. .n‘q



PRESSING UP THE STOP RING

5. Fit the engaging lever arm to the cog engaging ring

and insert the assembly, together with the rotor

into the drive housing.

6. Secure the engaging lever arm with its locating screw.

7. Place the washers in the drive housing, first the steel

washer and then the rubber washer. The lips must

be turned towards the rotor.

8. Fit the starter housing with the notches above the

guide pin and the lip of the rubber washer.

9. Slip the steel washer and fiber washer over the rotor

shaft.

10. Fit the brush plate. Lift the brush springs with a

wire hook and insert the brushes.

11. Mount the commutator bearing housing with the

notches above the feed cable's rubber insulation.

12. Fit the rubber gasket, shims and U-washer.

13. Locate the capsule bracket and secure it with the

two screws.

14. Insert and tighten the bearing housing screws.

15. Check the axial play of the shaft 0.002—0.012 in.

(0.05—0.30 mm) and correct with shims if neces-

sary.

16. Hook the solenoid to the engaging lever arm and

secure with the two screws.

17. Connect the feeder cable.

18. Test the starter (see group 9 for specifications and

test values).

SOLENOID SWITCH

Starter removed

Removal

1. Disconnect supply cable.

2. Remove the two retaining s

noid switch.

crews and then the sole-

Installation

1.

2.

3.

Hook solenoid switch in engaging lever and secure

With the two retaining screws.

Connect supply cable.

Test starter. See group 0, Specifications.

CARBON BRUSHES

Starter removed

Removal

1.

2.

3.

4.

9"

Remove the two screws from the capsule bracket.

Remove the capsule bracket, U-washer, shims and rub-

her gasket (pas. 5—8).

Remove the screws from the commutator bearing hous-

ing

Remove the commutator bearing housing

Lift the brush springs from the holders with a wire

hook and take out the brushes.

Remove the brush plate.

Unsolder the brush wiring connections from the brush

plate and field winding.

51334

BRUSH HOLDER PLATE AND FIELD WINDING

1. Brush holder plate

2. Brush

3. Brush, negative

4. Brush spring

5. Starter housing

6. Brush, positive with field winding

7. Field winding lead



Installation

5"

\l

. Wire the new brushes to the brush plate and field

winding by soldering.
- Fit the brush plate in Position. Lift the springs with a

wire hook and insert the brushes.

Mount the COmmutator bearing housing with the not-

ches above the feed cables rubber insulation.

Fit the rubber gasket, shims and U-washer.

Locate the capsule bracket and secure it with the two

screws.

Insert and tighten the bearing housing screws.

. Check the operation of the starter (see group O).

STARTER PINION

Starter removed

Disassembly

Disconnect the feeder cable from the solenoid.

Undo the solenoid retaining screws.

Unhook the solenoid and remove it.

Undo the engaging lever arm locating screw.@WPWN.‘
Pull off the drive housing. Save the rubber and steel

washer (17—18).

Push down the stop ring towards the pinion.

Remove the lock ring with lock ring pliers.

Remove the stop ring and the pinion.

Check the spiral splines on the rotor shaft for burrs.

If there are any, file them off.

999°.“

9914

Remove the commutator bearing housing screws

Assembly

55‘?

>‘

11.

12.

nes on the rotor shaft and

th silicone grease.

d lock ring on the

Lubricate the spiral spli .

the pinion engaging ring wi

Mount the pinion, stop ring an

rotor shaft.

Use pliers to seat the Ioc

rotor shaft. . H

Push up the stop ring usmg a claw pu er.

Fit the engaging lever arm to the pinion engaging

put on the drive housing.ring and . . '

Secure the engaging lever arm With its locating screw.

Place the washers in the drive housing, first the steel

washer and then the rubber washer. The lips must

be turned towards the rotor.

Mount the drive housing so that the notches on the

starter housing are above the guide pin and the lip

of the rubber washer.

Insert and tighten the bearing housing screws.

Hook the solenoid to the engaging lever arm and

secure it with the two screws.

Connect the feeder cable.

Check the operation of the starter.

k ring in its groove in the



IGNITION con. TEST

REMOVAL 1. Disconnect leads.
2_ Connect test equipment and proceed as follows:

a. Measure resistance of primary Winding betwee

minals and 15.

b. Measure coil performance in volts or mmimetefs

of spark length. See group 0, Specifications.

NOTE! Check that distributor gap and dwell angle are

INSTALLATION correct.

1’ Disconnect leads from coil. n ter-

2_ Back off retaining screws and remove coil_

1_ Secure coil with the retaining screw.

nnect leads. . .2' CO Faults often become evrdent only after the corl has
0 test stand

heated up. If in doubt, connect coil t .

load half an hour prior to testing -— after which It

shall function perfectly.

IGNITION COIL
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UIDI IIqu vn

GENERAL

The distributor, make Bosch, is mount

the engine block.

The distributor rotates clockwise and is driv

shaft via an angle drive. The firing order is 1—3_4_2. The

distributor is equipped with a centrifugal governor in com-

bination with a vacuum governor. The centrifugal

ed at the rear of

e" by the cam-

tive to the load.

See instructions in group 1, Maintenenace, for informa-

tion about distributor lubrication.

Different distributors occur, see group O,

DISTRIBUTOR

. Ignition cable

Contact

Center carbon

Distributor cap

Rotor

Vacuum hose connection

Vacuum chamber

Primary cable
Retaining spring
CaDlCItor

Gear

FIbr 1977

  

i

REMOVAL

Remove ignition cables from spark plugs.

Release retaining springs and remove cap-

Remove primary cable.

Remove vacuum hose.

Crank engine until the mark on the rotor and the mark

(line) on the distributor housing are directly OPPOSIte

each other. This is the firing position for cylinder 1.

6. Unscrew retaining clamp screw and remove clamp.

.U‘PP’N.“

S 1335

REMOVING DISTRIBUTOR

7. Remove distributor from engine.

“a

7 1615141312 1110 8 6 7

DISTRIBUTOR

1. Vacuum chamber 9. Capacitor

2. Adjustment mark 10. Primary cable

3. Adjustment rod 11. Fiber peg

4. Ground lead 12. Adjuster for fixed breaker point

5. Lubricating felt 13. Breaker points

6. Assembly mark 14. Locking screw

7. Retaining spring 15. Fixed breaker point

8. Bearing 16. Movable breaker point

342—1



DISASSEMBLY, UP TO AND IN

49.092 RESP. 453.129

1.

2.

3.

CL. CHASSIS NO.

Remove the rotor

chamber control rod.

Remove the two screws from th

and remove same.

Remove the two cap retainin

Lift up the breaker plate.

Drive with the aid of a 0.16 in. (4 m

the tension pin from the gear.

Remove the gear with the aid of a suitable puller.

e vacuum chamber

9 Spring screWs.

m) mandrel out

REMOVAL OF DISTRIBUTOR GEAR

IO.

11.

Lift up the entire distributor shaft.

Remove the two coil springs from the governor.

IGNITION GOVE RNOR

1. Lubricating felt

2. Retaining ring

3. Wear washer

4. Breaker earn

6. Coil spring

7. Retaining ring

8. Governor weights

9. Distributor shaft

6. Spacer ring

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

With the aid of two screwdrivers, press away the

cam from the centrifugal governor weights.

Remove the lubricating felt, the lock ring and wear-

ing washer from the breaker cam.

Remove the lock ring and the washers from the

breaker arm pivots. Valid for distributor

O 231 146 044 and O 231 146 024.

Press leaf spring out of hole in contact support and

remove breaker arm. Collect any shims (applies to

distributors O 231 146 044 and O 231 146 024).

Remove retaining screw that secures fixed breaker

pornt.

Remove the breaker point (breaker unit distributor

O 231 146 033).

If necessary, remove bearing bushing by the aid of

a mandrel. During this operation, the distributor

housing should be turned upside down.
Check all parts. Clean and replace as required.

ASSEMBLY. UP TO AND INCL. CHASSIS NO. 49.092
RESP. 453.129

1.

S“?

Soak bearing bushing in warm oil prior to mounting.

Then use mandrel 78 62 154 to press it into same

plane as edge of distributor housing.

Smear distributor shaft with oil, fit breaker cam

and hook the two coil springs in place.

Insert wear washer and retaining ring in breaker

cam. Press retaining ring into place using a tubular

drift; inside diameter 0.25 in. (6 mm), outside dia~

meter 0.32 in. (8 mm), length approx. 2 in. (50 mm).

Insert lubricating felt and soak with oil.

Fit distributor shaft in distributor housing after

smearing it with oil.

Fit a new gear to the shaft so that the holes in the

gear and the shaft correspond. If the shaft must be

turned to align the holes, use a 0.24 in. (6 mm) in.

hexagonal key in the hole in the shaft end.

Place the distributor in a suitable dolly and drill up

the hole through gear and shaft, using a 0.20 in. (5

mm) drill. Clean thoroughly and drive in a new ten-

sion pin so deep that its end is level with the gear.

NOTE

The gear must not be driven or pressed on to the

shaft because this can spoil the ignition advance

device.



8- Fit breaker plate in distributor housing (turn spring

with ball toward. Primary terminal.)

9. Screw on retaining spring with lug (that determines

cap position) on primary terminal side.

10. Screw on retaining spring on other side.

11. Fit the fixed breaker point or breaker unit and in-

sert retaining screw without tightening it firmly.

12. Lubricate pivot and bearing bushing on breaker arm

with Bosch Ft v 22 grease.

13. Insert breaker arm leaf spring in hole in contact sup-

port (applies to distributors O 231 146 044 and

O 231 146 024). The faces of the points must be

parallel to each other. Correct any misalignment

with shims or by aligning the fixed breaker point.

14. Fit shims and clip on the pivot (applies to distri-

butors O 231 146 044 and O 231 146 024).

15. Smear the breaker cam and fiber peg with Bosch

Ft 1 v 4 grease.

16. Turn distributor shaft until breaker arm is lifted all

the way from the fixed breaker point. Insert a

screwdriver between the two adjusting lugs and

slot. Turn screwdriver to set gap. Tighten retaining

screw and re-check gap.

17. Hook vacuum chamber adjusting rod to pivot and

secure with locking ring.

18. Secure vacuum chamber with the two retaining

screws.

19. Fit capacitor terminal to distributor housing and

screw capacitor in place.

20. Connect breaker arm lead.

21. Fit rotor.

DISASSEMBLY/OF DISTRIBUTOR, AS FROM CHASSIS

NO. 49.093 RESP. 453.130

As from chassis No. 49.093 resp. 453.130, the design of

the distributors has been modified. The breaker plate is

not removable. Repair kits have not been prepared.

1. Remove the rotor.

2. Remove the breaker arm connection cable.

3. Back off the capacitor retaining screw and remove the

capacitor together with the connection.

4. Remove the lock ring from the pivot for the vacuum

regulator control rod.

5. Back off the two retaining screws for the vacuum regu-

lator and remove the regulator.

Back off the retaining screw for the fixed breaker point.

Remove the breaker point - point unit.

Using an 0.16 in. (4 mm) mandrel, drive the tension

pin out of the gear.

9. Remove the gear with the aid of a suitable puller.

F”

90>!

RE
BUTOR GEAR

MOVAL OF DISTRI

ASSEMBLY AS FROM CHASSIS NO. 49.093 RESP.

453.130

1 Fit a new gear to the shaft so that the holes in the
. gear and the shaft correspond. If the shaft must be

turned to align the holes, use a 0.24 in. (6 mm) in-

hexagonal key in the hole in the shaft end.

2. Place the distributor in a suitable dolly and drill up

249.4 m

the hole through gear and shaft, using a 0.20 in. (5

mm) drill. Clean thoroughly and drive in a new ten-

sion pin so deep that its end is level with the gear.

NOTE

The gear must not be driven or pressed on to the

shaft because this can spoil the ignition advance de-

vice.

Fit the fixed breaker point or the breaker unit and

insert the retaining screw without tightening it

firmly.

Smear the breaker cam and fiber block with Bosch

grease Ft 1 v 4.

Turn the distributor shaft until the breaker arm is

lifted completely from the fixed breaker point. Ap-

ply a screwdriver between the two adjusting lugs

and the slot. Turn the screwdriwer to adjust the gap-

Tighten the retaining screw and recheck the gap.

Hook the vacuum regulator control rod onto the

pivot and secure with the lock ring.

Secure the vacuum regulator with the screw.

Pass the capacitor terminal into the distributor hous-

ing and screw the capacitor in place.

Reconnect the breaker arm connection cable.

Refit the rotor.



CHANGING OF BREAKER POINTS. REMOVED 5. Smear the breaker cam and fiber peg with Bosch Ft 1 v
DISTRIBUTOR grease.

6. Turn distributor shaft until breaker arm is lifted all the

Disassemb'Y way from the fixed breaker POim- a screwdriver
between the two adjusting lugs and slot. Turn screw-

1, Disconnect breaker arm lead. driver to set gap. Tighten retaining screw and re-check

2_ Remove clip and washers from breaker pivot (applies gap.

to distributors O 231 146 044 and O 231 146 024). 7. Connect breaker arm lead.

3, Press leaf spring out of hole contact support and re-

move breaker arm. Collect any shims (applies to distri-

butors O 231 146 044 and O 231 146 024).

4_ Remove retaining screw that secures fixed breaker

point. 9

5. Remove breaker point (breaker unit on distributor 4 3 5 .2

O 231 146 033).

Assembly

NOTE

Do not get any oil or grease on contact surfaces

(may cause oxidation).

1. Insert the fixed breaker point or breaker unit and in-

sert retaining screw without tightening it.

2. Lubricate pivot and bearing bushing on breaker arm 7 16 15"“{4‘ IE; 12 n ‘10 8 6 7

 

with Bosch Ft v 22 grease.

3. Insert breaker arm leaf spring in hole in contact sup- DISTRIBUTOR

port (applies to distributor O 231 146 044 and 10, Primary terminal

0 231 146 024). The faces of the points must be par- 12. Adjuster for fixed breaker point

allel to each other. Correct any misalignment with 14- '-°°k"‘9 screw

shims or by aligning the fixed breaker point.

4. Fit shims and clip on the pivot (applies to distributors

O 231 146 044 and O 231 146 024).
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CHANGING BREAKER POINTS, INSTALLED DISTRI-

BUTOR

Disassembly

Release retaining springs and remove cap.

Remove rotor.

Disconnect breaker arm lead.

Remove clip and washers from breaker pivot (app-

lies) to distributors O 231 146 044 and O 231 146 024).

Press leaf spring out of hole in contact support and re-

move breaker arm. Collect any shims (applies to distri-

butors O 231 146 044 and O 231 146 024).

.0"PPN.‘

use
. Remove breaker point (breaker unit on distributor

O 231 146 033).

Assembly

NOTE

Do not get any oil or grease on contact surfaces

(may cause oxidation).

1. Insert the fixed breaker point or breaker unit and in-

sert retaining screw without tightening it firmly.

2. Lubricate pivot and bearing bushing on breaker arm

with Bosch Ft v 22 grease.

3. Insert breaker arm leaf spring in hole in contact sup-

port (applies to distributors O 231 146 044 and

O 231 146 024). The faces of the points must be par-

allel to each other. Correct any misalignment with

shims or by aligning the fixed breaker point.

4. Fit shims and clip on the pivot (applies to distri-

butors O 231 146 044 and O 231 146 024).

5. Smear the breaker cam and fiber peg with Bosch

Ft v 22 grease.

Connect breaker arm lead.

Adjust gap and dwell angle.

a. Breaker point gap.

Crank engine until breaker arm is lifted all the

way from the fixed breaker point. Insert a screw-

driver between the two adjusting lugs and slot,

turn screwdriver to set gap. Tighten retaining

screw and re-check gap.

NS”

Remove retaining screw that secures fixed breaker point.

 
'7 16.15 141312 1110 867

DISTRIBUTOR

10. Primary cable .

12. Adjuster for fixed breaker pornt

14. Locking screw

b. Dwell angle.

Connect a dwell angle tester. Turn on ignition

and crank engine with starter. Compare indicated

value with specified value. See Group 0, Specifi-

cations. Correct if necessary by adjusting the

fixed breaker point. Tighten retaining screw and

re-check gap.

IMPORTANT

When the breaker points are new they should be set

for the narrower dwell angle since the dwell angle in-

crease as the points wear.

The three drawings shown below illustrate the relation-

ship between gap A and dwell angle S.

The cross-hatched point illustrates the gap at the highest

position of the cam.



Breaker point gap

Dwell angle

Gap A too narrow

Angle S too wide
Gap A too wide

Angle 8 too narrow

Gap A correct

Angle S correct

MEASURING DWELL ANGLE

8. Soak the lubricating felt in the distributor shaft

with oil and fit the rotor.

9. Fit cap and secure with the two retaining springs.

10. Connect a stroboscope and check the ignition set-

ting at starter speed or when running engine at max.

800 r/min. Remove vacuum hose for this check.

Adjust if necessary.

CAPACITOR

(Distributor removed)

Removal

1. Disconnect breaker arm lead.

2. Remove capacitor retaining screw. Remove capacitor

together with terminal.

Installation

1. Insert capacitor terminal in distributor housing and

screw capacitor in place.

2. Connect up breaker arm lead.

3. Check that the distributor cap does not touch the ca-

pacitor.

Polar 1977

VACUUM CHAMBER

(Distributor removed)

Removal

1. Remove the lock ring from the pivot for the vacuum

regulator control rod.
2. Back off the two vacuum regulator retaining screws

(one screw as from chassis No. 49.093 resp. 453.130)

and remove the regulator.

1-3.. sues

VACUUM CHAMBER

Installation

1. Hook the control rod onto the pivot and secure with

the lock ring.

2. Secure the vacuum regulator with the two screws (one

screw as from chassis No. 49.093 resp. 453.130.



um hose.

and check dwell angle at starter

e idling. Adjust if required.

2. Disconnect vacu

3. Turn on ignitio" ,

and with the ens!In

DISTRIBUTOR CAP

Removal 4 $122k and adjust if required, the ignition setting at
I ’ with engine running at max. 800

1- Remove all ignition cables with rubber protectors s;arter r/mm or
r min.

from cap.

2. Release retaining springs and remove cap.

NOTE

The distributor caps are of different design and

suits only the determined distributor.

installation

1. Position cap. Note that its position is determined by

the rear retaining spring. Secure cap with springs.

2. Connect up ignition cables in correct firing order.

CHECKING AND ADJUSTING THE IGNITION

SETTING MARKS FOR IGNITION SETTING

1. Connect the ignition service instrument or separate

dwell angle tester, tachometer and stroboscope.

S. If necessary, loosen retaining clamp and adjust igni-

tion setting by turning distributor housing (to the left

to advance the ignition, to the right to retard it). See

Group 0, Specifications, for correct values. Reconnect

vacuum hose. Adjust engine idling speed. Disconnect

the test instruments.

IGNITION SERVICE INSTRUMENT
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TESTING DISTRIBUTOR IN TEST BENCH

Test as instructed by manufacturer of test bench See

table and ignition timing curves for correct test values

NOTE

1. Distributor speed is half the engine speed,

2. Camshaft angle is half the crankshaft angle.

Distributor settings when testing in a test bench

Degrees on distributor shaft

"0v 1977

15°

'1‘ the distributor is to be tested while
tImmg angle readings and speed readings shall be

when compared with those valid whe

bench. Moreover, engine vibrations may cause a

amount of deviation from these values.

 
(I 590 1090 1s'oo 20loo 2500 r/min
o 100 200 300 400 560 mm Hg

o 0.1 02 0,3 0,4 as 011 ba’
33546

CENTRIFUGA
DISTRIBUTOR O 231 146

Saab 96 u

Dwell angle 50 i 2°

Contact pressure 3.9—5.2 N

Centrifugal advance

Vacuum advance

L AND VACUUM ADVANCE

044 AND O 231 146 024

Saab 95 up to and incl. chassis No. 46137

p to and incl. chassis No. 434173

(400—530 D)

r/min

mmHg

D

U

istributor rev/min

nderpressure

still in the engine,

doubled

n testing in test

certain
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Degrees on distributor shaft

o IIIO (I) 500 1000 15,00 20'00 25'00 r/mrn

o 100 200 300 400 500 mm “9
I

O Q] 02 03 0,4 0.5 Ob bar

5 3547

CENTRIFUGAL AND VACUUM ADVANCE

DISTRIBUTOR O 231 146 033 AND O 231 146 072

Saab 95 chassis No. 46138-49092

Saab 96 chassis No. 434171-453129

Dwell angle 50 1 2°

Contact pressure 3.9—5.2 N (400—530 p)

I = Cemrifugal advance r/min = Distributor rev/min

II = Vacuum advance mml-lg H Underpraaaura

Degrees on distributor shaft
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anaaaaaaaaaan-aza III...
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IIIIIDIIAIZHIIEE Ill...

5.a---anaanaa=g=a::
status: iii!“
. ll,Aaalbll

0°“an IIIIIII: EEEEEE

9 500 1000 isoo 2000 2500 ghnin
o 100 200 300 400 500 mm Hg

0 01 m as M 05 m b”

CENTRIFUGAL AND VACUUM ADVANCE s 3548

DISTRIBUTOR O 231 146 073

Saab 95 chassis No. 49093—62059

Saab 96 chassis No. 453130—507018

Dwell angle 50 1 2°

Contact pressure 3.9—6.2 N (400-530 p)

j - Cantrifugal advanca rlmin
- Ditt'

ll - Vacuum advance mmHg . UM2::mw/min

ra



Degrees on distributor shaft

   

O 590 10.00 1500

   
SO2'0 r/mln  O 100 200

o 0.1 02 0.3 0,4 0,5 bar

CENTRIFUGAL AND VACUUM ADVANCE S 3549

DISTRIBUTOR O 231 146 084 AND O 231 146 092

Saab 95 chassis No. 65001—95722006000

Saab 96 chassis No. 520001-96722017000

Dwell angle 50 i 3°

Contact pressure 4.9—6.2 N (500—630 p)

I -' Centrifugal advance r/min = Distributor rev/min

ll Vacuum advance mmHg = Underpressure

   

   

“III-I
 

I

I

-

E

\“ III-IIV=I‘
l‘ H I‘

'.-

i5 .- -:II

E 

 

7' Inn-rum:-

EEiEg-mluilnm-
0‘

L

:: ‘-
. ll

'5 U m n

mm Hg

inch Hg

0 0.] s 3561

UUM ADVANCENTRIFUGAL AND VAC
SIESTRIBUTOR o 231 157 039 AND 0 231 176 010
USA cars as from model 1971

Dwell angle 50 i 2°
ssure 4.9- _ .

fofacéfxrifugal advance r/min = Dmnbutorrev/mm
6.2 N (500-630 D)

II - Vacuum advance mmHg = Underpressure

400 mm Hg



Degrees on distributor shaft

 

CENTRIFUGAL AND VACUUM ADVANCE

DISTRIBUTOR O 231 170 031

Saab 95 chassis No. 95722006001 —95752002048.

—95753003018. —95756000281

Saab 96 chassis No. 96722017001—96752015165,

—96756007419

Dwell angle 50 i 3°

Contact pressure 4.9—6.2 N (500—630 p)

= Centrifugal advance r/min = Distributor rev] min

II = Vacuum advance mmHg = Underpressure

Degrees on distributor shaft

cinnumLmunmu

murmurs“. mun:

 

   
 

we 5

  
  

e III-IIIIIIIII-I

      
VAIWAL rmocoeneuns—o-s‘rmeum Ina—a- m .I.

In an.

ghoul gown a: u 0.5 o.- u o) -.
u a.

CENTRIFUGAL AND VACUUM ADVANCE 3"“

DISTRIBUTOR O 231 170 183

As from model 1976

Dwell angle so 1 3°

Contact pressure 4.9-6.2 N (500—630 p)

l . Centrifugal advance rlmin - . -

ll . Vacuum advance mmHg - 33:: tor Mimi"

mun
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DELAY VALVE
DISTRIBUTOR WITH DOUBLE ACTING VACUUM

A delay valve is mounted in the vacuum passage between CONTROL UNIT

the carburetor and the vacuum control unit of the distri- u

butor. The valve delays the formation of a vacuum by SA-VersIon as from model 1971

around six seconds. The ignition advance is therefore
~ , . tor IS equnp ed WIth a centnfugalregulator

delayed during acceleration and the emission of name which de endin P ‘ t l the nition

oxide (N0xl ,5 reduced. p g on engine speed con re s 9
advance. The distributor has also a double acting vacu-

um regulator. The outer part of the vacuum regulator

(connection 2) is controlled by the underpressure that is

present just above the throttle and adjusts the ignition rel-

ative to engine speed.

The inner part of the vacuum regulator (connection 2) is

controlled by the underpressure that is present under the

throttle and gives ignition advance when the throttle is

closed. The hose is connected to the carburetor interme-

diate flange.

The membran surface is bigger on the side which is in-

creasing the ignition advance when the underpressure is

equal in both vacuum lines.

DE LAY VALVE

Checking

Checking is carried out by means of a stop watch, a tacho-
meter and a stroboscope.

1. Connect the tachometer and stroboscope.

2. Let the engine run at normal idling speed.

3. a. Have an assistant open the throttle valve suddenly

and let the engine run at around 3 000 r/min.

Take the time from the moment the throttle valve

was opened. ' h

b- Check the firing point using the stroboscope kg t.

The vacuum regulator should cut in after SIX seconds

(i two seconds) and the ignition advance should be

increased.

FaUItV delay valve should be replaced.

 

$3103

DISTRIBUTOR WITH DOUBLE ACTING VACUUM CONTROL

UNIT

1. Connection for hose from the carburetor

CHECKING THE DELAY VALVE 2. Connection for hose from the intermediate flange

SAAB 342-13



IGNITION SETTING

It is very important, that the ignition setting is correCt.

when both vacuum hoses are disconnected. Testing mm

connected vacuum hoses shall be done to check that vacu-

urn advance works properly.
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SPARK PLUGS

REMOVAL

1. Disconnect ignition cable.

2. Blow cylinder head clean around spark plug

3. Unscrew spark plug. '

INSTALLATION

1. Screw in spark plug by hand.

2_ Tighten the plug with a torque wrench, 29-39 Mm

(3—4 kpm, 22—28 ft.-|b.).

3. Connect ignition cable.

TEST

Spark plug removed

1. Clean spark plug by sandblasting.

2. Check gap and adjust, if necessary be bending the side

electrode.

3. Test spark plug under pressure in a spark plug tester.



SUPPRESSION OF INTERFERENCE

Car radio with installation kit is available as extra equip-

ment. The kit contains installation details and suppreSSion

components necessary for normal installation. If the sup-

pression components does not work satisfactory the fol-

lowing completions may be made.

IGNITION INTER FERENCE

The car is delivered with suppressed rotor and suppressed

spark plug connections. As from engine No. ~ 242.000

are the engines equipped with resistance ignition cables

and resistor spark plugs. Resistor spark plugs are not nec-

essary but can in certain cases give better results.

Extra suppression can be made on the ignition coil + con-

nection (capacitor 2.2/4JF).

ALTERNATOR INTERFERENCE

If alternator interference in the form of squeaks occur, a

capacitor (2.2/uF) can be installed of connection 3+ on

the alternator.

REGULATOR INTER FERENCE

ference occurs on the medium vave band,
If regulator inter n filter 0 290 002 011 can be installed at

Bosch suppressio

the regulator.

WINDSHIELD WIPER MOTOR INTERFERENCE

Allowed completion on the windshield wiper motor:

Bosch No. 0 290 002 013 (normal suppression)

Beru FK 225 (when further suppression Is needed).

INSTALLATION OF SUPPRESSOR ON WINDSHIELD WIPER

MOTOR
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LIGHTING

HEADLIGHTS, UP TO AND INCL. MODEL 1953 AND
cAFIS WITH SEALED BEAM HEADLIGHTS

The headlights are recessed in the front panel. The left

and right headlight inserts are identical and can be fitted

on either side. The headlight bulbs have two filaments,

one for high beam and one for dipped beam, regulated

with a foot dipper switch. In the R.H.D. Saab 95/96, the

changingover from high beam to dipped beam is, how-

ever, made by means of the flasher switch lever. Up to and

incl. model 1968, all cars to the USA are, however, equip-

ped with foot dipper switch. For certain markets, Sealed

S 979

HEADLIGHT, ASYMMETRIC

1. Ring 6. Mounting nut

2. Insert with glass 7. Bulb

3. Adjusting ring 8. Fastening spring

9. Rubber seal4. Adjusting screw

5. Adjusting nut

Fm 1977

Beam headlights are mounted.

As from model 1969, all cars have a

for dimming and for headlight flashing. .

A warning lamp glows red or blue when the headIIghts

are on high beam. The dipper switch is located on the

lower part of the dash panel to the left of the pedals. The

car is equipped with left dipping or right dipping asym-

metric lamps, or — for certain markets — Sealed Beam

units.

To modify the asymmetric lamps so that they produce

ordinary symmetric light, for instance when travelling by

car abroad, the asymmetric section can be masked with

untransparent tape or in some other suitable way.

handoperated device

HEADLIGHT, SEALED BEAM

1. Ring 4. Nut

5. Shell

6. Adjusting screw

2. Sealed beam insert

3. Adjusting ring
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Changing bulbs

A headlight bulb normally has full power for the first 100

hours of the burning time. Even if the lamps work longer,

the light power decreases considerably after this time. In

order to have as much light as possible, it is therefore ad-

visable to change the headlight bulbs about once a year.

with normal driving.

Another factor of importance to effective lighting is that

the reflector is undamaged and that the cable terminals

have good contact.

1. Lift the hood and push the rubber grommet behind

the headlight out of the way.

2. Press and release the retainer spring, whereupon the

bulb socket can be withdrawn.

3. Change the bulb. Use a clean cloth or the cardboard

box when fitting the new bulb. Do not touch the bulb

by hand.

4. Refit the lamp socket, making sure that the locating

lug is correctly positioned. Make sure that the retainer

spring holds the socket properly, keeping it in the

proper position.

5. Refit the rubber grommet, making sure that it seals

properly round the socket. Check that the cable ter-

minals have good contact.

IMPORTANT

If the bulb is incorrectly located in the reflector, a

faulty light pattern will result, and it will therefore

be impossible to get a correct setting.

Alignment of right dipping and left dipping asymmetric

lights

1. Check the tire pressures and place the unladen car on

a flat surface about 16 1/2 feet (5 meters) from the

screen.

2. Switch on to dipped beam and shield one of the head-

lights.

3. Check and adjust the beam so that the horizontal part

of the light dark border is exactly 2.0 in. (50 mm) low-

er than and to the left (to the right for left dipping

asymmetric lights) of the measured headlight center

point. The sloping part of the light dark border must

be entirely to the right (to the left for left dipping

asymmetric lights) of the mark and thus meet the ho-

rizontal part exactly under the headlight center.

ALIGNMENT OF RIGHT DIPPING ASYMMETRIC HEAD-

LIGHTS

H = Height of headlight center above ground

A = 415 mm

B = 50 mm

ALIGNMENT OF LEFT DIPPING ASYMMETRIC HEAD-

LIGHTS

H = Height of headlight center above ground

A = 415 mm

B=50mm

4. Check the other headlight in the same way.

5. Check that the full beam is evenly distributed. If the

beam is unevenly dISt'ibUted. or if it proves difficult

t° 9“ dipped-beam settings. make sure that

the bulb is correctly fitted o
r, If necessary, fit a new

a- A.



Changing the Sealed Beam unit
3' ChECk the other headlight in a similar manner.

1. Disconnect the cables from the unit 4' If dimcu'ty is encountered in adjusting the beam,

2. Remove the three nuts holding the Chromed _ check the light distribution on high beam.

remove the ring. and

3. Renew the Sealed Beam unit.

4. Make sure that the guide shoulders fit into the shell's

recesses.

Adjustment of Sealed Beam headlights

Wm
1. Check the tire pressures and load the car as it would ""‘ ‘4

l

normally be loaded and place the car at right angles

to the apparatus.

CAUTION

If the lateral position is set incorrectly this can com-

pletely prejudice the alignment work.

CORRECT HIGH BEAM SETTING FOR SEALED BEAM

a. When the apparatus is suspended from above: HEADLIGHT

Place the left hand wheels of the car along the line.

A maximum deviation of 1.2 in. (3 cm) in the dis-

tance of the front and rear wheels from the line is

permitted.

b. When the beam aligning apparatus is equipped with

an aperture:

Place the apparatus in front of one of the head-

lights, switch on the beam light and turn the appa- ,

ratus until the beam strikes the same point on the

front fenders (measured from the front edge).

2. Switch the headlight to low beam.

a. Set the height by means of the um: cross on the

check plate.

b. Adjust the lateral setting of the headlight in such a

way that the zone with the highest intensity of

light (A, see illustration) comes as near the centre

“I   
as POSSib‘e- The tolerance band (B) f°r th‘? light CORRECT LOW-BEAM SETTING FOR SEALED BEAM HEAD-

dark border can be used to obtain the optImum set- LIGHT

ting.

M ALIGNING APPARATUS
ALIGNMENT BY MEANS OF BEA

A - High intensity zone rder

B " Tolerance band, light dark be
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Alignment towards a screen

The various lines on the screen correspond to: the center

""9 Of the car 1. the vertical center lines of the two head- 6. If the high beams ar

lights 2—2, and the horizontal center lines of the head-

lights 3—3.

1. Check the tire pressure and load the car as it would

normally be loaded.
2. Up to and incl. model 1973: Remove the trim frame

so that the adjusting screws are accessible. Put the car

25 ft. (7.6 m) from the screen.

3. Switch on the high beam end shield one headlight at

a time.

4. Check and adjust the headlight so that the beams come

2 in. (50 mm) under the intersections of lines 2—2 and

3—3. The tolerance limits which may not be exceeded

by the center of the beam under any circumstances are

marked by the black area on the screen. The transver-

sal limits are 6 in. (150 mm) to the right or left of line

2—2, and vertically the center of the beam may not be

above line 3—3 or more than 4 in. (100 mm) below

line 3—3.

    
 III! VII/I4 ’II II. ’IIIIIIIII.

{5227/   
 

ALIGNMENT OF SEALED BEAM UNITS

1. Center line of car

2—2. Vertical center line of headlight

3—3. Horizontal center line of headlight

A = 2 in. (50 mm)

B = 6 in. (150 mm)

C = 10.5116 in. (415 mm)

351—4 SAAB

symmetric. If
rect setting, fit a ne

necessary to adjust t

and make sure that the beam isadli hts .
5, Check both hemt gar if it proves difficult to get a cor-

w Sealed Beam unit.

e correctly aligned it will not be
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HEADLIGHTS, AS FROM MODEL 1969

General

The headlights are recessed in the front panel. The left

and right headlight inserts are identical and can be fitted

on either side without alteration. The headlight bulbs

have two filaments, one for high beam and one for dim-

med beam, regulated with the dimmer switch (flasher-

switch) lever. A warning lamp on the instrument panel

glows with blue light when the headlight are on high beam
The car is equipped with right-dimming asymmetric lights

or — for export markets — left-dimming asymmetric or

Sealed Beam units.

To modify the asymmetric lights so that they produce

ordinary symmetric light, for instance when travelling by

car abroad, the asymmetric section can be masked with

untransparent tape or in some other suitable way.

As from model 1973,cars for certain markets are equipPEd

with Halogen headlights.

As from model 1976, the distribution of light from the

headlights has been improved. For this improvement to

be fully realised additional care must be taken in adjust-

ing the headlight beams.

HEADLIGHTS, EXPLODED VIEW

1. Decor frame

2. Fixing screw for decor frame

3. Headlamp insert

4. Mounting plate

6. Bulb

6. Spring

7. Bulb retainer

8. Seal
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Changing headlight insert

1. Open hood, pull out bulb connector.

2. Close hood, loosen decor frame screw, remove decor

frame.

3. Loosen the four screws which retain the headlight.

Lift out headlight along with mounting plate.

4. Slacken the adjustment screws, until they can be PU"

led out of the headlight insert attachments. Remove

the insert from the mounting plate.

Fitting is made in the reverse order.

NOTE

When changing headlight insert or bulb, always align

the headlights.

Changing bulbs

A headlight bulb normally has full power for the first 100

hours of the burning time. Even if the lamps work longer,

the light power decreases considerably after this time. In

order to have as much light as possible, it is therefore ad-

visable to change the headlight bulbs about once a year,

with normal driving.

Another factor of importance to effective lighting is that

the reflector is undamaged and that the cable terminals

have good contact.

1. Open the hood and remove the contact housing and

rubber sealing cap from the headlight.

2. Push in the bulb retainer and twist it counterclock-

wise. The bulb can then be withdrawn.

3. Fit the new bulb. Do not touch the glass with your

fingers. Make sure that the locating lug is correctly

positioned.

4. Fit the bulb retainer. Make sure that the spring locates

the bulb securely in its correct position.

5. Push on the connector. Fold down the edge of the seal-

ing cap, making sure that it fits snugly round the bulb

retainer and that the drain hole is at the bottom.

IMPORTANT

If the bulb is incorrectly located in the reflector, a

faulty light pattern will result.

CHANGING HEADLIGHT BULB

Aligning right and left asymmetric beams

Headlight beams are normally adjusted with the help of

special apparatus, but can also be made against a marked

panel or a vall.

‘«_lll

“b " 2.2th
'J/I’»"”1 1';

,' :iii" ‘1‘

SCREWS FOR ADJUSTING HEADLIGHTS, UP TO AND INCL.

MODEL 1973

1. Screw for horizontal adjustment

2. Screw for vertical adjustment

1974

1. Screw for horizontal adjustment

2. Screw for vertical adjustment

a m



Adjustment with beam aligning apparatus

1_ Check the tire pressures and load the car as it would

normally be loaded and place the car at right angles to

the apparatus.

Set the lens of the apparatus to the correct height re-

lative to the headlight and to the correct lateral posi-

tion relative to the asymmetrical part of the headlight

glass.

CAUTION

If the lateral position is set incorrectly this can com-

pletely prejudice the alignment work.

When the apparatus IS suspended from above:

Place the left hand wheels of the car along the line.

A maximum deviation of 1.2 in. (3 cm) in the dis-

tance of the front and rear wheels from the line is

permitted.

. When the beam aligning apparatus is equipped with

an aperture:

Place the apparatus in front of one of the headlights,

switch on the beam light and turn the apparatus un-

til the beam strikes the same point on the front fend

ers (measured from the front edge).

CORRECT SETTING FOR HEADLIGHTS, UP TO AND INCL.

MODEL 1975 (RIGHT ASYMMETRIC LIGHT)

S
2. Switch on the headlight at low beam.

a. Adjust the height relative to the left hand (left asym-

metric light: the right hand) horizontal line. Adjust

the vertical alignment using as reference the light

dark border which is between 0 and 1.18 in. (O and

30 mm) to the left (to the right for left asymmetric

light) of the centre line.

b. Adjust the lateral setting of the headlight in such a

way that the zone with the highest intensity of light

(A, see illustration) comes as near the centre as pos-

sible. The tolerance band (B) for the light dark bord-

er can be used to obtain the optimum setting.

CORRECT SETTING FOR HEADLIGHTS,AS FROM MODEL

1976 (RIGHT ASYMMETRIC LIGHT)

!,

INCORRECT SETTING FOR HEADLIGHTS, AS FROM MODEL

1976 (RIGHT ASYMMETRIC LIGHT)

ALIGNMENT BY MEANS OF BEAM ALIGNING APPARATUS

A = High intensity zone

B - Tolerance band, light dark border 3. Check the other headlights in a similar manner.

4. If difficulty in making the necessary adjustments

should be encountered, check the distribution of light

from the headlight at full beam and check the seating

of the bulbs.
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Adjustment agalnst panel or wall
1. Check the tire pressure: and place the car, loaded in

the same way as normally, on a flat surface and at a

distance of 16 ft. 6 in. (5 ml from the panel.

2. Up to and incl. model 1973: Remove the decor frame

in order to uncover the adjustment screws.

3. Mark the height of the headlight center above the

ground on the panel.

4. Switch on the headlights with the beam dimmed and

mask one light.

5. Check and adjust the beam so that the horizontal part

of the dividing line between light and darkness lies

2.0" (50 mm) below the measured dead center of the

headlight and to the left of the center (or to the right
in the case of a left asymmetric beam). The sloping

part of the light dark dividing line should lie fully to

the right of the mark (to the left for a left asymmetric

beam) and should thus meet the horizontal part imme-

diately below the dead center.

ALIGNMENT. TOWARDS SCREEN

H a Height of headlight center above ground

A - 11.3 in. (288 mm)

B - 2.0ln.(60 mm)

6. Check the beam of the other light in the same way.

7. Check that the high beam has an even spread. If the

light pattern is irregular or if any difficulty is experi-
enced in setting the dimmed beam correctly, check

that the bulb is properly mounted or, if necessary, fit

a new bulb.

PARKING AND STOP LIGHTS

General, up to and incl. model 1968

hts are mounted in the front panel

the direction—indicating flashers.

are integral with the stop lights

The front parking Iig

and are combined wrth

The rear parking lights
' ' ' hts.

nd flashers In the tail Iig ' .

The stop light switch is located In the engine compart
ment on the master brake cylinder.

 
FLASHER AND PARKING LIGHT, FRONT, STANDARD AND

EXPORT VERSION

TAIL LIGHT, SAAB 95

1. Stop and flasher light

2. Parking light
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General, as from model 1960

As from model 1969, the front parking lights are mounted

in the front fenders and combined with the direction-indi-

eating flashers.

The rear parking lights are integral with the stop lights and

flashers in the tail lights.

As from model 1969, the Saab 95 has a new light—arrange-

merit at the rear. It comprises a stop- and tail light, and a

flashing- and back-up light.

The stop light switch, which is mechanical, is located on a

bracket by the brake pedal.

FLASHING AND BACKUP LIGHT AND TAIL- AND STOP

LIGHT, SAAB 95

FLASHER AND PARKING LIGHT, FRONT, UP TO AND

INCL. MODEL 1977

TAIL LIGHT, SAAB 96. AS FROM MODEL 1978

FLASHER AND PARKING LIGHT. FRONT. AS FROM

MODEL 1978

M 3514
Nov 1977



 
  

Changing bulbs

  
 

1. Back off and remove the two retaining screws and re-

move the lens together with frame and screws. :9 V

2. Take the bulb out of its bayonet socket. &

3. Clean the bulb socket and the lens. y

4. Fit a new bulb. Make sure that good contact is obtained, @

particularly at the earth connection. f
5. Refit the lens. (9

NUMBER pLATE LIGHT NUMBER PLATE LIGHT, SAAB 96. AS FROM MODEL1978

Changing bulbs

1. Back off and remove the retaining screws and take off

the lamp housing, enabling the bulb to be removed.

2. Clean the socket and the lamp housing.

3. When fitting the new bulb, make sure that it is firmly

seated and that good contact is obtained.

4. Refit the housing and tighten the retaining screws.

Check that sealing is effective between the rubber gas-

ket and the housing.

 
NUMBER PLATE LIGHT, SAAB 95, UP TO AND INCL.

MODEL 1975

INTERIOR LIGHTING

General

The ceiling lamp and switch are fitted on the ceiling rail.

In the Saab 95 there are two interior lamps, one at the

front and one at the rear of the passenger compartment.

These lamps can be switched on either with the door

switch or with the switch on the lamp housing.

NUMBER PLATE LIGHT, SAAB 95, AS FROM MODEL 1976

INTERIOR LIGHTING

Changing bulbs

the cover outwards.

2. Make sure that the new
bulb h

3. Refit the lamp cover. m 9°°d mm“

NUMBER PLATE LIGHT, SAAB 96, UP TO AND INCL.

MODEL 1977
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DIRECTION INDICATORS

GENERAL

The direction indicators consist of flashing lights at front

and rear. At the front, the flashers are combined with the

parking lights and flash with white or (as from model
1969) orange light. At the rear, separate lamps are pro-

vided for the flashers. These are mounted in the same

housings as the stop lights and tail lights and flash with

orange light.

The flasher unit, which is installed under the instrument

panel, is combined with a control relay which indicates,

by means of green warning lamps on the instrument panel,

that the direction indicator is on and that both lamps are

working.

If one of the flashers fails to operate, the warning lamp

will not glow and the remaining light will flash more ra-

pidly. If the flasher unit is in good condition and correct
bulbs are fitted, the direction indicator will flash at the

rate of 60—120 flashers per minute.

The flasher unit is not adjustable. If the other parts of the

direction—indicating system (switch, wires and lamps) are

in good order, erratic flashing must be due to a faulty

flasher unit. In these circumstances, a new flasher unit

must be fitted.

As from model 1966, the flasher in cars for USA serves

also as sender for the warning flasher system. That relay

is of a special type, and - in case of replacement - must

not be confused with relays of types formerly used. In-

structions for attachment of the direction—indicator

switch and return mechanism are given below.

NOTE

The fitting of bulbs with incorrect ratings will result

in abnormal flashing frequency.

Febr 1977

DIRECTION INDICATOR RETURN YOKE

The clearance between the return yoke and the projec-

tion on the directional indicator switch should be 0.008-

0.024 in. (0.2—0.6 mm) with the switch at neutral. Ad-

just by inserting shims between the switch and the column

stand.

NOTE

Fit the return yoke so that its center axis coincides

with the center axis of the switch housing, when

the wheels are straight ahead.

See also Group 6.
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HORNS, SIGNALING DEVICE

GENERAL

The horns are mounted inside the front panel. One high-

pitched and one low-pitched horn are harmonized to give

a high-penetration signal.

If the horns produce a discordant tone, first localize the

defective horn and adjust by turning the contact screw

marked with red paint, on the rear of the horn until a

pure note is obtained.

As from model 1972, there is only one horn mounted. It

is placed to the right, inside the front sheet.

SIGNALING DEVICE MODEL 1967

 
STEERING WHEEL AND SIGNALING DEVICE, MODEL 1967

Removal

1. Disconnect the horn lead at the joint sleeve under the

instrument panel.

2. Release the central button by prying carefully under

its edge with a knife or similar implement.

REMOVAL OF HORN BUTTON, MODEL 1967

.A,

3. Disconnect the horn lead from the contact plate. .

4. Back off and remove the nut and take away the sprung

washer.

5. Remove the horn ring.

Installation

Install the horn ring and the spring washer and tighten up

the nut.

Reconnect the horn lead to the contact plate.

Install the central button so that the three springs on the

horn ring enter the recesses on the bottom of the button.

Reconnect the horn lead.

SIGNALING DEVICE MODELS 1968 AND 1969

General

On the 1968 and 1969 models of Saab 95 and 96, the

horn is operated with the same lever as is used for the

windshield wipers and the electric windshield washer.

To sound the horn, the lever is moved towards the steer-

ing wheel.

 
SIGNALING DEVICE, MODEL 1968 AND 1969

Horn: Move the lever towards the steering wheel (positions 0—3)



0 nuts which hold the horn contact to thewmove the t
SIGNALING DEVICE MODEL 1970—1975

guard h reverse order
Reassembly takes place '" t e b removin

Removal To remove the sliding contact, commence y 9

ea group 6l s .
the steering whee hen be detached from the casing- r.Remove the guard Wlth the horn contact from the stee The sliding Contact can t

ing wheel by undoing the four scram which are accessi- b undoing the retaining screw.

ble from under the steering wheel. Next, back off and re- y

 
w,%lmf/I:2/

I—Luau.-s\\\\\\\\\\\\;l
'- 1

EM
was;

 
SIGNALING DEVICE MODEL 1970—1975, caosssecnon s 3525

1.H om contact

2. Adjusting nut

3. Contact gap

4. Spring-loaded contact

5. Steering wheel

6. Slip ring

4. Sliding contact

8. Fuse, 8 A

9. Horn
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SIGNALING DEVICE, AS FROM MODEL 1976

Removal and installation

1. Remove the guard and the horn contact by pulling the

unit straight from the steering wheel. The unit is fitted

to the steering wheel by means of three spring-fasteners.

DISCONNECTING THE ELECTRIC CONNECTION

Installation is made in the reverse order. See also group 6.

REMOVING THE GUARD AND HORN CONTACT

2. Pull off the electric connection from the horn contact.
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WINDSHIELD WIPERS AND

.wASHERS, HEADLIGHT

WIPERS AND -WASHERS

General

The windshield wiper motor can be set for two wiper

Speeds. The higher speed is intended for fast driving in

heavy rain. During heavy snowfalls or when the windshield

is almost dry, the lower speed should be used to avoid

overloading the wiper motor.

The motor has an automatic "parking device", which

make them stop always in a horizontal position, notwith-

standing the position they are in when they are switched

off.

WINDSHIELD WIPER

and incl. model 1969
1. Windshield wiper motor, up to

970
2. Windshield wiper motor, as from model

FIbr 1977

WIPER MOTOR

Function

In the wiper motor the movement is transmitted to the

operating rods via a gear housing. Current for the wiper

motor is supplied by the battery through the ignition con-

tact via a fuse and switch and a contact device in the gear

housing. That device is connected during the largest part

of the working cycle, thus giving the motor two alterna-

tive earth connections, if the switch is on. Every time the

wiper blades are in their horizontal position, where they

are normally parked, the contact in the gear housing cover

is cut off. If the switch at that moment is not on, the mo-

tor stops and so will the wiper blades in this position. The

parking position can be adjusted by slackening the gear

housing bolts thus enabling the cover to be turned a little,

which moves the fixed contact plate.

Removal and installation

1. Disconnect the linkage from the crank arm on the wip-

er motor (accessible from under the instrument panel).

2. Disconnect the power leads and remove the motor re-

taining screws. Lift out the wiper motor.

Install in the reverse order.

NOTE

Check before testing, that the crank arm on the right

spindle (on R.H.D. cars, the left spindle) is turned up-
wards. If it is turned downwards, the wiper arm goes

in the wrong direction and damages the paintwork.

Lubrication

The motor armature is mounted in self-Iubricating bear-

ings. The gear housing is factory-lubricated. Periodical

lubrication is not needed.
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S I270

WINDSHIELD WIPER MOTOR, UP TO AND INCL. MODEL 1969

Thrust pad

Self-aligning spherical bearing

Yoke

Armature

Tab washer

Worm gear

Self-aligning spherical bearing

End play adjuster and thrust pad

Through bolts and insulating sleeves

10. Pole piece securing screws

11. Brushgear

12. Bushing

13. Washer

14. Limit switch moving contact

15. Bearing retaining ring

16. Grommet

17. Brush lever retainer

18. Field coil

19. Rotating output crank

20. Drive and bracket

21. Final gear

22. Limit switch fixed contact plate

23. Porous bronze bushing

24. Gear box cover

S 2426

WINDSHIELD WIPER MOTOR, As FROM MODEL 1970

1. Retaining screws, casing

2. Casing and bearing

3. Armature

4. Brushgear

5. Cuppad washer

6. Shaft and gear

7. Gear box cover

8. Retaining screws. cover

9. Serum parkin
I 9 contact

10. Gear box

11. Flat washer

12. Drive arm

‘3- Nut. drive arm

14. Parking Contact



WINDSHIELD WIPER MECHANISM

Removal and installation

Left side, L.H.D. cars (Right side, R.H.D. cars)

1, Remove the wiper arm, outer nut and sealings.

2, Remove the combination instrument. This is attached

with a bracket and two nuts. The accessibility will be

improved, if the speedometer is removed.

3. Prize apart the ball joints between the linkages and

the spindle.

4. Unscrew the spindle, using the lower nut. (This nut is

riveted to the spindle.) The fixing nut is located inside

the bracket together with a rubber bushing. Hold this

nut, e.g. with a screw-driver, when you unscrew the

spindle.

Install in the reverse order. Check that the rubber bushing

and the nut are properly placed in the bracket.

NOTE

Check before testing, that the crank arm on the

right spindle (on R.H.D. cars, the left spindle) is

turned upwards. If it is turned downwards, the wip-

er arm goes in the wrong direction and damages the

paintwork.

Right side, L.H.D. cars (Left side, R.H.D. cars)

1. Remove the wiper arm, outer nut and sealings.

2. Remove the fresh-air channel between the fresh-air in-

take and the heater fan casing.

3. Remove the spindle fixing nut inside the fresh-air in-

take. Prize apart the ball joint and remove the spindle.

Note the fibre washer at the riveted nut on the spindle.

REMOVAL OF RIGHT WIPER SPINDLE, L.H.D. CAR

Install in the reverse order. L.H.D. cars: Remove the glove

compartment for better accessibility.

NOTE

Check before testing, that the crank arm on the right

spindle (on R.H.D. cars, the left spindle) is turned

upwards. If it is turned downwards, the wiper arm

goes in the wrong direction and damages the paint-

work.
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WINDSHIELD WASHER

Cars of model 1967 are fitted with a mechanical wind-

shield washer, the pump being combined with the switch

for the windshield wipers. As from model 1968, the cars

have an electric pump which is started with the same

switch as is used for the windshield wipers.



ELECTRICAL CONTROLS AND

SWITCHES

As from model 1971, the Saab V4 is equipped for cer-

tain markets with a cleaning device for the headlights.

The device consists of a wiper and washer unit driven by

separate electric motors and started with the same switch

as the windshield wipers and -washers. As from model

1972, the two washer systems has a common pump.

m:

HEADLIGHT CLEANING DEVICE

i Headlight
j wiper
i motor

H 3A Pump motors

ELECTRICAL CONNECTION AND OPERATION,

MODEL 1971

Switch in position 0

n lock is engaged, voltage is available at the

wiper motor connections 4 and 53a respectively. The mo-

tors take up the parking position when a spring loaded

contact in each motor has broken the connection betwe9n

4 and 2 in the windshield wiper motor and between 53a

and 53 in the headlight wiper motor. The motors start

very quickly when connections and 31b respectively

have been actuated by the contact device and thus shor-

ted the rotor windings. This is necessary in order for the

motor to have time to stop during the time the cam is ac-

tuating the contact. Othen/vise, the motor would conti-

nue to rotate despite the switch being switched off, es-

pecially when the wipers move easily and the voltage

across the motor is high.

If the ignitio

Switch in position 1

Current goes only to the windshield wiper motor (low

speed) via connections 54 and 53 on the switch.

 
 

  
Windshield !

wiper motor I

la.

I r r i
I @ i
I '
L ,_j —

Relay
Manou

m vre relay

Relay II a
Relay, head-
light wiper
motor

WIRING DIAGRAM HEADLIGHT WIP 3\
BBS AND WASHERS. MODEL 1971 "a
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Switch in position 2

Current goes to the windshield wiper motor (high speed)

and to relay via connections 54 and 53b on the switch.

The current goes through the coil in relay and the coil

attracts the relay contact to the lower position, where-

upon the coil in relay 2 is actuated and both relay con-

tacts are pulled downwards. Via the lower relay contact,

current is provided to the motor for the windshield wip-

ers, whereas the upper contact breaks the connection be-

tween terminals 873 and 87 to avoid short circuting when

the contact device in the motor interconnects connec-

tions 53 and 31 b. A diode is connected before connec-

tion 3 on the windshield wiper motor and serves to pre-

vent current from going "backwards" through the extra

winding in the wiper motor and thus switching on the

headlight wipers when the windshield wipers are operat-

ing at low speed (position 1).

Switch in position 3

The same functions as in position 2, but the switch now

connects connections 54c with earth and by this means

both pump motors are engaged.

Switch in position 4

When the switch lever is moved towards the steering

wheel, a spring loaded contact is activated and switches

on both pump motors by earthing terminal 54c. At the

same time, the headlight wipers are also switched on in

that connection 85 on relay 2 is connected to earth via

relay 1 (the contact in this relay in the upper position)

and connection 54c.

Electrical connection and operation, as from model 1972

As from model 1972, the switch for wipers/washer has

been changed. The manouvre relay (1) and the diode have

been despensed with. Regarding the wiring, see group 371.

  
  

 
NOTE

For normal use of the wipers, a fuse for a maximum

current of 3 amp. is to be fitted in order to avoid

damage to the wiper motor if the wipers freeze on-
to the glass.

While testing the assembly (dry headlight glass), an

8 amp. fuse may be temporarily fitted.

 

      
    

WIPER MOTOR

Removing

1. Remove the left grille plate (as from model 1974, the

grille).
2. Unscrew the nut on the wiper motor spindle. Undo

the push rod from the motor crank arm.

3. Disconnect the cable connections at the wiper motor

and up to and incl. model 1973, remove the washer

container.

4. Remove both motor retaining screws and lift out the

motor .

Installing

1. Mount the crank arm to the motor, if it has been re-

moved. Tighten the crank arm screw to a torque of 7.2

ft.-lb. (10 Nm, 1.0 kpm) and lock with Loctite.

2. Place the motor and mount the push rod to the crank

arm. Refit the screws and tighten the spindle nut.

3. Connect the cables, see ill. and test the wipers.

CABLE CONNECTIONS AND CABLE COLORS, HEADLIGHT

WIPER MOTOR

1. Brown to 53

2. Yellow to 31b

3. Red to 538

4. Black to 31

4. Remount the grille and up to and incl. model 1973,

the washer container.

3‘ I 363-5
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WIPER MECHANISM

Removal and installation, up to and incl. model 1973

1. Remove the decor frames and the grille plates. Model

1973, remove the plastic cover in front of the wiper

mechanism.

CENTRAL BUSHING FIXED WITH TENSION PIN, MODEL

1973

4. Prize apart the push rod from the crank arm, which is

mounted in bearings to the front sheet and lift out the

mechanism sideways. Remove the remaining links and

crank arms.

WIPER MECHANISM WITH PROTECTIVE COVER, MODEL

1973 Install in the reverse order. If the motor crank arm has

been removed, tighten the screw to a torque of 7.2 ft.-lb.

(10 Nm, 1.0 kpm) and lock with Loctite.

Before springs and bushings are fitted, the recesses in the

2. Unhook the springs which hold the wiper shaft bush- front sheet must be greased on both sides.

ings, to the front sheet.

3. Remove the screw which holds the central bushing to

the anchorage bracket. Model 1973, remove the ten-

sion pin. Removal and installation, as from model 1974

1. Remove the grille.

2. Remove the wiper blade from the right wiper shaft.

3. Remove the four screws which hold the protective

cover to the front sheet.

4. Unhook the springs which hold the wiper shaft

bushings to the front sheet.
Prise apart the ball joint between the puSh rod and the

connectIng arm which is iournaled in the front sheet.

5.

FITTING THE CENTRAL BUSHING

363—6 m



REMOVING THE PUSH ROD FROM THE CONNECTING ARM ADJUST'NG THE LENGTH OF THE SHORT PUSH ROD

6. Remove the protective plate, including the central

2. Adjust the tension of the cords by slackening the lock-bushing and the wiper shafts, to the left.
ing screw in the retaining bushings for the cords and

then moving these in order to stretch the cords.

REMOVING THE PROTECTIVE PLATE, AS FROM MODEL

1974

ADJUSTMENT OF CORD LENGTH

Reassemble in reverse order.

3. Check the pressure of the wiper blades on the head-

light glasses and make sure that the bushing does not

stick in the recesses in the front sheet. The pressureAdjustment of the wiper blades, measured in the parked position,

must not exceed 11 oz. (3 N, 300 p).

CBC 5.56 or similar is a suitable lubricant for the

bushings.
4. Check that the wiper shafts are parallel (as seen from

the front). If necessary, adjust by removing the grille

plate and bending the bracket on the front sheet up-

wards or downwards.

5. Check that the central bushing is not loose and that it

does not follow the movement of the wipers. Lubri-

cate the central bushing with ORG 5.56 or similar.

1. The parking position of the wipers is adjusted by al-

tering the length of the short push rod.
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Changing wiper blades

1. Remove the circlip from the wiper shaft and Du" Off

the wiper blade.

2. Fit a new wiper blade and refit the circle.
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ELECTRICAL CONTROLS AND SWITCHES

GENERAL

The ignition lock is located on the steering column stand

and is combined with the starter switch.

To separate the ignition lock and the gear Iever lock, un-

screw the two retaining screws.

Concerning removal of the gear lever lock, see Group 6.

CABLE CONNECTIONS, IGNITION LOCK

1. 84 yellow to 50

2. 75 red and 118 white to 15

3. 4 green to 30

4. 5 red to 54

Fun. one.

Up to and incl. chassis No. 46.815 resp. 439.333 the stop

light switch is hydraulic and it is placed on the master

cylinder. .

As from chassis No. 46.816 resp. 439. 334, a mechanI-

cally operated stop light switch has been introduced. ThIs

switch is actuated directly by the brake pedal.

As from model 1968, a brake warning system has been

introduced. If the brake pedal stroke becomes abnormal-

Iv big, the pedal actuates a switch located above it. This

switch then completes the circuit to a warning lamp in

the speedometer.

BRAKE WARNING SWITCH AND STOP LIGHT SWITCH

1. Brake warning switch

2. Stop light switch

SPECIAL SWITCHES

As from model 1969, a back-up light switch has been in-

troduced in the Saab 95.

The switch is located by the gearbox and is actuated by

the gear shift mechanism.



LIGHTING RELAY

The lighting relay contains devices for flashing the high

beam and switching high beam and low beam. Function

(see wiring diagram):

If the ignition switch (4) and the light switch (5) are on.

current will pass through relay coil (1 ). The coil contact

is pulled down and connects either high or low beam via

contact Contact (3) can change position as it is me-

chanically influenced by the contact at relay coil
This coil is connected with the headlight dimmer and

flasher switch (10) (i.e. the same Iever as the direction in-

dicator switch), if either the ignition switch or the light

switch — or both — are switched off, the high beam signal

can be used. The contact at coil (1) is then in the upper

position and the big
tact at coil WM

h beam is connected through the can-

h is grounded through the light switch.

TOWN LIGHT RELAY

thetifuti? in the town light relay. The contact IS pushed
down and the low beam lights are connected we the I'eSls-

tor 13) which drops the voltage to around 10 V. .

The function of the diode (12) is to prevent thatthe light

is on when the ignition is switched off With the lIght sztch

in position full beam.

WIRING DIAGRAM, LIGHTING RELAY, MODEL 1970—1975

1.2. Relay coils 7. High beam

3. Contact 8. Fuses ‘ _ .

4 Ignition switch 9. High beam Indicator light

5. Light switch 10. Headlight dimmer and flasher
6. Low beam switch

WIRING DIAGRAM, LIGHTIN
G RELAY, AS FROM MODEL

1976

1.2. Relay coils B. Fuses

3.11. Contact ' 9. High beam indicator light
Ignition swrtch 10. Light switch (steering wheel)

5. Light switch. panel 11. Relay coil

6. Low beam 12. Diode

7. High beam 13. Resistance

m



OIL PRESSURE SWITCH ELECTRICAL TEMPERATURE TRANSMITTER

Removal Removal

1. Disconnect lead.

2. Unscrew and remove oil pressure SW

1. Drain off coolant.

itch 1.06 in (27 2. Disconnect lead.
mm) wrench Opening_ I 3. Unscrew transmitter. 1/2 in. wrench opening.

OIL PRESSURE SWITCH

TEMPERATURE TRANSMITTER

Installation

Installation

NOTE

Smear sealing compound on threads before instal- NOTE

Smear sealing compound on threads before instal-ling.

ling.

1. Screw in oil pressure switch and tighten to 9-10 ft.-Ib.

(12—15 Nm,1.2—1.5 kpm).

2. Connect lead.

Screw in transmitter.

Connect lead.

Fill cooling system with coolant.

Run engine until hot and check temperature gauge

reading.

Check coolant level and replenish if necessary.

PPN.‘
9‘
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WARNING SYSTEM FOR UNFASTENED SEAT BELT

Sweden, Norway, Finland, as from model 1974

A warning lamp on the instrument panel lights up If the

drIver and/or the front seat passenger has not fastened

his seat belt.

The following components are included in the warning

system:

Warning lamp - on the panel
Seat contact — in the passenger seat

Handbrake contact, up to and incl. model 1975

Belt contact — in the flap lock

The lamp lights up in the following cases:

If hte ignition is on, the handbrake is released up to and

incl. model 1975 and:

a. the driver has not fastened his seat belt

b. the front seat passenger actuates the seat contact but

has not fastened his seat belt.

USA cars, as from model 1972

If the driver or the front seat passenger forgets the seat

belt a buzzer and a warning light start working.

The following components are included in the warning

device:

Buzzer — below instrument panel

Warning light — on instrument panel
Seat contact - in passenger seat

Handbrake contact - at handbrake lever

Retractor contacts -— in front seat retractors

The buzzer will be heard in the following cases:

if the ignition is on, the handbrake released and

a. the driver does not use the belt

b. the front seat passenger activates the seat contact and

does not use the belt.

ELECTRICALLV HEATED REAR WINDOW. AS FRM
MoDEL 1976

all L.H.D. Saab 96 cars are “lumped

ed rear window. As from model 1977

.0. Saab 96 are equipped with “or,
' The switch for the heating

is placed on the instrument panel. An indicator light in

the switch gives a green light when the current is on,

The control relay is mounted at the dash panel near the

light- and windshield wiper relays.

A; from model 1976

with electrically heat



WIRING AND FUSES

WIRING

The cables and wires lead the current from the battery or

generator to the various items of consumer equipment.

In order to protect the wiring and to reduce the risk of

shorting, the wires are gathered into harnesses wherever

possible, i.e. a number of individually insulated wires are
carried in an enc|05ing plastic sheath.

The harnesses are divided into two groups, one at the

dash panel and in the engine compartment, and one run-

ning to the rear part of the car. Provided that the wiring

is fitted in strict accordance with the different wiring dia-

grams reproduced further on, removal and installation of

wires and cables should not present any difficulties. The

individual wires and cables in each harness are color-mark-

ed for ready identification in accordance with the numb-

ers given.

The cable connections are made with AMP connectors

and thus require no soldering.

Make sure that all cables and wires are properly connected,

thus avoiding unnecessary voltage drops and flashovers.

Make sure that the wire from the horn button is routed

so that it will not get torn off when the steering wheel is

turned.

If frequent fuse burn out occurs, and if damaged insula-

tion is suspected, check the insulation of the harnesses

by testing. Bear in mind, however, that fuses will not burn

out if a short occurs before the fuse.

When installing new wiring, always check positively that

the rating of the selected wires and cables is adequate to

cope with the load involved, and make sure that the cables

are properly protected where they pass through panels

and at clamps.

FUSES

To protect wiring etc., from abnormal current intensities,

for instance in the event of a short circuit, and to reduce

the fire hazard involved by such occurrences, the electri-

cal system is provided with fuses, grouped in a block at-

tached to the R.H. side of the dash panel in the engine

compartment. In addition to the aforesaid fuses, there is

a 3 amp. fuse for the headlamp cleaning device. This fuse

is located in a special holder.

One of the fuses are intended for the protection of extra

eQuipment or as reserve.
All the components included in the electrical system ex-

cept the headlight (as from model 1969), instrument

IiSlhting and ignition system are fused. On the inside of
the fuse block cover is an identification text, showing

which items are protected by the individual fuses.

Febr um

FUSE BLOCK

FUSE BOX, HEAD LIGHT CLEANING DEVICE

IMPO RTANT

When fitting a new fuse, take pains to secure good

contact. If wire fracture is suspected, check that the

fuse concerned makes good contact before taking

any further steps. Use a voltmeter for this check:

the maximum permissible voltage drop is 0.1 V.

371-1



WIRING DIAGRAM, SAAB 95 R.H.D., MODEL 1967

The range of the electrical system is shown by the wiring

system on the next page. To simplify the identification,

the wires have been covered with insulation of different shades.

Wires

Black: 7, 7b, 18, 19, 45, 46, 47, 49, 71, 105, 109, 125,

135,136,138,139,140.
Red: 5, 21, 28, 28e, 28f, 289, 32, 39, 61, 63, 65, 67,

68, 72,92,111,113,126,129.

Green: 16, 22, 50, 51 53, 54, 55, 57, 58, 60, 86, 87,

88,101,104,110,133,143.
Grey: 4, 25b, 25be, 29, 29c, 35, 44a, 62a, 62b, 64, 69,

70, 74, 75, 85, 93, 142, 144.

White: 20, 23b, 24b, 40, 42b, 66, 82, 83, 118, 122,

122e, 128a.

Yellow: 17, 23a, 24a, 33, 43, 44b, 73, 84, 128b.

Brown: 14, 30, 30e, 130, 137, 141.

Blue 13, 25a, 25ae, 41, 42a, 112, 145.

Components

Direction indicator lights and parking lights

Headlights

Horns

Ignition coil

Spark plugs

Distributor

Voltage regulator

N99199-‘NT'

371 --2

10.

.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

31.

32.

33.

34.

35.

36.

37.

38.

39.

Alternator

Starter motor

Battery

Fuse box

Temperature sender

Oil pressure switch

Stop light switch

Heater motor

Windshield wiper motor

Direction indicator warning lights

High beam warning light

Generator warning light

Oil pressure warning light

Fuel gauge

Speedometer with odometer

Temperature gauge

Clock

Flasher

Headlight control relay

Dimmer relay

Ignition and starter switch

Headlight and side light switch with instrument

ilumination rheostat

Heater switch

Windshield wiper switch

Courtesy light switches

Interior light with switch

Horn ring

Direction indicators switch with headlight flasher

and dimmer switch

Fuel tank gauge

Stop lights and direction lights

Rear lights

Number plate light

March 1979



WIRING DIAGRAM, SAAB 95 R.H.D., MODEL 1967
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7. Voltage regulator

mm“ D'AGRAM, SAAB 95 L.H.D., MODEL 1967 8. Alternator

' 9. Starter

The range of the electrical system is shown by the wiring 10 Battery

system on the next page. To simplify the identification, 11. Fuse box .
the Wires have been covered With lmU'atiOn Of different 12. Temperature gauge sending unit

Shades. 13: Oil pressure switch

14. Stop light switch

15. Heater fan motor

' r motor

“Ines IS. \DVISBZtion indicator repeater lights

' ' Ii ht

:3:
135, 136, 138, 139, 140.

Red: 5, 21, 28, 28e, 28f, 289, 32, 39, 61 63, 65, 67,

68, 72, 92,111,113,126,129.

Green: 16, 22, 50, 51, 53, 54, 55, 57, 58, 60, 86, 87,

88, 101,104,110.

Grey: 4, 25b, 29, 35, 44a, 62a, 62b, 64, 69, 70, 74,

20. Oil pressure warning light

21. Clock

22. Temperature gauge

23. Speedometer with odometer

24. Fuel gauge

75’ 85, 93, 142. 25. Dimmer switch

White: 20, 23b,24b, 40, 40c, 42b, 66, 82,83, 118, 25- F'aShe’

122’ 122e, 128a. 27. Control relay for headlight flasher

Yellow: 17. 23a, 24a, 33, 43, 44b, 73, 84, 128b. 28. Ignition and starter switch

Brown: 14, 15, 30, 130, 137, 137C. 29. Headlight switch and instrument illumination rheo-

Blue: 13, 25a, 41, 42a, 112. “at

30. Heater fan switch

31. Windshield wiper switch

32. Courtesy light switch

Components 33. Courtesy light with switch

. . 34. Horn button

1. Direction indicators and parking lights 35. Direction indicator switch with headlight flasher

2. Headlights 36. Fuel tank gauge

3. Horn . 37. Stop lights and direction indicators

4. Ignition corl 38. Tail lights

2. gpgrkbpllgrs 39. Number plate lights

371-4
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WIRING DIAGRAM, SAAB 95 L.H.D., MODEL 1967
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9 Starter motor

WIRING DIAGRAM, SAAB 95 USA, MODEL 1967 10. Battery

- - 11. Fuse box . nit

The range of the electrical system is shown by the Wiring 12. Temperature gauge sending u

system on the next page. To simplify the identification, 13. Oil pressure sw1tch

the wires have been covered with insulation of different 14' Stop light switch

Shades- 15 Heater motor
I ' ' ' motor

16. Windshield Wiper . .
Black: 7, 18, 19, 45, 46, 47, 49, 71, 80, 105, 109, 125, 17. Direction indicator warning ughts

135, 136, 138, 139, 140. r e indICator light
Red: 5, 21, 28, 28e, 28f, 28g, 32, 39, 61, 63, 65, 57, :3 grghgbeam indicator “gm

68, 72,92! “1' 113, 126, 129. 20: Oil pressure warning light

Green: 16, 22, 22e, 22f, so, 51, 53, 54, 55, 57, 58. 60.

86,87,88,101,104,110, 133.
I 22. Temperature gaugeGrey. 8529:, 29' 35, 443, 62a, 62b, 64, 69' 70' 74, 75' 23. Speedometer with odometer

24. Fuel gauge

21 . Clock

White. 20,8232é243é34bgé34bf, 40, 42b, 66, 82, 83, 25. Foot dimmer switch

Yellow: 17, 23a, 24a, 24ae, 24af,33,43, 44b, 73, 84, 23- F'aShe' ,

128b. 27. Cigarette lighter t Rh

- 28. Ignition an star er SM

I: SE;,,‘§?,I§Z',.2_ 29. Headlight and parking light switch with instrument
illumination rheostat

30. Warning flasher switch with control light

Components 31. Heater switch

32. Windshield wiper switch

1. Parking and direction indicator lights 33- Automatic door switch for dome light

2. Headlights 34. Dome light with switch

3- Horns 35. Horn ring

4- Ignition coil 36. Direction indicator switch

5. Spark plugs 37. Fuel tank sending unit

6. Distributor 38. Stop light and direction indicator light

7. Voltage regulator 39. Tail lights

8. Alternator 40. License lights

371-6
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WIRING DIAGRAM, SAAB 96 R.H.D., MODEL 1967

The range of the electrical system is shown by the wiring

SVstem on the next page. To simplify the identification,

the wires have been covered with insulation of different

shades.

Wires

Black: 7, 18,19, 45, 46, 47, 49, 71, 105, 109,125, 135.

136,138,139,140.

Red: 5, 21 28, 28e, 28f, 32, 39, 61, 63, 65, 67, 68.

72,111,113,126,129.

Green: 16, 22, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58, SO.

101,104,110,121,133,143.

Grey: 4, 25b, 25be, 29, 29c, 35, 44a, 62a, 62b, 64, 69,

70, 74, 75, 85, 142, 144.

White: 20, 23b, 24b, 40, 42b, 66, 118, 122, 122e, 128a.

Yellow: 17, 23a, 24a, 33, 43, 44b, 73, 84, 128b.

Brown: 14, 30, 30c, 130, 137, 141.

Blue: 13, 253, 253e, 41, 42a, 112, 145.

Components

1. Direction indicator lights and side lights

2. Headlights

3. Horns

4. Ignition coil

5. Spark plugs

6. Distributor

371—8

10.

I.

12.

3.

14.

5.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

31

32.

33.

35.

36.

37.

38.

Voltage regulator

Generator

Starter motor

Battery

Fuse box

Temperature sender

Oil pressure switch

Stop light switch

Heater motor

Windshield wiper motor

Direction indicator warning lights

High beam warning light

Generator warning light

Oil pressure warning light

Fuel gauge

Speedometer with odometer

Temperature gauge

Clock

Flasher

Headlamp control relay

Dimmer relay

Ignition and starter switch

Headlights and side lights switch with instrument

illumination rheostat

Heater switch

Windshield wiper switch

Courtesy light switches

Interior light with switch

Horn ring

Direction indicators switch with headlight flasher

and dimmer switch

Fuel tank gauge

Stop lights, direction indicator and rear lights

Number plate lights

Trunk lights
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newcomers». was. unguoosl. 1967 a- W

9 State!
“mammmsmwmm 10 my
SysternmdrmxtmTosinuifymeda'lim. 11- Faber:
dumlnuebemmedmmirmhwiofdiflm '2 Twew.mm

15, Heaterfa'i mat“

“a 16. III-per m

l7 Diection new room “9'15

Black 7.18. 19. 45. 46. 47. 49. 71, 105,109, 125, '8' c g Him”:

135, 136, 133, 139, 140. '9 "I" m if,“
Red: 5. 21. 28. 2812.23.32. as. 61. 63.155.67.68, 72. 2° 0" 9 m

111,113,126, 129- 2;— 30d em
16.22.50. 51.52. 53. 54, 55, .57, , “we”
101, 104,110, 121, 1:1 56 58 m 23. WWW

Grey 4.2511. 29. 35, 44a. 62a. 62b, 64, 69, 7o, 74, 75, Z" 5"”

$- 142‘ 5. WW

White- 20, 2311, 246, 40.40:. 42b, 66, 113, 122,122e. 25*

123,L 27. Control relayfor headiightflaher

Yellow: 17, 233, 24a, 33_ 43, 441,. 73' 34,123,. 28. Iglition aid m switch

Bro-inn: 14, 30,13), 137, 1371:. 29. Headliyrt stitch and instrument Ilium-urinating-

Blue 13. 25a. 41.422, 112 5'31

an. Hateful switch

31. W'mdshieldwipa'saitdl

32. Cou'msyligrtswitch

34. Hunbutmn
1. Dianionirdizmaldsideligns 35. mmmmwm

2. Headliylts x. Fuelta'ltm

3. Horn 37. Stop Edits, direction indium“ and lil Bills

4. igiutioneoil 38L Mfr-barman:

5. Spa'kplugs 39. Trunk light

6. Distributor
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10. Battery
WIRING DIAGRAM, SAAB 96 USA, MODEL 1967 “- Fuse box ‘ .

12. Temperature gauge, sending unit
The range of the electrical system is shown by the wiring 13 Oil pressure switch

:33: eosnhthe :ext page. To simplify the identification, 14. Back-up light. switch
Shades_ ave een covered With insulation of different 15. Stop light much

16. Heater motor

17. Windshield wiper motorBlaCk: 7’ 18’ 19. 45, 46, 47,49, 71, 80' 105' 109' 125' Direction indicator warning lights

135.136 138 139 140 18- . _ _
' ndicator light

Red: 5,21,28,28e,28f,32.39.61.63,65,67,68, 19' Charge' . . i. h

72 III 113 126 129 20. High beam indicator lg t
‘ - nin Ii ht

Green: 16. 22, 22e, 22f, so, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 57, 21. OIII pressggeCkwar Q Q

G 58, so, 101' 104' 110' 121' 133' E: ‘lE'eemgeliature gaugerev: 4, 25b, 29, _ .

85 35 44a, 628' 62b, 64' 69' 70' 74' 75' 24. Speedometer With odometer
25. Fuel gauge

26. Foot dimmer switch

27. Flasher

28. Cigarette lighter

29. Ignition and starter switch

30. Headlight and parking light switch with instrument

illumination rheostat

31.’ Warning flasher switch with control light

White: 20, 23b, 24b, 24be, 24bf, 40, 42b, 66, 95, 97.

98,118,122,122e,128a,131.
Yellow: 17, 23a, 24a, 24ae, 24af, 33, 43, 44b, 73, 84,

128b.

Brown: 14, 30, 130, 137.

Blue: 13, 258, 41, 423, 112.

Components 32. Heater switch

33. Windshield wiper switch

1. Parking and direction indicator lights 34. Automatic door switch for dome light

2. Headlights 35. Dome light with switch

3. Horns 36. Horn ring

4. Ignition coil 37. Direction indicator switch

5. Spark plugs 38. Fuel tank sending unit

6. Distributor 39. Back-up lights

;. Xltzle'tfargaetgegulator 40. Stop lights, direction indicator and tail lights
41. License lights

9. Starter motor 42. Trunk light

371 —1 2
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IO. Starter
WIRING DIAGRAM, MONTE CARLO R.H.D., MODEL

1967 11, Battery
12. Fuse box

ature meter

The range of the electrical system is shown by the wiring 13‘ 10‘?lm::rge

“Stem °" the 99>“ page. To simplify the identification, 14' g ‘t h

the wires have been covered with insulation of different 15' Back-up light‘ SW! c

shades. 16. Stop light sw1tch
17. Heater fan motor

18. Windshield washer pump

19. Wiper motor

20. Direction indicator repeater lights
Wires

21. Charge indicator light

Black: 7, 7b, 18. 45, 46, 47, 49, 71, 80, 105, 106, 107, 22. Indicator light, oil pressure

108, 109, 123e, 124, 135, 138, 139, 140. 23. High beam indicator light
Red: 5, 21, 28, 28e, 28f, 32, 39, 61, 63, 65, 67, 68, 24- '"di‘im’ 'ight'fue'

72, 83, 86, 869, 126, 129. 25. Flasher

Green: 16, 22, 50, 51,52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58, 60, 26- “Emmet”

82, 101, 102, 103, 104, 110, 119, 121, 133, 27- Temperature gauge
28. Fuel gauge

143.

Grey: 4, 25b, 25be, 29, 299’ 35, 44a, 623’ 64, 69, 70’ 29. Speedometer, odometer and trip meter
30. Clock

74. 75.85.89, 113, 117, 142, 144.

White: 20, 23b, 24b, 40, 42b, 66, 95' 97' 98, 118, 122, 31. Ignition and starter switch

122e, 128a, 131. 32. Manoeuvre relay, light
Yellow 17.23a,24a,33,43,44b,62b,73,81,84,99, 33- Dimmingrelav

B 130,1100e.112,112e,1286,130. 34. Spotlight switchrown: 4c.15 30 30c 137 141 35 Head“ '
ght sw1tch and

Blue: 13, 25a, 25ae, 41' 428' 145. stat instrument illumination rheo-

36. Fog light switch

37. Heater fan switch

38. Windshield wiper and washer switch

Com ponents 39. Cigarette lighter

40. Courtes Ii ht

;. Blrectlon indicators and side lights 41- Courtes: light :VYIILCEWItCh
3_ Hzignghts 42. Horn button

43. D‘

1;. Fogllght and spotlight ar:;°:ti:;::‘:'°§:°r: SW'tCh Wlth headlight flaSher
' WI c

6‘ £1,233; :35” 44. Fuel tank gauge

7. Distributor :5 BEING!!!) lights

a, v Stop lights, dire

Q A:I:|argaet;egulator 47. Number plate H 1::th Indicators and tail lights
48. Trunk light

371—14
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1 1. Battery

WIRING DIAGRAM M0 E
. . . L

1967 NTE CARLO L H D M00 12. Fuse box
13. Temperature meter

The range of the electrical system is shown by the wiring 14. Oil gauge . h
l' ht SWitc

:Zstem on the next page. To simplify the identification, 15. Back luphtlgSWitCh
e Wires have been covered with insulation of different 16‘ Stop '9

shades_ 17. Heater fan motor
18. Windshield washer pump

19. Wiper motor

Direction indicator repeater lights20.

Wires 21. Charge indicator light
22. Indicator light, oil pressure

Black: 7, 7b, 18, 45, 46, 47, 49, 71, 80, 105, 106, 107, 23. High beam indicator light

RM gang,1 129, 123e, 124, 135, 138, 139, 140. 24. Indicator light, fuel .
' 8. 28e, 28f, 32, 39, 51, 63, 65, 67, 68, 72, 25. Ignition and starter SWltCh

83, 86, 86e, 126, 129. 26. Electric clock
27. Speedometer, odometer and trip meter

Green: 16, 22, SO, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58, BO, 82.

101,102,103,104,110,119,121,133,143.

Grey: 4, 25b, 29, 35, 44a, 62a, 62b, 64, 69, 70 74 75

85,89,113,117,142,144.

28. Temperature gauge

29. Fuel gauge

30. Tachometer

White: ?g,223:aé§:b,40,42b,66,95,97,98, 118, 122, 31- Flasher

e, 131. 32 Manoeuvre rela '

. . y, lightYellow. i (7162?:1'0 242,133, 43, 44b, 62b, 73, 81, 84, 99, 33- Dimming relay

e, .112e,128b 130 34 Ci '

. . . garette ll hter14, 14c, 15, 30, 137, 141_ 35. Spotlight sfvitch

. 13, 25a, 41 42a, 145. 36. Fog light switch

37. Headlight switch and instrument illumination rheo-

stat

Components 38. Heater fan switch23. Windshield wiper and washer switch

; gireglt-iohn indicators and side lights 41. 23:22:: 33:: swizch
ea l ts ' w” S ‘

3' Horn 9 22. Horn button mum

4. Foglight and spotlight 3. Direction indicator SWitCh W. I

5. Ignition oo'l and dimmer sw‘t

6. Spark plugsI 44. Fuel tank gauge: Ch

7. Distributor :2 BaCk'uD lights

8. Volta e r ul t ' St°p lights. d ' ' -

9 Alter :8 toerg a or 47. Number plat Jig?" Indicators and tail lights
. s

10. Starter 48' Trunk light

371—16
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1, BatterY

WIRING DIAGRAM, MONTE CARLO USA, MODEL 12. Fuse box

1967 13. Temperature meter

14. Oil gauge
The range of the electrical system is shown by the wiring 5‘ Back-up light switch

sVstem on the next page. To simplify the identification, 16. Stop light switch

the wires have been covered with insulation of different 17. Heater fan motor

shades. 18. Windshield washer pump

19. Wiper motor

20. Direction indicator repeater lights
Wins 21 . Charge indicator light

Black: 7, 7b, 18, 19, 45, 46, 47, 49, 71, 80, 105, 106, 22, Indicator lighsl'mtl grasslire

107, 108, 109, 123e, 124, 135, 138, 139, 140. 23. High beam.ln lea o g
24. Indicator light, fuel39¢ 5. 21. 28. 28e, 28f, 32, 39,61, 63,65, 67, 68,

72. 83, 86, 866., 126, 129. 25. Ignition and starter swnch
26. ClockGreer“ 16. 22. 22e. 22f, so, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 57,

Speedometer, odometer and trip meter58.60.82.101,102,103,104,110,119,121, 27.
133. 146. 147. 28. Temperature gauge

Grey: 4, 25b, 29, 35. 44a, 623, 62b, 64, 69, 70, 74, 29. Fuel gauge

75, 85, 89, 113, 117, 142, 144. 30. Tachometer

White: 20, 23b, 24b, 24be, 24bf, 40, 42b, 66, 95, 97, 31 Flasher

98, 118, 122, 122e, 128a, 131. 32. Manoeuvre relay, light

Yellow: 17, 23a, 24a, 24ae, 24af, 33, 43, 44b, 62b, 73, 33. Dimming relay

81, 84, 99, 100, 100e, 112, 112e, 128b, 130. 34. Dimming switch

Brown: 14, 14c, 15, 30, 137, 141, 141e. 35. Cigarette lighter

Blue: 13, 25a, 41, 42a. 36. Spotlight switch

37. Foglight switch

38. Headlight switch and instrument illumination rheo-

stat

Components 39. Warning flasher switch

. . - 40. Heater fan switch

;. Directlon indicators and Side lights 41. Windshield wiper and washer switch
3. :eadllghts 42. Courtesy light switch

orri . 43. Courtesy light with switch

4. Foglight and spotlight 44. Horn button

:- lsgmionlooll 45. Direction indicator switch
7. Dpa 1:, ugs 46. Fuel tank gauge
8_ v3.13!» :gumor 47. Back-up lights
9. Hammer 48. Stop lights, direction indicators and tail lights

10. Starter 49. Number plate lights50. Trunk light

371-18
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WIRING DIAGRAM, SAAB 95 R.H.D., MODEL 1968

The '3099 of the electrical system is shown by the wiring

system 0" the next page. To simplify the identification,

the wires have been covered with insulation of different

shades.

Wires

Black: 7, 19, 45, 46, 47, 49, 71, 88, 88a, 105, 109,

124, 125, 135, 136, 138, 139, 140.

Red: 5, 21, 28, 28e, 28f, 28g, 32, 39, 61, 63, 66, 67.

68, 72, 72e, 92,111,113,116,126,129.

Green: 22, 50, 51, 53, 54, 55, 57, 58, 59, 60, 86, 866.

86f,101, 104, 110,143.

Grey: 4, 16, 16e, 25b, 25be, 29, 35, 44a, 62b, 64, 69,

70, 74, 75, 85, 93, 142, 144.

White: 20, 23b, 24b, 40, 40c, 42b, 66, 82, 83, 118, 122,

122e.

Yellow: 23a, 24a, 33, 43, 44b, 73, 84, 115.

Brown: 14, 30, 30a, 89, 130, 137, 141.

Blue: 13, 17, 17e, 25a, 15ae, 41, 428, 112, 145.

Components

1. Direction indicators and parking lights

2. Headlights

3 Horn

4. ignition coil

5- Spark plugs.

G. Distributor

7- Voltage regulator

8. Alternator

371—20

10.

I .

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

31.

32.

33.

34.

35.

36.

37.

38.

39.

40.

41

42.

Starter

Battery

Fuse box

Temperature gauge, sen

Oil pressure switch

Stop light switch

Brake warning contact

Heater fan motor

Windshield washer pump

Wiper motor

Charge indicator light

Direction indicator repeater light

Brake warning light

High beam indicator light

Oil pressure warning light

Fuel gauge

Speedometer with odometer

Temperature gauge

Clock (extra equipment)

Flasher

Manoeuvre relay, light

Dimmer relay

Ignition and starter switch

Headlight switch

Instrument illumination rheostat

Heater fan switch

Courtesy light switch

Courtesy light with switch

Direction indicator switch with headlight flasher

and dimmer switch

Fuel tank gauge

Switch for windshield wiper, -washer and signal

horn

Stop lights and direction indicators
Tail lights

Number plate light

ding unit

Morph 1979
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WIRING DIAGRAM, SAAB 95 L.H.D., MODEL 1953

The range of the electrical system is shown by the wiring

system on the next page. To simplify the identification,

the wires have been covered with insulation of different

shades.

Wires

Black: 7, 45, 46, 47, 49, 71 88, 88e, 105, 109, 124.

125, 135, 136, 138, 139, 140.

Red: 5, 21, 28, 28e, 28f, 28g, 32, 39, 61, 63, 65, 67.

68, 72, 72c, 92,111,113,116,126,129.

Green: 22, SO, 51, 53, 54, 55, 57, 58, 59, BO, 86, 86e.

86f, 101,104,110.

Grey: 4, 16, 156, 25b, 29, 35, 44a, 62, 64, 69, 70, 74.

75, 85, 93, 142.

White: 20, 23b, 24b, 40, 40c, 42b, 66, 82, 83, 118.

122, 122e.

Yellow: 238, 24a, 33, 43, 44b, 73, 84, 115.

Brown: 14, 15, 30, 89, 130, 137, 137C.

Blue: 13, 17, 17a, 25a, 41, 42a,112.

Components

Direction indicators and parking lights

Headlights

Horn

Ignition coil

Spark plugs

Distributor

Voltage regulator

Alternator

.33.“???pr

371 —22

IO.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

31

32.

33.

34.

35.

36.

37.

38.

39.

41.

42.

Starter

Battery

Fuse box

Temperature gauge, sending unit

Oil pressure switch

Stop light switch

Brake warning contact

Heater fan motor

Windshield washer pump

Wiper motor

Charge indicator light

Direction indicator repeater light

Brake warning light

High beam indicator light

Oil pressure warning light

Clock (extra equipment)

Temperature gauge

Speedometer with odometer
Fuel gauge

Dimmer switch

Flasher _

Control relay for headlight flasher

Ignition and starter switch

Headlight switch

Instrument illumination rheostat

Heater fan switch

Courtesy light switch

Courtesy light with switch

Switch for windshield wiper, -washer and signal

horn

Direction indicator switch with headlight flasher

Fuel tank gauge

Stop lights and direction indicators

Tail lights

Number plate light

March 1979
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WIRING DIAGRAM, SAAB 95 USA, MODEL 1968

The range of the electrical system is shown by the wiring

system on the next page. To simplify the identification.

the wires have been covered with insulation of different

shades.

Black: 7,45,46,47,48,49,69,70,88,88e,109,124,

125,135,136,138,139,140.
Red: 5, 21, 28, 28e, 28f, 289, 32, 39. 61, 63, 65, 67.

88, 72,72e,92,111,113,116, 126,129.

Green: 22, 22e, 22f, 50, 51,53, 54, 55, 57, 58. 59. 60-

86,86e,86f,101,110.

Grey: 4, 16, 16e, 25b, 29, 35, 44a, 62,64, 74, 75,85.

93.

White: 20, 23b, 24b, 24be, 24bf,40, 40c, 42b, 66, 82.

83,95,97,97ae,98,118,112,122e,131.
Yellow: 23a, 24a, 24ae,24af, 33,43,44b, 73, 84, 115.

Brown: 14, 15, 30, 89, 130, 137.

Blue: 17, We, 25a, 41, 42a, 112.

Com

Direction indimtors and side lights

Headlights

Horn

Ignition coil

Spark plugs

Diswibumr

Voltage regulator

Alternator

PNF’P‘PP’N.‘

10.

1 I.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

31.

37.

8.8.33
42.

Starter

Battery

Fuse box

Temperature gall

Oil pressure switch

Back-up light switch

Stop light switch

Brake warning contact

Heater fan motor

Windshield washer pump

Wiper motor

Charge indicator light

Direction indicator repeater light

Brake warning light

High beam indicator light

Oil pressure warning light

Temperature gauge

Speedometer with odometer
Fuel gauge

Dimmer switch

Flasher

Ignition and starter switch

Headlight switch

Instrument illumination rheostat

Heater fan Mitch

Warning flasher switch

Courtesy light switch

Courtesy light with switch

ge, sending unit

Switch for windshield wiper, -washer and signal

horn

Direction indicator switch with headlight flasher

Fuel tank gauge

Stop lights and direction indicators

Tail lights

Back-up lights

Number plate light
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1o_ Batten!

WIRIN MODEL 1968 oxG DIAGRAM, SAAB 96 R H 1.19.- T:::p:rature gauge, sending unit

‘ ‘ 1 .

The range of the electrical system is shown by the wiring 13 Oil pressure SWItCh

svstem on the next page. To simplify the identification, 14_ stop light SWitCh

the wires have been covered with insulation of different 15. Brake warning contact

Shades. 16. Heater fan motor

17. Windshield washer pump

18. Wiper motor .

19. Charge indicator light .

WM” 20 Direction indicator repeater light

warning light

Black: 7, 19, 45, 46, 47, 49, 71, 88, 88a, 105, 109, 124, 3;. 33:19am indicator light

125, 135. 136, 138, 139, 140. _ . e warning light

Red: 5, 21 28, 28e, 28f, 32, 39, 61, 63, 65, 67, 68, :3 3:53:33;

72, 72% 111, 113, 116, 126, 129. 25. Speedometer with odometer

Green: 22, 50. 51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58, 59, 60, 26. Temperature gauge

101 104 110 121 133 143. ,
ment)

Grey: 4. 16, lee, 25b, 25be,29, 29e, 35, 44a, 62b, 64, 27. ::oc:ellextra equ1p

69,70, 74, 75,85, 142, 144. 28- as rela light

White: 20. 23b. 24b, 40, 40c, 42b, 66, 118, 122, 122e. 29. Manoeuvrel y,

Yellow: 23a, 24a, 33, 43, 44b, 73, 84, 115, 30. Dimmer re ay

Brown: 14, 30, 30a, 89, 130, 137, 141, 31. ignition and starter smtch

Blue: 13, 17, 17a, 25a, 25ae, 41, 423, 112, 145. 32. Headlight swnchl
33. Instrument illumination rheostat

Components 34. Heater fan switch
35. Courtesy light switch

1. Direction indicators and side lights 36. Courtesy light with switch

2. Headlights 37. Direction indicator switch with headlight flasher

3. Horn and dimmer switch

4. Ignition coil 38. Fuel tank gauge

5. Spark plugs 39. Switch for windshield wiper, -washer and signal

6. Distributor horn

7- Voltage regulator 40. Stop lights, direction indicators and tail lights

8- Alternator 41 Number plate light

9. Starter 42. Trunk light

371—26
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WIRING DIAGRAM, SAAB 96 L.H.D., MODEL 1958

hown by the wiring

ntification.

f different

The range of the electrical system is 5

system on the next page. To simplify the ide

the wires have been covered with insulation 0

shades.

Wires

Black: 7, 45, 46, 47, 49, 71, 88, 888, 105, 109, 124,

125,135, 136,138,139,140.

Red: 5, 21, 28, 28e, 28f, 32, 39, 61, 63, 65, 67, 68.

72, 72e,111,113, 116,126,129.

Green: 22, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58, 59, 60.

101,104,110,121,133.

Grey: 4, 16, 16a, 25b, 29, 35, 44a, 62, 64, 69, 70, 74.

75, 85, 142.

White: 20, 23b, 24b, 40, 40c, 42b, 66, 118, 122, 122e.

Yellow: 23a, 24a, 33, 43, 44b, 73, 84, 115.

Brown: 14, 30, 89, 130, 137, 137C.

Blue: 13, 17, 17a, 25a, 41, 42a,112.

Components

Direction indicators and side lights

Headlights

Horn

Ignition coil

Spark plugs

Distributor

Voltage regulator

Alternator

esomewwr

371 —28

IO.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

31

32.

34.

35.

36.

37.

38.

39.

40.

41

42.

Q: -_

Starter

Battenl

Fuse box

Temperature gauge, 5

Oil pressure switch

Stop light switch

Brake warning contact

Heater fan motor

Windshield washer pump

Wiper motor

Charge indicator light

Direction indicator repeater light

Brake warning light

High beam indicator light

Oil pressure warning light

Clock (De luxe version only)

Temperature gauge

Speedometer with odometer
Fuel gauge

Dimmer switch

Flasher

Control relay for headlight flasher

Ignition and starter switch

Headlight switch

Instrument illumination rheOstat

Heater fan swtich

Courtesy light switch

Courtesy light with switch

Switch for windshield wiper, -washer and signal

horn

Direction indicator switch with headlight flasher

Fuel tank gauge

Stop lights, direction indicators and tail lights
Number plate light

Trunk light

ending unit

March 1979
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WIRING DIAGRAM, SAAB 96 USA, MODEL 1968

The range of the electrical system is shown by the wiring

system on the next page. To simplify the identification,

the wires have been covered with insulation of different

shades.

Black: 7, 45, 46, 47, 69. 70, 71, 88, 88a, 109, 124, 125.

135, 136, 138, 139, 140.

Red: 5, 21 28, 28e, 281‘, 32, 39, 61 63, 65, 67, 68.

72, 72e,111,113, 116,126,129.

Green: 22, 22e, 22f, SO, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58.

59, 60,101,110,121,133.

Grey: 4, 16, 16e, 25b, 29, 35, 44a, 62, 64, 74, 75, 85.
White: 20, 23b, 24b, 24be, 24bf, 40, 42b, 66, 95, 97.

98,118,122,122e,131.

Yellow: 233, 24a, 24ae, 24af, 33, 43, 44b, 73, 84, 115.

Brown: 14, 30, 89, 130, 137.

Blue: 17, 17a, 253, 41, 42a, 112.

Wires

Components

Direction indicators and side lights

Headlights '
Horn

Ignition coil

Spark plugs

Distributor

Voltage regulator

Alternator

Starter

371—30

10.

1 1.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

31

32.

33.

34.

35.

36.

37.

38.

39.

46.

41.

42.

43.

Battery

Fuse box .

Temperature gauge, sending unit

Oil pressure switch

Back-up light switch

Stop light switch

Brake warning contact

Heater fan motor

Windshield washer pump

Wiper motor

Charge indicator light

Direction indicator repeater light

Brake warning light

High beam indicator light

Oil pressure warning light

Temperature gauge

Speedometer with odometer
Fuel gauge

Dimmer switch

Flasher

ignition and starter switch

Headlight switch

instrument illumination rheostat

Heater fan switch

Warning flasher switch

Courtesy light switch

Courtesy light with switch

Switch for windshield wiper, washer and signal

horn

Direction indicator switch with headlight flasher

Fuel tank gauge

Back-up light

Stop lights, direction indicators and tail lights

Numer plate light

Trunk light
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WIRING DIAGRAM, MONTE CARLO L.H.D., MODEL

1968

The range of the electrical system is shown by the wiring

system on the next page. To simplify the identification.

the wires have been covered with insulation of different

shades.

Wires

Black: 7, 19, 23a, 45, 46, 47, 49, 71, 80, 88, 88a, 105.

107, 108, 109, 124,135, 138,139,140.
Red: 5, 21, 28, 28e, 28f, 32, 39, 61, 63, 65, 67, 68.

72, 72c, 83, 86, 86c, 111, 116, 126, 129.
Green: 22, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58, 59, 60.

82,101,102,103,104,110,121,133,143.
Grey: 4, 16, 16a, 25b, 29, 35, 44a, 62a, 62b, 64, 69.

70, 74, 75, 85, 117, 142, 144.

White: 20, 23b, 24b, 40. 42b, 66, 95, 97, 98, 118, 122,

122e,128a,131.
Yellow: 243, 33, 43, 44b, 73, 81, 84, 99, 100, 115, 128b.

Brown: 14, 30, 89, 130, 137, 141.

Blue: 13, 17, We, 25a, 41, 42a,112,145.

Components

1. Direction indicators and side lights

2. Headlights

3. Horn

4. Foglight and spotlight

5. Ignition coil

6. Spark plugs

7. Distributor

8. Voltage regulator

9. Alternator

10. Starter

1 1. Battery

12. Fuse box

371-32

1 3.

1 4.

1 5.

16.

1 7.

18.

1 9.

20.

21

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

31 .

32.

33.

34.

35.

36.

37.

38.

39.

40.

41

42.

43.

45.

47.

48.

49.

Temperature gauge, sending unit

Oil pressure switch

Back-up light switch

Stop lamp switch

Brake warning contact

Heater fan motor

Windshield washer pump

Wiper motor

Direction indicator re

Brake warning light

Charge indicator light

Indicator light, oil pressure

High beam indicator light
Indicator light, fuel

Ignition and starter switch
Clock

peater light

Speedometer, odometer and trip meter

Temperature gauge

Fuel gauge

Tachometer

Flasher

Manoeuvre relay, light

Dimmer relay

Cigarette lighter

Spotlight switch

Fog light switch

Headlight switch
Instrument illumination rheostat

Heater fan switch

Courtesy light switch

Courtesy light with switch

Switch for windshield wiper, -washer and signal

horn

Direction indicator switch with headlight flasher

and dimmer switch

Fuel tank gauge

Back-up lights

Stop lights, direction indicators and tail lights

Number plate light

Trunk light
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12. Temperature _,

Oil pressure swrtchWIRING DIAGRAM DE LUXE USA, MODEL 1968 13. .

14. Back-up light swrtch

The range of the electrical system is shown by the wiring 15. Stop light switch

sVstem on the next page. To simplify the identification, 16. Brake warning contact

the wires have been covered with insulation of different 17. Heater fan motor

Shades. 18. Windshield washer pump

19. Wiper motor .
on indicator repeater light20. Directi .

21. Brake warning light

wwes 22. Charge indicator light

23. Indicator light, oil pressure
Black: 76233, 45, 46, 47, 49, 71, 80, 88, age, 105, 107, 24. High beam indicator light

1 8' 109, 124, 135, 138, 139, MO. 25. Indicator light, fuel

Red: 5, 21 28, 28e, 28f, 32, 39, 61, 63, 65, 67, 68, . . “Ch
26. Ignition and starter SW

72, 72e, 86, 86e, 111, 113, 116, 126, 129. 27 Clock

Green: 22 22e 22f 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 -
dometer and trlp meter

59’ 101' 28. Speedometer, o102’ 103, 104, 110. 121’ 133 29. Temperature gauge

Grey: 4, 16, 16c, 25b, 29, 35, 44a, 62a, 62b, 64, 69.

70, 74, 75, 85.

White: 20, 23b, 24b, 24be, 24bf, 40, 42b, 66, 95, 97.

98, 99,118,122,122e,128a,131.

Yellow: 24a, 24ae, 24af, 33, 43, 44b, 73, 84, 115, 128b.

Brown: 14, 30, 89, 130, 137, 1370.

Blue: 13, 17,17e, 25a, 41, 42a,112.

30. Fuel gauge

31 . Tachometer

32. Dimmer switch

33. Flasher

34. Cigarette lighter

35. Switches for extra equipment

36. Headlight switch

37. Instrument illumination rheostat

Components 38. Heater fan switch

39. Warning flasher switch

1. Direction indicators and side lights

2. :eadlrghts 41. Courtesy light with switch

3. Dru. ' 42. Switch for windshield wiper, -washer and signal

4. Ignition oorl horn

:- 335$: 43. Direction indicator switch with headlight flasher
7- Voltage regulator and dimmer switch

44. Fuel tank gauge

3- :t'atggato" 45. Back-up lights
10. Battery 46. Stop lights, direction indicators and tail lights

11. Fuse box 47. Number plate light
48. Trunk light

371 —34
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WIRING DIAGRAM, SAAB 95 R.H.D., MODEL 1969

The range of the electrical system is shown by the wiring

system on the next page. To simplify the identification.

the wires have been covered with insulation of different

shades.

Wires

4 grey 1,5

5 red 1,5

7 black 1,5

13 blue 0,75

14

We blue

20 white

21 red

22 green 1,0

22e green 1.0

23a yellow1,0

2Sae yellow1,0

23b white 1,0

23be white 1,0

24a yellow0,75

24ae yellaw0,75

245 white 0,75

24bewhite 0,75

253 blue 1,0

2Sae blue 1,0

1,0

1.0

T.0

1.0

0,75

gey 0,75

grey 0.75

brown0,75
brown 0,75

red 0,75

yellow1,0

M 1.0

red 2,5

blue 0,75

blue 1,5

white 2,5

371 -36

yellow2,5

grey 1,5

yellow1,5
black 1,5

black 2,5

black 4,0

black 1,0

green 1,0

blue

blue

green

green

blue

blue

green

green

green

green

white 0,75

while 0,75

yellowl,5

my 4.0

green 0,75

86c green 0,75

86f green 0,75

88 black 0,75

88e black 0,75

89 brown 0,75

92 red 0,75

95 white 1,5

97 white 1,5

98 white 1,0

101 green 0,75

104 green 0,75

105 black 0,75

109 black 0,75

110 0,75

111 0,75

112 1,0

113 ' 0,75

115 vellow0,75

116 red 0,75

118 white 1,0

122 white 0,75

124 black 0,75

125 black 0,75

126 white 0,75

129 white 0,75

130 brown 1,0

131 white 1,5

133 green 0,75

135 black 0,75

136 black 0,75

137 brown 0,75

137c brown 0,75

138 black 1,0

139 black 1,0

139a black 1,0

139b black 1,0

140 black 1,5

142 erev 1,5

‘44 grey 0,75

Components

meewewwd

41
.

42.

43.

Parkin

Headlights

Horn

Ignition coil
Spark PIUQS
Distributor

Voltage reslulator

Alternator

Starter

Battery

Fuse box

Temperature transmitter

Oil pressure switch

Stop light switch

Back-up light switch

Brake warning contact

Heater fan motor

Windshield washer pump

Windshield wiper motor

Charge indicator light

Direction indicator repeater light

Brake warning light

High beam indicator light

Oil pressure warning light

Fuel gauge

Speedometer and odometer

Temperature gauge (coolant)
Clock (extra equipment)

Flasher unit

Dimmer relay

Ignition and starter switch

Headlight switch

Instrument illumination rheostat

Heater fan switch

Warning flasher switch

Courtesy light switch

Courtesy light with switch

9 light and direction indicators

Direction indicator switch with headlight flasher

and dimmer switch

Fuel transmitter

Switch for windshield wiper, -washer and signal

horn

Back-up light and direction indicators
Tail light and stop light

Number plate light

March 1979
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WIRING DIAGRAM, SAAB 95 L.H.D., MODEL 1969

The range of the electrical system is shown by the wiring

system on the next page. To simplify the identification.

the wires have been covered with insulation of different

shades.

Wires

Area

mm2

4 grey 1,5

5 red ,5

7 black I ,5

13 blue 0,75

14 brown 1,0

16 grey 1,0

16e grey 1,

17 blue

17c blue

20 white

21 red

22 green

22e green 1,

23a yellow1,0

23ae yellow1,0

23b white 1,0

23be white 1,0

24a yellow0,75

24ae yellow0,75

24b white 0,75

24be white 0,75

253 blue 1.0

25b grey 1,0

28 red 1,0

28c red 1,0

281 red 0,75

29 grey 0,75

30 brown0,75

32 red 0,75

33 yellow1,0

35 grey 1,0

39 red 2,5

41 blue 0,75

42a blue 1,5

42b white 2,5

43 yellow2,5

Me grey 1,5

44b yellow1,5

371—38

Area
No. Color mm2

45 black

46 black

47 black

49 black

50 green

53 blue

533 blue

54 green

54b green

57 blue

573 blue

58 green

585 green

59 green

60 green

61 red

62 grey

63 red

64 grey

65 red

66 White

67 red

68 red

69 black

70 black

71 black

72 red

74 grey 4,0

75 grey 2,5

82 white 0,75

83 white 0,75

84 yellow1,5

85 grey 4,0

86 green 0,75

86c green 0,75

86f green 0,75

Area

No. Color mm:

88 black 0,75

88c black 0,75

89 brown 0,75

92 red 0.75

95 white 1,5

97 white 1,5

98 white 1,0

101 green 0,75

104 green 0,75

105 black 6,75

109 black 0,75

1 10 green 0,75

red 0,75

12 blue 1,0

13 white 0,75

15 yellow 0,75

16 red 0,75

18 white 1,0

122 white 0,75

124 black 0,75

125 black 0,75

126 white 0,75

129 white 0,75

130 brown 1,0

131 white 1,5

133 green 0,75

135 black 0,75

136 black 0,75

137 brown 0,75

1376 brown 0,75

138 black 1,0

139 black

1393 black

139b black

140 black

142 grey

144 grey

Co mp0 nents

parking "9

Headlights

Horn

Ignition coil
Spark plugs
Distributor

Voltage regulator

Alternator

Starter

1 Battery

11. Fuse box

12. Temperature transmitter

13. Oil pressure switch

14. Back-up light switch

15. Stop light switch

16. Brake warning contact

17. Heater fan motor

18. Windshield washer pump

19. Windshield wiper motor

20. Charge indicator light

PPPNPW

21. Direction indicator repeater light

22. Brake warning light

23. High beam indicator light

24. Oil pressure warning light

25. Clock (extra equipment)

26. Temperature gauge (coolant)

27. Speedometer with odometer

28. Fuel gauge

29. Flasher unit

30. Dimmer relay

31. Ignition and starter switch

32. Headlight switch

33. Instrument illumination rheostat

34. Heater fan switch

35. Warning flasher switch

36. Courtesy light switch

37. Courtesy light with switch

ht and direction indicators

38. Switch for windshield wiper, -washer and signal

horn

39. Direction indicator switch with headlight flasher

and dimmer switch

40. Fuel transmitter

41. Back-up light and direction indicators

42. Tail light and stop light

43. Number plate light
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WIRING DIAGRAM, SAAB 95 USA, MODEL 1969

The range of the electrical system is shown by the wiring

symm 0" TI '9 "ext page. To simplify the identification,

the wires have been covered with insulation of different

shades.

Wires

Area

mm2

4 rev 1,5

5 red 1,5

7 black 1,5

13 blue 0.75»

M brown1,0

‘6 grey 1.0

16c gray 1,0

17 blue 1,0

We blue 1,0

20 white 1,0

21 red 1,0

22 green 1,0

22¢ green 1,0

233 yellow1,0

23a yellow1,0

231 white 1,0

23be white 1,0

24. yellow0,75

24a: yellow0,75

245 white 0.75

24b: white 0,75

258 blue 1,0

25b srev 1,0

28 red 1,0

289 red 1,0

red 0,75

grey 0.75

brown0,75
red 0,75

yellow1,0

WY 1,0

red 2,5

blue 0,75

blue 1.5

white 2,5

yellow2,5

WW 1,5

yellow1,5
black 1,5

371-40

No.

46

47

49

SO

53

53a

53:

54

Area
Color mm2

black 2,5

black 4,0

black 1,0

green 1,0

blue

blue

green

green

54b green

54c

57

57a

58

green

blue

blue

green

586 green

59

60

61

62

63

64

65

green

green

red

grey

9'GY

white 0,75

white 0,75

yellow1,5

any 4.0

green 0,75
86c green 0,75

86f arson, 0,75

black 0,75

889 black 0.75

89

92

95

97

98

101

104

105

109

110

111

112

113

115

116

118

122

124

125

126

129

130

131

133

135

136

137

brown0.75

red 0,75

white 1,5

white 1,5

white 1,0

green 0,75

green 0,75

black 0,75

black 0,75

green 0,75
red 0,75

blue 1,0

white 0,75

yellow0,75
red 0,75

white 1,0

white 0,75

black 0,75

black 0,75

white 0,75

white 0,75

brown1.0
white 1,5

green 0,75

block 3,75

black 0,75

brown0,75
137: brown 0,75

138

139

black

black

13911 black

139b black

140

142

144

block

NY

Buy

Co mponents

PPN9SnPwMa
Parking Ii

Headlights

Horn

Ignition coil
Spark plugs
Distributor

Voltage regulator

Alternator

Starter

Battery

Fuse box

Temperature transmitter

Oil pressure switch

Back-up light switch

Stop light switch
Brake warning contact

Heater fan motor

Windshield washer pump

Windshield wiper motor

Charge indicator light

Direction indicator repeater light

Brake warning light

High beam indicator light

Oil pressure warning light

Clock (extra equipment)

Temperature gauge

Speedometer and odometer

Fuel gauge

Flasher unit

Dimmer relay

Ignition and starter switch

Headlight switch

Instrument illumination rheostat

Heater fan swtich

Warning flasher switch

Courtesy light switch

COurtesv light with switch

ght and direction indicators

Switch for windshield wiper, -washer and signal

horn

Direction indicator switch with headlight flasher

and dimmer switch

Fuel transmitter

Back-up light and direction indicators
Tail light and stop light

Number plate light
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WIRING DIAGRAM, SAAB 96 R.H.D., MODEL 1969

The range of the electrical system is shown by the wiring

system on the next page. To simplify the identification.

the wires have been covered with insulation of different

shades.

Wires

 
 

 
  

  

   
 
 

 

   
  

   
  

  

 

   
 

  

 

 

 

AreaArea
No. Color mm2No. Color mmz

   
  
  
  

  

 

 

4 grey 1,5 42a blue 1,5 75 grey 2,5

5 red 1,5 42b white 2,5 84 yellow1,5

7 black 1,5 43 yellow2,5 85 grey 4.0

13 blue 0,75 Ma grey 1,5 88 black 0,75

  

 

  
  

  

88c black 0,7514 brown1,0 44b yellow1,5

   
  
   

  

      
     
     
  

   
     

     
    
    

   
 
    
    

   
  

16 grey 1,0 45 black 1,5 89 brown0.75

lee grey 1,0 46 black 2,5 101 green 075

17 blue 1,0 47 black 4,0 104 green 0'75

We blue 1,0 49 black 1,0 105 black 0.75

20 white 1,0 50 green 1,0 109 black 0'75

21 red 1,0 53 blue 0,75 110 green 0.75

22 green 1,0 53a blue 0,75 111 red 0.75

22e green 1,0 54 green 0,75 112 blue 1:0

23a yellow1,0 54b green 0,75 113 white 0.75

23ae yellow1,0 55 green 0,75 115 vellow0.75

23b white 1,0 56 green 0,75 116 red 0,75

23be white 1,0 57 blue 0,75 118 white 1.0

24a yellowo,75 57a blue 0,75 121 green 0.75

24ae yellow0,75 58 green 0,75 122 white 0.75

24b White 0.75 58h green 0,75 124 black 0,75

24b: white 0,75 59 green 0,75 125 black 0,75

25a blue 1,0 60 green 0,75 126 white 0,75

253a blue 1,0 61 red 0,75 129 white 0,75

25b grey 1,0 62 grey 0,75 130 brown1,0

25be grey 1,0 63 red 0,75 133 green 0,75

28 red 1,0 64 grey 0,75 135 black 0,75

28a red 1.0 65 red 0,75 136 black 0,75

28f red 0,75 66 white 0,75 137 brown 0,75

29 grey 0,75 67 red 1,5 137c brown 0,75

29a grey 0,75 68 red 1,0 138 black 1,0

30 brown0,75 69 black 1,0 139 black 1,0

308 brown0,75 70 black 1,5 1393 black 1,0

32 red 0,75 71 black 1,5 139b black 1,0

33 yellowl,o 72 red 1,0 140 black 1,5

35 grey 1,0 72e red 1,0 142 grey 1,5

39 red 2,5 grey 0,7    
41 blue 0,75

371—42

Components

35.

Parking light 3"

Headiights

Horn

Ignition co“
Spark plugs
Distributor

Voltage regulator

Alternator

Starter

Battery

Fuse box

Temperature transmltter

Oil pressure switch

Stop light switch

Brake warning contact

Heater fan motor

Windshield washer pump

Windshield wiper motor

Charge indicator light

Direction indicator repeater light

Brake warning light

High beam indicator light

Oil pressure warning light

Fuel gauge

Speedometer with odometer

Temperature gauge (coolant)

Clock (De luxe only)

Flasher unit

Dimmer relay

Ignition and starter switch

Headlight switch

Instrument illumination rheostat

Heater fan switch

Warning flasher switch

Courtesy light switch

Courtesy light with switch

d direction indicators

Direction indicator switch with headlight flasher

and dimmer switch

Fuel transmitter

Switch for windshield wiper, -washer and signal

horn

Stop lights, direction indicators and tail light
Number plate light

Trunk light

March 1979
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Components
WIRING DIAGRAM, SAAB 96 L.H.D., MODEL 1969

. 1.

The range of the electrical system is shown by the W'r'"9 2

system on the next page. To simplify the identification, 3

the wires have been covered with insulation of different 4'

shades. 5'

6.

7.

Wires 3

10.

11.

4 grey 1,5 43 yellow2.5 75 grey 2'5 12'

5 red 1,5 44a grey 1,5 84 vellowlr5 13.

7 black 1,5 Mb yellow1,5 85 grey 4.0 14

13 blue 0,75 45 black 1,5 88 black 0.75

14 brown1,0 46 black 2,5 88e black 0,75 15-

16 grey 1,0 47 black 4,0 89 brown0.75 16.

16c my 0 49 black 1,0 101 green 0,75 17

17 blue 0 so green 1,0 104 green 0.75

17e blue 0 as blue 105 black 0,75 18.

20 white ,0 53a blue 109 black 0.75 19.

21 red ,0 54 green 110 0.75 20

22 green ,0 54b green 111 0,75

22e green 1,0 55 green 112 1,0 21-

23a yellow‘l,0 56 green 113 ' 0.75 22.

23ae yellow1,o 57 blue 115 yeiiowo.75 23

23b white 1,0 57a blue 116 red 0.75 '

23be white 1,0 58 green 118 white 1,0 24.

24a yellow0,75 58b green 121 green 0,75 25

24ae yellowo,75 59 green 122 white 0,75

24b white 0,75 60 green 124 black 0,75 25-

24be white 0,75 61 red 125 black 0,75 27.

25a blue 1,0 62 grey 126 white 0,75 28

25b grey 1,0 63 129 white 0,75

28 red 1,0 64 130 brownl,o 29-

28c red 1,0 65 133 green 0,75 30_

28! red 0,75 66 ' 135 black 0,75

29 grey 0,75 67 136 black 0,75 31'

30 brown 0,75 68 137 brown 0,75 32.

32 red 0,75 69 137C brown0,75 33

as yellowl,o 70 138 black

as grey 1,0 71 139 black 34-

as red 2,5 72 139a black 35.

41 blue 0.75 139b black

423 blue 1,5 140 black 36'

42b white 2,5 74 grey 4,0 142 grey 37-

144 grey

38.

39.

40.

41.

42.

371-44

Parking light and

Headlights

Horn

ignition 60“
Spark plugs
Distributor

Voltage regulater

Alternator

Starter

BatterY

Fuse box

Temperat

Oil pressure swnch

Stop light switch

Brake warning contact

Heater fan motor

Windshield washer pump

Windshield wiper motor

Charge indicator light

Direction indicator repeater light

Brake warning light

High beam indicator light

Oil pressure warning light

Clock (De luxe only)

Temperature gauge (coolant)

Speedometer with odometer
Fuel gauge

Flasher unit

Dimmer relay

Ignition and starter switch

Headlight switch

Instrument illumination rheostat

Heater fan switch

Warning flasher switch

Courtesy light switch

Courtesy light with switch

ore transmitter

direction indicators

Switch for windshield wiper, -washer and signal

horn

Direction indicator switch with headlight flasher

and dimmer switch

Fuel transmitter

Stop lights, direction indicators and tail light
Number plate light

Trunk light
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WIRING DIAGRAM, SAAB 96 USA, MODEL 1969

The range of the electrical system is shown by the wiring

system on the next page. To simplify the identification.

the wires have been covered with insulation of different

shades.

Wires

4 grey 1,5

5 red 1,5

7 black 1,5

13 blue 0,75

14 brown1,0

16 grey 1,0

16¢ grey

17 blue

We blue

20 white

21 red

22 green

22c green

23a yellow1,

23cc yellow1,0

231) white 1,0

23be white 1,0

243 yellow0,75

24ae yellow0,75

24b white 0,75

24be white 0,75

25a 1,0

25b 1,0

28 1,0

1.0

0.75

0,75

brown 0,75

red 0,75

33 yellow1,0

35 grey 1,0

39 red 2,5

41 blue 0,75

42a blue 1.5

42b white 2,5

43 yellow2,5

Ma grey 1,5

371 —46

44b yellow1,5

45

46

47

49

SO

53

black

black

black

black

green

blue

533 blue

54 green

54b green

55

56

57

green

green

blue

57a blue

58 green

58b green

59

60

61

62

63

64

65

67

green

green

9"eY

1,5

2,5

4.0

1,0

1,0

0,75

0,75

0.75

0,75

0,75

0,75

0.75

0,75

0,75

0.75

0,75

0,75

0,75

0,75

0,75

89 brown 0,75

95 white 1,5

97 white 1,5

98 white 1,0

101 0,75

104 0,75

105 0,75

109 0.75

10 0,75

0,75

12 1,0

13 white 0,75

5 yellow 0,75

16 red 0,75

18 white 1,0

121 green 0,75

122 white 0,75

124 black 0,75

125 black 0,75

126 white 0,75

129 white 0,75

130 brown 1,0

131 white 1,5

133 green 0,75

135 black 0,75

136 black 0,75

137 brown 0,75

137C brown 0,75

138 black 1,0

139 black

139a black

139b black

140 black

142 grey

144 grey O. S

,0

,0

,0

,5

,5
7

Components

wswwewpa

39.

40.

41

42.

43.

Parking light a

Headlights
Horn

Ignition coil
Spark Wigs
Distributor

Voltage regulator

Alternator

Starter

Battery

Fuse box

Temperature transmitter

Oil pressure switch

Stop light switch

Back-up light switch

Brake warning contact

Heater fan motor

Windshield washer pump

Windshield wiper motor

Charge indicator light

Direction indicator repeater light

Brake warning light

High beam indicator light

Oil pressure warning light

Clock (extra equipment)

Temperature gauge

Speedometer with odometer

Fuel gauge

Flasher unit

Dimmer relay

Ignition and starter switch

Headlight switch
Instrument illumination rheostat

Heater fan switch

Warning flasher switch

Courtesy light switch

Courtesy light with switch

nd direction indicators

Switch for windshield wiper, -washer and signal

horn

Direction indicator switch with headlight flasher

and dimmer switch

Fuel transmitter

Back-up lights
Stop lights, direction indicators and tail light

Number plate light

Trunk light

March 1979
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WIRING DIAGRAM, DE LUXE USA, MODEL 1969

. . 1

The range of the electrical system is shown by the wlrlng 2-

system on the next page. To simplify the identificatlon, 3

the wires have been covered with insulation of different

shades.

Wires

4 grey 1,5

5 red 1,5

7 black 1,5

13 blue 0,75

14

16 grey

16¢ grey

17 blue

We blue

21 red ,

22 green 1,0

22c green 1,0

23a yellow1,0

23ae yellow1,0

23b white 1,0

23be white 1,0

24a yellow0,75

24ee yellow0,75

24af yellow1,0

241: white 0,75

24be white 0,75

24bf white 1,0

25a blue 1.0

25b 1,0

28 1,0

28¢

brown 0,75

red 0,75

yellow 1,0

grey 1,0

red 2,5

blue 0,75

blue 1,5

white 2,5

yellow 2,5

cm 1.5

yellow ,5

371 -48

45 black

46 black

47 black

49 black

50 green

53 blue

53a blue

54 green

54b green

55 green

56 green

57 blue

57a blue

58 green

58b green

59 green

61 red

62a grey

62b grey

63 red

64 grey

65 red

66 white

67 red

68 red

69 black

70 black

71 black

72 red

72c red

73

75

BO

84 yellow1,5

85 grey 4,0

86 red 1,0

86c red 1,0

88 black 0,75

88c black 0,75

89 brown 0,75

95 white 1,5

97 white 1,5

98 white 1,0

99 white 1,0

101 green 0,75

102 green 0,75

103 green 0,75

104 green 0,75

105 black 0,75

107 black 0,75

108 black 0,75

109 black 0,75

10 green 0,75

red 0,75

12 blue 1,0

13 white 0,75

15 yellow 0,75

16 red 0,75

118 white 1,0

121 green 0,75

122 white 0,75

124 black 0,75

126 white 0,75

128a white 0,75

128b yellow0,75

129 white 0,75

130 brown 1,0

131 white 1,5

133 green 0,75

135 black 0,75

137 brown 0,75

137C brown 0,75

138 black

139 black

1393 black

139b black

140 black

142 grey

144 my 0.75

Components

4.

5.

6.

7.

8

9.

1 O.

1 1.

1 2.

3.

1 4.

1 5.

1 6.

7.

1 8.

1 9.

20.

21 .

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

31

32.

33.

34.

35.

36.

37.

38.

39.

40.

41

42.

43.

44.

45.

46.

47.

48.

Parking light and direction indicators

Headl 59h“

Horn

Ignition coil
Spark PIUQS
Distributor

Voltage regulator

Alternator

Starter

Battery

Fuse box

Temperature transmitter

Oil pressure switch

Back-up light switch

Stop light switch

Brake warning contact

Heater fan motor

Windshield washer pump

Windshield wiper motor

Direction indicator repeater light

Brake warning light

Charge indicator light

Oil pressure warning light

High beam indicator light

Indicator light, fuel

Ignition and starter switch
Electric clock

Speedometer, odometer and trip meter

Temperature gauge

Fuel gauge

Tachometer

Flasher unit

Dimmer relay

Cigarette lighter

Switches for extra equipment

Headlight switch
Instrument illumination rheostat

Heater fan switch

Warning flasher switch

Courtesy light switch
C°urteSY light with switch

imam for WindShie'd wiper, -washer and signal
om

Direction indicator switch with headlight flasher
and dlmmer switch

Fuel transmitter

Back-up lights
Stop lights, direction indicators and tail lights

Number plate light

Trunk light

March 1979
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WIRING DIAGRAM, SAAB 95 R.H.D., MODEL 1970

The range of the electrical system is shown by the wiring

system on the next page. To simplify the identification.

the wires have been covered with insulation of different

shades.

14

14c

141

15

15c

16

16c

17

17c

18

20

21

22

22:

23.

23's vane-v13)

45

46 black

47 rink

49 black

50 your

53 bhce

53: blue

54 green

54b geen

57 blue

57: blue

53 gees!

SE: gcen

59 green

so yuan

61 red

52 grey

63 red

5‘ grey

65 red

66 Misc

67 red

$ red

as black

70 black

71 Huck

72 red

Th rod

73 yuan: 1.0

gtrrys iiiiii

MGMruiiapvtr
l 3

QFSB iii‘. seas

371—50

142

147

Mile 0,75

bronmlp
whim 1,5

1.0

1.0

1.5

1.0

1.0

1.5

m 2.5

No.75

WWW”

ewwe.9msmwewwr
d

9199899199.”?
Parki

Hmwm

Horn

Ignition coil

Spark P1095
Distributor

Voltage regulator

Alternator

Starter

Battery

Fuse box

Temperature transmitter

Oil pressure switch

Back-up light switch

Stop light switch

Brake warning contact

Heater fan motor

Windshield washer pump

Windshield wiper motor

Speedometer and odometer

High beam indiwtor light

Direction indicator repeater light

Brake warning light

Temperature and fuel gauges

lndicctor light, fuel amount

Oil pressure warning light

Charge indicctor light

Flasher unit

Dimmer relay

Ignition and starter switch

Hazard warning flasher switch

Instrument illumination rheostat

Headlight switch
Heater fan switch

Courtesy light switch

Courtesy light with switch

ng light and direction indimmrs

Switch for windshield wiper, and washer

Signal horn contact

Direction indicator switch with headlight flasher

and dimmer switch

Fuel transmitter

Back-up light and direction indicators
Tail light and stop light

Number plate light

Bird! 1979
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WIRING DIAGRAM, SAAB 96 L.H.D..'V'ODEL 197°

The range of the electrical system is shown by the wiring

system on the next page. To simplify the identificat'on'

the wires have been covered with insulation of d

shades.

Wires

4 grey 1,5

5 red 1,5

7 green 1,5

13 blue 0,75

14 brown 1,0

We brown 1,0

14f brown 1,0

15 red 1.0

150 red O

16 grey 10

16o grey O

17 blue 10

We blue O

18 black 0

20 white 0

21 red O

22o green 0

23a yellow ,0

23aeyellow ,0
23b white 1,0

23bewhite 1,0

243 yellow1,0

24aeyellow1,0
24b white 1,

1

22 green 10

1

O

24bewhite ,0

258 blue 0

25b grey .0

28 red .0

28c red 1.0

28f red 0,75

29 grey 0,75

299 green 0,75

30 brown 0,75

30e brown 0,75

32 red 0,75

33 yellow1,0

371—52

35

39

41

423 blue

42b white 2.5

43 yellow2,5

Me grey 1.5

44b yellow1,5

45 black 1,5

46 black 2.5

47 black 4.0

49 black 1,0

50 green 1,0

53 blue 0.75

533 blue 0.75

54 green 0,75

54b green 0,75

57 blue 0,75

0,75

0,75

black

red

7243 red

ifferent

white 0.75

white 0.75

yellow1.5
grey 4.0

green 0,75

green 0,75

green 0.75

black 0,75

black 0,75

brown 0,75

red 0.75

white 1,5

white 1,5

white 10

green 0,75
black 0,75

green 0,75

red 0,75

blue 1,0

yellow0,75
white 1,0

white 0,75

white

black

black

black

black

black

black 1,5

brown 0,75

brown 0,75

grey 2,5

black 0,75

mumgi-thd
Components

9 light and direction indicatorsParkin

Headlil»!hts

Horn

ignition coil
Spark 91095
Distributor

Voltage regulator

Alternator

Starter

Battery

Fuse box '

Temperature transmitter

Oil pressure switch

Back-up light switch

Stop light switch

Brake warning contact

Heater fan motor

Windshield washer pump

Windshield wiper motor

Speedometer and odometer

High beam indicator light
Direction indicator repeater light

Brake warning light

Temperature and fuel gauges

Indicator light, fuel amount

Oil pressure warning light

Charge indicator light

Flasher unit

Dimmer relay

Ignition and starter switch

Hazard warning flasher switch

Instrument illumination rheostat

Headlight and parking light switch
Heater fan switch

Courtesy light with switch

Switch for windshield wiper, and washer

Signal horn contact

Direction indicator swtich with headlight flasher

and dimmer switch

Fuel transmitter

Back-up light and direction indicators
Tail light and stop light

Number plate light

Marvin 1 979
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WIRING DIAGRAM, SAAB 95 USA, MODEL 1970

The range of the electrical system is shown by the wiring

system on the next page. To simplify the identification,

the wires have been covered with insulation of different

shades.

Wires

371-54

13

14

14¢

141

15

15c

16

16c

17

We

18

20

21

22

22c

23a

23ae yellow1.0

23b white 1,0

23be white 1,0

243 yellow1,0

2dae yellow1,0

245 white 1,0

241» white 1.0

253 blue

25b grey

28 red

red

281 red

bb

‘ooobooc

green 0.75

brown 0,75

brown0.75

red 0,75

yellow1,0

W 1.0

yellow0,75
blue 0,75

42a

42!:

43

Ma

blue 1,5

white 2,5

yellow2,5

grey 1,5

Mb yellow 1,5

45

46

47

49

50

53

53a

53¢

54

black 1,5

black 2,5

black

black

green

blue

blue

green

green

54b green

54c

57

57a

58

green

blue

blue

green

58b green

59

SO

61

62

63

64

65

66

67

68

69

70

7

72

73

74

75

76

80

green

green

red

WW
red

grev

red

white

red

red

black

black

black

red

grey 4,0
red ,0

9'" 1.0

block 1,0

white 0,75

white 0,75

yellow1,5
grey 4,0

green 0,75

green 0.75

green 0,75
black 0,75

black 0,75

brown 0,75

red 0.75

white 1,5

white 1,5

white 1,0

green 0,75

green 0,75

black 0,75

black 0,75

green 0,75

red 0,75

blue 1,0

yellow0,75
white 1,0

white 0,75

black

black

black

black

black

brown 0,75

grey 2.5

black 0,75

yellow0.75

HWY 0,75

black 0,75

Components

Opwwewewwd
PP?

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

31

32.

33.

34.

35.

36.

37.

38.

39.

41

42.

43.

M

w

m

a

Parking light and dire

Headlights

Horn

Ignition coil
Spark plugs
Distributor

Voltage regulator

Alternator

Starter

Battery

Fuse box .

Temperature transmltter

Oil pressure switch

Back-up light switch

Stop light switch

Brake warning contact

Heater fan motor

Windshield washer pump

Windshield wiper motor

Cigarette lighter

Contact for warning buzzer

Buzzer

Clock

Speedometer and odometer

High beam indicator light

Direction indicator repeater light

Brake warning light

Temperature and fuel gauges

Indicator light, fuel amount

Oil pressure warning light

Charge indicator light

Flasher unit

Dimmer relay

Ignition and starter switch

Hazard warning flasher switch

Instrument illumination rheostat

Headlight switch
Heater fan switch

Dome lamp switch

Dome lamp with switch

ction indicators

Switch for windshield wiper, and washer

Signal horn contact

Direction indicator switch with headlight flasher

and dimmer switch

Fuel transmitter

Back-up light and direction indicators
Tail light and stop light

Number plate light

Match 1979
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Wires

4 grey 1,5

5 red 1,5

7 green 1,5

13 blue 0,75

14 brown1,0

14e

14f

15

15a

16

17

We

18

20

21

22

22c

23a yellow1,0

23ae yellow1,0

23b white 1,0

23be white 1,0

24a yellow1,0

24ae yellow1,0

24b white 1,0

24be white 1,0

253 blue

258a blue

25b grey

25be grey

28 red

28e red

28f red

29 grey

29c green

291 grey

371-56

30 brown 0,75

30c brown 0,75

30f brown 0,75

32 red 0,75

33 yellow1,0

35 grey 1,0

39 yellow0,75

41 blue 0,75

42a blue 1,5

42!) white 2,5

43 yellow2,5

443 grey 1,5

Mb yellow1,5

45 black 1,5

46 black 2,5

47 black 4,0

49 black 1,0

50 green 1,0

53 blue 0,75

53a blue 0,75

54 green 0,75

54b green 0,75

55 green 0,75

56 black 0,75

57 blue 0,75

57a blue 0,75

58 green 0,75

58b green 0,75

59 green 0,75

60 green 0,75

61 red 0,75

62 grey 0,75

63 red 1,0

64 grey 0,75

65 red 0,75

66 white 0,75

WIRING DIAGRAM, SAAB 96 R.H.D., MODEL 1970

The range of the electrical system is shown by the wiring

system on the next page. To simplify the identification,

the wires have been covered with insulation of different

shades.

red 1,

red

black

black

black

red

red

yellow1,0

grey 4,0

red 1,0

grey 1,0

yellow1,5

grey 4,0

black 0,75

black 0,75

brown 0,75

green 0,75

black 0,75

green 0,75

red 0,75

blue 1,0

yellow0,75
white 1,0

green 0,75

white 0,75

brown1,0
black 1,0

black 1,

black 1,

black

black

black 1,5

brown 0,75

brown 0,75

grey 2,5

black 0,75

SOPNQVI‘war‘
NT‘P

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

31.

32.

33.

35.

36.

37.

39.

41.

42.

Parking “eh

Distributor

Voltage regulator

Alternator

Starter

Battery

Fuse box '

Temperature transmitter

Oil pressure switch

Stop light switch

Brake warning contact

Heater fan motor

Windshield washer pump

Windshield wiper motor

Speedometer with odometer

High beam indicator light
Direction indicator repeater light

Brake warning light

Temperature and fuel gauges

Indicator light, fuel amount

Oil pressure warning light

Charge indicator light
Flasher unit

Dimmer relay

Ignition and starter switch

Hazard warning flasher switch

Instrument illumination rheostat

Headlight switch
Heater fan switch

Courtesy light switch

Courtesy light with switch

t and direction indicators

Switch for windshield wiper, and washer

Signal horn contact

Direction indicator switch with headlight flasher

and dimmer switch

Fuel transmitter

Stop lights, direction indicators and tail light

Number plage light

Trunk liyit

March 1979
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Components
WIRING DIAGRAM, SAAB 96 L.H.D., MODEL 1970 Parking light and direction indicators

The range of the electrical system is shown by the Wiring 2_ Headlights

system on the next page. To simplify the identification, 3. Horn

the wires have been covered with insulation of different 4. ignition coil

shades. 5_ spark plugs

6. Distributor

7. Voltage regulator

Wires 3_ Alternator

9_ Starter

10. Battery

11. Fuse box

12. Temperature transmitter
4 grey 1,5 32 red 0,75 ssure switch

5 red 1,5 33 yellow1,0 12 OII pr? '1 h

7 green 1,5 35 grey 1,0 14. Stoplight SW] c

13 blue 0,75 39 yellow0,75 15. Brake warning contact

14 brown1,0 41 blue 0,75

Me brown1,0 42a blue 1,5 16. Heater fan motor

14f 42b white 2,5 17. Windshield washer pump

15 43 vellow2.5 ' shield wi er motor

156 448 my 15 18. Wind P. d

‘6 9"” 44b vellow1,5 19. Speedometer wutho ometer

168 grey 45 black 15 20. High beam indicator light

'7 “we 46 mack 2'5 21. Direction indicator repeater light

We blue 47 black 4,0 black 0,75 '

18 black 49 black 1,0 brown0,75 22. Brake warninglight

1’0 White 50 9196" W 9'99“ 0'75 23. Temperature and fuel gauges

21 red 53 bl e 0,75 black 0,75 , ,

22 green 53a bl; 0,75 9,39,, 0,75 24. Indicatorlight, fuel amount

22e green 54 green 0.75 red 0.75 25. Oil pressure warninglight

23a yellow1,0 545 green 0,75 blue 1,0 - -

233a yellow1,0 55 green 0,75 yellow0,75 26' Charge '“dfcamr "ght

23b white 1,0 56 black 0,75 white 1,0 27- Flasher mm

23be white 1,0 57 blue 0,75 green 0,75 28_ Dimmer relay

24" Ve"°'"1'° 57" blue 0'75 29. Ignition and starter switch

24ae yellow1,0 58 green 0,75

24b white 1,0 58b green 0,75 30. Hazard warning flasher switch

24be white 1,0 59 green 0.75 31. Instrument illumination rheostat

25a blue 1,0 60 green 0,75 . . . .

25b grey to 61 red 0,75 32. Headlight and parking light sWItch

2' o 5

£3
a.

00°00

28 red 62 grey 0,75 33. Heater fan switch0

2e. red ,0 63 1,0 black .

28f red 0,75 64 0,75 brown 0,75 34' C°unesy “ght WW“ WM“

29 grey 0,75 65 0,75 brown 0,75 36. Switch for windshield wiper, and washer

29' 9'99" 0:75 56 ' 0:75 grey 2.5 37. Signal horn contact

30 brown 0,75 67 1,5 black 0,75 . . .

300 brown 0.75 68 1,0 38. Direction indicator switch with headlight flasher

and dimmer switch

39. Fuel transmitter

40. Stop lights, direction indicators and tail light

41. Number plate light

42. Trunk light

371 —58
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WIRING DIAGRAM, SAAB 96 USA, MODEL 1970

The range of the electrical system is shown W the Wmng

system on the next page. To simplify the identificatlon:

the wires have been covered with insulation of different

shades.

Wires

No. Color Ami;
mm

4 grey 1.5

5 red 1,5

7 green 1,5

13 blue 0,75

14 brown1,0

14e brown1,0

14f brown1,0

15 red

15: red

16 grey

16c grey

17 blue

We blue

I

I

OO

18 black

20 white

21 red

22 green

22e green 1.0

23a yellow1.0

233eyellow1,0

23!: white 1,0

23bewhure 1,0

243 yellow‘LO

24ae yellow ,0

24b white 1,0

24bewhite 1,0

25a blue 1.0

2513 grey 1,0

28 red 1,0

28e red 1,0

28f red 0,75

29 grey 0,75

29¢ green 0,75

brown0,75

brown 0.75

red 0,75

yellow1,0

grey 1.0

371-60

No. Color
mm

39

41

42a

42b

43

443

44b

45

46

47

49

50

53

533

54

54b

55

56

57

57a

58

58b

59

60

61

62

63

64

SS

66

67

68

69

7O

71

72

72e

yellowOJS
blue 0.75

blue 1.5

White 2.5

yellow2,5

grey 1,5

yellow1,5
black 1,5

black

black

black

green

blue

blue

green

green

green

black

blue

blue

green

green

green

green

red

grey

red

grey

red

white

red

red

black

black

black

red

red

black 1.0

yellow1,5

grey 4,0
black 0,75

black 0,75

brown 0.75

white 1,5

white 1,5

white 1,0

green 0,75

green 0,75

black 0.75

black 0.75

green 0,75

red 0,75

blue 1.0

yellow0.75
White 1.0

green 0,75

white 0,75

brown1,0

white.

black

black

black

black

black

black ,

brown 0,75

brown 0,75

grey 2,5

black 0,75

yellow0,75

grey 0,75

black 0,75

Comlm'“ants

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21
.

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

31 .

32.

33.

34.

35.

36.

37.

38.

39.

41 .

42.

43.

44.

45.

46.

47.

Parkin

Headlights

Horn

Ignition 00“
Spark DIUQS
Distributor

Voltage r89“Iator

Alternator

Starter

Battery

F use box .

Temperature transmitter

Oil pressure switch

Back-up light switch

Stop light switch

Brake warning contact

Heater fan motor

Windshield washer pump

Windshield wiper motor

Cigarette lighter

Contact for warning buzzer

Buzzer

Clock

Speedometer with odometer

High beam indicator light

Direction indicator repeater light

Brake warning light

Temperature and fuel gauges

Indicator light, fuel amount

Oil pressure warning light

Charge indicator light
Flasher unit

Dimmer relay

Ignition and starter switch

Hazard warning flasher switch

Instrument illumination rheostat

Headlight switch
Heater fan switch

Dome lamp switch

Dome lamp with switch

Switch for windshield wiper and washer

Sitlnal horn contact

9 light and direction indicatOrs

Direction indicator switch with headlight flasher
and dimmer switch

Fuel transmitter

Back-up light
Stop lights, directi

NUmber plate light

Trunk light

on indicators and tail light

-A-ln
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WIRING DIAGRAM, SAAB 95 R.H.D., MODEL 1971

1.

The range of the electrical system is shown by the W'r'ng 2.

system on the next page. To simplify the identification. 3,

the wires have been covered with insulation of different 4.

shades. 5-

G.

7.

8.

Wires 9'

10.

No. Color 11.

Grey . Blue 1 2'
Red . Blue

Green White 1 3

13 Blue Yellow 14.

14 Brown 1.0 Grey

Ne Brown 1.0 Yellow 15‘

141 Brown 1.0 Black 16

15 Red 1.0 Black '

15¢ Red 1.0 Black 17.

16 Grey 1.0 Green

169 Grey 1,0 Blue 18'

17 Blue 1.0 Blue 19

172 Blue 1.0 Green

18 Black in Green 20.

20 White 1.0 Blue

21 Red 1,0 Blue 21'

22 Green 1.0 Green 22

22: Green 1.0 Green '

23a Yellow 1.0 Green 23.

23:: Yellow 1.0 Green

23b White 1.0 Red 24.

23be White 1.0 Grey

243 Yellow 1.0 Red 25'

2432 Yellow 1.0 Grey 26

24b White 1.0 Red

24m White 1.0 White , 27.

253 Blue 1,0 Red .

25ae Blue 1.0 Red 1.0 28.

25b Grey 1.0 Black 1,0 29

25be Grey 1.0 Black 1.5 '

28 Red 1.0 Black 1.5 30,

28¢ Red . Red 1,0

28f Red , Red 1,0 31.

29 Grey . Yellow 1,0

29c Grey . Grey 4,0 32'

29f Grey . Red 1.0 33

30 Brown , Grey 1,0

30: Brown . Red 0 75 , 34.

30! Brown . 773 Red .

32 Red . We Red . 35'

33 Yellow , 77r Red . 36

35 Grey 78 Brown ,

39 Yellow . 79 Green , 37.

38.

39.

40.

41.

42.

43.

44.

45.

46.

47.

48.

49.

371—62

Parking light and direc

Headlights

Horn

Headlight wiper motor

Ignition CO“

Spark plugs
Distributor

Voltage regulator

Alternator

Starter .

Relay, headlight Wiper

Fuse for headlight wiper

Battery

Fuse box .

Temperature transmitter

Oil pressure switch

Back-up light switch

Stop light switch

Brake warning contact

Heater fan motor

Windshield washer pump

Headlight washer pump

Windshield wiper motor

Manoeuvre relay, headlight wiper

Speedometer and odometer

High beam indicator light

Direction indicator repeater light

Brake warning light

Temperature and fuel gauges

Indicator light, fuel amount

Oil pressure warning light

Charge indicator light
Flasher unit

Dimmer relay

Ignition and starter switch

Hazard warning flasher switch

Diode

Instrument illumination rheostat

Headlight switch
Heater fan swtich

Courtesy light switch

Courtesy light with switch

tion indicators

Switch for windshield wiper, headlight wiper and

washer

Signal horn contact

Direction indicator switch with headlight flasher

and dimmer switch

Fuel transmitter

Back-up light and direction indicators
Tail light and stop light

Number plate light

March 1979
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WIRING DIAGRAM, SAAB 95 L.H.D., MODEL 1971

The range of the electrical system is shown by the -

system on the next page. To simplify the identification,

the wires have been covered with insulation of different

shades.

Wires

14'

23b

24b

24be

 

371—64

Yellowl,O

ye:low‘l,0

White 1.0

white 1,0

vellow1,o

Vallowl,0
white 1,0

white 1,0

blue 1,0

our 1.0

red 1,0

red 1,0

'26 0.75

grey 0.75

green 0.75

brown 0,15

brownol'ls
'26 0.75

Yellowl,o

9"" 1,0

yellowOJs
blue 0,75

blue 15

white 2,5

773

77e

77f

7B

79

81

8 e 

vellow2.5

Q'EY 1,5

yellow1,5
black

bl at k

black

green

blue

blue

green

green

blue

bin e

green

green

green

green

red

9'”

red

9' eV

red

WM Xe

red

red

bl ac k

bloc k

black

red

red

1,5
2.5

1,0

1.0

0.75

0.75

0,75

0.75

0,75
0.75

0.75

0.75

0,75

0,75

0,75

0,75

1,0

0,75

0.75

0,75

1,5

1.0

1,0

1.5

1,5

1,0

1.0

valiow1,o

WV

red

9' W

red

red

red

red

4,0

1.0

1,0
0,75

0,75
0.75

0,75
brown 0,75

green

O'CV

blue

0,75

0.75

0,75

i

I

82

82

We

83

83

83c

84

BS

86

86e

86f

88e

BM

889
89

89!

92

95

97

98

101

109

110

111

112

115

118

122

130

131

136

138

139

1393

139b

140

141

141e

142

147

white 0,75

vellow0,75
black 0,75

while 0,75

black 0,75

black 0,75

yellow1,5

grey 4,0

green 0,75

green 0,75

green 0,75

black 0,75

black 0,75

black 0,75

black 0,75

brown0,75

yellow0,75
red 0,75

white 1,5

while 1,5

white 1,0

green 0,75

black 0,75

green 0,75

red 0,75

blue 1,0

vellow0,75
white 1,0

white 0,75

brown1,0
white 1,5

black

black

black

black

black

black 1,5

brown 0,75

brown 0,75

WW 2,5

black 0,75

wiring

l

 

Component;

d

999°“???ng
12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

31.

32.

33.

34.

35.

36.

37.

38.

39.

41.

42.

43.

44.

45.

46.

47.

48.

49.

Parking light and d

Headlights

Horn

Headlight wiper motor

Ignition coil

Spark plugs
Distributor

Voltage regulator

Alternator

Starter .

Relay, headlight wrper

Fuse for headlight wiper

Battery

Fuse box

Temperature transmitter

Oil pressure switch

Back-up light switch

Stop light switch

Brake warning contact

Heater fan motor

Windshield washer pump

Headlight washer pump

Windshield wiper motor

Manoeuvre relay, headlight wiper

Speedometer and odometer

High beam indicator light

Direction indicator repeater light

Brake warning light

Temperature and fuel gauges
Indicator light, fuel amount

Oil pressure warning light

Charge indicator light

Flasher unit

Dimmer relay

Ignition and starter switch

Hazard warning flasher switch

Diode

Instrument illumination rheostat

Headlight switch
Heater fan switch

Courtesy light switch

Courtesy light with switch

irection indicators

Switch for windshield wiper, headlight wiper and

Washer

Signal horn 00ntact

Direction indicator SWitch With headlight flasher

and dimmer switch

Fuel transmitter

Back-up light and direction indicators
Tail light and stop light

Number plate light
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WIRING DIAGRAM, SAAB 95 USA, MODEL 1971

The range of the electrical system is shown by th

system on the next page. To simplify the

the wires have been covered with insulation of different

shades.

Wires

No. Color Area
mm

4 grey 1.5

5 red 1,5

7 green 1.5

13 blue 0,75

14 brown 1,0

14e

14f.

15

15e

16

We

17

We .

18 black 1,0

20 white 1,0

21 red 1.0

22 green 1,0

226: green 1,0

233 yellow1,0

23ae yellow1.0

23!: white 1.0

23be white 1,0

248 yellow1,0

24ae yellow1.0

24b white 1,0

24be white 1.0

25a blue

25b grey

28 red

28e red

28f red ,

29 any .

29c green 0,75

30 brown 0,75

30c brown 0.75

32 red 0,75

33 yellow1,0

35 grey 1,0

39 vellow0,75

41 blue 0,75

371 -66

42.!

42b

43

44:!

44b

45

46

47

49

so

53

533

53a

54

54b

Sde

57

57a

58

58b

59

60

61

62

63

64

65

66

67

68

69

70

71

72

72c

73

74

75

76

80

blue

white

1,5

2.5

yellow 2.5

979V 1,5

yellow1.5
black

black

black

black

green

blue

blue

green

green

green

green

blue

blue

green

green

green

green

red

gray

red

grev

red

white

red

red

black

black

black

1,5

2.5

4,0

1.0

1,0

0,75

0,75

0.75

0,75

0.75

0.75

0,75

0.75

0,75

0,75

0,75

0.75

0,75

0,75

1,0

0,75

0,75

white 0.75

white 0.75

vellowl.5
grey 4,0

green 0,75

green 0,75

green 0,75
black 0,75

black 0,75

brown 0,75

red 0.75

White 1.5

white 1,5

white 1,0

green 0.75

green 0.75
black 0,75

black 0.75

green 0,75

red 0,75

blue 1.0

yellow0,75
white 1,0

white 0,75

black ,

brown0.75

brown0,75

grey 2,5

black 0,75

yellow0.75

grey 0.75

black 0,75

e wiring

identification,

Components

I.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

31

32.

33.

34.

35.

36.

37.

38.

39.

40.

41

42.

43.

44.

45.

46.

47

Parking Ii

Headlights

Horn

Ignition coil
Spark plugs
Distributor

Voltage regulatO'

Alternator

Starter

Battery

Fuse box .

Temperature transmitter

Oil pressure switch

Back-up light switch

Stop light switch

Brake warning contact

Heater fan motor

Windshield washer pump

Windshield wiper motor

Cigarette lighter

Contact for warning buzzer

Buzzer

Clock

Speedometer and odometer

High beam indicator light

Direction indicator repeater light

Brake warning light

Temperature and fuel gauges

Indicator light, fuel amount

Oil pressure warning light

Charge indicator light

Flasher unit

Dimmer relay

Ignition and starter switch

Hazard warning flasher switch

Instrument illumination rheostat

Headlight switch

Heater fan swtich

Dome lamp switch

Dome lamp with switch

ght and direction indicators

Switch for windshield wiper, and washer

Signal horn contact

Direction indicator switch with headlight flasher

and dimmer switch

Fuel transmitter

Back-up light and direction indicators
Tail light and stop light

Number plate light

March 1979
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WIRING DIAGRAM, SAAB 96 R.H.D., MODEL 1971

The IWIS!!! Of the electrical system is shown by the wiring

system on the next page. To simplify the identifieation.

the wlres have been covered with insulation of different

shades.

Wins

I la .

two. Color mziNo. Color M2 No. Color mg

; ‘ GM 1.5 in Blue 0,75! 771 Red 0.75
§ a“ ‘-5 :02: Blue 1,5 73 Bro—- 0.75

:13 Sf“ :35 gens Mme 2,5 l 79 Green 0.75
i" 3,0“, 1:0 $43 Yellow 2,5 81 Grey 0.75
<14: Bron-1 1,0 1% Grey 1.5 81: Blue 0.75

:141 are... 1,0 .045 Yellonr 1.5 82 Yellow 0,75
#15 Red 1.0 45 Black 1.5 I 822M 0.75
.15e Red 1.0 ‘45 lek 2.5 a: Black 0.75 ,
{16 Grey 1.0 [as 31:1: 1.0 5 saeaiaex 0,75

ISe Grey 1,0 f50 Green 1.0 l 84 Vernon 1,5

17 Blue 1.0 53 Blue 0.75 85 Grey 4.0

We Blue 1.0 l53a Blue 0,75 33 Black 0,75

13 sure 1.0 £54 Greer 0.7si escalate 0,75

20 1.0 1540 Green 0.75] 831 Black 0,75

21 Red 1.0 :55 Green 0.75. escalaclr 0.75

D (3126! 1.0 356 thk 0,75 89 Bram 0,75

'22: Green 1,0 i57 Blue 0,75 Est Yellow 0.75

izza yellow 1, :57; Blue 0.75. 95 Mme 1,0
‘mYdIo-v 1.0 158 Green 0,75} 97 white 1.0
(235 Mine 1.0 3.5% Green 0,751 90 Mine 0,75
inch-u: 1.0 [59 Green 0,75 101 Green 0,75
[24. velour 1.0 i613 Green 0,75 '109 Black 0,75

lZ‘aeYeuon 1.0 lei Rea 0,75 110 Green 0.75
20h VII-l: 1,0 i62 Grey 0.75 111 Red 0,75

Immune 1,0 ,63 Red 1.0 I112 Blue 1.0
125: Blue 1.0 :64 Grey 0.751115 Vellou 0.75

{25: Blue 1.0 '55 Red 0,75 l 113 vllhrre 1,0
’25» Grey 1,0 555 Mm 0,75 121 Green 0,75
'2&G¢v 1.0 gm Red 1,5 I122 white 0,75
‘23 Red 1.0 ;68 Red 1.0 12; Blue 0,75
,2ae Red 1.0 369 Black 1,0 130 Bvom 1,0
KZU Rea 0.75 i 70 81x11 1.5 131 Mme 1,0

in Grey 0.75 in Black 1.5 135 Black 1.0

18: Grey 0.75 e 72 Red 1.0 138 Brace 1.0
,291 Grey 0.75 :72: Red 1.0 139 Black 1.5
lap Sour! 0.75 l 73 Yellow 1,0 139: Black 1,0

in anal-n 0,75 l 74 Grey 4,0 1:190 sleek 1,0
.3. arc-in 0.75175 Red 1.0 140 alaelr 1,5

132 nee 0.75 E 76 Grey 1,0 141 arc—r 0,75
[33 Yum 1,0 77 Flea 0.75 141e Brown 0.75
5:15
39

371—68

  0,75

   
 142 Grey

 

l

l

I
  

Parking “9” and dir
1.

2, deiigh“

3_ Horn

4. Headlight mm“

5. Ignim" °°“

6- Spark Plugs

7, Distributor

3, Voltage “WIN

9. Alternatof

10. Start“

11. Relay. WW“

12. Fuse for I'mdlight w1per

13. Batten!

14. Fuse box

15. Temperature transmitter

16. Oil pressure switch

17. Back-up light switch

18. Stop light switch

19. Brake warning contact

20. Heater fan motor

21. Windshield washer pump

22. Headlight washer pump

23. Windshield wiper motor

24. Manoeuvre relay, headlight wiper

Speedometer with odometer

High beam inditztor light

Direction indicator repeater light

25

26

27.

28. Brake warning light

29 Temperature and fuel gauges

30. Indicator light, fuel amount

31. Oil pressure warning light

32 Charge indimtor light

33 Flasher unit

34 Dimmer relay

35 Ignition and starter switch

36
Hazard warning flasher switch

Diode

Instrument illumination rheostat

37.

3a

39- Headlight switch

40- Heater fan switch

41- Courtesy light switch

42 “may light with switch

2:- Trunk light with contact

ection indieators

Switch for windshield wiper, headlight wiper and

washer

45' Signal horn contact

and dimmer Witch

47. Pm] Wallsmitter

49. Back-up light

Direction indith switch with headlig‘lt flasher

March 1979
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WIRING DIAGRAM, SAAB 96 L.H.D., M0051. 1971

The range of the electrical system is shown by the wirlng

svnem on the next page. To simplify the identification,

the wires have been covered with insulation of different

shades.

Wires

   
 
 
 

  
  

   
  
 

   

  
  

  
  

  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

  

 
  
  

  
  
  
  
  
  
  

  
  

  

  

 rod 0,75

771 red 0,75

78 brownOJE

79 green 0,75

81 my 0.75

310 blue 0,75

32 vollow0,75

blue 1,5

421: White 2,5

43 yellow2,5

44- 11m 1,5

Mb yellow1,5

45 black 1,5

46 bleclt 2,5

4 only 1,5

5 red 1,5

7 green 1,5

13 blue 0,75

14 brown1,0

14. brown1,0

141 brown1,o

  
 

  
  

  

 
  
  
  
  
  
 

  
  

  
  
 
 
  
  
  
 
  
 
  
  

  
  
 

  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

  
  
  
  
  
  

 

  
  
  

 

15 red 1,0 49 black 1,0 820 black 0,75

150 red 1,0 50 green 1,0 83 black 0,75

16 grey 1,0 53 blue 0,75 Bile black 0,75

160 grey 1,0 530 blue 0,75 84 yollow1,5

17 blue 1.0 54 green 0,75 85 grey 4,0

170 blue 1,0 54b green 0,75 88 black 0,75

16 black 1,0 55 green 0,75 880 black 0,75

20 white 1,0 56 black 0,75 881 block 0,75

21 red 1,0 57 blue 0,75 88g black 0,75

22 green 1.0 5711 blue 0,75 89 brownO,75

220 green 1,0 58 green 0,75 891 yollow0,75

2311 yellow1,0 58b green 0,75 101 green 0,75

2300 yellow1,0 59 green 0,76 109 black 0,75

2317 white 1,0 60 green 0,75 110 green 0,75

2300 white 1,0 61 red 0,75 111 red 0,75

240 yellow1,0 62 grey 0,75 112 blue 1,0

2400 yollow1,0 63 red 1,0 15 vellow0,75

24!) white 1,0 64 grey 0,75 118 while 1,0

24be white 1,0 65 red 0,75 121 green 0,75

25: blue 1,0 66 white 0,75 122 white 0,75

25b grey 1,0 67 red 1,5 123 blue 0,75

28 red 1,0 68 red 1,0 130 brown1,0

280 rod 1,0 69 black 1.0 136 black 1,0

281 red 0,75 70 black 1,5 138 black 1,0

29 grey 0,75 71 black 1,5 139 black 1,5

29c green 0,75 red 10 1393 black 1,0

30 brown 0,75 10 139b black 1,0  
  30' brown 0,75

32 red 0,75

33 yellow1,0

35 my 1,0

39 yellow0,75

41 blue 0,75

140 black 1,5

141 brown 0,75

1410 brown 0,75

142 grey 25

black 0,75

  
  
  
  

371-70

Component!

mg‘asnrhuwd

27.

35.

37.

43.

Parking light

Headlights

Horn

Headlight wiper motor

Ignition coil
Spark plugs
Distributor

Voltage regulator

Alternator

Starter .

Relay, headlight Wiper

Fuse for headlight wiper

Battery

Fuse box '

Temperature transmitter

Oil pressure switch

Stop light switch

Brake warning contact

Heater fan motor

Windshield washer pump

Headlight washer pump

Windshield wiper motor

Manoeuvre relay, headlight wiper

Speedometer with odometer

High beam indicator light

Direction indicator repeater light

Brake warning light

Temperature and fuel gauges

Indicator light, fuel amount

Oil pressure warning light

Charge indicator light

Flasher unit

Dimmer relay

Ignition and starter switch

Hazard warning flasher switch

Diode

Instrument illumination rheOStat

Headlight switch
Heater fan switch

Courtesy light switch

Courtesy light with switch

and direction indicators

Switch for windshield wiper, headlight wiper and

Washer

Signal horn °°Mact

Direction indicator switch with headlight flasher

and dimmer switch

Fuel transmitter

Stop lights, direction

Number plate light

Trunk light with contact

indicators and tail light

March 1979
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nents
WIRING DIAGRAM, SAAB 96 USA, MODEL 1971 Cami”

Parking light and direction indicators
. - - 1.The range of the electrical system is shown by the wiring 2. Headlights

sVstem on tne next page. To simplify the identification, 3 Horn

the wires have been covered with insulation of different 4- Ignition coil

Shades. 5. Spark plugs

6. Distributor

7. Voltage regulator

or
Wires 8. Alternat

9. Starter

10. Battery

 
11. Fuse box .

12. Temperature transmitter

  

   

  
  

   

  

 

4 grey 1.5 39 yellow0,75 74 grey 4,3 13 0“ pressure SWItCh

5 red 1.5 41 blue 0,75 75 red 1, ‘ _ '

7 green 1.5 423 blue 1.5 76 grey 1,0 14, Back-uplight sw1tch

13 blue 0,75 42b white 2.5 80 black 1,0 I ht SWItCh

N brownLO 43 yellow2,5 a4 yellow1,5 15. Stop I 9

Me brown 1,0

141 brown 1,0

44a grey 1.5 85 grey 4,0

441: yellow1,5 88 black 0,75

16. Brake warning contact

17. Heater fan motor15 red 1,0 45 black 1,5 88e black 0,75

:29 '9“ 1'3 43 hm“ 2% g: “fw"?';5 18. Windshield washer pump
grey . 4. black 4, w ire . ' , .

162 grey 1.0 49 black 1,0 97 white 1.5 19. Windshield Wiper motor

17 blue 1,0 50 green 1,0 98 White 1,0 - ' hter

172 blue 1.0 53 que 0,75 101 green 0,75 20. Cigarette Ilg .

18 black 1.0 53a blue 0,75 104 green 0.75 21. Contact for warning buzzer

20 WIN“! 1.0 54 green 0,75 105 black 0,75

21 red 1,0 54b green 0,75 109 black 0,75 22. BUZZEI’

22 green 1,0 55 green 0,75 110 green 0,75 23. Clock

23a yellowm 57 blue 0,75 112 blue 1,0

23aeyellow1,0
23b white 1,0

23bewhne 1,0

24a yellow1,0

24ae yellow ,0

241: white 1,0

24bewhite 1,0

25a blue 1.0

25b grey 1,0

24. Speedometer with odometer

25. High beam indicator light

26. Direction indicator repeater light

27. Brake warning light

28. Temperature and fuel gauges

29. Indicator light, fuel amount

30. Oil pressure warning light

31. Charge indicator light

32. Flasher unit

33. Dimmer relay

34. Ignition and starter switch

35. Hazard warning flasher switch

36. Instrument illumination rheostat

37. Headlight switch

38. Heater fan switch

39. Dome lamp switch

40. Dome lamp with switch

41. Switch for windshield wiper and washer

42. Signal horn contact

43. Direction indicator swit

and dimmer switch

44' Fuel transmitter

45. Back-up light

46. Stop lights di . _
rectum Indicators .

47. Number plate light and tail light

48- Trunk light

 
 

 
 
 
 
  
  

  
  
  
  
  
  
  

57a blue 0,75 115 yellow0,75

58 green 0,75 I118 White 1.0

58b green 0,75 121 green 0,75

59 green 0.75 1122 White 0.75

60 green 0,75 130 brown 1,0

61 red 0,75 131 White 1.5

62 grey 0.75 136 black

 22e green 1.0 56 black 0,75 111 red 0,75

63 red 1,0 138 black

64 grey 0,75 139 black 1.

28 red 1,0 65 red 0,75 1393 black

28e red 1.0 ‘ 66 White 0,75 1391; black

281 red 0,75 67 red 1,5 140 black 1.5

29 grey 0,75 68 red 10 141 brown0,75

29c green 0.75 69 black 10 141e brown0,75

3O brown0,75 70 black 1,5 142 grey 2,5

30c brown0.75 71 black 1,5 147 black 0,75

32 red 0,75 72 red 10 190 yellow0,75

33 yellow1,0 10 191 grey 0,75

O35 192 black 0,75
  72c red 

grey 1,0   

ch with headlight flasher

371 —72
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WIRING DIAGRAM. SAAB 96 USA, MODEL 1971



' . lenient with thermostat

OF WIRIN AND DETAIL SO. Sca' heating e

1972-197:i DIAGRAM’ SAAB 95 RJill. MODEL 51. 8-pin connector
52. 3—pin connector

 
   

53. 2-pin connector

“911:3, :fmmbggeml SVstem is shown by the wiring 54. 1-pin connector
75. Back-up llght contact

1. 33m 76. Back-up lights

1 AlternatOr

3’ vow reglllator

4' SW mom Color code

5- Ignitiori 0011

5- Ignition distributor

7' Li91th:; relay

3‘ Headlight dimmer/flasher “itch

9- Light switch

10' H‘U‘l barn

11. Dimmed mm

12- F" 0'“ parking light

13 Tail light

14. License plate light

15. Resistance switch, instrument panel, illumination 4 GR 1'5

15— Ignition switch I;

17_ Fuse box Cable crosseectron, mm

1a Dumb" NEW “ash” “nit Color of eeble

19. Direction indicator switch

20. Hazard warning signal switch Cable ref. No.

21. Hazard warning signal rem

22. Direction inditztor lights, L

23. Direction indicator lights, R

24. Stop 1% Contact

25. Stop lights

26. Ventilator fan switch 13

27. Ventilator fan motor 3“

28. Horn

29. Horn contact

30. Brake warning contact

31. Oil warning contact

32. Temperature transmitter 14

33. Fuel level transmitter

34. Combination instrument: fuel gauge, fuel warning

light, temperature gauge, oil warning light, ignition

light, instrument panel illumination 14

35. Speedometer

36. Brake warning light

37. High beam indicator light 14

38. Direction indicator repeater light

39. Instrument panel illumination

40. Dome light

41. Door contact, interior lighting

42. Trunk light

43. Trunk light comet a n 5 13

44. Wiper system switch

45, 2% windshield wiper

46. Washer W DETAIL OF memo DIAGRAM,SAA8 es mun. MODEL

47. Fuse holder 1972—1974

48. Headlight wiper motor

49. Headlight Wiper mow relay

371-'7‘ M 1979
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WIRING DIAGRAM, SAAB SEDAN L.H.D., AND

DETAIL OF WIRING DIAGRAM SAAB STATION

WAGON L.H.D., MODEL 1972-1973

The range of the electrical system is shown In! the wiring

system on the next page.

Battery

Alternator

Voltage regulator
Starter motor

Ignition coil

Ignition distributor

Lighting relay

Headlight dimmer/flasher switch

Lid‘lt switch

10. High beam

11. Dimmed beam

12. Front parking light

13. Tail light

14. License plate light

15. Resistance switch, instrument panel, illumination

16. Ignition switch

17. Fuse box

18. Direction indicator flasher unit

19. Direction indicator switch

20. Hazard warning signal switch

21. Hazard warning signal repeater

Direction indicator lights, L

Direction indicator limts, R

Stop light contact

Stop lights

Ventilator fan switch

Ventilator fan motor

Horn

Horn contact

Brake warning contact

Oil warning contact

Temperature transmitter

Fuel level transmitter

Combination instrument: fuel gauge, fuel warning

light, temperature gauge, oil warning light, ignition

light, instrument panel illumination

Spwdometer

Brake warning light

High beam indicator light

Direction indicator repeater light

Instrument panel illumination

Dome lid“

Door contact, interior liglting

Trunk liyit

Trunk Iidlt contact

Wiper system switch

24pm windshield wiper

Washer motor

PPNP’F‘PP’N.‘

$8$3888§88§§§
863563386388
371-78

Fuse holder

 
 

47. to,

Headlight wiper mo

4:- Headlight wiper motor relay
20- Seat heating element with thermostat
51: 8min connector
52. 3—pin connector

53. 2-pin connector

54. 1-pin connector

75. Back-up light contact

76. Backup lights

Color code

4 GB 1.5

bacagggngg
Cd“ Of cable

  Cable ref. No.



'15

:62.0
a:

*5"mm
mm

  
 

72—1973RING DIAGRAM, SAAB 96 L.H.D., MODEL 19WI
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WIRING DIAGRAM, SAAB 96 USA AND DETAIL OF

WIRING DIAGRAM, SAAB 95 USA, MODEL 1972-1973

The range of the electrical system is shOWn by the wiring

system on the next page.

Battery

Alternator

Voltage regulator
Starter motor

Ignition coil

Ignition distributor

Lighting relay

Headlight dimmer/flasher switch

Light switch

10. High beam

11. Dimmed beam

12. Front parking light

13. Tail light

14. License plate light

15. Resistance switch, instrument panel illumination

16. Ignition switch

17. Fuse box

18. Direction indicator flasher unit

19. Direction indicator switch

20. Hazard warning signal switch

21 Hazard warning signal repeater

22. Direction indicator lights, L

23. Direction indicator lights, R

24. Stop light contact

25. Stop lights

26. Ventilator fan switch

27. Ventilator fan motor

28. Horn

29. Horn contact

30. Brake warning contact

31. Oil warning contact

32. Temperature transmitter

33. Fuel level transmitter ,

34. Combination instrument: fuel gauge, fuel warning

light, temperature gauge, oil warning light, ignition

light, instrument panel illumination

35. Speedometer

36. Brake warning light

37. High beam indicator light

38. Direction indicator repeater light

39. Instrument panel illumination

40. Dome light

41. Door contact, interior lighting

42. Trunk light

43. Trunk light contact

44. Wiper system switch

45. 2-speed windshield wiper

46. Washer motor

50. Seat heating element with thermostat

371-78

8-pin connector51.

52. 3-pin connector

53. 2-pin connector

54. 1-pin connector

75. Back-up light contact

76. Back-up lights

77. Cigarette lighter

78. Key contact (buzzer)

79. Buzzer

80. 2-pin door contact

81. Clock

Color code

  
  

 
GR 1.5

{ Cable cross-section, mm2
Color of cable

Cable ref. No.

March 1979
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WIRING DIAGRAM, SAAB 96 L.H.D., AND DETAIL

OF WIRING DIAGRAM, SAAB 95 L.H.D., MODEL

1974

The range of the electrical system is shown by the wiring

system on the next page.

Battery

Alternator

Voltage regulator

Starter motor

Ignition coil

Ignition distributor

Lighting relay

Headlight dimmer/flasher switch

Light switch

High beam

Dimmed beam

Front parking light

Tail light

‘

9N1"
14. License plate light

15. Resistance switch, instrument panel, illumination

16. Ignition switch

17. Fuse box

18. Direction indiwtor flasher unit

19. Direction indicator switch

20. Hazard warning signal switch

21 Hazard warning signal repeater

22. Direction indicator lights, L

23. Direction indicator lights, R

24. Stop light contact

25. Stop lights

26. Ventilator fan switch

27. Ventilator fan motor

28. Horn

29. Horn contact

30. Brake warning contact

31. Oil warning contact

to N Temperature transmitter

Fuel level transmitter

Combination instrument: fuel gauge, fuel warning.538
light, temperature gauge, oil warning light, ignition

light, instrument panel illumination

35. Speedometer

36. Brake warning light

37. High beam indicator light

38. Direction indicator repeater light

39. Instrument panel illumination

40. Dome light

41. Door contact, interior lighting

42. Trunk light

43. Trunk light contact

44. Wiper system switch

45. 2-speed windshield wiper

371—80

46. Washer motor

47. Fuse holder

48. Headlight wiper motor

49. Headlight wiper motor relay

50. Seat heating element With thermostat

51. 8-pin connector

52. 3-pin connector

53. 2-pin connector

54. 1-pin connector

55. Seat belt warning light

56. Handbrake contact

57. Seat contact

58. Belt contact

75. Back-up light contact

76. Back-up lights

Color code

 
4 GR 1.5

| Cable cross-section, mm2
Color of cable

  
  Cable ref. No.

March 1979
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WIRING DIAGRAM, SAAB 96 R.H.D.. AND DETAIL

OF WIRING DIAGRAM, SAAB 95 R.H.D., MODEL

1975

The range of the electrical system is shown by the wiring

system on the next page.

1. Battery

2. Alternator

3. Voltage regulator

4. Starter motor

5. Ignition coil

6. Ignition distributor

7. Lighting relay

8. Headlight dimmer/flasher switch

9. Light switch

10. High beam

11. Dimmed beam

12. Front parking light

13. Tail light

14. License plate light

15. Resistance switch, instrument panel, illumination

16. Ignition switch

17. Fuse box

18. Direction indicator flasher unit

19. Direction indicator switch

20. Hazard warning signal switch

21. Hazard warning signal repeater

22. Direction indicator lights, L

23. Direction indicator lights, R

24. Stop light contact

25. Stop lights

26. Ventilator fan switch

27. Ventilator fan motor

28. Horn

29. Horn contact

30. Brake warning contact

31. Oil warning contact

32. Temperature transmitter

33. Fuel level transmitter

34. Combination instrument: fuel gauge, fuel warning

light, temperature gauge, oil warning light, ignition

light, instrument panel illumination

Speedometer

Brake warning light

High beam indicator light
Direction indicator repeater light

Instrument panel illumination

Dome light

Door contact, interior light

Trunk light

Trunk light contact

Wiper system switch

Windshield wiper

Washer motor

Fuse holder, headlight wiper

Headlight wiper motor

5.338353633688388
371—82

‘38?
53.

54.

60.

61.

75.

76.

Color code

  

Headlight Wiper

8-pin connector

3-pin connector

2-pin connector

1-pin connector ‘
Resistance, dimmed light

Service outlet, ignitio
n system

Back-up light contact

Back-up lights

GR

 
1.5

| Cable cross-section, mm2
Color of cable

 Cable ref. No.

March 1979
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WIRING DIAGRAM, SAAB 96

OF WIRING DIAGRAM, SAAB 95 L.H.D-i MO

The range of the electrical system is shown b

ght wiper motor relayIi
49‘ Head ent with thermostat

L.H.D. AND DETAIL 50 Seat heating eiem
DEL 1975 51' 8-pin connector

52. 3-pin Wmem’

y the wiring 53 2-pin connector

1.pin connector

 
  
  

system on the next page. 22. Seat belt warning light

1. Battery 55_ Handbrake contact

2. Alternator 57, Seat contact

3. Voltage regulator 53. Belt contact, L

4. Starter motor 59_ Belt contact. R

5. Ignition coil 60_ Resistance, dimmed. beam

6. Ignition distributor 61. Service outlet, ignitIon system

7. Lighting relay 75. Back-up light contact

8. Headlight dimmer/flasher switch 76. Back-Up lights

9. Light switch

10. High beam Color code

11. Dimmed beam

12. Front parking light

13. Tall light

14. Licens plate light

15. Resistance switch, instrument panel, illumination

16. Ignition switch

17. Fuse box

18. Direction indicator flasher unit

19. Direction indicator switch

20. Hazard warning signal switch

21 Hazard warning signal repeater

22. Direction indicator lights, L 4 GR 1-5

23. Direction indicator lights, R 1 Cable cross-section, mm2

24. Stop lIght contact

25. Stop lights Color of cable

26. Ventilator fan switch

27. Ventilator fan motor Cable ref. No.

28. Horn

29. Horn contact

30. Brake warning contact

31. Oil warning contact 23 76 25 13

32. Temperature transmitter

33. Fuel level transmitter ‘

34. Combination instrument: fuel gauge, fuel warning

light, temperature gauge, oil warning light, ignition

light, instrument panel illumination

35. Speedometer

36. Brake warning light

37. High beam indicator light

38. Direction indicator repeater light

39. Instrument panel illumination

40. Dome light

41. Door contact, interior lighting '

42. Trunk light

43. Trunk light contact

44. Wiper system switch

45. Windshield wiper

46. Washer motor

47. Fuse holder

48. Headlight wiper motor

$3310 22 76 25

9:7;AIL OF WIRING DIAGRAM, SAAB es L.H.D., MODEL

371—84
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WIRING DIAGRAM, SAAB 96 R.H.D., AND DETAIL

OF WIRING DIAGRAM, SAAB 95 R.H.D., MODEL

1976

PPNP’WPPI"?
10. High beam

11. Dimmed beam

12. Front parking light

13. Tail light

14. License plate light

15. Rheostat, instrument panel illumination

16. Ignition switch

17. Fuse box

18. Direction indicator flasher unit

19. Direction indicator switch

20. Hazard warning signal switch

21 Hazard warning signal repeater

22. Direction indimtor lights, L

23. Direction indicator lights, R

24. Brake light switch

25. Brake light

26. Ventilator fan switch

27. Ventilator fan motor

28. Horn

29. Horn switch

30. Brake warning switch

31 Oil warning switch

32. Temperature transmitter

33. Fuel level transmitter

34. Combination instrument: fuel gauge, fuel warning

light, temperature gauge, oil warning light, charging

light, instrument panel illumination

35. Speedometer

36. Brake warning light

37. High beam indicator light

38. Direction indicator warning light

39. Instrument panel illumination

40. Dome light

41 Door switch, interior lighting

42. Trunk light

43. Trunk light switch

44. Wiper system switch

45. Windshield wiper

46. Washer motor

50. Seat heating elements with thermostat

51. 8-pin connector

371—86

Battery

Alternator

Voltage regulator
Starter motor

Ignition coil

Ignition distributor

Lighting relay

Headlight dimmer/flasher switch

Light switch

3-pin connector52.

53. 2-pin connector

54. 1-pin connector

55. 12—pin connector .

60 Resistance, dimmed lIght

61. Service outlet, ignition

63. Warning light, choke

64. Contact, choke control

75. Back-up light switch

76. Back-up lights

Color code

  

DETAIL oi:
1976

 
GR 1.5

Cable cross-section, mm2

Color of cable

 Cable ref. No.

SS.

WIRING DIAGRAM. SAAB 95 R.H.D-. MODEL

March 1979
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WIRING DIAGRAM, SAAB 96 L.H.D. AND DETAIL

OF WIRING DIAGRAM, SAAB 95 L.H.D., MODEL 1976

The range of the electrical system is shown by the wiring

system on the next page.

1. Battery

2. Alternator

3. Voltage regulator

4. Starter motor

5. Ignition coil

6. Ignition distributor

7. Lighting relay

8. Headlight dimmer/flasher switch

9. Light switch

10. High beam

11. Dimmed beam

12. Front parking light

13. Tall light

14. License plate light

15. Resistance switch, instrument

16. Ignition switch

17. Fuse box

18. Direction indicator flasher unit

19. Direction indicator switch

20. Hazard warning signal switch

21. Hazard warning signal repeater

22. Direction indicator lights, L

24. Stop light contact

25. Stop lights

26. Ventilator fan switch

27. Ventilator fan motor

28. Horn

29. Horn contact

30. Brake warning contact

31 Oil warning contact

32. Temperature transmitter

33. Fuel level transmitter

34. Combination instrument: fuel gauge, fuel warning

light, temperature gauge, oil warning light, ignition

light, instrument panel illumination

35. Speedometer

36. Brake warning light

37. High beam indicator light

38. Direction indicator repeater light

39. Instrument panel illumination

40. Dome light

41. Door contact, interior lighting

42. Trunk light

43. Trunk light contact

44. Wiper system switch

45. Windshield wiper

46. Washer motor

47. Fuse holder

48. Headlight wiper motor

49. Headlight wiper motor relay

50. Seat heating element with thermostat

51. 8-pin connector

52. 3-pin connector

53. 2-pin connector

371—88

1-pin connector54.

55. 12-pin connector .

56. Seat belt warning light

57. Seat contact

58. Belt contact, L

59. Belt contact, R

60. Resistance, dimmed beam

61. Service outlet, ignition system

62. Town-light relay

63. Choke control lamp

64. Choke control contact ‘

65. Switch, electrically heated rear wmdow

66. Electrically heated rear Window

75. Back-up light contact

76. Back-up lights

Color code

   
 

 
GR 1.5

| Cable cross-section, mm2
Color of cable

Cable ref. No.

March 1979
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WIRING DIAGRAM, SAAB 96 L.H.D. AND DETAIL 54- 1513222601“

OF WIRING DIAGRAM SAAB 95 L.H.D., MODEL 1977 g; S“: belt warnlng lIght

The range of the electrical system is shown by the wirlng 57' :27: 2:23;: L

system on next page. 23' Belt contact. R

1' Battery 50, Resistance. town Illglht

2. Alternator 61' Service outlet, Ian's)"

3. Voltage regulator 63' Warning light, c 0 "0|

4. Starter motor 64' Contact. choke con t cl rear window

5. Ignition coil 65' SWitCh' electrically h“ :1 r window

6. Ignition distributor 66. Relay, electrically heata Ire; W

7. Lighting relay 57' Emma”! heat“! to: W n o

8. Headlight dimmer/flasher switch 75' Reversing lIght swnc

9. Light switch 76' Reversmg lights

10. High beam

11. Low beam code

12. Front parking light

13. Tall light

14. Number plate light

15. Rehostat, instrument panel illumination

16. Ignition switch

17. Fuse box

18. Direction indicator flasher unit

19. Direction indicator switch

20. Hazard warning flasher switch

21 Hazard warning flasher repeater

22. Direction indicator lights, L 4 GR 1-5

ii:
25. Brake light Color of cable

26. Ventilator fan switch

27. Ventilator fan motor Cable ref. No.

28. Horn

29. Horn switch

30. Brake warning switch

31. Oil warning switch

32. Temperature transmitter

33. Fuel level transmitter

34. Combination instrument: fuel gauge, fuel warning

light, temperature gauge, oil warning light, charging

light, instrument panel illumination

35. Speedometer 14

36. Brake warning light

37. High beam indicator light

38. Direction indicator warning light

39. Instrument panel illumination 54

40. Dome light

41. Door switch, interior lighting

42. Luggage compartment light 54

43. Luggage compartment light switch

44. Wiper and washers system switch

45. Windshield wiper motor

46. Washer motor 22 2513

47. Fuse holder

48. Headlight wiper motor

49. Headlight wiper motor relay 76 w“

50. Seat heating elements with thermostat D

51' 81M connector 1:;A'L OF WIRING DIAGRAM. SAAB es L.H.D., MODEL

52. 3-pin connector

53. 2-pin connector

371—90
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8-pin connector

 
   
  

WIRING DIAGRAM SAAB 96 L.H.D. AND DETAIL 0F :; 3.pin connector

WIRING DIAGRAM SAAB 95 L.H.D., MODEL 1977 B 53. 2-pin connector

54: 1-pin connector
' nnectol'

The range of the electrical system is shown by the wiring 55‘ giaflgeffwamlng light

system on next page. 23' Seat contact

L

I. Batter 58‘ Belt contact.

2. AlternZtor 59' Belt contact. R Ii ht

3. Voltage regulator 60' Resistance. town 19mm

4. Starter motor 61' Service OUtletf .ng h ated rear window

5. Ignition coil 65' SWitCh' electrical y e d window

6. Ignition distributor 56- Relay, electrically heate Ireci‘ar

7. Lighting relay 67. Electrically heated rear Win ow

8. Headlight dimmer/flasher switch 75- Reversing 'fght SM“;

9. Light switch 76- Revers” "9mg

10. High beam

1 1. Low beam Color 00‘“

12. Front parking light

13. Tail light

14. Number plate light

15. Rheostat, instrument panel illumination

16. Ignition switch

17. Fuse box

18. Direction indicator flasher unit

19. Direction indicator switch

20. Hazard warning flasher switch

21 Hazard warning flasher repeater

22. Direction indicator lights, L 4 GR 1-5

23. Direction indicator lights, R C 2

24. Brake light switch mm

25‘ Brake “ght Color of cable

26. Ventilator fan switch

27. Ventilator fan motor Cable ref. No.

28. Horn

29. Horn switch

30. Brake warning switch

31. Oil warning switch

32. Temperature transmitter

33. Fuel level transmitter

34. Combination instrument: fuel gauge, fuel warning

light, temperature gauge, oil warning light, charging

light, instrument panel illumination ‘4

35. Speedometer

36. Brake warning light

37. High beam indicator light

38. Direction indicator warning light 54

39. Instrument panel illumination

40. Dome light

41. Door switch, interior lighting 54

42. Luggage compartment light

43. Luggage compartment light switch

44. Wiper and washers system switch

45. Windshield wiper motor 22 2513

46. Washer motor

47. Fuse holder

48. Headlight wiper motor

49. Headlight wiper motor relay

50. Seat heating elements With thermostat WI RING DIAGRAM, SAAB 95 L H 0., MODEL

371—92
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WIRING DIAGRAM SAAB 96 L.H.D. MODE LS 1978 :3 heating elements with Him iiiosiai

AND 1979. AND DETAIL OF WIRING DIAGRAM 51. mm Lonniicloi

SAAB 96 L.H.D. MODEL 1978 52‘ 3.pin coiiiioctm

‘ 53‘ 2.piii connectorThe range of the also“ It»! system is shown by the wiring 64 Hal" connIiCIOI

system on next page. 65‘ 11pm connector

Sm belt warning Hill“I. Battery :3 sm come.

2. Alternator 58. a.“ com.“ L

3 Voltage mulator 69. Belt contact. R

A‘ Starter motor co Resistance. low“ llIll“

S. Ignition coil 61‘ Swiss outlet, ignition

S. Ignition distributor 66‘ Switch. alactrIOIIIV heated rear window

7‘ 86‘ Rainy, electrically heated rear window

3. :mlnh‘t‘3i‘mmerlllasher watch 67: 8.6“in heated rear window
10: High 15. Reversing light switch
11. Low beam 76. Reversing lights

12. Front parking light

13. Tail light Color cad.

14. Number plate light

15. Rhaostat. instrument panel illumination

16. Ignition switch

17. Fuse box

18. Direction indicator flasher unit

19. Direction indicator switch

20. Hazard warning flasher switch

21. Hazard warning flasher repeater

22. Direction indicator lights. L

23. Direction indicator lights, R

24. Brake light switch 1‘6

25‘ l Cable cross-section, mm2

26. Ventilator fan switch

27. Ventilator fan motor Color of cable

28. Horn

29. Horn switch Cable "1" No.

30. Brake warning switch

31. Oil warning switch

32. Temperature transmitter

33. Fuel level transmitter

34. Combination instrument: fuel gauge, fuel warning

light, temperature gauge. oil warning light. charging

light, instrument panel Illumination
35. Speedometer

36. Brake warning light

37. High beam indicator light

38. Direction Indicator warning light

39. Instrument panel illumination

40. Dome light

41. Door switch, interior lighting

4.2. Luggage compartment light

43. Luggage compartment light switch

44. Wiper and washers system switch ‘7

45. Windshield wiper motor E8:

46. Washer motor

47. Fuse holder

48. Headlight wiper motor
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GENERAL

CLUTCH

The clutch is a single dry plate type, comprising clutch

disc, pressure plate assembly and release bearing.

The clutch plate consists of a resilient steel disc attached

to a splined hub sliding on the clutch shaft. The clutch

facings are riveted to both faces of the disc.

The pressure plate assembly, which consists of the clutch

cover and a cast pressure plate under pressure from spiral

springs, is attached to the flywheel by means of bolts.

The coil springs are kept in place by guides on the pres-

sure plate and the clutch cover. Three clutch release levers

are carried on struts and riveted to the clutch cover. The

pressure plate assembly is held together by the three clutch

levers, which are secured by lugs on the struts. A spring

loaded steel disc, against which the release bearing is pres-

sed when declutching, rests on the inner ends of the clutch

levers.

The release bearing comprises a ball hearing held in a bear-

ing housing, which is retained in the clutch fork by springs.

A teflon coating on the ball bearing presses against

the release plate when declutching. The power is transmit-

ted from the flywheel via the clutch cover and pressure

plate to the clutch disc, and from there to the clutch

shaft. One end of the clutch shaft is carried in a self lubri-

eating bearing in the crankshaft, and the other in a needle

bearing in the gear box primary shaft. In the middle of the

  
FRONT WHEEL

ENGINE

(CLUTCH)

FRONT WHEEL

clutch shaft is a ball bearing with radial clearance in the

clutch cover but locked axially by means of retaining rings.

Axial guiding of the clutch shaft is provided for by this

bearing. The pressure plate is pressed against the clutch

disc by the coil springs, and is when declutching moved

away from the flywheel by the three clutch levers. The

release bearing is supported by the clutch fork which is

attached to the vertical release shaft carried in the gear

box cover. The clutch operation is hydraulic. It com-

prises a master cylinder that is actuated by the clutch

pedal. A hose connects the master cylinder to a slave cyl-

inder which influences the clutch lever and release bear-

mg.

TRANSMISSION

The transmission is designed for front wheel drive and

arranged so that all shafts with their gears, free wheel,

differential and inner universal joint form a complete

unit.

The transmission has synchromesh for all forward gears,

whereas the reverse gear comprises a sliding gear wheel.

The transmission train comprises an input clutch shaft,

freewheel, primary shaft, countershaft, pinion shaft, dif-

ferential and inner universal joints. The shafts are carried

in ball bearings in the gear box cover. The unit is connec-

DIAGRAMMATIC ARRANGEMENT OF TRANSMISSION
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TRANSMISSION
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ted to the engine by means of a clutch housing of light

alloy, which also encases the differential. All gear wheels,

except the reverse gear wheel, are helical cut and in con-

stant mesh with one another.

Shaft borne gears are either carried on needle bearings or

directly splined.

The transmission has synchronizers on both the primary

shaft and the countershaft.

Gear changing movements are transmitted from the steer-

ing column gear shift lever to three shift forks. These shift

forks are able to slide on their shafts and are locked in

their respective gear positions by spring loaded poppet

balls, which fit into recesses made for this purpose on the

shafts.

In addition, arrangements are provided which make it im-

possible to engage two gears simultaneously.
The working of the transmission is shown by the expla-

natory sketch.

In lst gear, power is transmitted from the primary shaft

to the counter shaft via an intermediate gear behind the

freewheel. The 1st speed gear, which is carried on the

countershaft, is looked to the shaft by a sliding sleeve.

The power is then transmitted to the 3rd speed gear,

which is borne on the primary shaft, and thence to the

3rd gear on the pinion shaft.

In 2nd gear, power is transmitted to the pinion shaft

in the same way as when driving in 1st gear, except

that the engagement sleeve now locks the 2nd speed

gear, instead of the lst to the countershaft.

The power is then transmitted to the 4th speed gear on

the main shaft and thence to the 4th gear on the pinion

shaft.

In 3rd and 4th gears, power is transmitted from the pri-

mary shaft to the 3rd or 4th speed gear, as applicable,

which is then locked to the primary shaft by means of

a sliding sleeve. In reverse, power is transmitted from

the primary shaft to the countershaft by way of the

previously mentioned intermediate gear behind the free-
wheel. The reverse gear, splined to and sliding on the

countershaft, meshes directly with the 3rd gear on the

pinion shaft, thus turning the latter, together with the

gears, in the reverse direction.

Syn chronizer unit

The synchronizer unit functions as described in the fol-

lowing:

When the synchronizer sleeve is made to mesh with, for

instance, the dog ring on the 3rd speed gear, it pushes

in front of it an internally tapered bronze ring. This

ring has external teeth corresponding to those of the

gear dog ring. The bronze ring is able to change its posi-

tion in relation to the sleeve by half a tooth space, and

it also rotates at the same speed as the primary shaft.

If the speed of the 3rd speed gear differs from that of

the primary shaft at the moment when engagement

should commence, the teeth on the bronze ring will

move into the way of the internal teeth on the sleeve,

thus preventing the sleeve from moving in the direction

of the 3rd speed gear. The internal taper of the bronze

ring is then forced over the external 3rd gear taper and

the friction will cause the gear and sleeve to rotate at

the same speed. The path is thus opened for the sleeve,

enabling the synchronizer sleeve teeth to engage the

teeth of the dog ring on the 3rd speed gear.
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DIAGRAMMATIC AR RANGEMENTbF FREEWHEEL

1. Clutch shaft - .

2. Freewheel hub «593"

3. Freewheel sleeye’"

4. Roller "’

S. Coil spring



Freewheel

The freewheel transmits the power from the clutch shaft

to the transmission primary shaft. The freewheel hub,

which is splined to the clutch shaft, has six roller seats

each containing a roller. Each of the rollers is individually

spring loaded by means of a coil spring and a plunger,
which constantly try to press the roller up into the

curved roller seat. The freewheel hub is enclosed in a cyl-

indrical sleeve which is an integral part of the primary

shaft. As from transmission No. F114860, the freewheel

comprises ten rollers each with two springs and plungers.

As from transmission No. 369279, more powerful springs

and plungers have been introduced. Complete freewheels

of earlier and later versions are fully interchangeable.

The clutch shaft is connected to the engine crankshaft,

and when the engine is driving the car the freewheel en-

gages, being caused to do so because the freewheel hub

tends to rotate faster than the primary shaft. The rollers

are then forced up onto the curve shaped roller seats in

the freewheel hub.

When the rollers are held between the freewheel hub and

the sleeve, the primary shaft is forced to rotate at the

same speed as the clutch shaft, with which it is thus vir-

tually united. if, on the other hand, the primary shaft

tends to rotate faster than the clutch shaft, as may occur

when running downhill with the engine idling, for exam-

ple, the rollers are released, Le. they are carried back to

their curve shaped seats by the freewheel sleeve. Conse—

quently, the sleeve — the primary shaft — is able to rotate

faster than the clutch shaft.

The freewheel is equipped with a blocking device by

means of which it can be completely locked.

 
DIAGRAMMATIC ARRANGEMENT OF FREEWHEEL

1. Clutch shaft 4. Roller

2. Freewheel hub S. Coil spring

3. Freewheel sleeve

400.4 SAAB

Differential and speedometer drive

The speedometer drive is taken from the transmission Din-

ion shaft, being transmitted by way of a worm gear to the

connection for the speedometer cable. .

The differential comprises two differential gears and tWO

front drive shaft gears, one for each front drive shaft.

The differential and front drive shaft gears have plain bev-

el teeth. The shaft gears are splined on stubs, through

which they are connected with inner universal joints and

inner drive shafts. The ring gear, to which the pinion shaft

transmits the transmission torque, is bolted to the differen-

tial case.

«(117



CLUTCH DISASSEMBLY AND REASSEMBLY

REMOVAL Before disassembling the pressure plate assembly, mark

all the parts in order to ensure reassembly in the same re-

1' Lift the engine out of the car, see section 201. lative positions. This is important in view of clutch bal-

2. Slacken successively and back off the six bolts holding ance.

the pressure plate assembly to the flywheel. 1. Lift the three retaining springs, and remove the release

3. Remove the pressure plate assy, and the clutch disc. Plate-

2. Compress the clutch springs in a press.

CLUTCH WITH FLYWHEEL

1. Clutch housing with pressure plate

2. Clutch disc

3. Flywheel

DISASSEMBLY OF CLUTCH IN A PRESS

CLUTCH, DISASSEMBLED

1. Clutch cover

2. Pressure plate

3. Clutch release lever

4. Spring

5. Release plate

6. Retaining spring

7. Strut

Febr 1977 m



3. Remove the clutch release levers from the clutch cover. , ~

4. Reduce slowly the pressure in the press.

5. Remove the clutch cover from the pressure plate. Loc

6. Remove the clutch springs.

ATION CF FAC'NG “NETS

Reassemble in the reverse order. having fitted new facings. the clutch disc should

er8. Aft 55 check with the aid of a dial

be checked for skewne

indicator and an arbor.

INSTAL LATION

1. Insert the clutch disc, and refit the pressure plate as-

sembly in the flywheel.
2. Center the clutch disc with the arbor, tool 78 40 648,

which fits into the clutch disc bearing in the crank~

shaft end.

3. Tighten gradually the six retaining bolts of the clutch.

4. Install the engine, see section 201

CLUTCH DISC

Checking the clutch and changing disc facings

1. Examine the clutch face in the flywheel. Burns or

small scratches on the face are of minor importance.

If deep scores are present, on the other hand, the

flywheel should be machined or a new one fitted.

2. Check the pressure plate for scores or skewness. If the

surfaceIs uneven, fit a new pressure plate or alterna-

tively, face grind the worn face. .

3. Check the three clutch levers for wear These are Worn

by pressure against therelease plate. Whenchecking,

the latter must be removed. J’s: '1

Make sure that the release plateisushemggedss,

Examine the relea é’tjearfng‘. f» .- =5; {é
  

Check the clutch ar andMrefatfe?nec'l’és ry. ..

   
HE’S-"P
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CLUTCH OPERATION

Up to and incl. model 1968

REMOVAL AND INSTALLATION OF CLUTCH PEDAL

1. Remove the cotter and washer, and pull out the pin

retaining the master cylinder push rod.

2. Remove the cotter and washer from the pedal shaft

3. Lift the pedal clear of the spring and pull it off the -

shaft.

4. Remove the spring.

5. Before reinstalling, grease the pedal bearings with

chassis grease.

CLUTCH PEDAL WITH ADJUSTMENT DEVICE

1. Master cylinder

2. Slave cylinder

3. Adjustment screw

4. Stop nut

5. Bleeder nipple

Installation takes place in the reverse sequence.

  

ADJUSTMENT OF CLUTCH PEDAL FREE MOVE-

MENT

The clearance between release bearing and release plate is

gradually decreased by wear on the clutch facings. Ad-

just the clutch pedal free movement with the screw on

the clutch housing. This screw is located on the opposite

side in relation to the slave cylinder. The free movement

is increased by turning the screw counter clockwise.

The clearance is checked by pressing the slave cylinders

connection to the clutch arm. A movement of 0.16 in.

(4 mm) here, gives the correct clutch clearance.

ADJUSTING THE CLUTCH CLEARANCE

Correct clutch clearance: A = 0.16 in. (4 mm)

M 412—1



MASTER CYLINDER

General

The master cylinder is a cast unit containing the cylinder

and fluid reservoir.

MASTER CYLINDER, CUT-AWAY VIEW

The cylinder consists of a housing of light alloy with a

surface polished bore and with an inner assembly, made

up to the push rod, cupped washer, lock ring, piston, end

seal, piston seal, spring retainer, piston return spring, valve

spacer, elastic washer, valve spindle and valve seal. The

open end of the cylinder is protected by a rubber dust

cap.

When the piston returns to the position of rest, the valve

which affords a seal in the bottom of the cylinder during

disengagement opens. When the valve is open the fluid is

able to pass freely from the slave cylinder to the reservoir.

 
1. Cylinder housing

2. Hose

3. Seal

4. Rod

5. Elastic washer

6. Valve spacer

7. Spring

RemOVal

he hose from the slave cylinder and pump out

clean vessel.

h rod from the clutch pedal by remov.

‘ he cotter, the plain washer and the pm'

:19; off and remove the retaining bolts and remove
3_ ac

the master cylinder from the dash panel.

1_ Detach t

the fluid into a

2. Separate the pus

DisassembllI

Ease the rubber dust cap back and remove the lock ring,

using long nosed pliers. It Is now possIble to remove the

push rod and the cupped washer. Removal of the push
rod reveals the piston and Its seal. Remove the complete

piston assembly. The assembly can be dIsassembled by

|ifting the retainer spring leaf over the tongued end of the

piston. Carefully take the piston seal off the mum and

remove the end seal.

Push down the piston return spring, thus enabling the

valve spindle to slide through the key shaped hole in the

retainer so that the spring lets go. Remove the valve spacer,

taking care not to damage the elastic washer located un-

der the valve head. Remove the seal from the valve head.

Examine the cylinder bore and if it is not scored er distor-

ted, and feels smooth to the touch, new seals may safely

be fitted. If, on the other hand, the slightest doubt is en-

tertained about the condition of the bore, a new cylinder

should be fitted.

If the old seals are loose on the piston and too big, con-

tamination by mineral oil may be suspected. This is the

commonest cause of cylinder trouble, and often sufficient

 
8. Spring retainer

9. Seal

10. Piston

11. Rubber dust cap

12. Push rod with cu
Oped w

13. Lock ring uh"

14. Clutch pad“
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pains are not taken to prevent it. Seals of natural rubber
are highly susceptible, and even minute quantities of oil

can gradually cause considerable swelling. If the slightest

trouble in this respect is suspected, fit new seals through-

out the system and flush the system clean with pure

brake fluid.

Reassemblv

Fit the seal with its flat side properly located on the valve

head. Then put on the elastic washer with its cupped side

facing the lower side of the valve head, retaining it in po-

sition by means of the valve spacer, the legs of which are

turned towards the valve seal. Refit the piston return

spring, centering it on the washer, insert the spring re-

tainer in the spring and press down until the valve spindle

bottoms through the key shaped hole. At the same time,

check that the spindle is correctly located in the middle

of the retainer. Check that the spring is still centered on

the spacer. Fit a new seal on the piston with its flat side

towards the seat of the piston.

Insert the small end of the piston in the retainer until the

retainer spring leaf engages the piston tongue. Press the

retainer leaf fully home.

Lubricate the piston thoroughly with Wakefield/Girling

Rubber Grease 3 and refit the assembly in the cylinder

bore, valve end first, at the same time easing the piston

seal lips slowly into the bore.

Remount the push rod in the cylinder, followed by the

lock ring, placing this in the milled groove in the cylinder

body; Replace the rubber dust cap or, if it is damaged,

fit a new one.

Installation

1. Install the master cylinder in position on the dash pan-

cl.

3. Attach the push rod to the clutch pedal by inserting

the pin through the holes in the push rod fork and the

hole in the clutch pedal. Refit the plain washer and

secure with the cotter.

4. Reconnect the hose.

5. Bleed the system.

SLAVE CYLINDER

General

The slave cylinder is secured to the clutch housing by

means of a screw. The inner assembly comprises the push

rod, lock ring, piston and piston spring. The open end of

the cylinder is protected by a rubber dust cap and a bleed

nipple is located in the bleeder opening.
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SLAVE CYLINDER, CUT-AWAY VIEW

Removal

1. Disconnect the hose and pump out the fluid into a

clean vessel.

2. Back off the retaining screwls) for the cylinder.

3. Separate the cylinder from the push rod and clutch

housing.

Disammbly

Ease the dust cap back and remove the lock ring, using

long nosed pliers. The piston with seal can now be re-

moved, followed by the spring. Examine the cylinder

bore and if it is not scored or distorted, and feels smooth

to the touch, a new seal can be fitted. If, on the other

hand, the slightest doubt is entertained about the con-

dition of the bore, a new cylinder should be fitted.

Fm, m, m “L,
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RELEASE BEARING

Removal and installation

ut of the car, see section 201.

ever forward and remove the twu

the release bearing in the fork,

1. Lift the engine 0

2. Turn the clutch l

_spr ing clips retaining

 
SLAVE CY LINDE R, DISASSEMBLED

1. Push rod 6. Spring

2. Rubber dust cap 7. Cylinder body

3. Lock ring 8. Bleeder screw

4. Seal 9. Hose

5. Piston

Reassembly

Reassemble by following in reverse sequense the instruc-

tions given for "Disassembly", taking pains to lubricate

the seal and to pack the rubber boot with Wakefield/

Girling Rubber Grease No. 3. Always lubricate the cyl-

inder bore with brake fluid when reassembling this unit.

'"Stallatim'
RELEASE BEARING ATTACHMENT

1.Locate the slave cylinder on the clutch housing and

pass the push rod through the hole in the rubber dust

cap.

2. Refit and tighten the retaining screw. 3. Remove the release bearing.

3. Reconnect the hose. After changing the bearing, reinstall in the reverse se-

4. Bleed the system. quence. If the release bearing is provided with a graphite

ring, the ring must not be worn with its retainer.

BLEEDING THE MASTER CYLINDER AND SLAVE IMPORTANT

CYLINDER Always make sure that the spring clips are correctly

located.
1. Connect a hose (internal diameter approx. 0.25 in.,

6 mm) to bleeding nipple of the slave cylinder. Place

the free end of the hose in a collecting vessel partly

filled with brake fluid.

Fill the master cylinder reservoir with brake fluid.

Open the bleed nipple of the slave cylinder half a turn.

Place a cooling system tester at the filling hole of the

master cylinder.

Pump several times with the hand pump, until all air

has left the system.

6. Close the bleeding nipple of the slave cylinder.

By depressing the clutch pedal, check that there is no

air left.

PW!”
{5'

N
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As from model 1969

REMOVAL AND INSTALLATION OF CLUTCH PEDAL

1, Remove the protective cover of the steering wheel

shaft.

2. Remove the cotter pin and washer, and pull out the

push rod of the master cylinder.

3. Slacken the return spring of the clutch pedal.

4, Remove the lock washer of the pedal shaft. Remove

the pedal.

5. If necessary, remove the springs.

6, Before the refitting, grease the pedal bearings with

chassis grease.

Installation takes place in the reverse order.

ADJUSTMENT OF CLUTCH PEDAL FREE MOVE-

MENT

The clearance between release bearing and release plate is

gradually decreased by wear on the clutch facings. Ad-

just the clutch pedal free movement with the screw on

the clutch housing, located in the opposite side in rela-

tion to the slave cylinder. The free movement is in-

creased by turning the screw counter clockwise. The

clearance is checked by pressing the slave cylinders con-

nection to the clutch arm. A movement of 0.16 in. (4

mm) here, gives the correct clutch clearance.

ADJUSTING THE CLUTCH CLEARANCE

Correct clutch clearance: A = 0.16 in. (4 mm)

MASTER CYLINDER

General

The master cylinder consists of a cast body with a fluid

container of plate enclosing the cylinder housing. The

operating unit consists of the following main parts: push

rod, piston, piston seal and return spring. For sealing at

the push rod end there is a pair of rubber bellows.

S 1800

MASTER CYLINDER, EXPLODED VIEW

1. Housing

2. Spring

3. Spring retainer

4. Gasket

5. Washer

6. Piston

7. Gasket

8. Lock ring

9. Seal bellows

10. Push rod

11. Axle bolt
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Disassembly

Ease the rubber dust cap back and remove the lock ring,

using long nosed pliers. Remove the push rod and its

washer. The piston and its seal now become visible. Re-

move the piston, washer, piston seal and spring. Gently

take the seal off the piston.

Examine the cylinder bore and if it is not scored or dis-

torted, and feels smooth to the touch, new seals can be

fitted. If, on the other hand, the slightest doubt is enter-

tained about the condition of the bore, a new cylinder

should be fitted.

If the old seals are loose on the piston and too big, con-

tamination by mineral oil may be suspected. This is the

commonest cause of cylinder trouble. Seals of natural

rubber are highly suspectible to mineral oil, and even

minute quantities of oil can gradually cause considerable

swelling. If oil is suspected, fit new seals throughout the

system and flush the system clean with pure brake fluid.

Reassembly

Fit the return spring and spring retainer. Lubricate the

piston and seals thoroughly with Wakefield/Girling Rub-

her Grease 3 and refit gasket, washer, and piston with

gaskets.

NOTE

When fitting the washer, make the convex side face

the piston.

POSITIONING OF WASHER

412—6

Fit the push rod into the cylinder, followed by the Wash.

er and the lock ring, placing the latter In the Cylinder hous.

ing groove. Refit the seal bellows, or fit new ones if the

old ones are damaged.

Installation

1. Install the master cylinder in position.

2. Attach the push rod to the clutch pedal by inserting

the pin through the holes in the push rod fork and the

hole in the clutch pedal. Refit and secure with the cot.

tar pin.

3. Reconnect the hose.

4. Bleed the system.

SLAVE CYLINDER

General

The slave cylinder is fastened to the clutch cover with a

bolt.

The inner assembly comprises the push rod, lock ring,

piston and piston spring. The open end of the cylinder is

protected by a rubber dust cap. A bleed nipple is located

in the bleeder opening.
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Disassembly

Ease the dust cap back and remove the lock ring, using

[ong nosed pliers. The piston with seal attached can now

be removed, followed by the spring. Examine the cylin-

der bore and if it is not scored or distorted, and feels

smooth to the touch, a new seal can be fitted. If, on the

other hand, the slightest doubt is entertained about the

condition of the bore, a new cylinder should be fitted.

 
SLAVE CYLINDER, DISASSEMBLED

1. Push rod 6. Spring

2. Rubber dust cap 7. Cylinder body

3. Lock ring 8. Bleeder screw

4. Seal 9. Hose

5. Piston

Reassembly

Reassemble by following in reverse sequence the instruc-

tions given for "Disassembly", taking pains to lubricate

the seal and to pack the rubber boot with Wakefield/

Girling Rubber Grease No. 3. Always lubricate the cylin-

der bore with brake fluid when reassembling this unit.

Installation

1. Locate the slave cylinder on the clutch housing and

pass the push rod through the hole in the rubber dust

cap.

2. Refit and tighten the retaining screw.

3. Reconnect the hose.

4. Bleed the system.

Feb: 101-:

BLEEDING THE MASTER CYLINDER AND SLAVE

CYLINDER

1. Connect a hose (internal diameter approx. 0.25 In, 5

mm) to bleeding nipple of the slave clender- Place

the free end of the hose in a collecting vessel partly

filled with brake fluid. .

Fill the master cylinder reservoir with brake fluld.

3. Open the bleed nipple of the slave cylinder half a

turn.

4. Place a cooling system pressure tester at the fIllIng

hole of the master cylinder.

N

BLEEDING THE CLUTCH SYSTEM

5. Pump several times with the hand pump, until all air

has left the system.

6. Close the bleeding nipple of the slave cylinder.

By depressing the clutch pedal, check that there is no

air left.

\I
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REMOVAL, INSTALLATION

REMOVAL

If work is to be done on the transmission unit only, the

entire power unit must be lifted out. The engine is then

separated from the transmission unit.
1, Disconnect the battery earth cable from the battery.

2, Remove the hood by opening it wide and then re-

moving the locking springs for the hood hinges. Dis-

connect the hose for the windshield washer. Now

grip the hinge stay. bending it slightly inwards to re-

lease the pin on one side. An assistant will hold the

hood on the other side and help to lift it off.

REMOVAL OF ENGINE HOOD

Remove the windshield washer container and the

washer pump.

3. Drain off the cooling water through the radiator

draining tap. To ensure that draining will be as ef-

fective as possible, bleed the system through the

bleed nipple on the heat exchanger. Save the cool-

ant.

Up to and incl. model 1968

4. Disconnect the headlight and direction indicator

cables.

5. Back off the four screws for the front panel and de-

tach the two radiator supports from the car body.

Detach the clamping straps from the radiator and

remove the hood lock and control wire.
Model 1969—1970

4- Remove the headlight decor frames. Disconnect the

headlight cables.
5- Back off the four screws for the front panel and de-

tach the two radiator supports from the car body.

Detach the clamping straps from the radiator and

remove the engine hood control wire.

As from model 1971 (with headlight washer)

es. Disconnect the4. Remove the headlight decor fram

hoses for the headlight washers from the respective

nozzles. Disconnect the headlight cables.

5. a. Back off the four screws for the front panel and

detach the two radiator supports from the car

body. Detach the clamping straps from the ra-

diatcr and remove the control wire. .

b. Bend the upper bracket on the expanSIon tank

backwards so that the headlight washer motor

goes clear.

0. Detach the cables from the headlight washer

motor (note the connection positions of the

cables).

REMOVAL OF FASTENING SCREWS, FRONT PLATE

6. Remove the front panel, taking great care to avoid

damaging the paintwork.

REMOVAL OF FRONT PLATE

A7n_ 1



7.

IO.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

470—2

Disconnect the upper coolant hose from the en-
mm and the lower coolant hose from the radiator.

Back Off and remove the two lower radiator retain-
I99 screws and remove the radiator and the expan-
SIOI'I tank.

Disconnect all hoses and cables from the engine.

Note the positions of the cable connections on the

alternator.

Remove the air cleaner. Cover the carburetor air

inlet to prevent the entry of foreign matter into the

engIne.

Remove the throttle control, the preheater cover

and the engine's lateral support. Leave the attach-

ment yoke for the lateral support on the engine.

Back off and remove the flange nuts for the exhaust

pipes at the cylinder heads. Remove the lower clamps

for the exhaust pipes at the engine cuchions.

Remove the rubber cushions for the middle exhaust

pipe from under the floor.

Remove the spacers at the cylinder heads and low-

er the muffler as far as possible.

Remove the two front engine cushions, working

from above.

Disconnect the freewheel control from the gearbox.

Back off the rear retaining screw holding the clutch

cylinder and hang the cylinder up in a suitable posi-

tion. Collect the shims, if any, fitted between the

cylinder and the gearbox.

Remove the gear shift rod joint from the gearbox

after removal of the taper pin.

Disconnect the speedometer cable from the gear box.

Lift up the front part of the floor mat and remove

the rubber plug so that the center screw of the rear

engine bracket becomes accessible. As from model

1971: Remove the warm air channel and fold away

the insulating felt. Remove the screw with the aid

of a 9/16 in. socket with extension.

Jack up the car and place trestles in the front edges

of the sills so that the front wheels are clear of the

floor.

Undo the large Clamps round the rubber boots on

the inner universal joints.

Fit lifting beam 78 62 022. Lifting beams of recent

design have a special hook on one side designed to

be hooked into the attachment yoke for the lateral

support. See the picture.

24.

25.

26.

27.

Attach the lifting hook to a suitable hoist and lift

the engine carefully about 2 in. (50 mm). Pull the

transmission pin out of the rear engine bracket,

Open up the inner universal joints, first on the right

side and then on the left. Do this with the T-Shaped

pieces of the drive shafts located vertically and With

the engine unit pushed over as far as possible in the

opposite direction. Fit protective cover 73 23 736

in the rubber boots and 78 38 469 on the inner

drivers.

Lift the power unit out of the engine compartment,

Make sure that the distributor vacuum chamber is

not damaged against the engine compartment cross

stay.

REMOVAL AND INSTALLATION OF POWER UNIT

Clean the power unit and separate the transmission

unit from the engine.
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INSTALLATION

6.

7.

Check that the inner universal joints are filled with

the appropriate grease. The joints must be comple-

tely filled with grease upon assembly.

Lift the power unit into the engine compartment,

using the lifting hook, tool 78 62 022.

Lower the power unit so far that the engine brackets

are about 2 in. (50 mm) from the engine cushions.

a. Place the T-pieces of the drive shafts in the inner

universal joints. Do this with the T-pieces located

vertically and with the power unit pushed over

as far as possible in the Opposite direction. As-

sembling is done first on the left side and then on

the right.

b. Align the power unit to the rear engine bracket.

Lower the unit into position and tighten the front

engine cushions.
Fit the engine side support and tighten it up when

the engine is In place.

Lower the car onto the wheels.

8. Fit the clamps round the inner universal joints.

9. Tighten the bolt for rear engine bracket.

NOTE

Check that the limiting washer on the rear of the en-

gine bracket is in position. This washer serves to limit

the forward movement of the power unit. If the wash

er is missing, there is a risk that the cooling fan will

collide with the radiator if the brakes are powerfully

applied.

IO. Refit the rubber plug and put back the floor mat.

As from model 1971: Refold the insulating felt and

refit the warm air channel. Put back the floor mat.

11. Reconnect the speedometer cable and the freewheel

control to the gearbox.

12. Refit the gear shift rod joint.

13. Refit the clutch cylinder, together with any shims.

Adjust the clutch.
14. Reconnect the exhaust pipes to the cylinder heads.

Fit new gaskets.

15. Refit the clamps for the exhaust pipes and the sus-

pension under the car.

16. Reconnect the throttle control.

17. Reconnect all hose and cable connections to the en-

gine.

CAUTION

Do not confuse the cables to the alternator, as this

may result in ruining the latter. First connect the

black leads to D—, whereafter there will be little

risk of intermixing the other cables.
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18. Refit the air cleaner.

19. Refit the radiator and the expansion tank. Connect

the lower coolant hose before tightening the two

lower retaining screws.

20. Connect the upper coolant hose.

21. Refit the front panel and the radiator clamping

straps.

22. Refit the radiator stays and the hood lock.

23. Reconnect the headlight and direction indicator

cables. Refit the windshield washer container and

the washer pump.

24. Refill the cooling system and bleed the system.

25. Check the gearbox Oil level. Top up if necessary.

26. Check the engine oil level. Top up if necessary.

27. Reconnect the earth cable to the battery and refit

the hood.

28. Check the headlight alignment. Adjust if necessary.

29. Teststart engine. Note the oil pressure and coolant

temperature. Check the coolant level when the en-

gine has been run up to the warm condition.

30. Take the car out for a test run.

DIVISION OF ENGINE — GEARBOX

Disassembly

1. Remove the flywheel guard plate from under the

clutch housing.

2. Back off the screws between the engine and the trans-

mission.

3. Remove the starter.

4. Separate the engine from the gearbox.

Reassembly

I. Reinstall the gearbox, checking that the guide sleeves

take up the correct positions in the clutch housing.

2. Tighten the screw for the clutch housing uniformly

and with the correct torque.

3. Refit the guard plate for the flywheel.
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DISASSEMBLY, REASSEMBLY

DISASSEMBLY

Proceed step by step as described in the following until

the part concerned has been removed.

1, Clean the outside of the transmission unit and drain

off the oil.

2, Remove the inner universal joints and shafts. See

section 473.

3, Separate the transmission at the joint between the

clutch housing and the transmission case. After hav-

ing removed all the screws, the clutch shaft will

have to be turned to a specific position to allow

separation of the cases. Therefore, turn the clutch

shaft to locate this position while removing the

clutch housing.

4, Remove the transmission case cover together with

the gear shift fork shaft.

5, Fit the transmission case in the fixture, tool

6.

TRANSMISSION CASE HELD IN FIXTURE

Tool 78 41 000

Differential and freewheel

NOTE

Before continuing to dismantle the transmission unit,

always check the location of the pinion and measure

the ring gear clearance to ascertain if the setting has

been incorrect.

Release the two bearing caps and lift out the differ-

ential assembly. Collect the spacers and shims out-

side the bearings for subsequent refitting, provided

that differential backlash has not been altered by

the fitting of a new part. Disassembly of the differ-

ential is described in section 473.

   
  ll

DISASSEMBLY OF DIFFERENTIAL

1. 3. 4. Spacer rings and shims

2. Differential case

5_ Bearing cal"!s
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I. Remove the fr eewheei hub lr

sleeve, using tool 87 90 305 0m “‘0 fmeWheel ii. inko the needle homing nut oi the lroewlnml ulenvu.
Chuck that none til the rollers it mining. II the gm.

ion shall on lmmlnun are in he dlmmntled, measure

the location of the shell below removing the end

cover. See section 473.

Gear shift fork:

9. Buck off the and cover bolts and drive out the 1st-

2nd and 3rd—4th gear shift fork theft from the from,

using an arbor or similar tool.

10. When the cover is free, take it off reerwerds, keep-

ing the gear shift forks In position and preventing
them from tipping on the shafts.

Note the location of shims In the cover and collect

the shims.

Take care to prevent ejection of the poppet ball:

in the gear shift forks.

DISASSEMBLY OR REASSEM BLY OF FREEWHE

Tool 87 90 305 EL HUB

DISASSEMBLY OF END COVER AND SHIFT FORK RAILS
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11.

12.

13.

If only the rear pinion shaft bearing is to be re-

moved, this can be done now as follows: Engage

two gears (reverse and 3rd), release the retainer and

back off the left hand threaded and nut on the shaft

whereupon the bearing can be removed with the aid

of puller 78 41 15 As from transmission No.

F 39522, a new rear pinion bearing with a split in-

her ring has been introduced. This hearing has to be

removed in two stages.

Pull the bearing off the shaft, using puller 78 41 158

and then remove the inner part of the inner ring,

which remains on the shaft, using puller 78 60 521.

A new bearing can now be fitted and the pinion

shaft shimmed.

Release the reverse gear shift fork shaft from the

rear by means of a brass arbor or similar implement

and withdraw it forwards. Collect the poppet ball

in the gear shift fork.

Lift out the three gear shift forks.

Countershaft with bearings and gears

14.

15.

Engage two gears simultaneously, e.g. reverse and

3rd.

Back off the nut on the front end of the counter

shaft. Remove the friction wheel and friction wash-

er. Back off the end nuts of the pinion shaft and/or

primary shaft if these items are also to be removed.

As from transmission No. 108911, an oil cup is fitted for

lubrication of the counter shaft. This must be removed

before the end nut. When removing the end nut, tool

78 61 321 will be used.

16.

17.

NOTE

The pinion shaft nut is left hand threaded.

Return the synchronizer sleeve to the neutral posi-

tion.

Locate arbor 78 60 588 fitted with the shortest

point between the front press screw and the coun-

ter shaft and press in the shaft until the arbor rests

against the gear wheel.

Meanwhile, the dolly 78 41 257 should be located

between the 1st speed gear and the rear end wall of

the transmission case.

Change the arbor pain

press the shaft in again. Repeat th

the longest point until the bearing

gear are released.

t to the next longer one and

e procedure with

and counter shaft

DRIVING OUT COUNTER SHAFT

Tools 78 41 000, 78 41 257 and 78 GO 588

LOCATING OF HOLDING-UP TOOL DURING DRIVING-OUT

OF COUNTER SHAFT

Tool 78 41 257

18. Pull the shaft out rearwards, whereupon the coun-

ter shaft gear will be released. Collect the spacer and

key for the countershaft gear.

if necessary:

a. Remove the retaining ring from the shaft and

drive off the rear ball bearing and the bearing

seat, enabling the reverse gear to be removed.

b. The front counter shaft bearing cannot be

changed without removing the primary shaft.
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Primary shaft with bearings and gears

19. Back off the primary shaft end nut and remove the

retaining washer.
20. Place arbor 78 41 040 between the rear press screw

and the shaft, and press the shaft out.

7841000

DRIVING OUT PRIMARY SHAFT

Tools 78 41 000 and 78 41 042

21. Lift out the shaft, gear and synchronizer as a single

unit.

22. When the primary shaft has been removed, the

front bearing of the counter shaft is released and

can be removed by gently tapping it out with a fi-

bar mallet towards the differential side.

23. Drive out the rear primary shaft bearing, using the

front press screw, tool 78 41 091 and the extension

sleeve 78 41 067.

If necessary:

a. Remove the thrust washer and locking pin from

the shaft.

b. Remove the retaining ring from the shaft and

drive off the front bearing with the aid of dolly

83 90 098 and the ring halves 83 90 080.

Pinion shaft with bearings and gears

NOTE

The rear pinion shaft bearing can be removed sepa-

rately for bearing renewal or pinion adjustment as

soon as the end cover has been removed, i.e. with-

out removing the primary shaft and counter shaft.

24. Remove the speedometer drive gear.

471 —4

Remove the left hand threaded end nut from the

shaft and pull out the rear pinion shaft bearing With

the puller, tool 78 41 158, using the front press

screw to support the shaft. Collect the spacer and

shims from inside the bearing.

25.

l

7841000

DRIVING OUT PINION SHAFT BEARING

Tools 78 41 000 and 78 41 158

  

As from transmission No. F 39522, a new rear pinion

bearing with a split inner ring has been introduced. This

bearing has to be removed in two stages. Pull the bearing
off the shaft, using puller 78 41 158, and then remove

the inner part of the inner ring, which remains on the

shaft, using puller 78 60 521.

26. Locate the supporting tool 78 41 216, on the low-

er side of the shaft between the rear gear wheel and

the front end of the case. Make sure that the tool is

centered on the gear wheel so that the gear does not

tip on the shaft.

DRIVING OUT PINION SHAFT

Tools 78 41 000 and 78 41 216
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27_ Press the pinion shaft out in the

drawing the shaft at the same ti

if necessary:
me.

    
 

   
I

ll

L;HE WW”
1

   
DRIVING OUT THE PINION SHAFT

a. Press the front roller bearing and pinion shaft 4th

gear from the shaft, proceeding as follows:

Remove the retaining ring from the roller bearing,

if the latter is to be refitted. If the bearing is to be

rejected there will be no need to remove the ring.

Place the pinion shaft and the supporting tool

78 41 232 in an arbor press and drive out the

shaft. Make sure that the outer bearing race is

flush against the gear wheel.

 
SIS"

 
RING AND

PRESSING OFF THE FRONT PlNlON SHAFT BEA
4TH GEAR W A PRESS

Tool 78 41 232

The bearing should on no account be taken apart,

if it is to be refitted. See to it that the rollers do

not fall out and refit the retaining ring immedi-

ately, expanding it first so that it springs proper-

IV in the groove.
b. Press the oil collector gently out of the transmis-

sion case.

NOTE

When installing new gears in the transmission unit,

remember that the 3rd speed gear and pinion shaft

3rd gear are supplied in matched sets, as are the 4th

speed gear and the pinion shaft 4th gear. Quiet opera-

tion is ensured only if both the gears in the set are re-

newed at the same time. The pinion shaft and ring

gear are also matched and must be changed in pairs.
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REASSEMBLY

When the part concerned has been removed, clean the

cover dividing plane and remove any gasket fragments

and residual sealing compound. Inspect and clean all dis-

assembled parts, as well as the transmission case, in kero-

sene or the like. Make sure that such items as poppet balls,

needles from broken bearing, etc., are not left in the case.

Then commence reassembly at the appropriate 90"“ in

the following description.

Pinion shaft with bearings and gears

1. Using an arbor press and tool 78 41 067 drive the

roller bearing and pinion shaft 4th gear in until the

inner bearing race is flush with the pinion gear.

Mount the spacers and speedometer drive on the

pinion shaft.

On earlier gear units make sure that the matching

number faces the same way as on the 4th speed

gear. On later gear units there are no matching

number. The 4th speed gear is marked with a X on

that side, which will face from the gear end of the

pinion shaft.

2. Next, pass the pinion shaft through the end of and

into the transmission case from the differential side,

and then locate the pinion shaft 3rd gear on the

shaft inside the case. Make sure that the Woodruff

key for the 3rd gear has been fitted to the pinion

shaft. In some older units, the pinion shaft 4th

gear is also held by a Woodruff key instead of

being press fitted.

3. Turn the shaft to align the Woodruff key in rela-

tion to the groove in the 3rd gear.

4. Insert the guiding arbor 78 41 224, in the rear bear-

ing seat so that the pinion shaft passes into it.

5. Secure the arbor with the rear press screw so that

its flange is flush against the transmission case end.

  7841 000

lelNG IN PINION SHAFT

Tools 78 41 000 and 78 41 224

Drive the pinion shaft finally home With the front6. press screw, checking that the key Engages in the

pinion shaft 3rd gear.

7 Back off the rear press screws and remoVe the arbOr

from the bearing seat.

8 Place an 0.14 in. (3.6 mm) spaceron the shaft and,

NOTE! If the rear pinion bearing IS eqUIpped With Split
inner ring, the spacer washer has to be placed next to the

bearing. The washer diameter will be 1.4 in. (36 mm).

NOTE

If no part of the pinion shaft assembly has been re-

newed, the previously used spacer and shims may be

refitted.

9. Using the press screw and arbor 78 41 224, presS

the rear ball bearing, complete with retaining ring,

into the transmission case end. Use the press screw

at the front end of the pinion shaft as a suppert

during this operation.

7841000

DRIVING IN PINION SHAFT BEARING

Tools 78 41 000 and 78 41 224

In case of a split bearing, fit the inner ring first and

then the principal part of the bearing on the shaft-

Then press the bearing in, as described above.
Fit a new tabbed washer and lock nut (NOTE! Left

hand threaded) on the pinion shaft. Note that the

nut should not be tightened until the primarv- and

counter shaft are installed. See position 26.

10.
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Primary shaft with bearings and gears

11.

12.

Up to and incl. gear box 276503:

Refit the front bearing (using tool 78 41 075) and

place the retaining ring, locking pin, thrust washer
and 4th speed gear needle bearing on the primary

shaft. Check that the locking pin prevents the

thrust washer from rotating.

As from gear box 276504:

Fit the oil thrower and the front bearing (using tool

78 41 075) and place the retaining ring, washer and

4th speed gear needle bearing on the primary shaft.

Before pressing in the primary shaft, the counter

shaft front bearing must be placed in position. Press

the bearing in from the front with the aid of the

arbor 78 61 347, until it rests hard against the re-

taining ring in the bearing seat.

7841 000

DRIVING IN COUNTER SHAFT BEARING

To

13.

14.

15.

Ola 78 41 000 and 78 61 347

Assemble the primary shaft compOnents, the 3rd

and 4th speed gears together with the synchronizer

sleeve and rings, and lift the entire assembly into

the transmission case while passing the aligning ar-

bor 78 41 141 into the 3rd speed gear through the

rear bearing seat, and secure the arbor with the

press screw.

Pass the shaft in carefully from the front until its

splines enter the synchronizer hub.

Fit the arbor 78 41 042 into the freewheel sleeve.

NOTE

The needle bearing must be removed from the free-

wheel sleeve while this is being done.

16.

Fem 1977

USIHQ the press screw, drive the primary shaft care-
f"III! in against the arbor in the freewheel sleeve un-
til the 3rd speed gear rests against the rear end of

the case. Check that the synchronizer hub does "Gt

tip.

DRIVING IN PRIMARY SHAFT

Tools 48 41 000, 78 41 042 and 78 41 141

17.

18.

Remove the aligning arbor from the 3rd speed gear

and locate the needle bearing, spacer sleeve and

bushing for this gear on the shaft inside the gear

hub.

Place the spacer — with the bevelled side facing out-

wards — and the rear bearing on the primary shaft,

and then drive the bearing in with tool 78 41 091.

Note that the front press screw and the arbor in

the freewheel sleeve serve to hold up the shaft.

DRIVING IN PRIMARY SHAFT BEARING

Tools 78 41 000, 78 41 042 and 78 41 091

19. Place a new tabbed washer, with the tab facing out—

wards, and a nut on the shaft. Do not tighten the

nut with a torque wrench until the co
unte

has been refitted. See point 26. r shaft
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Countershaft with bearings and gears

20. Place the countershaft

21. Reassemble the 1st and 2nd

and the synchronizer unit

22. Lift this assembly into the

the countershaft, complete with the lst speed gear

needle bearing, through the rear end of the trans-
mission case at the same time.

As from transmission No. 108911, the Ist and 2nd

speed gears are splines mounted.

NOTE
If the rear bearing, bearing seat and reverse gear have

not been removed, they may remain on the shaft

during reassembly. In this case, however, the bearing
must first be pressed into the seat and the rear retain-

ing ring removed from the shaft.

with its rings.

transmission case, passing

  
  

  
  

    
  

23. Place the spacer on the shaft between the 2nd speed

gear and the front ball bearing. Then pass the shaft

through the front bearing and into the counter shaft

gear wheel.

24. Drive the countershaft in with the pass screw and

tool 78 41 091. In so doing, make sure that the

shaft splines engage with the synchronizer hub and

that the shaft passes into the countershaft gear.

Use the peg wrench 78 41 240, to turn the shaft.

Refit the retaining ring for the rear bearing after

pressing home.

DRIVING IN COUNTER SHAFT

Tools 78 41 000, 78 41 091, 78 41 240 and 78 61 347

471—8

NOTE

[f the countershaft is refitted complete with reverse

gear and bearing, use tool 78 41 091. This tool is al-

so to be used if the reverse gear and the seat with the

bearing are mounted separately.

25. Engage two gears simultaneously, e.g. 2nd and 4th,

and turn the 3rd speed gear in order to align the

key grooves in the counter shaft and the counter

shaft wheel. Drive the key in with an arbor.

26. Refit the friction wheel together with a new fric-

tion washer and star washer. Tighten the counter

shaft end nut with a torque of 80 Nm (60 ft.lb.,

8 kpm). The primary shaft and pinion shaft nuts,

the latter left hand threaded, should also be tight-

ened with a torque wrench at this stage.

Tighten the pinion shaft nut initially with a toque

of 120 Nm (90 ft.lb., 12 kpm), back off, and re-

tighten with a torque of 60 Nm (45 ft.lb., 6 kpm).

The primary shaft nut is to be tightened with a ter.

que of 50 Nm (35 ft.lb., S kpm).

NOTE

Check that the friction wheel is not located outside

the opposing gear and that there is sufficient clear-

ance between the primary shaft ball bearing and the

counter shaft gear. See "Friction brake".

27. Secure the nuts on the main- and pinion shaft. The

main shaft lock washer tab is bent over the nut.

The pinion shaft nut is locked as follows:

a. Use the press screw as dolly against the front end

of the pinion shaft so that a small clearance is ob-

tained between the flange ring on the rear pinion

bearing and the gear box cover. Thereby preven-

ting damage to the bearing when the nut is up-

set.

b. Upset the nut collar in the three recesses in the

lock washer with a rounded drift.

If the pinion adjustment is not already correct,

leave the pinion shaft nut unlocked until adjust-

ment is carried out.
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Gear shift forks

30. Check that the rubber washer and plastic PM? have

been mounted in the end cover and the oil collector

in the transmission case end.

Fit a new gasket. IMPORTANT! The gasket must

not be glued.

Pass the Ist-and-2nd and 3rd-and-4th gear Shift f°rk

shafts through the rear end, positioning them so that

the forks engage with their respective shafts.

33. Do not forget to fit the previously used or newly

selected shims in the end cover after coating them

with a little grease so that they adhere to the end

cover during assembly.

34. Collect the two fixing tools as they are pressed out

at the front ends of the forks, and tighten the end

cover bolts with a torque of 25 Nm (18 ft.lb., 2.5

kpm).

28. Return the synchronizer sleeve and t he reverse
to the neutral position and insert th gear

e gear shift forks. 31

Note that springs and poppet balls m -
Ust be f

with tool 78 40 697 before the for med

in the transmission case.
ks are inserted 32

WA R N I MG

Check that the bolt opposite the reverse gear shift

fork is not too long, which would impede fork

movement.

35. If necessary, adjust the gear shift fork shafts, so

that the forks are not subjected to axial pressure

when a gear is engaged. Roughly the same amount

of clearance should exist between the synchronizer

sleeve and the gear concerned in all gear positions.

LOCATING POPPET BALL IN REVERSE SHIFT FORK

Tool 78 40 697

29. Pass the reverse gear shift fork in through the rear

end of the transmission case and collect the tool.

ADJUSTING THE 1ST—2ND AND 3RD—4TH GEAR SHIFT

SHAFTS

COLLECTING TOOL 78 40 697 WHEN SHIFT FORK RAIL 35, NOTE! The pinion shaft should be measured and

HAS BEEN DRIVEN IN adjusted as necessary at this point. See section 473.



Differential

37. Refit the differential assembly and spacers, and

tighten the bearing cap screws with a torque of

40 Nm (28 ft.lb., 4 kpm). NOTE! Fit the short

screws in the small bearing cap.

NOTE

If the pinion shaft setting has been altered or parts

of the differential assembly renewed, always check

the side clearance of the bevel gear and adjust if

necessary. See section 473.

38. Refit the speedometer drive gear.

39. Coat the top cover with sealing compound and

check that the three gear shift forks in the transmis-

sion case as well as the dogs and catch in the cover

are set at the neutral position. Then fit the cover

on the transmission case.

GEAR SHIFT MECHANISM AND CATCH IN TRANSMISSION

CASE COVER

40.

41.

42.

43.

471—10 M

nction of the gear shift mechanism,

e freewheel hub and an undamaged

erted in the primary shaft/

hub should engage firmly

tool 87 90 305

Check the fu

Check that th .

needle bearing are Ins

freewheel sleeve. The

when twisted to the right. Use

for assembling-

NOTE

shaft seal and drive shaft seals and

y. Fit the seals so that the dust

Check the clutch

renew as necessar .

guard lips face outwards. Fill the spa

lips with chassis grease.

cc between the

Coat the sealing surface of the clutch housingwith

sealing compound and attach the clutch housing to

the transmission case. Turn the clutch shaft so that

it clears the differential. Make sure that the clutch

shaft is not subjected to lateral stress and that the

freewheel hub engages with the splines of the clutch.

Check the sealing rings in the clutch housing and

mount the two output shafts, taking care to avoid

damaging the sealing rings or dislocating the retain-

ing springs.

Smear the clutch shaft splines with graphite grease

and fill the unit with transmission oil.
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REASSEMBLY

Clean all the component parts thoroughly, and replace

worn Or damaged parts by new ones. Pay particular at-

tention to shaft seals and rubber boots.

1, Grease the outer universal joint using Saab Special

Chassis Grease. The correct quantity will be ob-

tained by packing the dome containing the hub

and balls full with grease. Take the utmost care in

preventing dirt from entering the joints and bear-

Ings.

2_ Slide the rubber bellows and clips onto the inter-

mediate drive shaft. Mount the rubber bellows on

the universal joint.

3_ Mount a new circlip on the intermediate drive shaft

and compress by means of tool 78 41 612.

NOTE

The circlip ends should overlap under a jaw of the

pliers. They will therefore not be clear of each other

when the pliers are closed.

it.

PLACING THE LOCK RING IN TOOL 7841612

4. Insert the shaft in the hub and lightly tap the shaft

end so that the circlip clicks in. Remove the Wars

and fully insert the shaft in the hub.

  
it;

,- .

I»; ‘

s 679

INSTALLATION OF INNER DRIVE SHAFT

Tool 78 41 612

  
 it

5. If the seal in the steering knuckle housing has been

removed, insert a new one.

6. Pack the ball bearing with Saab Special Chassis

Grease. Use only original ball bearings.

7. Press the bearing into the steering knuckle housing

with the numbered designation on the outer race

facing outwards. Use tool 78 40 754 and 78 40 309.

475—5



Fit the two clamps on the outer rubber boot and

the clamp for the inner boot at the shaft.

If the needle bearings have been removed, lubricate

them with Saab Special Chassis Grease and “mum

them on their journals. Fit cover 73 23 736 as pro.

tection for the needle bearings and pass the driVe

shaft in through the wheel house. Make sure that

the inner driver is clean and that it has been packed

with Saab Special Chassis Grease, see ’lnner univer.

sal joint”. Reassemble the inner universal joint and

tighten the clamp round the rubber boot.

13. Refit the steering knuckle to the steering arm and

lower ball joint. Remember to provide tabbed wash-

ers at the screws, and to secure these.

14. Refit the hub and the brake disc, followed by the

brake housing and friction pads. Secure the screws

with tabbed washers.

15. Refit the wheel and lower the car to the floor.

Tighten the axle nut to a torque of 180 Nm (130

PRESSlNG IN THE BALL BEARING IN THE STEERING ft.lb., 18 kpm), and secure.

KNUCKLE. THE MARK ON THE BALL BEARING FACING 16. Refit the hub cap.

OUTWARDS.

Tools 78 40 309 and 78 40 754 CAUTION

The friction pads must be returned to their posi-

tions near the brake disc. To ensure correct posi-

tioning, pump repeatedly with the brake pedal.
8. Tighten the nut and shaft seal using hook wrench Negligence in this respect will result in brake fail-

78 40 200. Lock the nut. ure.

9. Pack the space between the lips and the inner seal

with chassis grease.

10. Mount the outer drive shaft (with intermediate

drive shaft already mounted) in a press and press

on the steering knuckle housing and bearing. Use

sleeve 78 41 067 locating on the inner ring of the

bearing.

11.

12.

G ONTO

SING THE KNUCKLE HOUSING AND BEARIN

THE OUTER DRIVE SHAFT

Tool 78 41 067

PRE
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GENERAL

The car has disc brakes in front and drum brakes at rear.

The hydraulic footbrake acts on all four wheels. The

brake system is of the two-circuit type, which means

that the master cylinder controls the left front and right

rear wheels simultaneously with, but independently of,

the right front and left rear wheels. Consequently, if leak-

age occurs as a result of damage to the brake system,

braking effect will be lost only on one diagonal pair of

wheels, while remaining for the other pair. Leakage is re-

vealed both by excessive pedal travel and by a tendency

for the car to swerve towards the side at which brake

pressure remains on the front wheel when the brakes are

applied.

 

   

BRAKE SYSTEM, MODEL 1967 AND 1968

1. Master cylinder with brake fluid container

2. Hand brake lever

3. Brake pedal

4. Wheel cylinders

5, Stop light contact

6. Brake warning contact

7. Adjustment screw, rear wheel brake

BRAKE SYSTEM, AS FROM MODEL 1969

1. Master cylinder with 7. Stoplight contact

brake fluid container

2. Vacuum servo

3. Filter, vacuum servo

4. Handbrake lever

5. Brake pedal

6. Wheel cylinders

9. Moving, piece, brake

warning contact

10. Adjusting screw, rear

brake

Fm 1977

8. Brake warning contact

The mechanical handbrake acts on the rear wheels. The

brake lever is located between the two front seats and the

braking effect is transmitted to the rear wheels by two

sealed Bowden cables. .

The footbrake system as from model 1969 is hydraulic

with vacuum servo. The vacuum servo cylinder IS con-

nected to the suction line of the engine. When the brake

pedal is depressed, the vacuum servo cylinder is affected.

which in turn strengthens the pedal power and transmits

the movement to the master cylinder.

The car has a brake warning system which consists of “a

mechanical contact above the brake pedal and a warning

light, located in the speedometer. The light begins to

glow when the brake pedal travel becomes too long, 9.9.

at a leak in the brake system.

$14G
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FUNCTION

When the brake pedal is depressed, the master cylinder

pistons apply a force to the brake fluid, which is trans-

mitted through brake pipes and hoses to the pistons of

the brake cylinders, causing the brake pads to contact

the brake disc and the brake linings the drums. The mas-

ter cylinder has two pistons which work simultaneously,

but independently, so that one acts on the left front and

right rear wheels while the other acts on the right front

and left rear wheels. Consequently, if leakage occurs in

one circuit, the piston in the damaged circuit moves with-

out affecting the brake pads.

Every application of the brakes thus pumps a certain

amount of brake fluid out of the system, but as the upper

part of the brake cylinder forms two chambers separated

by a partition, the system can only be emptied as far as

the partition. The brake fluid remaining for the undam-

aged circuit is sufficient to allow the car to be driven safe-

ly to a garage to have the damage repaired. Since the two-

circuit brakes operate on the diagonal wheels, always

approx. half the braking effect remains at leakage in one

circuit. Furthermore, this affords greater safety when

steering the car, as one front wheel and one rear wheel

roll freely at the same time and are not locked.

MASTER CYLINDER

LHD up to and incl model 1970, RHD up to and incl

chassis No. 96722017570 and 95722006474.

The tandem master cylinder comprises a body housing, a

primary piston and a secondary piston, which are ac-

tuated by the push-rod from the brake pedal. The distance

   
 

  

:7/////4 I
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between the pistons is determined by a Spiriil spring and

a wire clamp. The semndary piston has a primary uép

and a secondary cup at front and rear respectively. rtteo

behind the primary cup is a dished piston washer, which

prevents the cup from being extruded into the feed notes

in the piston flange. The primary cup of the pnmary pm.

ton also has a dished piston washer and a secondary, rear

cup. _

The spiral springs return the pistons to the lmtlal posmon,

In their initial position, the pistons are retained by the

spring pressure and as a consequence the channels open

between the fluid container and the master cyllnder.

When the brake pedal is depressed, the push-rod actuates

the primary piston, making the inlet channel between

fluid container and cylinder close, and the pressure In

front of the primary piston rise which in turn affects the

secondary piston making it move and in this way the

same overpressure is obtained in front of both pistons.

Now brake fluid is forced out through the brake lines to

the wheel cylinders and puts the brakes into action.

If a leakage occurs in the brake circuit served by the pri-

mary piston, the spring is compressed until the primary

piston contacts the secondary piston. Then the latter can

work normally.

At a leakage in the secondary piston circuit, the secon-

den/piston is pressed forward by the primary piston and

the spring, until the secondary piston strikes the bottorn

of the cylinder. Then, brake fluid can be pressed out into

the undamaged circuit,

LHD as from model 1971 RHD as from chassis No.

96722017571 and 95722006474.

The pistons are equipped with three seals on each, and

the distance between the pistons is determined by a

spiral spring and a screw.
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MASTER CYLINDER, SECTIONED, LHD MODEL 1969—1970,
RHD MODEL 1969 CH. No. 96722017570, 95722006474
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MASTERCYLINDER
AS FROM CHASSIS NO.

96722017571 AND 95722006475 RHD

FRONT WHEEL BRAKE

The front wheels are equipped with disc brakes with only

one cylinder.

The principal parts of this brake are the support bracket,

brake body assembly, cylinder body and friction pad as‘

semblies.

The support bracket, which is bolted to the steering

knuckle housing, keeps the brake in place and transmits

the braking forces to the knuckle housing.

The brake body assembly is fitted to the support bracket

by means of a hinge pin and a friction unit. It is thus mov—

able in relation to the support bracket, the torsional cen-

tre being provided by the hinge pin.

The brake cylinder has an outer wiper seal, which pre

vents the entry of dust, and an inner fluid wal.

The friction pad assemblies consist of frictional material

which is glued to a pressure plate. The friction pads are

wedgeshaped in order to compensate for the irregular

wear which occurs on account of the movement taking

place around the hinge pin. The outer friction pad is

mounted in the brake body assembly whereas the inner

pad rests against the brake piston and is held in position

by the support bracket and the brake body assembly.

The hydraulic pressure is built up in the master cylinder

and is transmitted to the brake cylinder. The pressure ac-

tuates the brake piston, causing this to move outwards

and press the friction pad against the brake disc. The mov-

able brake unit is then influenced, so that the outer frio

tion pad is also pressed against the brake disc.

When the piston is being pressed outwards in the cylinder,

a certain resilience occurs in the piston seal which sur-

rounds the piston. This springiness is sufficient to pull

the piston back when the hydraulic pressure decreases.

thus providing a clearance between the friction pad and

the disc. The outer friction pad is moved back on account

of the movement of the brake body assembly in relation

to the support bracket. Wear on the brake linings is com

pensated for automatically, as the brake piston moves

outwards by means of the seal.

2 3

5 mo

FRONT AXLE ASSEMBLY WITH DISC BRAKE

1. Brake disc 3. Brake housing

2. Wheel hub 4. Brake pads

SAD h 1979



REAR WHEEL BRAKES AND HANDBRAKE

The rear wheel brakes have one wheel cylinder mounted

in the backplate. The cylinder is fitted with two pistonS,

each of which acts on one brake shoe. The brake shoes

are manually adjustable.

The braking movement is transmitted by sealed Bowden

cables to levers for the rear wheel brake shoes.

 

 
Braking position

S 1723

THE BRAKE PISTON IS RETURNED TO REST BY THE

ACTION OF THE PISTON SEAL

The effect of this combination of the simple brake cylin-

der and the movable brake unit is that both friction pads

are pressed together with a torsional movement which

tends to give irregular wear on the friction pads. This

wear is made up for by the fact that the pads are wedge-

shaped. As the friction pads get worn, the brake body as

sembly turns around the hinge pin, thus causing the angle

of wear to be continuously changed. When the linings s 712

have become so worn as to necessitate changing the fric- REAR WHEEL BRAKE

tion pads, the angle has become so small that the lining 1- Adjustment

is practically parallel with the pressure plate. Z'SD'IW

3. Handbrake link

NEW AND WORN PADS

1' "WV Dads

2‘ w°m Pads

March 1970 m



SERVO UNIT

The servo unit consists of a vauium cylinder which is ac-

mated by the brake pedal. The cylinder is connected to

the engine inlet manifold by means of a hose. The func-

tion of the system (an be seen from the description be

low.

NOTE

The vacuum servo shall not be disassembled. I

Initial position

When "off", the return spring holds the valve piston and

the push-rod in the right hand end position in the guide

housing. In this position, the atmospheric air channel is

kept dosed and the vacuum channel open.

The vacuum is equal on both sides of the diaphragm.

Brake position

pedal, the valve piston is moved
I is closed and air of atmo-

e right hand side of the

When pressing the brake

to the left, the vacuum channe

spheric pressure flowes in on th
brane. .

xlwum prevails on the L.H. side of the diaphragm and
atmospheric pressure on the R.H. side an increased farce

is obtained on the cylinder. The brake action can be in-

creased further by larger pressure on the pedal. Once the

pedal pressure ceases, the return spring forces the valve

piston back. The vacuum channel opens, and the atmo-

spheric air channel closes. The vacuum servo returns to

its "off" position. .

Should a fault occur in the power brake unit, the brake

system of the mr will function without servo effect. The

servo cylinder will in that case serve only as a lengthened

push-rod. In the latter case is, of course, a larger pedal

pressure required.

SERVO UNIT, INITIAL POSITION SERVO UNIT, BRAKE POSITION

Febr 1977



BRAKE SHOES

REMOVAL OF BRAKE DRUM FOR INSPECTION OF
BRAKE LINING, REAR WHEEL

1. Remove the cotter pin and the shaft nut.

2. Jack up the car.

3. Remove the wheel.

4. Release the handbrake and adjust the rear brake shoes

with the adjusting screw.

5. Remove the brake drum, using puller 78 40 028,

WHEEL FULLER 78 40 028

all shoes. If they are worn to

a thickness of 0.1 in. (2.5 mm), or unevenly worn, or

covered with grease, new linings must be fitted. On

rear linings. It may then be sufficient to change the

two rear linings only.

stem is operative for complete brake

nt device. Re-

6. Examine the linings on

7. An exchange sy

shoes with fitted automatic adjustme

placement of linings thus calls for exchange of the

entire brake shoe.

If linings only are replac

special machine to a radi

(0.25—0.30 mm) less than that of the drum i

to ensure perfect contact. The ends of the linings must

not be chamfered; the edge should be left as sharp as

pessible.

ed, they must be ground in a

us of about 0010—0012 in.

n order

NOTE

Never fit new brake linings on one side only.

INSPECTION HOLE IN BRAKE DRUM

1. Inspection hole

“ "" 511-1



DISASSEMBLY

1. Use a piece of wire or a clamp to keep the brake pis-

tons In the cylinder while carrying out this operation.

2. Remove the springs which hold the brake shoes against

the backplate.  
S 714

FITTING THE HANDBRAKE LEVER

3. Lift the rear shoe with the handbrake lever into the

large hole. Make sure that the spring presses against

the lever as shown in the fig.

4. Remove the wire or clamp used to keep the brake pis-

tons in position.

REAR WHEEL BRAKES s 712 5. Adjust the shoes to a position concentric with the

L Adjustment backplate. Refit the springs holding the shoes against

2. Spring the backplate.

3. Handbrake link 6. Refit the wheel hub and the wheel.

7. Adjust the brake shoes.

WARNING

3, Lift the brake shoes off from the wheel cylinder and Do not allow oil or grease to contaminate brake

handbrake levers, first at the top and then at the bot- linings or drums.

torn end.

REASSEMBLY

1. Hook on the springs between the shoes. ‘

2. Locate the front shoe with the handbrake lever In the

oblong hole.



ADJUSTMENT

General

dash panel must not be less than the values mentioned in

the pictures, With a pedal pressure of approx. 250 N (55

u)” 25 kp) and the engine idling.

The front wheels have self-adjusting brakes. Consequently

it will only be necessary to adjust the brake shoes on the

rear wheel brakes.

 
THE MINIMUM DISTANCE PERMISSIBLE BETWEEN DE-

PRESSED PEDAL AND TOE-BOARD

A = 2.6 in. (65 mm)

B = approx. 250 N (55 lb., 25 kp)

Adjustment of rear brake shoes

1. Jack up the car so that the rear wheels are clear of the

ground. Be sure to locate the jack in the correct posi-

tion. It is possible to adjust the brake without remov-

ing the wheels.

2. Release the handbrake and check that the brake levers

return all the way. If the cable runs sluggishly in its

sheathing, the lever must be pulled off by hand.

3. Depress the brake pedal hard several times in order to

center the brake shoes.

4. The adjusting screw for the rear brakes consists of a

sQuare peg located on the rear of the backplate. Turn

with a special spanner until the wheel is locked. Then

back off one or more steps until the rear wheel again

rotates freely.

 
FOOT BRAKE ADJUSTING SCREW, REAR WHEELS

1. Adjustment device

2. Adjustment point

5. After adjusting, check that the free movement of the

pedal is 0.12—0.24 in. (3—6 mm). See section 524.
If the clearance is less than this measure, the brake

shoes don't return when the brake pedal is released.

6. If the adjusting screw cannot be tightened up enough

to lock the wheel, the brake linings are worn and must

be renewed. Always change brake linings simultaneous~

ly on both wheels and NEVER on one wheel only. The

reason for this is to ensure that the braking effect will

be even. When changing brake linings, always use genu-

ine Saab replacements or linings recommended by Saab.

After adjusting the brakes, always make sure that the rear

wheels revolve easily — this is done by depressing the brake

pedal, releasing it and then rotating the wheels.

SAAB 511—3
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BRAKE LININGS

REPLACEMENT

At intervals not exceeding 6 000 miles (10 000 km) the

wheels shall be removed and the thickness of the brake

lining5 checked. For the brake drums this is made through

the inspection holes. The brake linings should be ex-

changed at a thickness of 0.1 in. (2.5 mm), the friction

pads at 0.06 in. (1.5 mm) thickness of the very lining.
An exchange system is operative for compIm brake she:

Replacement of linings thus calls for exchange of the cry

tire shoe.

if linings only are to be changed, they must be ground in

a special machine to a radius of 0.010—0.012 in. (0.25.

030 mm) less than that of the brake drum in order to en-

sure perfect contact. The ends of the linings must not be

chamfered; the edge should be as sharp as possible,

1. Remove the old brake linings.

2. Wash the brake shoes in gasoline or kerosene and blow

clean with compressed air.

3. Place the new linings on the shoes and fix them with

two rivets in the center.

4. Fix the other rivets in turn, proceeding from the cen-

ter and out towards the ends. Stretch the lining well

to secure good contact with the shoe. Any clearance

left between the shoe and its lining may jeopardize

the function of the brakes and cause unwanted noise.

5. Grind the lining to a radius of about 0.010—0.012 in.

(0.25—0.30 mm) less than that of the drum.

CENTERLESS GRINDING or BRAKE LININGS

R - Radius of brake drum

' " Radius of brake lining. Thus. r to N

(0.25-0.30 mm) less than R

A - Measurement 0.010—0912 in. (0.25—0.30 m)

0.01 o—omz in.

NOTE

To secure perfect contact between the lininll and g

the WW", and speedy runningin, the linings should

be ground after riveting to a radius or ome~on12

in. (025-030 mm) less than that of the drum. This

is particularly important when the brake drum has

M machined. Special equipment is required for

W5 winding operation.

  
 
 
 
 
 

   
 
 

NOTE

The ends of the linings must not be chamfered, but

should haveassharpanedgeaspossible.

NOTE

To ensure optimal safety, use only genuine Saab

linings or exchange shoes.

WARNING

Donotallowoilorgeasetocome incontactwith

brake linings or drums.

M 512—1



BRAKE DRUMS

REMOVAL AND INSTALLATION

1. Remove the cotter pln and the sh f
2. Jack up the car. a t "Ut-

3. Remove the wheel

4. Release the handbrake and
adjust the re

with the adlusting screw er brake shoes

5. Remove the brake drum, using puller 78 40 028.

WHEEL FULLER 78 40 028

6. After refitting the brake drum, tighten the shaft nut

with a torque wrench set at 90 Nm (65 ft.-|b., 9 kpm).

516--1

MACHINING

If the brake drums are moderately scored, and more or

less equally on both left and right sides, this will not in-

fluence the braking effect or the life of the brakes. If, on

the other hand, only one drum is scored or both drums

severely scored, they should be renewed or perhaps ma-

chined. Renewal or machining is also necessary if the

brake drum is out-of-round, which is betrayed by jerky

pedal action when the brakes are applied. The brake drum

may be machined to a maximum diameter of 8.059 in.

(204.7 mm).

When new brake drums are being installed. new wheel

bearings should also be fitted.

March 1979



BRAKE DISCS

REPLACEMENT

When the brake disc shows signs of heavy wear after con-

siderable mileage. it must be replaced. Moderate scoring,

on the other hand, does not necessitate replacement.

To change the brake disc, proceed as follows:

1. Remove the hub cap and slacken the shaft nut.

2. Jack up the front of the car, take off the wheel and

remove the shaft nut.

3. Remove the two bolts holding the brake housing to

the steering knuckle housing. These bolts are accessi-

ble from the inside of the brake disc. Lift the brake

housing clear of the brake disc.

   
N

 

NOTE

Do not disconnect the brake hose. instead place the

brake housing in such a way that the hose is not ex-

posed to tension.

4. Pull off the wheel hub with the brake disc attached.

using wheel puller 7840028.

5. Detach the brake disc from the wheel hub.

Reassemble in reverse order. When refitting the brake

housing bolts in the steering knuckle housing, always use

a new locking plate.

NOTE

After the reassembly, remember to pump repeated-

Iv with the brake pedal so that the brake pistons

will move out towards the disc.

DISC BRAKE COMPONENTS

1. Brake body assembly

2. Spring loaded steady pin

3. Support bracket

4. Hinge pin

5. Split pins

6. Spring clip

7. Bleed screw

8. Wiper seal

9. Piston

10. Friction pad assemblies

11. Cylinder body

12. Fluid seal

13. Retainer

14. Shim
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FRONT AXLE UNIT WITH DISC BRAKE

1. Brake disc 10. Ball bearing

2. Brake pad 11. Shaft seal

3. Brake piston 12. Ball

4. Brake housing 13. Backing plate

5. Nut 14. Clamp

6. Wheel hub 15. Inner drive shaft

7. Outer drive shaft 16. Circlip

8 Shaft seal 17. Bellow

9. Steering knuckle housing 18. Spacer ring (on certain cars only)

516—2 Fm 1917



FRICTION PADS

GENERAL

As the disc brakes are selfadiusting, it is not possible to

decide by the length of the pedal stroke wether the brake

linings are worn. At intervals not exceeding 6 000 miles

(10 000 km) the wheels shall be removed and the thick-

ness of the brake linings checked. The friction pads must

be removed when the thickness of the lining is less than

0.06 in. (1.5 mm).

RE?LACEMENT

1. Jack up the car and remove the wheel.

2, Remove the cotter pins, and the spring holding the

friction pads. Remove the friction pads.

3. Clean thoroughly the uncovered part of the piston,

and make sure that there is no rust or dirt on the

friction pads surfaces which contact the bracket

and the yoke.

NOTE

When cleaning, use only brake fluid or methylated

spirit.

4. Drive the piston back into the brake housing with

the aid of screw vise 78 GO 430.

PRESSING IN THE BRAKE PISTON

Tool 78 60 430

NOTE

When the brake piston is forced back into the cyl-

inder, the brake fluid level in the reservoir will rise

appreciably, and it may then be necessary to drain
off superfluous fluid.

5. Clean the brake disc thoroughly with trichlore<

thylene.

5- Turn the movable brake part towards the'wheel, and

fit the outer friction pad. Make sure that it movesd

freely in its position in the yoke. Possrbly, protru

ing parts will have to be trimmed with a file.
 

IMPORTANT

If used friction pads are refitted, they mUSt be

placed in their original locations.

7. Turn the movable brake part backwards as far as

possible.

8. Fit damping shims to the bac

and make sure that the shim does not exce

contours of the pressure plate.

9. Be sure that the damping shim is fitted with the two

recesses directed downwards, in such a way that

they are centred on the ends of the piston recess.

Fit the inner friction pad. Also make sure that the

recess in the piston is directed downwards. The

b brake piston of the latest design has a face ground

contact surface facing the friction pad. In this con-

nection the damping shim has been altered in such

a way that the piston has the corresponding fit-up

facing the friction pad.

10. Fit the spring. The recess in the spring shall lie as

near as possible to the outer friction pad. Fit new

cotter pins, and lock them.

Fit the upper cotter pin first. When fitting the low-

er cotter pin, press the spring upwards with the aid

of a screwdriver.

ed the

INSTALLATION OF BRAKE PADS

NOTE

Fit a new spring, if the old one is worn out.

11. Pump repeatedly with the brake pedal in order for

the friction pads to be adjusted in towards the brake

517—1
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disc.

12. Top up with brake fluid in the reservoir.

WARNING
Do not forget to pump repeatedly with the brake

pedal, otherwise the pedal will go all the way down

when the brakes are applied.

sen
517—2
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HYDRAULIC FOOTBRAKE SYSTEM

OVERHAUL

If it is found necessary to dismantle the brake system or

any part thereof, this must be done under conditions of

scrupulous cleanliness. Clean off all dirt and grease before

removing any parts. Do not swill a dismantled unit in gas-

oline, kerosene or trichloroethylene, etc., because these

solvents will ruin the rubber parts. Dismantle the units

on a bench covered with a sheet of clean paper. Do not

touch internal parts with dirty hands, particulary rubber

items. After dismantling, place all metal parts in a tray of

clean brake fluid to soak. Having done this, dry off with

a clean, lint-free cloth and lay the parts out in order on a

sheet of clean paper. To ensure unfailing reliability, we

would recommend that all rubber parts be replaced by

new ones. These are ready available in the form of repair

kits containing all the rubber parts required for each par-

ticular unit.

The main bodies of units may be swilled in industrial

methylated spirit or brake fluid, but if spirit is used all

traces must be dried out before reassembly. All internal

parts should be dipped in brake fluid according to Spec.

DOT 3, DOT 4 or SAE J 1703 and assembled wet.

INSPECTION

For reasons of safety, it is of the utmost importance for

the hydraulic system to be checked at regular intervals.

BRAKE FLUID

General

Always keep the brake fluid reservoir properly filled.

Check the level every 6 000 miles (10 000 km) or every

three months, whichever comes first.

It is essential to use the recommended brake fluid. Inferior

brake fluids can seriously damage the entire brake system.

Apart from ruining rubber cups and seals, such fluids may

lack lubricating properties and initiate corrosion. Further-

more, they may be escessively viscous at low temperatures

or have a low boiling point, which would cause vaporiza-

tion in the system upon heavy brake applications. This

would result in brake failure, the consequences of which

would be disastrous.

Flhr 1077

Even the best brake fluids deteriorate after prolonged use,

OWing to oxidation and absorption of water, which low-

ers the boiling point.

For racing and rallying, and for driving in mountainous

territory, brake fluid should be changed at yearly inter-

vals.

The brake fluid should be changed after any repairs to

the brake system and after 24 000 miles (40 000 km) or

at intervals of two years.

The brake fluid shall always be kept in a closed container.

IMPORTANT

Use only brake fluid satisfying the minimum require-

ments of specifikation DOT 3, DOT 4 or SAE J 1703.

Replenishing

Before unscrewing the filler cap, clean the top part of

the brake fluid reservoir to prevent dirt entering when

the cap is removed. Be careful not to spill any brake fluid

on the paintwork of the car when pouring in brake fluid,

as this fluid is injurious to paint. Check that the air vents

in the filler cap are not chocked.

If brake fluid consumption is found to be excessive, ex-

amine all lines, hoses, connections and cylinders, applying

firm pressure to the brake pedal meanwhile.

Changing

1. Open the primary circuit nipples (left front and right

rear wheel) and connect hoses as when bleeding. Pump

the brake pedal until the fluid container is almost emp-

ty. Fill new fluid and continue pumping until the en-

tire system is filled with new fluid.

Close the bleed nipples.

Repeat the procedure for the secondary circuit (right

front and left rear wheel). Pump through at least half

a quart (half a liter). Replenish the container.

2. Bleed the brake system.

520—1



BLEEDING

Bleeding IS not a routine service measure and is necessary

only when part of the brake system has been disassembled

and when the brake fluid has been drained off. Sure signs

that air has entered the system are excessive pedal travel,

springy pedal action or absence of braking effect until the

brake pedal has been firmly depressed several times.

A bleed nipple is provided for each wheel. Bleed nipples

for the disc brakes are located on the wheel cylinder.

LOCATION OF BLEEDING NIPPLES. REAR WHEEL BRAKE

520—2

LOCATION OF BLEEDING NIPPLE, FRONT WHEEL BRAKE

The best result is obtained with the aid of bleeding equip

ment. The makers instructions should be followed. Bleed-

ing can also be done according to the following descrip

tion.

1. Check that the reservoir is completely full of brake

fluid and that the air vents in the reservoir cover are

not choked.

2. Bleed either one wheel at a time or two wheels at the

same time. One circuit should be bled completely be-

fore bleeding of the other circuit is started. Up to and

incl. model 1970 (make Lockheed) the left front wheel

and the right rear wheel must be bled first.

Fit suitable hoses to the bleed nipples on both wheels.

Dip the hose end in a glass vessel containing clean

brake fluid.

Back off both nipples 1/2—1 turn.

Have an assistant pump the brake pedal and watch un-

til escaping brake fluid is free of air bubbles. Keep the

hose ends below the fluid level in the glass vessel the

whole time.

7. Close the bleed nipples, keeping the pedal depressed

meanwhile.

8. Check that the brake fluid in the reservoir does not

run out while the system is being bled.

9. Top up the reservoir with fresh brake fluid efter bleed-

ing the two circuits.

PP

pm
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MASTER CY L' “DER off the locking nut and unscrew the push rod from

the fork on the brake pedal.
'nUp to and Cl model 1968 3. Back off and remove the two master cylinder retaining

ceNERAL bolts. The lower one is a stud bolt and the nut is acces-sible from the engine compartment. The upper one is

All work on the brake system must be done under condi- 4 22:23:):2 ::i:blelifnfl:r Inside the car.

tions of scrupulous cleanliness and carefulness. See sec- 5 cy '

tion 520.

DISMANTLING

REMOVAL

. The master cylinder should only be dismantled if there is

1. Disconnect the connections for outlet brake lines from no exchange system for this unit.

the master cylinder. 1. Remove the rubber bellows (11) together with retain-

2. Remove the rubber boot from the push rod, or back ing plate (8) and the push rod (31 l.

I 15 ‘ 2 5 6 7 B 9 10 11
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MASTER CYLINDER, SECTIONED, UP TO AND INCL. MODEL 1968

A = 0.024—0.047 in. (0.6—1.2 mm)

   212*:
l >

1. Outlet to the secondary circuit 12. Primary cup 22. Piston washer

2. Outlet to the primary circuit 13. Piston washer 23. Piston stop

3_ By-pass port 14. Secondary piston 24. Circlip

4. Feed hole 15. Secondary cup 25. Washer

5. Brake fluid reservoir 16. Body 26- Secondary cur:

6. By-pass port 17. Clip 27. Guide bearing

7_ Feed hole 18. Spring 28. Circlip

8. Retaining plate 19. Retaining pin 29. "Spirolox" circlip

9. Spring 20. Spring holder 30. Spring retainer
21. Primary cup 31. Push rod

10. Primary piston

11. Rubber boot

“3 521—1



2. Press down the spring retainer (30) and remove the

3 :Jiralclip (29) with the aid of a small screwdriver.
emove the outer lock ring the nylon bearing

the cup and the washer

ng (24) with the aid of special

ve the pistons.

4. Remove the inner lock ri

tool 78 41 992 and remo

NON-RETURN VALVE IN MASTER CYLINDER

41. Spring

42. Valve body

43. Equalizing hole

44. Spring clip

45. Gasket

46. Adapter

REMOVING THE LOCK RING

Tool 78 41 992

7. Remove the six bolts retaining the cover of the brake

fluid reservoir (5) and take off the cover together with

the gasket.

NOTE 8. Put the parts in a vessel containing brake fluid for

Be careful when removing the locking ring and the cleaning. Methylated spirit can be used for cleaning

washer so that the surface of the pistons not be dam but the parts must then be wiped thoroughly dry.

aged.

5. Compress the intermediate spring (18) together with

spring holder (20) and drive out the retaining pin INSPECTION

using a suitable pin punch. This will separate the two

pistons (10 and 14), and allows the withdrawal of the 1_ Check that the cylinder bore is not scored.

spring (18) and spring holder 2. Check that the by-pass holes are clean by probing with
NOTE! It is not possible to remove the clip (17) on a piece of thin steel wire.

the secondary piston. 3. Check all parts, and renew any defective ones. Inter-

6. Withdraw the non-return valves. Take care not to dis- nal rubber parts should be replaced by new ones, which

tort the spring clip (44) when removing it from the are available in suitable kits.

valve body.

SAAB
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RE ASSEMBLY

Before reassembling the master cylinder, dip all parts in

brake fluid.

1.

 
Locate the cups on the pistons and check that they

are correctly positioned, see fig.

 
FITTING THE PISTON WASHER

12. Primary cup

13. Piston washer (dished)

14. Secondary piston

2. Install the spring (18) on the pistons and press them

together so that the retaining pin (19) can be installed.

3. Fit the pistons in the cylinder. NOTE! Be carefull so

that the gaskets not be damaged.

4. Install the piston stop

5. Mount spiral clip (24) with the aid of tool

78 41 992.

6. Install the washer the secondary cup (26) and

the nylon bearing Lock with spiral clip

7. Install spring (9) and spring retainer (30) on the pri-

mary piston

8. Compress the retain spring (9) and install the spiral

clip

9. Lubricate the small end of the push rod (31) with

silicon grease and install the rubber bellows (11) with

retainer

10. Screw on the outlet adapters and non return valves.

Tighten to 38 Nm (28 ft.-Ib., 3.8 kpm).
11. Install the cover 5 and tighten the screws to 7 Nm

(6 ft.-Ib., 0.7 kpm).

INSTALLATION

1. Cover all openings to prevent the entry of foreign mat-

ter into the cylinder during the installation work.

2. Attach the brake cylinder.

3. Refit the rubber boot to the push rod. Reassemble the

push rod if it has been disassembled.

4. Reconnect the outlet brake lines and refill the system

Cabs. (I'l‘l

with brake fluid.

Adjust the brake pedal free movement. See section

524.

Bleed the system. See section 520.

As from model 1969

If it is necessary to dismantle the brake system, or any

part thereof, this must be done under conditions of scru-

pulous cleanliness. See section 520.

REMOVAL AND INSTALLATION OF MASTER CYL-

INDER WITH VACUUM SERVO

1. Remove the protective cover of the steering wheel

shaft.

2. Loosen the screw joints of the outlet brake lines at

the master cylinder. Disconnect the vacuum hose

from the vacuum servo.

Detach the push rod at the brake pedal.

4. Loosen the four nuts retaining the vacuum servo to

the dash panel. The nuts are accessible from inside

the car. Remove the master cylinder.

9"

The installation is made in the reverse order.

REMOVAL AND INSTALLATION OF MASTER CYL-

INDER

When removing and installing the master cylinder, it is

not necessary to remove the vacuum servo.

1. Loosen the screw joints of the outlet brake lines at

the master cylinder.

2. Remove the two nuts retaining the master cylinder

to the vacuum servo.

3. Remove the master cylinder.

The installation is made in the reverse order.

Bleeding the brake system, see section 520.



Model 1969—1970 1_

DISMANTLING

The master cylinder should only be dismantled if there is

no exchange system for this unit.
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Depress the spring retainer (30) and, using a small

screwdriver, unwind the spiral clip (29) from the

groove of the primary piston, taking care not to

distort the coils; remove the spring retainer (30) to.

gether with the spring Remove the washer (28)

and the gasket
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MASTER CYLINDER, SECTIONED, MODEL 1969—1970

1. Outlet to the secondary circuit 11. Piston washer 21. Piston stop ring

2. Outlet to the primary circuit 12. Secondary piston 22. Circlip

3. By-pass port 13. Secondary cup 23. Washer

4. Feed hole 14. Body 24. Secondary cup

5. Brake fluid reservoir 15. Wire cip 25. Guide bearing

5_ By-pass port 16. Spring 26. Circlip

7. Feed hole 17. Retaining pin 27. Gasket

8. Spring 18- Spring holder 28. Washer

9. Primary piston 19. Primary cup 29. "Spirolox" circlip

10. Primary cup 20. Piston washer 30.

—-- .

Spring retainer



2, Remove the circlip taking great care not to

damage the surface finish of the primary piston

Lightly tap the mounting flange of the cylinder

body on the bench, and remove the nylon guide

bearing the secondary cup (24) and the plain

washer

3_ Using special circlip pliers with long, narrow jaws,

tool 78 41 992 remove the inner circlip again

taking great care not to damage the surface finish

of the primary piston
 

FITTING THE PISTON WASHER

10, Primary cup

11. Piston washer (dished)

12. Secondary piston

9. Remove the 4 bolts retaining the cover of the

brake fluid reservoir (5) and take off the cover to-

gether with the gasket.
10. Clean the parts in brake fluid or methylated spirit.

REMOVING THE LOCK RING

Tool 78 41 992

INSPECTION

1. Check that the cylinder bore is not scored.

4. Removal of the circlip will allow the withdrawal of 2, Check that the by-pass holes are clean by probing with

both pistons together with the piston stop (21 ). a piece of thin steel wire.

5. Compress the intermediate spring (16) together 3. Check all parts, and renew any defective ones. Internal

with spring holder (18) and drive out the retaining rubber parts should be replaced by new ones.

pin using a suitable pin punch. This will sepa-

rate the two pistons (Q and 12), and allows the

withdrawl of the spring (16) and spring holder

6. Remove the primary cups (IO and 19) together

with the piston washers (11 and 20) from the pri-

mary and secondary pistons. Remove the secondary

cup (13) from the back of the secondary piston.

REASSEMBLY

Before reassembling the master cylinder, dip all parts in

brake fluid.

DO Mt attempt to move the cup (15) from the 59' 1. Using the fingers only, stretch the secondary cup

condary piston, as this part is permanently peened (13) over the large end of the secondary piston

in position. with the lip pointing towards the peened clip.

7. Unscrew the outlet adapters (31) and remove them Gently work round the cup with the fingers to en-

together with the gaskets. sure correct bedding.
8. Withdraw the non-return valves, comprising the Locate the piston washer on the secondary piste"

spring valve body (33) and spring clip

Take care not to distort the spring clip (34) when

removing it from the valve body.

spigot. Using the fingers only, ease the primary cup

(10) over the nose of the spigot and into the groove,

with the lip of the cup pointing away from the head

of the piston.

521—5



IO

   
NON~RETURN VALVE

31. Outlet screw joint

31 String

33. Valve body

34. Velvespring

SS Gum

3 Adopt the same procedure with the primary cup

(19) and piston washer (20) of the primary piston.

Ease the spring holder (18) into the end of the

50909 (16) and fit the other end of the spring over

the war of the secondary piston

Locate the retaining pin (17) in the hole in the pri

mary piston, but do not push fully home. Compress

the spring until the secondary piston clip (15) is vis~

ible. Place the clip in position in the primary piston

and secure it by pushing the retaining pin fully

home. Belem the spring and check that the spring

holder (18) is correctly positioned.

—Aa a

S2183

S.

7.

10.

11.

East! the pistons gently into the cylinder bore am

slide the piston stop (31) over the primsu piston

Fit the circlip (22) in the inner groove. using New.“

circlip pliers whh long. narrow ism. tool 78 41 993,

and check that it is correctly located. Take grim

can not to damage the surface finish of the puma.

ry piston since this could cause leakage past the so

condom cup.

Fit the plain W (23) into the cylinder bore

minsr the circlip, followed by the secondary cup

I24).

Place the nylon guide bearing I25) in position and

secure with the outer circlip Fit the gasket

(27) and the washer

Mount the return spring (8) and the spring retainer

(30) on the primary piston 19). Compress the spring

until the piston circlip groove is visible behind the

spring retainer and locate the spiral circlip

Ease the spring clip (34) into the nor-«turn valve

body and check that it is correctly positioned. Fit

the return spring over the valve body and locate

the parts within the outlet port, inserting the spring

first.

Screw the outlet adapter together with the

gasket (35) into the outlet port and tighten to a

torque of 38 Nm (28 ft.-lb.. 3.8 kpm). Adopt the

same procedure for the remaining outlet port.

Place the brake fluid reservoir (5) in position to

gether with the gaskets. and tighten the four bolts.

--L4 A“



As from model 1971
3. Check all parts and exchange any that are worn or de-

DISMANTLING fective.
Rubber gaskets and seals should be replaced by new ones.

Repair kits containing complete replacement sets of rub-
1, Separate the power assist unit from the master cylinder

her gaskets and seals are available.
by backing off the nuts from the two retaining bolts.

2. Remove the lock ring (20) that holds the primary pis-

ton (12) in place.

3. Back off the stop screw

4. Pull out the primary piston (12) with spring (5) and

the secondary piston (4) with spring (5) and seals.

5, To change the seal ring (6) on the primary piston, the

screw (9) with spring must be completely unscrewed

REASSEMBLY AND INSTALLATION

(Dip all parts in brake fluid before assembling.)

and the spring retainer, support ring and support wash- 2 secondarypiston (4) “(Rh 59"“9 and seals.

er removed to gain access to the seal ring. 3' F e pmon (12) wuth Spnng and seals.

6. Clean the parts in brake fluid or methylated spirit. 4' B:l:::;o:i:sltler:gc(y1lf2d t th . st 't
I er 0 e power as: uni .

5. Cover all openings to keep dirt out of the cylinder

during installation.

INSPECTION 6. Fit the master cylinder complete with power assistunit to the dash panel and connect the push rod to

the brake pedal.

1. Check that the cylinder bore is not scratched. 7_ Connect the brake lines

2- Check that the through flow holes are clear by testing 8. Connect the vacuum hose and the clip that holds

Wt“ a fine "on ere- the speedometer cable to the power assist unit.

9. Mount the air cleaner.

10. Fill the container with brake fluid and bleed the

system.
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MASTER CYLINDER, AS FROM MODEL 1971

1. Container 8. Sleeve

2. Rubber seal 9. Screw ~

3. Housing 10. Lock ring

4. Secondary piston 11.Seal ""9 ~

5. Sprlng 12. Primary piston

6. Plston seals 13. Screw

7. Washer
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BRAKE LINES

The brake pipes are of 3/16 in. Bundy tube. The ends of

all the pipes are flanged and fitted with compression nuts

which must be passed mm the pipes before the ends are

flanged. It is important to ensure that the pipes are prop.

erly flanged so that there will be no leakage at the joints.

For reasons of safety, it is essential that all pipes, rubber

hoses and connections in the brake system be kept in

first class condition at all times. Bearing this in mind,

check regularly that the hoses have not been damaged by

flying stones or by abraison. Pipes, too, must be installed

so that they cannot rub or chafe against anything.

Check that the pipes are correctly arranged beneath the

rear seat, and that the pipes do not rub against plating.

All pipe and hose connections must be properly tight-

ened to ensure leak free joints. Make sure that the copper

gaskets in the pipe connections are flawless, and change

any defective ones. Copper gaskets which have become

so hard that they no longer seal effectively may, how-

ever, be annealed and reused.

Pipes which are to be installed must fit well at both ends

and at the clips. Never stretch a badly fitting pipe by

means of the compression nuts or bend an already fitted

pipe. Both of these courses could give rise to stresses

which may result in leakage, pipe fracture or stripped

threads.

Pipes for connection to brake hoses are flanged as per

type Other pipes are flanged as per type

A B

  
  

FLANGING OF BUNDY TUBE

we front and two rear

unication between the

se hoses are of diffe-

sed. Install the hoses

d aligned straight

e, hold the brake

t the hose

The brake system incorporates t

brake hoses, affording the comm

body and the wheel cylinders. The

rent lengths and must not be confu

with the wheels freely suspended an

ahead. When tightening the brake pip

hose nipple (not the locking nut) to PFBVB"

from twisting and changing position.

WARNING

When fitting brake hoses it is highly important to

position them correctly, thereby ensuring tha

ing or suspension movements do not bring them in-

t steer-

to contact with other parts of the car. The brake

hoses must not be wrung or twisted but shall be

mounted in a neutral position. In addition, see to it

that the front hoses form a downward directed curve.



WHEEL CYLINDERS

GENERAL

All work on the brake SVStem must be done under condi-

tions of scrupulous cleanliness and carefulness. See sec-

tion 520.

REAR WHEEL CYLINDERS

The Saab 96 is equipped with smaller wheel cylinders at

rear than those of the Saab 95.

The location of their steady pins differs from that of the

Saab 95 — with a view to avoid misfitting.

As from model 1970, Saab 95 is equipped with rear wheel

brake cylinders of the same dimension (5/8") as those

earlier used in the Saab 96.

WARNING

The steady pin must not be removed, same securing

the wheel cylinder to the backplate.

REAR WHEEL CYLINDER

1. Piston cup 4. Retainer

2. Piston 5. Brake hose connection

3. Rubber boot 6. Bleeding nipple

Removal

1. Remove the wheel, brake drum and brake shoes.

2. Disconnect the hand brake wire from the levers.

3. Disconnect the brake line from the rear of the back

plate.

4. Remove the wheel cylinder retaining ring and the

bleed nipple from the rear of the back plate.

5. Remove the wheel cylinder.

Disassembly

1. Remove the rubber boots from the cylinder.

2. Pull out the pistons.

3. Take the rubber seals off the pistons.

Inspection

1. Clean the parts in brake fluid or methylated spirit.

Wipe the parts dry.

NOTE

Do not allow gasoline or oil come into contact with

the rubber sealing rings or boots.

2. Check that the cylinder bore is unscored.

3. Check that the rubber sealing rings and boots are flaw-

less. The use of unsuitable brake fluids can cause rub—

her parts to swell. Any rubber parts that are even

slightly damaged or swollen must be renewed.

m 592-1



Reassembly

Scrupuious cleanliness must be observed when reassem-

bling the wheel cylinder. Lubricate the cylinder bore,

seals, cups and pistons with brake fluid before reassem-

bling. Reassemble as shown in the illustration, making

sure that the piston seal is facing the right way. Use the

fingers only.

REAR WHEEL CYLINDER

1. Rubber boot 4. Locking washer

2. Piston 5. Bleed nipple

3. Piston seal

Installation

1. Refit the wheel cylinder to the back plate and locate

the retaining ring and bleed nipple. The cylinder has

a steady pin, a hole to receive this being provided in

the back plate.

 
ATTACHMENT OF REAR WHEEL CYLINDER

2. Reconnect the brake line.

3. Refit the brake shoes, brake drum and wheel, taking

great care not to damage the axle seal.

4. Reconnect the handbrake wire. Note that the hand

brake lever must be installed with the bent part facing

upwards.

523-2
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FITTING THE HANDBRAKE LEVER

Remember to bleed the system whenever a brake line or

a wheel cylinder has been removed.

DISC BRAKES

Removal of brake pistons and seals

For this task, a special screw wise tool 78 60 430, will be

required.

SCREW VISE

Tool 78 60 430

Fabr 1977



1, Remove the friction pads as described previously. 2

2, Bend up the retaining plates and remove the two re.

mining bolts which hold the brake housing to the 3
steering knuckle housing. Lift the brake housing away

from the brake disc. Do not disconnect the brake

hose, but place the brake housing so that the hose

does not get stretched.

NOTE

Never allow the brake housing to hang from the ‘

brake hose. Collect the brake fluid when the piston

is removed. s '2“

FITTING THE WIPER SEAL

1. Piston
3. Press the brake pedal down carefully, thus forcing the 2, Pinon ml

piston out for enough for it to be taken off by hand. 3- 503' main“? W59" “3'

Keep a clean container handy, so that you will be able 4' WW" “3'

to collect the brake fluid when the piston is removed.

4. Disconnect the brake hose from the brake cylinder.

insert a plug in the hose to prevent the escape of the

brake fluid and also to prevent the entry of impurities 3. if the wiper seal has been removed previously, smear

into the system. a new, dry seal with the special lubricant and place it

5. Remove the two springs which hold the cylinder in i" the retainer With its 9’00"e turned towards the pis-

place and remove the cylinder.

6, If the piston seal needs replacing, it can now be re- 4. Press the retainer and seal home with the aid of screw

moved from its groove in the cylinder. vise 78 60 43° and distance piece.

7. If it is necessary to remove the wiper seal, it can now 5' Replace the brake cylinder in the brake body assem-

be taken out with the aid of a screwdriver. bly and refit the springs.

6. Remove the plug from the brake hose, fit a new cop.

per washer and tighten the hose securely in the cyl-

inder. .

7. Put the brake in place and tighten the retaining bolts.

Remember to secure the bolts with the retaining plate.

IMPO RTANT

Always use either brake fluid or denatured alcohol

(methylated spirit) for cleaning.

WARNING

Make quite sure that the brake hose is not twisted.

If it is not mounted in a neutral position, slacken its

Reassembly of brake piston and seals

1. Coat a new, dry seal with special lubricant (Lockheed

Disc Brake Lubricant) and place it carefully in its

groove in the cylinder, making sure that it is prolerly

seated.

2. Check that the piston and cylinder are thoroughly

clean and coat them with the special lubricant. Press

the piston into the cylinder, making sure that the re-

cess in the contact surface facing the friction pad is

pointing downwards. The brake piston of the latest de-

sign has a face ground contact surface facing the fric-

tion pad. In this connection the damping shim has

attachment at the wheel housing and then retighten

it in the correct position.

B. Refit the friction pads, spring and new cotter pins as

described earlier.

NOTE

Fit a new spring if the old one seems to be exhausted.

CAI.- has

been altered in such a way that the piston has the cor-

responding fit-up facing the friction pad. To facilitate

refitting of the wiper seal, do not press the piston fully

home, but leave about 0.4 in. (10 mm) outside the cyl-

inder.

9. Bleed the brake system and pump repeatedly up and

down with the brake pedal in order to adjust the fric-

tion pads in against the disc. Top up with brake fluid

in the reservoir.

WARNING

Do not forget to pump repeatedly with the brake

pedal, as othenNise the pedal will go all the way
down when the brakes are applied.
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Replacement of complete brake cylinder

Disassembly

1. Remove the friction pads as described earlier.

2. Bend up the retaining plate and remove the two brake

retaining bolts from the steering knuckle housing.

Lift the brake away from the brake disc.

3. Disconnect the hose from the brake cylinder. Insert a

plug in the hose to prevent the escape of brake fluid

and also prevent the entry of impurities into the sys-

tern.

4. Remove the two springs which hold the cylinder in

place and remove the cylinder.

5. Clean the entire brake housing thoroughly.

NOTE

Take the opportunity to check for brake wear, es-

pecially on the hinge pin.

Reassembly

1. Insert the new brake cylinder in the brake body as-

sembly and refit the springs.

2. Remove the plug from the brake hose, fit a new cop-

per washer and tighten the hose securely in the cyl-

inder.

3. Put the brake housing in place and tighten the retain-

ing bolts. Remember to secure the bolts with the re-

taining plate.

WARNING

Make quite sure that the brake hose is not twisted.

If it is not mounted in a neutral position, slacken its

attachment at the wheel housing and then retighten

it in the correct position.

4. Refit the friction pads, spring and new cotter pins as

described earlier.

NOTE

Fit a new spring if the old one seems to be exhausted.

5. Bleed the brake system and pump repeatedly up and

down with the brake pedal in order to adjust the fric-

tion pads in against the disc. Top up with brake fluid

in the reservoir.

WARNING

Do not forget to pump repeatedly with the brake

pedal, as otherwise the pedal will go all the way

down when the brakes are applied.

523—4

tl'ng of brake body assemb'Y 3"" supp“ “met
Disman

ca the brake body assem‘Ia
essary to rep 16 items can be disassem-

If It Sm t bracket. these

bly or the SUPP“

bled as follows:

1, Remove the

2 25:23:: the spring on the “We 9'” and take away
, o

k washer and spacer.

3 21:42; the spring and lift the support bracket away

from the hinge.

4. Reassembly takes

brake from the steering knuckle housing

place in the reverse order.

DISC BRAKE COMPONENTS

1. Brake body assembly

2. Spring loaded steady pin

3. Support bracket

4. Hinge pin



BRAKE OPERATION

UptoandincLInodel1968

BRAKE PEDAL

The brake pedal is carried on the same shaft as the clutch

pedal and is fitted with self-lubricating bushings.

PEDAL STAND WITH PENDANT PEDALS

1. Stop light switch

2. Brake warning contact

Removal and installation

1. Remove the steering column and gear shift shaft.

2. Detach the fork for the clutch cylinder from the clutch

pedal.
3. Remove the cotter pins from both ends of the shaft.

’ ; u _— .. \

amvllmz/I/MI/n/I/t/IIJM/W .f

4. Remove the clutch pedal and return spring from the

shaft.

5. Unscrew the master cylinder push r

nut.

6. Pull out the shaft leftwards and remove

al.

7. Check the bearing for wear and fit new bush

necessary.

od at the adjusting

the brake ped-

ings if

Reinstall in the reverse order, and then adjust the brake

pedal free movement.

Adjustment

In order to ensure that the piston in the master cylinder

will return fully every time the brake pedal is released,

there must always be a clearance between the master cyl-

inder piston and the brake pedal push rod when the ped-

al is at rest. This clearance, measured at the tip of the ped-

aI, should be 0.12—0.24 in. (3—6 mm). Measured between

the push rod and the piston, the clearance should amount

to 0.024—0.047 in. (0.6-1.2 mm).

c, / ,
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ADJUSTMENT OF BRAKE PEDAL CLEARANCE

A =0.12—0.24 in. (3—6 mm)

Adjust as follows:

1. Back off the locking nut.

2. Turn the hexagonal part of the push rod until the cor-

rect clearance is obtained at the tip of the pedal.

3. Tighten the locking nut.

524—1



As from model 1969

BRAKE PEDAL

The brake pedal is carried on the same shaft as the clutch

pedal and is equipped with self-lubricating bushings.

Removal and installation

1. Remove the protective cover of the steering wheel

shaft.

2. Remove the bracket of the brake light and the brake

warning contacts.

REMOVAL OF COTTER PIN

4. Loosen the clutch pedal spring.

5. Remove the cotter pin from the R.H. end of the pedal

shaft.

6. Pull the shaft Out to the left, and remove brake pedal.

7. Check the bearing for wear, renew bushings as neces-

sary.

Installation is made in the reverse order.

REMOVAL OF CONTACT BRACKET

3. Loosen the brake cylinder push rod, by removing cot-

ter pin and shaft bolt.



HANDBRAKE SYSTEM

GENERAL

The mechanical handbrake acts on the rear wheels only.

When the handbrake lever is pulled, the movement is

transmitted by the handbrake cables to levers on the rear
wheel brakes. These actuate the brake shoes meChanically

and press them against the brake drums.

HANDBRAKE CABLES

The permanently lubricated handbrake cables comprise

inner steel wires in plastic coated spiral sheathing, led

through a sleeve under the backrest cushion of the rear

seat. The cables are fitted with protective grommets where

they pass through panels. The cables are clamped to the

rear axle, the inner wires being attached to the back plate

levers by means of clevis-and-pin connections. A return

spring is fitted between the clevis and the spiral sheathing.

   
   

  
  

Up to and incl. model 1970

As from model 1971

 
 

  

  
   

Removal

1. Remove one of the front seats and the rear seat cush-

ions. Jack up the car.

2. Remove the rear wheel.

3. Back off and remove the adjusting Wt under th

brake lever.

4. Pull the cable sheathing out of the sleeve under the

rear seat cushion.

5. Remove the clamps used to hold the cable to the rear

axle.

6. Remove the pin holding the clevis on the brake lever.

. Ease the grommet out of the inclined panel in the rear

axle tunnel.

8. Pull out the entire brake cable rearwards.

e hand-

\I

Installation

1. If the grommet in the rear axle tunnel has been re-

moved, ease it on to the cable.

2. Pass the cable, threaded end first, up through the in-

clined panel in the rear axle tunnel and on through

the sleeve under the rear seat to the handbrake lever.

Make sure that the grommet in the front inclined pan-

89101112

itW

S2950

HANDBRAKE LEVE R COMPONENTS

8. Cotter pin or circlip

9. Pin

10. Adjusting nut

11. Cable pin

12. Threaded wire rods

13. Pawl rod

14. Ratchet

1. Release button

2. Nut

3. Return spring

4. Washer

5. Handbrake lever

6. Pawl

7. Spacer sleeves

Febr 1977
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eI has not been dislocated.

3. Refit the adjusting nut.

4. Reconnect the clevis to the brake lever and secure the

pun.

7 6 S 4 3 2 1

REVERSE SIDE OF REAR, LEFT BACKPLATE

1. Handbrake wine 7. Pin

2. Coil spring _ B. Cotter pin

3. Clevis 9. Washer

4. Brake pipe connection 10. Rubber boot

11. Brake lever

12. Adjustment device

5. Bleed nipple

6. Locking washer

5. Fit the grommet in the inclined panel in the rear axle

tunnel and secure the cable to the rear axle with two

clamps.

NOTE

Make sure that the spiral sheathing does not touch

the brake pipe.

Refit the wheel.

Put back the cushions and seats and adjust the hand-

brake.

8. Lower the car to the floor. Finally tighten the wheel

bolts and refit the hub caps.

SS”

Instructions for fitting the brake shoe lever in the back-

plate are given in section 511.

Se th illustration which shows the handbrake levere e

and its component parts.

Removal

1. Push back th

them to provide bet

2. Remove the rubber .

3 Back off and remove the adlustlng nuts.

4 Remove the locking washer and the lever bearing pin
from the ratchet. Collect the spacer sleeves.

5. Remove the handbrake lever.

Disammbly, up to and incl. model 1970

1. Remove the cotter pin and the pin for the pawl_

2. Slide the pawl lever out towards the handgrip,

3. Back off the locking nut and remove the release but-

ton, locking nut, spring and washer.

4. Remove the pawl rod, the pawl and the washer by the

pawl.

Reassembly, up to and incl. model 1970

1. Check that the spring, pawl, ratchet and pins are flaw-

less.

2. Refit the ratchet mechanism in the lever. The release

button should project about 0.4 in. (10 mm) beyond

the brake lever handgrip when the pawl engages with

the ratchet.

Disassembly, as from model 1971

1. Remove the cotter pin and the shaft bolt for the pawl.

Collect the washer.

2. Slide the pawl lever out and unscrew the button. Re

move the return spring.

3. Remove the pawl rod and the pawl.



Reassembly, as from model 1971

Before reassembling, check that all the parts are in per.

feet condition.

Mount the pawl on the pawl rod and insert the rod in

the lever.

Refit the return spring. Screw the button on until it

bottoms in the thread and then, to ensure correct po-

sitioning, not more than one additional turn. Check

the position of the button after having fitted the brake

lever in the car.

4. Refit the washer, the shaft bolt and the cotter pin.

Installation

1. Refit the lever to the ratchet with spacers, pin and cir-

clip.

2. Reconnect the brake wires to the lever.

3. Adjust the handbrake.

4. Refit the rubber boot.

ADJUSTMENT OF HANDBRAKE

Adjustment of handbrake lever travel or of the brake ca-

bles, which may be necessary after the car has been driven

for a lengthy period or after removal of the handbrake

lever, should always be preceded by adjustment of the

footbrake. if the handbrake still requires adjustment, this

can be done in the manner described below with the ad-

,justing nuts, which are accessible from the driver's seat.

NOTE

Always adjust the brake shoes before adjusting the

handbrake.

Fair 1011
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HANDBRAKE LEVER AND ADJUSTING NUTS

1. Adjusting nuts

1. Jack up the rear part of the car so that both rear wheels

are clear of the floor.

2. Remove the right front seat and move the handbrake

lever to its bottom position.

3. Tighten the left adjusting nut until the brake shoe pres-

ses against the left drum. Use a suitable hex. socket

wrench to tighten the nut.

4. Back off the nut enough to allow the wheel to rotate

freely and then back off one more full turn.

Repeat this procedure with the right adjusting nut.

6. Test by pulling the handbrake lever firmly and then

returning it to the bottom position. The wheels should

turn freely when the lever has been pulled up two cogs

from the off position, but should be locked at the third

cog.

7. Check that the braking effect is equal on both wheels.

9‘
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FRONT SUSPENSION, LEFT 9. Stabilizer bar 13. Upper control arm
5. Upper ball joint

r control arm 14. Rubber spacer
1. Coil spring

2. Rubber bumper 6. Brake disc 10. Lowe

3. Steering arm 7. Lower ball joint 11. Inner drive shaft 15. Protective shield
8. Shock absorber 12. Rubber bumper 16. Hub17. Brake housing

4. Spring support

n-m ‘
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STEERING AND COLUMN SHIFT GEAR

The steering gear is made in two versions, one for right-

hand and one for lefthand steering. In principle, however.

the two versions are identical. The steering gear is of rack-

and-pinion type, consisting of a spiral pinion meshed with

skew teeth on a rack. The gear is enclosed in a light-alloy

housing which also carries the toothed rack. Movement of

the steering wheel, which is splined to the center stub of

the steering column, is transmitted through the column

to the pinion. The pinion imparts to the rack (6) —see

fig. — a reciprocating movement, which actuates the two

tie-rods (8) that are attached to the ends of the rack with

ball joints. The tie-rods then transmit the movement to

the steering arms (4) which are attached to the steering

to the tie-rous unuugn me omel-connected
knuckles and

ball joints Bil-mp“, with a column shift gear. The gear

The car IS eq ivoted to the operating rod In the transmis.
shift shaft I5 P fa universal joint. This joint com-

sion “58:2;t shaft conneCted through universal joints

prises a S

to the 9e.“ SW.“ sgfwiatrl‘tdatgear lever lock in combination

The 03" ‘5’ 813550“. The gear lever lock consists of a
With the 'glcured to the gear shift shaft by two Clamping
MI“ Stopdsknurls. The twist stop has a hole into Which

:lileerziljnplunger slides when the gear shift lever is locked
The gear shift mechanism can only be locked when the

reverse gear is engaged.

STEERING AND GEARSHIFT MECHANISM

1. Steering gear

2. Inner ball joint

3. Outer ball joint

4. Steering knuckle with steering arm

600-4

5. Steering column with pinion

6. Rack

7. Spring and plug

8. Tie-rod



WHEEL ALIUNIVItNT

cENERAL

It is of the utmost importance that the front wh l

correctly aligned, since incorrect steering geom ee 5 be

cause: etry can

1, Driving fatigue, due to impaired roadability

2. Increased tire and repair costs due to abnorm |

of tires and steering mechanism. a Wear

If there is reason to suspect incorrect front wheel ali n-

ment as the result of an accident or of driving into tlfe

ditch, for example, or if road behaviour is noticeably im—

paired, the car should immediately be taken to an autho-
rized service shop for inspection and adjustment. Efen if

there is no direct reason to suspect faulty wheel alignment

the car should nevertheless be checked at regular intervals

and adjusted whenever necessary.

The angles and dimensions directly affecting the front-

wheel alignment, all of which are closely interrelated, are

the following:

King-pin inclination

Caster

Camber

Toe-in and

Wheel turning angles

1. Check that the tire pressure is correct and that the

front tires are not too unevenly worn.

2. Check the front wheel bearings, control arm bearings,

ball joints and tie-rod ends, adjusting or replacing as

necessary in order to eliminate errors that can be

mused by worn parts.

@ |

Check the steering gear and adjust any faults - see
section 642.

4- Check the function of the shock absorbers and renew

any defective shock absorbers and rubber bushings.

5. If the car has been involved in an accident, driven into

the ditch, etc, any damage incurred must be repaired

before the alignment check. Distorted steering arms

must be rejected and new ones fitted, as restraightening
IS not permitted.

6- Immediately prior to the check, drive the car with nor-

rnal suspension movement but without hard cornering
In order to avoid deceptive misalignment. For the same

reason, the car should also be rocked a few times.

The car must be unladen during the alignment check and

standing on a flat, horizontal floor, as otherwise measure-
ments will not be reliable.

All adjustment with shims must be kept within reasonable

limits. Deformation resulting from crash damage, etc,

must be corrected by thorough realignment of the body.

Distorted control arms must be rejected and new ones

fitted.

For checking wheel alignment there are various standard

tools, which are fitted either to the rim or directly on the

stub axle. Tool handling is described in the instructions

for each individual tool.

NOTE

When using axle-fitted tools on cars with a front

wheel drive, the wheels must stand on turn-tables

or similar devices and should be locked with the

brakes during the course of the check.

S 3573

FRONT-WHEEL ALIGNMENT

1. Toe-in

2. Camber .

3. King-pin inclination

4. Caster

ram—1



TOE-IN

Viewed from above, the wheels should have a certain rela-

tionship to each other, expressed as the difference be-

tween dimensions A and B, measured rim-to-rim at axle

height.

The setting is called toe-in when dimension A is less than

dimension 8. When dimension A is greater than dimen-

sion B, the wheel setting is referred to as toe-out.

Toe-in or toe-out is expressed in inches or millimeters,

being — as stated — the difference between the two mea-

surements A and B. If the wheels are parallel, so that

there is neither toe-in nor toe-out, the difference will be

0.

The toe-in should be 0.08 i 0.04 in. (2 i mm) if the

car is fitted with diagonal tires (5.20 x 15 or 5.60 x 15)

and 0.00 i 0.04 in. (O i mm) if the car is fitted with

radial tires (155 SR 15).

Checking and adjustment

1. Roll the car slowly straight ahead on a level floor and

stop it without using the brakes. Do not move the car

backwards again.

2. Check the measure A using the special measuring rule

78 40 010, between the edges of the rims at axle height.

Make a scribed mark at the measure points. Move the

car forward until the scribed mark comes in axle height

again. Check measure B.

If adjustment is called for, alter the length of the tie-

rods.

3. Back off the lock nut on the outer end of the tie-rod.

ADJUSTMENT OF TOE-l N

1. Lock nut

2. Clamp ring

4 Turn the tie-rod to right or left’ and search until Ob

'nin the right toe-in. . .

E'stezring gears of earlier desrgn. the tie-rod has a key
ri In the later design there is no grip and then the

fie-prod must be turned with a pair of pliers.

NOTE .

If the rubber boot is so tightly clamped that It accom

paines the tie-rod when turned. the clamping ring

must first be slackened.

If the toe-in is correct, and when both wheels are point.

ing straight ahead, the two tie-rods should be of equal

length, or else be so set that the wheels have the same

amount of clearance from fenders and wheel houses when

turned hard right or hard left. Check also that the spokes

of the steering wheel are horizontal when the wheels are

centered. Remember to tighten the tie-rod lock nuts after

adjustment.

CHECKING THE LENGTH OF A TIE-ROD WITH KEY GRIP

NOTE

After adjustment of to-in, the measurement A for a

tie-rod of the earlier design must on no account ex-

ceed 1.57 in. (40 mm).

For tie-rods opposed to each other, the difference

between the measurements A must not exceed 0.08

in. (2 mm).

501—2 m
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GRIP

NOTE

After adjustment of toe-in, the measurement A for

a tie-rod of the later design must on no account ex.

ceed 1.0 in. (25 mm).

For tie-rods opposed to each other, the difference

between the measurements A must not exceed

0.08 in. (2 mm).

CAMBER

Camber is understood to mean the deviation of the wheel

from the vertical. If the wheel tilts inwards, camber is

said to be negative

The camber should be 3/40 t 1l4° if the car is fitted with

diagonal tires (5.20 x 15 or 5.60 x 15) and 1/3° i 1/2°
if the car is fitted with radial tires (155 SR 15).

Checking and adjustment

Camber, and thus king-pin inclination also. can be adjust-

ed by inserting shims under the bearing brackets of the

Upper control arms. The desired result can thus be ob-

tained by the addition or removal of shims.

increasing the thickness of shims under both bragkets by
0.1 in. (2.5 mm) reduces camber by approx. ‘1/2. ed

If. on the other hand, an 0.1 in. (2.5 mm) SM“ IS remov

from under each bracket, camber will be increased by

approx. 1/2°. both

Shims of equal thickness must always be used under

brackets.

CASTER

Caster is the deviation
of the k‘ ‘ ‘ -_

“I when Viewed fmm "19 pin am: from the verti

the side, and is generally expressed

gst'giis‘kfaner Vefies greatly from car to car. In most
and caster isnipln is inclined rearwards, as illustrated,

is iNClined fa en said to be positive If the king-pin

Daily, the ki Wards, caster IS said to be negative Fi-
case ca may be perfectly vertical, in whichStet Is 0. The caster should be 2° i 1/2° positive.

Checking and adjustment

if caster adjustment is called for, this can be done by in-

“*an shims under the bearing brackets of the upper con-

trol arms.

Transference of shims with a thickness of 0.02 in. (0.5

mm) from under the front bracket to under the rear

bracket results in a 1/2° increase in caster.

Transference of shims with a thickness of 0.02 in. (0.5

mm) from under the rear bracket to under the front

bracket results in a 1/2° decrease in caster.

The same thickness of shims as is removed from under

one bracket must thus always be fitted under the other

bracket.

KING-PIN INCLINATION

In point of fact, there is no king-pin in the true sense of

the term in the Saab car, and the term king-pin inclina-

tion is therefore instead applied to the inclination of the

imaginary axis which passes through the centers of the

two ball joints and meets the ground near the center line

of the wheel. The correct inclination is 7° : 1°.

Checking and adjustment

King-pin inclination is adjusted at the same time as cam-

ber and is changed by the same angle. It is not possible

to adjust king-pin inclination alone, as this is determined

by the steering knuckle. If the king-pin inclination is in-

correct after adjustment of camber, the fault is to be

found in the steering knuckle which should be renewed.
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WHEEL TURNING ANGLES

Wheel alignment which allows perfect running of all four

wheels on bends varies somewhat depending on speed

and the sharpness of the bend owing to suspension move-

I dock.

no LII 6 vv- '-

3mm!) angles have been adapted to the most com.
9

man drum 9 tslight'Y inwards In relation to the
‘ ads pain

As the “e r (driving straight ahead), the steering

In direction _ .

:Lagvliéfihe inside wheel on a bend Will be slightly greater.

CORNERING POSITIONS OF FRONT WHEELS

Checking and adjustment

Before checking of turning angles is commenced, the toe-

in must be correme adjusted. To measure the turning

angles, use is made of two standard type turn-tables with

arc graduations or optical measuring equipment. Position

the turn-tables as close to the wheel turning center as pos-

sible.

Turn the steering wheel to the left, until the graduated

WHEEL ALIGNMENT WITH OPTICAL MEASURING EQUIP-

MENT

Inner wheel = 22.50

301—4

disc for the front wheel shows a reading of 20°. If the

turning setting is correct, the other disc should give a

reading of 22 1/20 t 1 1/2°.

Measure in the corresponding manner when the steering

wheel is turned in the opposite direction. If measurement

reveals that the turning angles are incorrect, one or both

steering arms is deformed. Defective steering arms must

not be restraightened byt must be changed instead.

I‘I‘i‘lll‘l‘lljl“
Z} :

WHEEL ALIGNMENT w.
MENT TH OPTICAL MEASURING EQUIP-

Outer wheel = 200

c.» 1017



wHEEL ALIGNMENT TABLES

. 2. Look for these figures in the table, and you will find

The use of the followrng tables facilitates adjustment of F + 3'5

wheei alignment. 3 + 1'5
This means that:

Shims with a thickness of 0.14 in. (3.5 mm) must be

inserted under the front bracket.

Shims with a thickness of 0.06 in. (1.5 mm) must be

Cambe" -— caster inserted under the rear bracket.
3. After adjustment of the shimming, the correct figures

The table is used as described in the following example. for both camber and caster will be obtained at the

1. In checking the front wheel angles, the following fig same time'

ures, for example, are noted:

camber = 1 1/40 The framed figures in the table lie within the per-

caster = 2 3/40 missible tolerance limits and thus do not require

adjustment.

DIAGONAL TIRES

  

    

     

   

 
Caster reading

3/4 I Z a. 21/4 21/2 23/4 .31/4 31/2

45 F+5 F+5 F+5,5 FMS F+6 F+6 F+6,5 F+7 F+7 F+7,5 F+8

+7.5 3+7 3+7 3+e,5 3+6 B+6 B+6 3+5,5 3+5 3+5 3+4,5 3+4

F+3,5 F+3,5 F+4 F+4,5 F+4,5 F+4,5 F+5 F+5,5 F+5,5 F+6 F+6,5
B+6 3+5,5 e+5,5 3+5 3+4,5 3+4,5 3+4,5 3+4 3+3,5 3+3,5 3+3 3+2,5

+2 F+2,5 F+2,5 F+3 F+3,5 F+3,5 F+3,5 F+4 F+4,5 F+4,5 F+5 F+5,5

+5 3+4,5 3+4,5 3+4 3+3,5 3+3,5 3+3,5 3+3 3+2,5 3+2,5 3+2 3+1,5

F+1,5 F+1,5 F+3,5 F+4 3+4,5

3+3,5 3+3,5 3+3 3+2,5 3+2,5 3+2,5 3+2 3+1,5 3+1,5 3+1 3+o,5
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In the event of the adjusting possibilities being too

to allow you to obtain the prescribed values, there are

special bearings with better adjusting POSSibi‘ities' See

the Spare Parts Catalogue.
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Twin (toe-out) at wheel rim
   

 
  

Screw tie-rod in or out  

  
 

  
When adjusting toe-in (toe-out), remember that: Reading the following turns

1. Measurement A ""151 “Gt exceed the figures men- Value of

tioned in the illustrations. Diagonal Radial
tires tires

   
-7 2 1/4 out 1 SM out

—0.28"

—2

   

 

   
Toe—outinmmandin.

1 1/4 out SM out

   
   

   

a 1 SM out 1 1/4 out

3/4 out

Correct

settin -
 

Correct

setting

   
 
 

S 3574

CHECKING THE LENGTH OF A TIE-ROD WITHOUT KEY

GRIP

I

7 1 1/4 in 1 3/4 in

0.28"

a 13/4in 21/4in
10 “-

   2. The difference between measurements A for left and

right sides must not exceed 0.08 in. (2 mm).
3.

  
   

Toe-ininmmandin.  The framed values are within the permissible tol-

eranoes, and thus do not need to be adjusted.

   
  
  

Febr 1977
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REAR-WHEEL ALIGNMENT

Checking

If the rear axle has been subjected to abnormal stresses,

for instance in connection with a collision or other acci-

dent, it must be carefully checked for signs of fracture

or deformation.

Normally, rear wheel alignment does not require adjust-

ment. If, however, the rear axle has been subjected to

such abnormal stresses that faulty alignment of the rear

wheels is suspected, the wheel angles should be checked.

If the wheels are correctly aligned, the angles should be

within the following limits:

Camber 0° i 1°

Toe-in (toe-out) must not exceed:

per wheel 0° 1 3/4°

both wheels together 0° i 10

both wheels together measured

rim-to-rim O i 0.28 in. (7 mm)

Max. difference in wheelbase,

left and right (front wheels

pointing straight ahead) 0.6 in. (15 mm)

On condition that the wheel angles are within the values

stipulated above, the difference in wheelbase between

the left and right sides may amount to a maximum of

0.6 in. (15 mm).

cor-e M

NOTE

Special wheel-angle measuring equipment is needed

to establish faults in to-in (toe-out).

NOTE

If the difference in wheelbase exceeds 0.2 in. (5

mm), the wheel alignment must be checked. '

Wheel alignment can be incorrect without this af-

fecting the wheelbase.
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AND BALL JOINTS
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Removal

1. Jack up the front part of the car and remove the

wheel. Remove the brake housing and hang it up

near the wheel house in order to prevent damage

to the brake hose. Then remove the hub with the

brake disc.

2. Remove the steering arm and upper ball joint from

the steering knuckle.

3. Back off the clamping screw which holds the lower

ball joint to the steering knuckle.

4. Remove the large clamp for the rubber bellows on

the inner universal joint and open up the joint. Fit

the cover 73 23 736, in the rubber bellows to keep

the needle bearings in and dirt out. Fit protective

cover 78 38 469 on the inner driver.

5. Pull the drive shaft out through the wheel house

and remove the front axle assembly. Wash this unit

thoroughly.

PRESSING OUT THE OUTER DRIVE SHAFT

8. Press the bearing out of the steering knuckle from

the inside.

9. Remove the two sealing rings,their seats in the

steering knuckle and nut if they need to be changed.

10. Secure the middle drive shaft in a vise and strike

the hub off the shaft, using arbor 78 42 024.

REMOVAL OF INNER DRIVE SHAFT

6. Remove the nut and shaft seal from the steering

knuckle. Use the pegged key 78 40 200. First prise

up the nut retainer with an arbor or other suitable

tool.

7. Remove the outer drive shaft by applying pressure R ‘

to its outer end. The outer drive shaft will be ac- EMOVAL 0': HUBTool 78 42 024

companied by the universal joint, rubber bellow
and middle drive shaft.

NOTE

The hub, ball holder and balls can be removed

from the dome if the hub is turned through 90° in

a certain position. These items should only be re-

moved, however, if absolutely necessary.

SAAB
Fain 1977



Installation

Clean all the component parts thoroughly, and replace

worn or damaged parts by new ones. Pay particular at-

tention to shaft seals and rubber bellows.

1' Grease the outer universal joint using Saab special

chassis grease. The correct quantity will be obtained

by packing the dome containing the hub and balls

full with grease. Take the utmost care in preventing

dirt from entering the joints and bearings.

2. Slide the rubber bellows and clips onto the inter-

mediate drive shaft. Mount the rubber bellows on

the universal joint.

3. Mount a new CITCIID on the intermediate drive shaft

and compress by means of tool 78 41 612.

NOTE

The circlip ends should overlap under a jaw of the

pliers. They will therefore not be clear of each other

when the pliers are closed.

PLACING OF LOCK RING IN THE TOOL

Tool 78 41 612

4. Insert the shaft in the hub and lightly tap the shaft

end so that the circlip clicks in. Remove the pliers

and fully insert the shaft in the hub.

ASSEMBLY OF MIDDLE DRIVE SHAFT IN THE HUB

Tool 78 41 612

S. If the seal in the steering knuckle housing has been

removed, insert a new one.

6. Pack the ball bearing with Saab special grease. Use

only original ball bearings.

7. Press the bearing into the steering knuckle housing

with the numbered designation on the outer race

facing outwards. Use tool 78 40 754 and 78 40 309.

PRESSING IN THE BALL BEARING IN THE STEERING

KNUCKLE HOUSING

Tools 78 40 754 and 78 40 309
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IO.

Tighten the nut and shaft seal using hook wrench

78 40 200. Lock the nut.

Pack the space between the lips and the inner seal

with chassis grease.

Mount the outer drive shaft (with intermediate

drive shaft already mounted) in a press and press

on the steering knuckle housing and bearing. Use

sleeve 78 41 067 locating on the inner ring of the

bearing.

PRESSING THE KNUCKLE HOUSING AND BEARING ONTO

THE OUTER DRIVE SHAFT

Tool 78 41 067

II.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

631 —4

Fit the two clamps on the outer rubber bellows and

the clamp for the inner bellows at the shaft.

If the needle bearings have been removed, lubricate

them with Saab special grease and mount them on

their journals. Fit the cover 73 23 736 to protect

the needle bearings, and pass the drive shaft in

through the wheel house. Make sure that the inner

driver is clean and that it has been packed with

Saab special grease. Then reassemble the inner

universal joint and tighten the clamp round the

rubber bellows.

Refit the steering knuckle to the steering arm and

lower ball joint. Remember to provide lock plates

at the screws, and to secure these.

Refit the hub and the brake disc, followed by the

brake housing and friction pads. Secure the bolts

with lock plates.

Refit the wheel and lower the car. Tighten the axle

nut to a torque of 180 Nm (130 ft.|b., 18 kpm), and

secure.

Refit the hub cap.

.

Jack up the car and r

. If the upper ball joint

WARNING
turned to their position

The friction 133

near the brake disc.

pump repeatedly w:

this respect will resu

To ensure correct positioning,

brake pedal. Neglect in

emove the wheel. Wash the ban

' Ily.

' ' ad acent parts carefu

JOIN and is to be changed, compress the

spring with the aid of the spring scissors 89 95 847

and spring cups.

WAR N l NG

Unconditionally, the spring scissors must be fitted

with the cups fitted in the way shown by the flg.

POSITIONING OF SPRING SCISSORS AND SPRING CUPS,

LEFT SIDE



3 Remove the ball joint from the steering knuckle. The

upper ball joint has two screws and the lower ball

joint one.
Remove the ball joint from the control arm.

Fit a new ball joint and attach the pivot pin to the

steering knuckle. Secure the screws.

Fit the ball joint to the control arm and release the

spring scissors.

7 Refit the wheel and lower the car.

6.

NOTE

Ball joints must never be dismantled but should be

renewed as complete units.

ATTACHMENT OF STEERING KNUCKLE AND BALL JOINTS

Feb.- on

REPLACEMENT OF BALL JOINT DUST EXCLUDERS

y foreign matter,To protect the ball joints from wear b
(boots). Dam-

they are fitted with rubber dust excluders

aged boots must be replaced by new ones-

TIGHTENING OF CONTROL ARM BALL JOINTS

joints, adjustment
the steering

d noise.

If play develops in the control arm ball

is called for, as such play adversely influences

characteristics of the car and gives rise to unwante

1. Jack up the car and remove the wheel. Wash the ball

joint and adjacent parts carefully.

2. Detach the ball joint from the steering knuckle. The

upper ball joint has two screWs and the lower ball

joint one. Clean the ball joint and remove the rubber

dust excluder. .

3. Release the securing flange on the tightening cap, usrng

an arbor.

4. Turn the cap with a suitable implement until the ball

joint begins to feel slightly stiff.

NOTE

Do not tighten the ball joint excessively: it should

be possible to move it all the way in all directions

by hand.

5. Secure the tightening cap by bending down the flange

into the grooves on both sides with an arbor. Take

great pains to secure effectively, making new retaining

grooves if the old ones cannot be used. Lubricate the

ball joint copiously. .

6. Fit 3 new rubber dust excluder and connect the ball

joint to the steering knuckle. Secure the screws.

7. Refit the wheel and lower the car.
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cONTROL ARMS

coNTROL ARMS AND STEERING KNUCKLE

Removal

1. Jack up the front part of the car and remOVe the

front wheels.

2, Remove the shock absorbers.

3, Detach the tie-rod ends from ' .

tool 78 GO 448 for the tie-rodt::<:.teer|ng arms, usrng

4, Remove the brake housing and hang it up in such a

way that the brake hose not be stretched or damaged.

I4

FRONT SUSPENSION, LEFT
5. Upper ball joint

1. Gail spring

2. Rubber bumper 6. Brake drum

3. Steering arm 7. Lower ball joint

4. Spring suppOrt 8. Shock absorber

Fab. 1m~

Detach the steering arm and upper ball I'Dint from

the steering knuckle.

Back off the clamping screw whic

ball joint to the steering knuckle.

Open up the inner universal joint and remove the

entire front axle assembly. Clean thoroughly.

Remove the coil springs as described in section 631.

Remove the upper and lower control arms.

Remove the stabilizer bar by undoing its brackets

on the body. The nuts can be reached from inside

the engine compartment. Detach both body brack-

ets and end brackets from the stabilizer bar, thus

enabling it to be pulled out to the right.

h holds the lower

(um

S 5271

9. Stabilizer bar 13. Upper control arm

10. Lower control arm 14. Rubber spacer

11. Inner drive shaft 15. Protective shield

12. Rubber bumper 16. Hub

17. Brake housing
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Remove the lower rebound rubber bumpers.

If necessary, remove the steering gear, see section

642.

II.

12.

NOTE

In conjunction with overhauls of the front suspen-

sion, it is also appropriate to disassemble and ad-

just the steering gear, see section 642.

Installation

Clean all parts thoroughly. After careful examination,

reject all worn or damaged parts and fit new ones in place

of them, unless they can be adjusted in accordance with

the description. The steering gear should be adjusted as

described in section 642.

1. Pass the stabilizer bar in from the right and bolt it to

the body.

2. Reinstall the steering gear, if this unit has been re-

moved. See section 642.

3. Refit the upper and lower control arms.

4. Refit the coil springs, see section 631.

5. Refit the front axle assemblies. If removed, lubricate

ngs Wm: -r _ ..I

the T-shaped end of the axle, Fit the

73 23 736 to protect the needle bear.

't that the inner driver is clean and

has fresh Saab special chassis grease, see section 475,

Then fit the inner universal joint, and tighten the

clip round the rubber bellow. Do not forget to secure,

with tab washers, the upper clamp bolts of the ball

joints.
Refit the shock

Refit the wheels an

car. Return the bra

brake disc.

Take the car out for a test run. Check the wheel align.

ment and adjust if necessary. See section 601.

the needle beari

then fit them to

absorbers.

d the brake housings and lower the

ke pads to their position near the

UPPER CONTROL ARM

Removal

1. Jack up the front part of the car and remove the wheel.

2. Remove the shock absorber.

UPPER AND LOWER CONTROL ARMS. FRONT SUSPENS|0N

1. Control arm

23. Rubber bushing, split

2b. Rubber bushing, whole

3. Bracket

4. Washer

5. Lock

6. Nut

7. Shim

washer



_ Compress the coil spring, using the spring scissors

89 95 847. See section 631.

. Back off and remove the two screws holding the ball

joint and lower spring seat to the upper control arm.

. Back Off the bolts holding the control arm bearing

brackets.

_ Remove the compressed coil spring.

_ Remove the control arm and the bearing brackets.

Collect the shims from under the brackets.

. Back off and remove both nuts from the bearing, thus

enabling the brackets and bushings to be taken off the

control arm.

As alternatives, there are either two split bushings or

one whole bushing in the bracket. To remove the

whole bushing use tool 78 41 331 for the upper one

and 78 41 349 for the lower one.

Reassembly

All components must be thoroughly cleaned before re-

fitting and new parts should be provided in place of any

worn or damaged ones.

1, Refit the rubber bushings in the brackets. Note that

there are two types of bushings. If the whole type

is used, drive it into the bracket with the aid of

tool 78 41 331 (upper bushing) or 78 41 349 (low-

er bushing). Lubricate the bushing with soft soap

and water before pressing in.

 
DRIVING IN A WHOLE RUBBER BUSHING

Tool 78 41 331 for upper bushing

Tool 78 41 349 for lower bushing

F0!» 1977

NOTE

In no circumstances may oil or grease be used to

facilitate insertion of rubber bushings- If 'Ubr'ca'

tion is needed, use soft soap and water.

2. Refit the bearings, complete with bushings: to the

control arm. When the two nuts have been tightened

and secured, the angle between the control arm and

the brackets should be 70 : 2°.

ANGLE BETWEEN UPPER CONTROL ARM AND BEARING

BRACKET

3. Put the control arm in position, but do not insert

the bracket bolts.

4. Check that the rubber and metal washers in the

upper spring seat are in place, and that the rubber

bumpers have been fitted under the control arm.

5. Insert the compressed coil spring in its position and

refit the ball joint and lower spring seat to the arm.

6. Tighten the bolts of the control arm bearing brack-

ets. Remember to insert the shims.

7. Slacken the screws of the spring scissors successively,

until the tool can be removed.

8. Refit the shock absorber.

9. Refit the wheel and lower the car.

10. Take the car out for a test run and then check the

wheel alignment, adjusting if necessary as described

in section 601.
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LOWER CONTROL ARM

Removal

1. Jack up the car and take off the wheel.

2. Detach the lower shock absorber attachment.

3. Back off and remove the two bolts holding the ball

joint to the control arm, thus releasing also the stabi-

lizer bar bearing.

Back off from inside the engine compartment the nuts

holding the bearing brackets to the floor pan, where-

upon the control arm and brackets can be removed.

Back off and remove the two nuts from the control

arm bearing and remove the brackets and bushings.

Reassembly

All components must be thoroughly cleaned before re-

fitting and new parts should be provided in place of any

worn or demaged ones.

1. Refit the rubber bushings and brackets to the control

arm. When the two nuts have been tightened and se-

cured, the angle between the control arm and the con-

tact surface of the brackets should be 0 3: 2°.

ANGLE BETWEEN LOWER CONTROL ARM AND BEARING

BRACKET

2 Refit the control arm by bolting the bearing brackets
. body- . . -

:31; the ball joint and stabilizer bar bearing to the
3. tntzrol arm Remember to insert stiffeners on the rear

co '

of the control arm.

Refit the lower shock absorber bracket.

Refit the wheel and lower the car.

eke the car out for a test run. . .Check the wheel alignment, adjusting if necessary as
described in section 601.

H.091?
NOTE

In no circumstances may oil or grease be used to

facilitate insertion of rubber bushings. If lubrication

is needed, use soft soap and water.

CHECKING CONTROL ARMS

If the control arms have been subjected to severe stresses

on account of a collision or other accident, they should

be carefully examined for signs of fracture or deforma-

tion. Distorted arms must be rejected and new ones fitted

in their place.
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5TEERING WHEEL AND COLUMN

General

The car is made for how riLilhthand and lefthand steer'

The steering mechanism is the Same for all mOdels mg.

As from model 1969 steering wheel shaft of the safet t

has been introduced. This shaft is in two parts whichyarYpe

5m” Up into each Other When exPosed to heavy pressuree

NOTE! If the safety steering Wheel shaft has been de-

formed, a new one must be fitted.

WARNING

The collapsible steering wheel sh

from model 1969 must be handled wit

must not be subjected to impacts.

rough treatment liable to alter the adjust

of the telescope joint or impair its shock-a

effect.

When installing the steering whee

care to ensure that the splined lower en
Into the intermediate shaft until the clamping screw

comes opposite the groove in the shaft. The inter-

mediate shaft should normally slide freely on the

shaft. If the splines stick, do not on any account

knock on the top end of the steering wheel shaft.

This also applies to removing and fitting the steering

wheel. The wheel must not be knocked off or on.

aft introduced as

h care. It

jolts or other
ed length

bsorbing

l shaft, take special

d is pushed

STEERING WHEEL AND STEERING COLUMN STAND

A.LHDCar

B. R H D Car

C. Steering wheel and ho

D. Staring wheel with so

E. Steering wheel shaft as

1. Horn button assy

2. Staring whaal

3. Waahar and return yoke

4. Bushings

5. Cover

6. Lock cylinder

7. Twin stop

8. Goat lover lock

rn asembly model 1967

fety pad as from modal 1968

from modal 1969

9. Rubber grommat

10. Steering wheel waft with universal joint

11. Bushings

12. Cardboard slave

13. Plastic com

14. Cover

16. Twist stop

16. Gaar law lock
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STEERING WHEEL AND HORN BUTTO
N ASSEMB

MODEL 1967 LY,

REMOVAL OF HORN BUTTON, MODEL 1967

 
Disconnect the horn wire from the contact plate.

Back off the nut and remove the retaining washer.

Remove the horn ring.

Lift away the steering wheel.

The return yoke for the directional signal switch can

now be removed.

HE’S-":59

Reassembly

1. Refit the return yoke if this item has been removed.

2. Check the clearance between the return yoke and the

projection on the directional indicator switch. The

correct clearance is 0.008—0.024 in. (0.2—0.6 mm)

with the switch at neutral. Adjust by inserting shims

between the switch and the column stand.

NOTE

Fit the return yoke so that its center axis coincides

with the center axis of the switch housing, when the

wheels are straight ahead.

3. Fit the steering wheel on the column. Make sure that

the front wheels are aligned straight ahead and push

the steering wheel on the column center pin so that

the spokes of the wheel are aligned horizontally.

4. Refit the horn ring and retaining washer. Tighten the
STEERING WHEEL AND HORN ASSEMBLY, MODEL 1967

1. Horn button 5. Steering wheel

2. Nut 6. Return yoke nut.

3- Retaining was“? 7- HOV" Wife 5. Reconnect the horn wire to the contact plate.

4' “"9 8' Steering “mm” 6. Fit the center button so that the three clips on the

horn ring pass into the notches in the bottom of the

button.

7. Connect up the horn wire.

Removal

1. Disconnect the horn wire at the connecter under the

instrument panel. .

2. Remove the central button by prying gently With a

knife or other suitable implement under the edge of

the button.
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TEERING WHEEL WITH SAFETY PAD, MODEL Removal

1. Remove the safety pad by turning it counter-CIOCk’

wise.

2. Unscrew the nut and remove the spring washer.

3. Lift away the steering wheel.

4. The return yoke for the directional signal switch can

now be removed.

  
  

 
WARNING

The collapsible steering wheel shaft introduced as

from model 1969 must be handled with care. It

must not be subjected to impacts, jolts or other

r0ugh treatment liable to alter the adjusted length

of the telescope joint or impair its shock-absorbing

effect. The wheel must not be knocked off or on.

    
  
  

   

1. If removed, refit the return yoke.

2. Check the clearance between the return yoke and the

projection on the directional indicator switch. The

correct clearance is 0.008—0.024 in. (0.2—0.6 mm)

with the switch at neutral. Adjust by inserting shims

between the switch and the column stand.

NOTE

Fit the return yoke so that its center line coincides

with the center axis of the switch housing, when the

6 wheels are straight ahead.

3. Fit the steering wheel on the column. Make sure that

the front wheels are aligned straight ahead, and push

the steering wheel on the column center pin so that

the spokes of the wheel are aligned horizontally.

4. Refit the spring washer and the nut.

5 H8!  
    

  

  
 
 

STEERING WHEEL WITH SAFETY PAD, MODEL 1968-1969 NOTE 1

 

1' Safety pad 5‘ gover oke To protect the safety pad when fitting, smear with l

:2; 2:33,“ W S sgznmywlumn a suitable lubricant its underside, which comes into
4:8teeringmwheel contact with the cover.

5. Fit the safety pad by screwing it downwards until re-

sistance is felt, then tighten the safety pad approx. a

further revolution, until the cuts, made at the bottom

side of the pad, grip and lock tight against the spokes

of the steering wheel.
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DI

SIGNALING DEVICE. MODEL 1970—1975

1. Safety pad

2. Horn contact

3. Sliding contact

4. Retaining screw

Removal

1. Remove the steering wheel pad and the horn contact

from the steering wheel by removing the four cross

recess screws in the underside of the steering wheel

spokes.

2. Unscrew the nut and remove the spring washer.

3. Lift away the steering wheel.

4. The return yoke for the directional signal switch can

now be removed.

341—4

Reassembly

 
 

 
 WARNING

The collapsible steering wheel shaft must be handled

with care. It must not be subjected to impacts, jolts

or other rough treatment liable to alter the adjusted

length of the telescope joint or impair its shockab-

sorbing effect. The wheel must not be knocked off

Ol‘ 00.

   

 

     
  

1. If removed, refit the return yoke.

2. Check the clearance between the return yoke and the

projection on the directional indicator switch. The

correct clearance is 0.008—0.024 in. (0.2-0.6 mm)

with the switch at neutral. Adjust by inserting shims

between the switch and the column stand.

NOTE

Fit the return yoke so that its center line coincides

with the center axis of the switch housing, when

the wheels are straight ahead.

3. Fit the steering wheel on the column. Make sure that

the front wheels are aligned straight ahead, and push

the steering wheel on the column center pin so that

the spokes of the wheel are aligned horizontally.

Refit the spring washer and the nut.

Fit the steering wheel pad and the horn contact to the

steering wheel.

9"?
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Removal

1' Remove the safety padding and horn contact finger

by lifting the unit up and away from the steering wheel

The unit is secured to the steering wheel by means of .

three spring-type fasteners.

REMOVING THE STEERING WHEEL NUT

4. Lift off the steering wheel.

5. The direction indicator switch actuator can now be

removed.

Assembly

THE SAFETY PADDING IS REMOVED

WARNING

The collapsible steering wheel shaft must be handled

with care. It must not be subjected to impacts, jolts

or other rough treatment liable to alter the adjusted

length of the telescope joint or impair its shockab-

sorbing effect.

The wheel must not be knocked off or on.

2. Disconnect the electric connection from the horn con-

tact.

1. Mount the actuator if it was removed.

2. Check the clearance between the actuator and the

"tooth" of the switch which should be 0.008—0.024

in. (0.2—0.6 mm) when the switch is in the neutral

position. The play can be adjusted by placing washers

between the actuator and the bearing bracket.

NOTE

Fit the return yoke so that its center line coincides

with the center axis of the switch housing, when

the wheels are straight ahead.

THE ELECTRIC CONNECT'ON '5 REMOVED FROM THE 3. Mount the steering wheel on the steering column. The

HORN CONTACT front wheels should be aligned straightvahead and the

steering wheel mounted with the spokes horiZOntaj

and the central fastener upwards.

Mount the spring washer and nut.

Connect the electric cable to the horn contact and

mount the horn contact finger and safety pad to the

steering wheel.

5*
3. Remove the steering wheel nut and spring washer.

9‘



STEERING COLUMN STAND WITH STEERING WHEEL

SHAFT AND GEAR-SHIFT MECHANISM

Disassembly

Disassembly of the steering column also involves removal
of the gear-shift mechanism, since these two units are

mounted on the same stand.

1. Remove the steering wheel and horn-button assembly

as described above.

2. Back off and remove the clamping screw at the column,

connection to the steering-gear pinion.

3. Back off and remove the nut from the upper end of

the gear-shift shaft universal joint and drive out the

taper pin.

If the taper pin is threaded at both ends, proceed as

follows: Remove the nut and place it on the other

end of the taper pin. Tighten the nut, thus loosening

the pin. Collect the return spring if there is one above

the joint.

4. Undo the two screws for the steering-column stand

after having driven out the locking pins. The stand

and steering column, together with the gear-shift

shaft and lever, are now loose, and can be removed

from the car.

REMOVING LOCKING PINS ON STEERING-COLUMN STAND

5. Draw the column out of its bearing.

641 -6

WARNING

The collapsible steering wheel shaft introduced as

from model 1969 must be handled with care. It

must not be subjected to impacts, jolts or other

rough treatment liable to alter the adjusted length

of the telescope joint or impair its shockabsorbing

effect.

When installing the steering wheel shaft, take spe-

cial care to ensure that the splined lower end is

pushed into the intermediate shaft until the clam-

ping screw comes opposite the groove in the shaft.

The intermediate shaft should normally slide freely

on the shaft. If the splines stick, do not on any oc-

count knock on the top end of the steering wheel

shaft.

This also applies to removing and fitting the steering

wheel. The wheel must not be knocked off or on.

6. Remove the two rubber bushings together with the

steering-column bushings.

7. Remove the cardboard sleeve between the bushings

and if necessary the electric cables.

Reassembly

1. Refit the rubber bushings together with the steering-

column bushings. Between the bushings fit the protec-

tive sleeve and the cables to the direction indicator

switch.

NOTE

The upper rubber bushing is thinner than the lower

one. Moreover, both bushings are tapered and must

therefore be fitted so that the arrow on the locating

lug points towards the steering wheel.

BUSHINGS, STEERING-COLUMN STAND
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Pass the Steering column into its bear in 0
cars first put the plastic cone on the 9 n R.H.D_

and secure the stand by tightening th

Drive in the locking pins.

4. Refit the return spring and connect the gear-

to the universal joint with the taper pin_

5, Reconnect the steering-column joint to the steering-

gear pinion and tighten the clamping screw,

6. Refit the steering wheel and horn-button a

as described above.

7. Make sure that the steering column stand is correctly

adjusted in its vertical position, since this determines

the gear positions. Adjust the twist stop of the gear

lever lock, see separate descriptions,

e tw0 screw.

shift shaft

ssembly

Adjustment of steering column stand and gear positions

The steering column stand is mounted to a bracket under

the instrument panel by means of two screws. The

screws are carrying waists and are locked by tensioning

pins. The screws can be loosened enough to make possible

adjustment of the gear positions. If the steering column

stand should be removed, the tensioning pins must first

be taken away with the aid of a mandrel.

The gear lever lock consists of a twist stop mounted to

the gear shift shaft and held by two clamping screws, one

stop screw and splines.

The twist stop has a hole in which the lock plunger goes

when locking.

Make sure that the steering column stand is correctly ad-

justed in the vertical direction, since this entirely deter-

mines the gear shift positions. The gear shift lever play

in the plane of the gear shift shaft axis should be checked

in the following manner:

Engage top gear and move the gear shift shaft firmly but
not roughly in both axial directions. When this is done

the lever knob should move in the same direction as the

shaft (in plane of shaft axis) 0.3—0.5 in. (8—12 mm).

NOTE

Readjustment of the twist stop for the lock plunger
is essential whenever the gear shift mechanism has

been dismantled and after adjustment of gear Dog“

tions.

GEAR SHIFT MECHANISM, LEFT HAND DRIVE

DisassembIY

1' If the c°mplete gear shift mechanism is to be re-

moved from the car, disassemble the steering co-

lumn stand with column and gear shift mechanism

as described above.

If Wily the gear shift lever and gear shift shaft are

to be removed, separate the gear shift shaft uni-

versal joint from the shaft.

2. On the rear of the gear shift lever housing is a

square hole through which an arbor or other suitable

implement can be passed and pressed against one

shank of the turn guard at the same time as the

gear shift lever is pressed in and rotated through

1/4 turn.

3. Pull the gear shift shaft downwards past the gear

shift lever so that it can be passed out through the

square hole.

4. Screw the knob off the lever and remove the lever

entirely. The plastic ball, spring and turn guard will

now be released. Collect the plastic bearing from

the end of the lever.

5. Back off and remove the stop screw on the bottom

of the steering column stand and unscrew the bright

chromed nut. The gear lever head can now be re-

moved from the stand. Collect the fiber washer and

the rubber grommet located between the gear shift

shaft and the gear shift lever housing.

6. After removal of the retaining ring, the nut can be

removed from the gear shift lever housing. Collect

the fiber washer and any shims.

7. If thegear shift shaft is to be removed, take away

the locking pin for the return spring on the lower

end of the shaft.

8. Now move the gear shift shaft downwards until it

is released from the stand.

9. Remove the turn guard from the gear shift lever

lock, if fitted, and collect the return spring and the

spring holder.

10. Remove the washer, spring, bushing, washer and

felt ring from the steering column stand. There are

two different types.

Reassembly

1, Refit the felt ring, washer, bushing, spring and wash-

er in the steering column stand.

2. Fit the return spring, spring holder and gear shift

lever twist stop on the gear shift shaft, with the

marking on the latter facing upwards. Then slide

the gear shift shaft into the steering column stand

from underneath.
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GEAR SHIFT MECHANISM

A. R.H.D.

1. Screw

2. Gear shift lever

3. Spring

4. Fork nut

S. Washer

6. Spring

7. Felt ring

8. Gear shift rod

9. Bracket

10. Bushing

11. Bushing

 

12. Return spring

13. Tapered pin

14. Universal joint

8. L.H.D.

15. Gear shift lever

16. Ball

17. Spring

18. Turn stop

19. Pin

20. Plastic bearing

21. Lever housing

22. 23. Washers

24. Nut

25. Fiber washer

26. Snap ring

27. Washer

28. Spring

29. Bushing

30. Washer

31. Felt ring

32. Gear shift rod

33. Pin

34. Spring retainer

35. Spring

36. Bracket

37. Rubber bushing

38. Bushing

39. Rubber ball

0. L.H.D. Later design

40. Lever housing

41. 42. Washers

43. Nut

44. Fibre washer

45. Snap ring

46. Washer

47. Spring
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SI Refit the pin above the spring holder.

4. put the fiber washer and the nut on the gear sh’ft

“we, housing and insert the retaining ring in itsI

groove- check the clearance between nut and re-

taining ring and fit the necessary number of shim

under the fiber washer. The nut should have no 5

clearance and be slightly stiff to turn. Note! Apply

a moderate coating of Saab special chassis grease to

the fiber washer and the internal bearing surfaces

of the "Ut-

5_ Refit the gear shift lever housing in the steering co-

lumn stand. Be sure to turn the shaft so that its

slant8d hole comes in the right direction as shown

in the fig. While the lever head is being passed down

towards the stand, refit the rubber grommet be-

tween the gear shift shaft and the lever housing.

Place the grommet on the same side as the gear

shift lever.

 
:(30ATION OF GEAR SHIFT LEVER IN THE GEAR SHIFTD

1. Gear shift rod

2. Gear shift lever

6. Tighten the bright chromed nut and secure it with

the stop screw.

7. Check that the plastic bearing with plastic ring and

the roll pin are mounted on the gear shift lever.

8. Pass the turn guard, the spring and the plastic ball

onto the gear shift lever.

9. Press the gear shift shaft downwards and pass the

gear shift lever in through the square hole in its

housing. Then screw on the knob.
10. Pull the gear shift lever outwards in the knob, at

the same time releasing the gear shift shaft so that

the lever enters the hole. Make sure that the 91351":

ring is not pulled off the lever in course of assembIY-
11- Using an arbor or other suitable implement, P7955

against one shank of the turn guard, at the same

time turning the gear shift lever through “4 turn,

thus locking the lever.

12- Reassemble the complete steering co .

with column and gear shift mechanism I

removed.

13- Refit the gear shift shaft univer ' d

14' Adlust the steering column stand in the vertical I-

rection to ensure correct gear shift positions and

then adjust the twist stop for the gear shlft lever

lock.

lumn stand

f previously

sal joint to the shaft.

GEAR SHIFT MECHANISM, RIGHT HAND DRIVE

Disassembly

1. If the complete gear shift mechanism is to be removed.

disassemble the steering column stand with column and

gear shift mechanism as described above.

If only the gear shift lever and gear shift shaft are to

be removed, separate the gear shift shaft universal joint

from the shaft,col|ecting the spring for the return mo

vement. Then remove the steering wheel and the direc-

tional signal switch with its plastic cover.

. Back off the nut and remove the screw passing through

the gear shift lever. The lever can now be removed.

Back off the three screws which hold the twist stop of

the gear shift lever lock. These screws are accessible

through the three holes in the steering column stand.
Pull the gear shift shaft out of the stand.

Back off the fork nut and remove the washer, the

spring and the felt bushing from down inside the stand.

9"?

REVERSE CATCH R.H.D.

29. Washer

30. Plastic hose

31. Spring

32. Plastic washer

33. Washer

34. Casing

36. Pin

36. Carrier sleeve

As right hand drive cars are equipped with a Special reverse

catch, the following additional steps must be taken for

these cars: Before pulling the gear shift shaft out of the

column, remove the yoke sleeve on the gear shift shaft is

pulled out of the stand, insert a pipe about 9.85 in. (250

- . SAAB 641—9



mm) long and 0.63 in (16 mm) in diameter up through

the casing for the reverse catch, thus preventing the spring

and the washers can now be removed, pull the pipe down-

wards so that the upper washer can be extracted sideways.

Note that the spring must be compressed while this is
being done. After having removed the washer, release the

spring carefully. Collect the plastic washer, the pipe and
the metal washer from under the spring.

Reassembly

1. Insert a new felt bushing in the stand. Lubricate

the bushing with Saab special chassis grease.

2. Place the spring and the washer on the fork nut.

3. Screw in the fork nut far enough to leave about

0.04 in. (1 mm) clearance between the fork flange

and the edge of the stand.

4. Pass the gear shift shaft into the stand and, at the

same time, slide on the twist st0p for the gear shift

lever lock with the marking turned upwards to face

the steering wheel. Turn the ignition key to the

locked position so that the lock plunger slides into

the recess in the twist stop.

5. Refit the gear lever, making sure that the three leaf

springs are correctly positioned.
6. Pass the bolt through the gear shift lever and the

oval hole in the gear shift shaft. Tighten the nut to

eliminate all play but without impairing free lever

movement.

7. Refit the direction indicator switch with its plastic

cover.

8. Reassemble the complete steering column stand with

column and gear shift mechanism if previouslv re-

moved. Reassemble the gear shift shaft universal

joint and the spring for the return movement.
9. Refit the steering wheel and horn button assembly.

10. Adjust the steering column stand in the vertical di-

rection to ensure correct gear shift positions and

then adjust the twist stop for the gear shift lever

lock. See the description in the section concerned.

Right hand drive are equipped with a special reverse

catch. Refit the casing for the reverse stop by passing

through it a pipe or other suitable implement with a

length of about 9.85 in. (250 mm) and 0.63 in. (16 mm)

in diameter. Then pass onto the pipe the metal washer

and the plastic washer forming the lower seat for the

spring as well as the plastic collar. Next, pass the spring

onto the pipe. Compress the spring and mount the upper

metal washer from the side in order to lock the spring

and then slide the pipe up through the washer. Now screw

the casing, complete with spring and washers, to the stand.

While the gear shift shaft is being passed into the stand

and the casing for the reverse catch, pull the pipe used

for assembly of the spring out gradually. When the gear

shift shaft has been passed through the casing, secure the

yoke sleeve to the shaft by driving in the pin.

641 —10

GEAR SHIFT SHAFT UNIVERSAL JOINT

GEAR SHIFT SHAFT UNIVERSAL JOINT, L.H.D. CAR

1. Gear shift rod

2. Conical pin with lock nut

3. Rubber boot

4. Rubber disc

5. Operating shaft, gear box

6. Spring

 
GEAR SHIFT SHAFT UNIVERSAL JOINT, R.H.D. DRIVE CAR

Disassembly and reassembly

The universal joints can be lubricated without being dis-

assembled if the rubber dust excluders are turned aside.

1. Remove the fastener and drive out the tapar pin.

If the taper pin is threaded at both ends, proceed as

follows: Remove the nut and place it on the Other end
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Of the Idpm pm. i Isl-Len mt: nut, thus loosening the

pin.

2‘ Release the universal joint from the gear shift shaft

couecting the gear lever return spring which is locafed

on the gear shift shaft.

3' Remove the fastener and drive out the other taper pin

in the same waY-

4. Pull the joint off the transmission operating rod. Check

the joint for excessive play or stiffness. If new dust

excmders are to be fitted, remove the old grease and

pack the joints with Saab special chassis grease before
fitting the new dust excluders.

5' Refit the universal joint to the operating rod and drive

in the taper pin. Make sure that the tapers in the joint

and operating rod are properly aligned.

NOTE

The gear shift rod joint on L.H.D. cars has the

links displaced. The color marked end of the joint

should be mounted against the gear box.

6. Refit the return spring to the gear shift shaft if it has

been removed. Then pass the universal joint onto the

shaft and drive in the taper pin.

7. Refit the taper pin fastener.

GEAR LEVER LOCK, IGNITION LOCK

General

The car is fitted with a combined ignition and gear lever

lock. The gear shift lever is locked when the reverse gear

is engaged and the key is removed. The gear lever and ig-

nition lock has the following positions:

  
./

GEAR LEVER AND lGNlTlON LOCK

L Locked. The lighting is out when the key is turned to

locked position. The key can be taken out only When

reverse gear is engaged.

6‘ Garage. ignition, etc, is switched off but the gear shift

lever is unlocked. The key cannot be removed in this

position.

0' Driving. ignition is on. Current is supplied via the i9'

nition switch to the fuel tank gauge, direction indi-

cater flashers, fan motor, windshield wipers, horn and

charge indicator light.
3. Starting. This position has a spring return action.

The steering column stand is secured to a bracket under

the instrument panel by means of two screws. These

screws have waists and are locked with roll pins. They

can be slackened enough to allow adjustment of gear

positions, but if the steering column stand is to be re-

moved, the roll pins must first be knocked out with an

arbor.

The gear lever lock consists of a twist stop secured to the

gear shift shaft by means of two clamping screws, one

stop screw and knurls. The twist stop has a hole into

which the lock plunger slides when the gear shift lever

is locked.

NOTE

Readjustment of the twist stop for the lock plunger
is essential whenever the gear shift mechanism has

been dismantled and after adjustment of gear posi-

tions.

/

/ /

( /

//

S 353

TWIST STOP AND LOCK PLUNGER

1. Steering column

2. Twist stop

3. Clamping screw

4. Gear shift shaft

5. Stop screw

6. Lock plunger

7. Lock cylinder with key
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Removal of twist stop

1. Engage lst gear, thus providing access to two clamp-

ing screws on the twist stop through the holes (2) on

the bottom of the steering column stand. Undo these

internal hexagon screws with a 3/16" spanner.

2. Engage reverse gear and turn the ignition key to the

locked position enabling the stop screw which

holds the twist stop to be backed off through the low-

er hole 2, in the steering column stand.

S 352

GEAR LEVER LOCK, CUT-AWAY VIEW

1. Clamping screw

2. Adjusting hole

3. Twist stop

4. Gear shift shaft

5. Steering column stand

6. Gear shift lever

3. The gear positions can now be adjusted by moving

the steering column stand in the ordinary way. If the

ignition key is turned to position G, thereby releasing
the twist stop, the gear shift mechanism can then be

dismantled.

NOTE

The clamping screws of the twist stop are always

accessible when 1st gear is engaged and the stop

screws when reverse gear is engaged.

641—12

Adjustment of twist stop

After adjustment of gear positions, readjustment of the

twist stop is called for. The procedure is the following:

1. The twist stop is marked on the side that is to face up.

wards towards the steering wheel. The marking shows

for which version the twist stop is designed, e,g_ v.4

means left hand drive, 4-speed.

2. Engage reverse gear and push the twist stop up. At the

same time, turn the ignition key to the locked posi-

tion (L) and check that the lock plunger finds its posi-

tion in the twist stop.

3. The twist stop now hangs on the lock plunger. Move

the twist stop up about 0.08 in. (2 mm) and tighten

the stop screw slightly. Note! Do not tighten the screw

up too hard, its purpose being merely to hold the twist

stop during adjustment.

4. Turn the ignition key to position G and engage lst

gear, enabling two clamping screws on the twist stop

to be tightened. Then engage reverse gear and slacken

the stop screw. Return to lst gear and tighten the

clamping screws permanently. Now engage reverse

gear again and tighten the stop screw enough to pre-

vent it from working loose.

ADJUSTMENT OF TWIST STOP

Natal On right hand drive cars there is a spring on the

gear shift shaft which serves as a reverse catch. This spring

must be In place when the twist stop is adjusted.
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LOOK CYLINDER, UP IO AND INCL. CH As

95773000341 AND 95773000960 SIS No.

S 3570

 
LOCK CYLINDER AND GEAR LEVER LOCK

1. Catch pin

2. Lock cylinder

3. Sign plate

4. Gear lever lock

5. Lock plunger

6. Lock plug

7. Retaining washer

8. Cross-recess screw

9. Catch pin (as from model 1970)

Disassembly

1. Insert the ignition key and turn to right hand edge of

the "ASSA" mark.

 
4 5 5358

POSITION OF KEY AND LOCK PLUNGER DURING ASSEM-
SLY on DISASSEMBLY

1- Catch pin _

2- Position of locking pin during assembl)! 0‘ 'OCk “Md”

3- Gear lever lock

4- Slim plate

5- Position of key during assembly of lock cvlind“

 

2. When the key is in this position, the catch pin in the

lock cylinder can be pressed in by inserting a wire
Dicklock in a hole on the underside of the steering

column stand. See figures.

 

 

    

0.32 in. (8 mm)  0.1 in. (2.5 mm)

  I

R = 0.4 in. (10 mm)

WIRE PICKLOCK

 
REMOVING LOCK CYLINDER

1. Lock cylinder

2. Lock plug

3. Retaining screw

4. Catch pin (as from model 1970)

3. Pull out the lock cylinder and remove the lock plug

through the cylinder hole.

4. The gear lever lock can now be removed, after re-

moval of the retaining screw.

NOTE

When the lock cylinder is removed the key has no

stop positions and can thus be turned a complete

revolution. If the key takes up an incorrect position,

the locking pins inside the cylinder may get in the

way so that the key cannot be returned to the work-

ing position. To remedy this, tap the key and lock

cylinder lightly against a wooden object with the
retainer on the outside of the cylinder turned up-

wards.
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LOCK CYLINDER, AS FROM CHASSIS NO.
Disassembly when key is missing 95773000542 AND 96773000951

If the key has been lost or if it is necessary to remove

the lock or the lock cylinder, the cylinder must be drilled

before the catch pin can be pressed in. Drill an 0.12 in.

(3 mm) hole in the cylinder to a depth of about 0.4 in.

(10 mm).

Removal

1 Put the gear lever in reverse and turn the key to a posi.

tion mid-way between position "L" and

1 “

DRILLING LOCK CYLINDER FOR REMOVAL WHEN KEY

IS MISSING

1. Hole, diameter 0.12 in. (3 mm), depth 0.4 in. (10 mm)

1 2 $6166

POSITION OF KEY FOR REMOVAL AND INSTALLATION

OF LOCK CYLINDER

1. Cylinder ring

2. Key

Reassembly

1. Slide the lock plunger into the gear lever lock and then

fit the look into the steering column stand.

2. Insert the screw and drive it in slightly. Insert the lock

plug.

3. Using flat nose pliers, turn the pin in the lock until it

enters the groove in the end of the lock cylinder, see

fig.

4. Turn the key so that it comes to the right hand part

of the "ASSA" mark, and press the catch pin in.

5. Nov place the sign plate over the pin so that it is held

in the pressed-in position. Adjust the sign plate so

that it fits against the retaining lug on the outside of

the cylinder.

6. Insert the lock cylinder with the sign plate in the gear

lever lock and tighten the screw.

2. Insert a wire picklock in the hole underneath the steer-

ing wheel bearing bracket and depress the lock cylinder

locking pin.

REMOVING THE LOCK CYLINDER
1. Lock cylinder

2. Plug

3. Locking pin

3. Withdraw the lock cylinder.

AIM 1A



1. check that the driver is correctly
- positiOned -

lock sleeve. Adjust as necessary u In thesing flat-nose pliers.

S 6168

I 2

POSITION OF DRIVER FOR INSTALLATION OF CYLINDER

1. Hole for locking pin

2. Driver

2. Insert the cylinder in the lock sleeve. Insert the locking

pin.
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STEERING GEAR

General

To lubricate the steering gear, turn the Steerin wh

far as it goes to the left, to the right on R H. 09 eel as

Saab special chassis grease cars. Use

To ensure satisfacmry funmo". the steering gear m

lubricated °°P'°US|V. but not so excessively that th:::ebeer-

in 9 983' rubber bellows are completely filled with grease.

Unw .
mentanted mm In the steering gear is a sign that adjust-

'5 necessary, see below. Worn or damaged parts

SThould be rel‘llaced by new ones.
h::dl':jl:is:;at;on shows a steering gear for a car with left
hand drive" U} as the steering gear for cars with right

tions are e Is Slmllal' In prInprle, the following instruc-qually appllcable to both versions.

23

§Q¢ /"\ 24 1715 185 I I9

4 If ( I

“ / Wilt/((6%W 4 16.. *4/ A
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3 s‘ ‘5 '9 20 21Q 9 ‘\ 2
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M
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STEERING GEAR, L.H.D.CAR, DISASSEMBLED s 42

A. Alternative design 04

1. Steering gear housing 13. Cotter pin

2. Rack 14. Shim

3. Bushing 15. Nut

4. Spacer sleeve 16. Flat spring

5. Pinion 17. Bearing cup, inner

6. Washer 18. Bearing cup, outer

7. Shim 19. Tie-rod

8. Bearing 20. Nut

9, Piston 21. Tie-rod end

10. Spring 22. Rubber bellows

11. Screw 23. Looking pin

12. Nut 24- Spring
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REMOVAL, UP TO AND INCL. MODEL 1968 (R.H.D.
CARS UP TO AND INCL. MODEL 1969)

The following description is applicable on left hand drive

cars and right hand drive cars as well. (Text in brackets

is applicable on right hand drive cars.)

1.

2.

3.

P

Remove the hood.

Disconnect one of the battery cables.

Jack up the front part of the car so that both wheels

are clear of the floor.

Take off the front wheels.

Disconnect the tie-rod ends from the steering arms.

Use tool 78 BO 448 for the tie-rod end.

REMOVAL OF TIE-ROD END

Tool 78 60 448

6.

99°

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

can 7.

Back off the nut and remove the tie-rod end from

the left tie-rod on a L.H.D. car (on a R.H.D. car the

right).
Remove the lower tapper pin from the gear shift

shaft universal joint. Remove the nut and place it

on the other end of the taper pin. Tighten the nut,

thus loosening the pin. Release the joint from the

gear box.

Release the freewheel control from the transmission.

Detach the slave cylinder from the clutch housing

and hang it up on the hoses for the fresh-air heater.

Release the throttle return spring and attach it in

some suitable way so that the throttle spindle is

fully deflected.

Disconnect the speedometer drive cable from the

transmission case.

Turn the steering wheel to full left lock on a L.H.D.

car (and full right lock on a R.H.D. car). Back off

and remove the clamping screw in the steering co-

lumn yoke and lift the steering wheel to pull the

column out of the yoke. Remove the dash panel

cardboard lining where the steering gear stub passes

through the dash panel.

Back off and remove the four steering gear retaining

bolts.

Remove the rubber grommet in the dash panel. Lift

the left hand (resp. right hand on R.H.D. cars) side

of the steering gear forwards over the gear shift fork

shaft until the stub axle on the steering gear is clear

of the dash panel.

15. Pass the steering gear out a little through the right

hand (resp. left hand) wheel house until the left

tie-rod clears the wheel house wall. Lift the steering

gear out forwards and upwards between the Wheel

house stay and the left hand wheel house.

REMOVAL OF STEERING GEAR

INSTALLATION, UP TO AND INCL. MODEL 1968

(R.H.D. CARS UP TO AND INCL. MODEL 1969)

1.

2.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

PPPN

Remove the tie-rod end from the left hand tie-rod

(right hand on a R.H.D. car).
Slide the rack over so that left hand (resp. right

hand) tie-rod takes up its inner position.

Insert the steering gear between the left hand, (resp.

right hand) wheel house and the wheel house stay

in the opposite way to removal.

Pass the steering gear in towards the dash panel in

the opposite way to removal and place the rubber

seal on the stub axle to avoid damaging it.

Pass the stub axle through the dash panel and refit

the rubber seal in the dash panel hole.

Refit the four retaining bolts in the steering gear.

Before tightening these bolts, make sure that the

speedometer drive cable is not caught between the

steering gear and the dash panel.
Refit the left hand (resp. right hand) tie-rod end.

Reconnect the tie-rod ends to the steering arms.

Put on the wheels and lower the car to the floor.

Refit the freewheel control and gear shift shaft uni-

versal joint.

Reconnect the sWEdOmeter drive cable to the trans-
mission case.

Refit the slave cylinder to the clutch housing.

Reconnect the throttle return spring.
Shin the wheels straight ahead, refit the cardboard
as panel mm and reconnect the steering column-

Cheek the t°e'i“ and tiSlhten the lock nuts at the tie-

rod ends.



17_ If necessary, grease the tie-rod ends,

18 Reconnect the battery cable,

19 Refit the engine hood.

:4EMoVAL, AS FROM MODEL 1969 (R.H.D. CARS [sq
FROM MODEL 197-3) “
As from model 1968, there is an alternativ

featuring a different inner ball joint. As fr

1969,0nlY the new type is used.

As from model 1969, the brake system is equipped with

vacuum servo (on R.H.D. cars as from model 1970).

The placement of the servo cylinder has made necessary

another way of removal and installation of the steering

gear.

The following description is applicable on left hand driVe

cars and right hand drive cars as well. (Text in brackets

is applicable on right hand drive cars.)

1, Remove the hood.

2, Disconnect one of the battery cables,

3. Jack up the front part of the car so that both Wheels

are clear of the floor.

4. Take off the front wheels.

5. Remove the tie rod ends from the steering arms.

Use tool 78 60 448.

e steering gear

Om model

  

,A-t

REMOVAL OF TIE-ROD END

Tool 78 60 448

 

6. Remove the lower taper Pi" from the gear shift

shaft universal joint as follows: Remove the nut

and place it on the other end of the taper Pm-

Tighten the nut, thus loosening the pin. helease
the freewheel control from the transmisslorj'

7. Release the throttle control spring- The spring can

then be used as a support for the gear mm shaf;

hint. Disconnect the spew-10"“?ter cable from t 6

transmission case.

8- Back off and remove the clam

steering column yoke and "ft
to pull the column out of the .

the screws for support of the steerl

must be backed off so that the Sta"

to its upper position.

ping screw in the
the steering wheel

yoke. In certain cases
ng column stand

d can be moved

WAR N | NG
The collapsible steering wheel shaft introduced as

from model 1969 must be handled with care. It

must not be subjected to impacts, jolts or other

rough treatment liable to alter the adjusted length
of the telescope joint or impair its shock absorbing

effect.

9. Back off the lock nut on the underside of the steer-

ing gear. Use ring spanner 1 1/4”. Remove the screw
with the aid of spanner 11/16". Note! The screw is

not hexagon, it has only one key grip- Remove the

preSsure spring and the piston.

a
578

PRESSURE SPRING AND PISTON REMOVED

10. Remove the screws holding the pinion bearing. Re.

move the bearing. Take care of the shims. Pull out

the pinion.

11. Back off and remove the four steering gear fastening

screws.

12. Pass the steering gear out through the left hand

wheel housing (resp. right hand on R.H.D. cars).

Avoid damage on the rubber bellows.

Check and adjust, see instructions on page 642—5

and following pages.

INSTALLATION, AS FROM MODEL 1969 (R.H.D.

CARS AS FROM MODEL 1970)

If a new steering gear is installed, the steering gear pinion

must first be removed, see pas. 9 above.

1. Pass the steering gear in through the left hand wheel

housing (right hand on R.H.D. cars). For making it

possible to pass the gear by the gear shift shaft the

gear must be turned so that its mounting heads

comes in the best possible position. Do not damage

the rubber bellows.

Mount the steering gear to the dash panel.

Install the steering gear. Use same shims as used

when checking. Check that the pinion moves easily.

sore



4. Mount piston, spring and screw for adjustment of

the radial play of the rack. Tighten the screw so

that smallest possible play is obtained without

jamming the rack. Tighten the lock nut.
5. Fit the tie-rod ends to the steering arms. Tighten

the nuts and lock them with cotter pins.

6. Fit the wheels. Align the wheels straight ahead. Fit

the steering wheel shaft to the pinion.

WARNING

The collapsible steering wheel shaft introduced as

from model 1969 must be handled with care. It

must not be subjected to impacts, jolts or other

rough treatment liable to alter the adjusted length

of the telescope joint or impair its shockabsorbing

effect.

When installing the steering wheel shaft, take spe-

cial care to ensure that the splined lower end is

pushed into the intermediate shaft until the clamp-

ing screws comes opposite the groove in the shaft.

The intermediate shaft should normally slide freely

on the shaft. If the splines stick, do not on any ac-

count knock on the top end of the steering wheel

shaft.

This also applies to removing and fitting the steer-

ing wheel. The wheel must not be knocked off or

on.

7. Install the gear shift shaft joint. Tighten the screws

for the steering column stand if this has been loose-

ned. Check the gear positions.

8. Mount the freewheel control and throttle control

spring.

9. Lower the front of the car and check toe-in.

10. Connect the battery cable. Mount the engine hood.

DISASSEMBLY, EARLIER DESIGN

1. Back off and remove the lock nuts and remove the tie-

rod ends.

Release the clamps and take off the rubber bellow;2.

3. Bend up the tabs on the retaining washers.

4. If the gear pinion has been removed, put it back in

place.

5. Release the two tie-rod ball joints with tool 78 40 713.

If the nut is left on the rack, it can be removed using

the shaft of wrench 78 40 713.

REMOVAL AND FITTING OF NUT

Tool 78 40 713

nan ll

6.

7.

8.

9.

Remove the pinion. .

Disassemble the ball joints and collect the shims, the

inner ball seats and the retainer.

Withdraw the rack from the steering gear housing.

Remove the pinion spacer. If they are to be renewed,

drive out the pinion bushing and the bushing on the

R.H. side of the steering gear.

The last mentioned bushing may be found locked with

a pin.

REASSEMBLY, EARLIER DESIGN

The steering gear must be reassembled under conditions

of scrupulous cleanliness. Lubricate the rack and pinion,

bearing points and other sliding surfaces with Saab specia|

chassis grease.

1.

2.

If removed, drive the pinion bushing into the steer-

ing gear housing.

Place a new retaining washer on the pinion end of

the rack and screw on the nut with tool 78 40 713.

Locate the shims on the nut and place the inner

ball seat and retainer inside the nut. Position the

retainer with its concave side facing the ball seat.

Pass the rack and pinion into the steering gear

housing.

NOTE

In assembling the steering gear, the pinion spacer

must be refitted before the rack is passed into the

housing.

Pass the outer seat onto the tie-rod and secure it to

the nut with the aid of the special tool, 78 40 713.

Check that the ball joint is correctly shimmed. If

not, release the ball seat and alter the shim combi-

nation as indicated below under "Adjustment".

After proper adjustment of the ball joint, bend the

tabs of the retaining washers down into the grooves

on the outer ball seat and into the notches in the

nut.

SECURING INNER BALL JOINT
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8. Refit the other ball joint and adjust in the same

way. Remember to refit the pinion first.

9, First adjust the axial play of the pinion and then

the radial play of the rack. See below under "Ad-

justment”.
10, Ease the bellows over the tie-rod and clamp them

to the steering gear housing and tie-rods. Do not

tighten hard enough to prevent rotation of the tie-

rods.

11. Refit the lock nuts and screw the tie-rod ends to

the tie-rods.

DISASSEMBLY, LATER DESIGN

1. Slacken the lock nuts, and remove the tie-rod ends.

2. Release the clamps, and take off the rubber bellows.

3. Remove, by drilling, the lock pins from the inner ball

joints 3/16 in. (4.75 mm).

BORING THE LOCK PIN

4- Remove the outer bearing cup and the lock nut with

the tools 78 40 713 and 78 39 624.

Fobr 1977 m

REMOVAL OF OUTER BEARING CUP AND LOCK NUT

Tools 78 40 713 and 78 39 624

5. Loosen nut and bolt, and remove piston and spring

from the steering gear housing.

6. Loosen the bolts of the pinion bearing, and lift out

bearing and pinion.

7. Pull the rack out.

8. Remove the spacer ring from the pinion. Press the

pinion bushing out.

REASSEMBLY, LATER DESIGN

Exercise the greatest cleanliness when reassembling. Lu—

bricate the rack and pinion, bearing points and other

sliding surfaces with Saab special chassis grease.

1. If removed, press the pinion bushing into the steering

gear housing.

2. Fit the inner ball joint to the pinion end of the rack.

Adjust to the correct play, tighten the lock nut, drill

a new hole for the lock pin 3/16 in. (4.75 mm), and

drive the latter in.

Furthermore, see the section "Adjustment".

3. Pass the rack into the steering gear housing. Place the

spacer sleeve behind the rack, and then fit the pinion.

Adjust, first the axial play of the pinion, then the ra-

dial play of the rack. See "Adjustment".

4. Refit the other ball joint, and adjust in the way de-

scribed under paragraph 2.

5. Ease the rubber bellows on, and clamp them to the

steering gear and tie-rods respectively. See to it that

the tie-rod can be turned in the bellows.

6. Refit the lock nuts and screw the tie-rod ends to the

tie-rods.
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INSPECTION

After considerable mileage, and especially if lubrication

is unsatisfactory, the rack may wear unevenly. If there is

appreciable wear on its cylindrical part, the rack should

be rejected and a new one fitted. Also check the rack

bearing in the steering gear housing, appropriately by

comparison with a new rack. If wear is excessive, the

bushing which is pressed into the housing can be changed.
Examine the teeth of both the rack and the pinion for

wear. All the teeth do not get worn uniformly, and those

which are in mesh when the car is driven straight ahead

will be worn the most. However, if lubrication is satisfac-

tory there will be very little wear even on the most af-

fected teeth.

If the rack teeth are abnormally worn the function of the

steering gear will deteriorate and adjustment becomes

more difficult. In these circumstances a new rack should

be fitted.

Moderate wear on the pinion, on the other hand, may be

corrected by rotating this item through half a turn, so

that the teeth worn the most will be farthest away from

the rack when the car is being driven straight ahead. Nev~

ertheless, the provision of a new pinion is advocated.

Check the outer and inner tie-rod ball joints. The outer

ones are self-adjusting for moderate amounts of wear,

but if free play has developed the entire ball joint must

be rejected and a new one fitted. The components of the

inner ball joints are subjected to but little wear if lubri-

cation is satisfactory. However, if noticeable wear has oc-

curred, the affected parts should be changed.

ADJUSTMENT

The following adjustments may be necessary:

1. Pinion axial play.

2. Rack radial play.

3. Tie-rod inner ball joints.

Adjustment number 3 necessitates removal of the steering

gear, but the other adjustments can be done quite simply

in the car, unless removal of the steering gear is neces-

sary for some other reason. The inner ball joint very sel-

darn requires adjustment, since there is very little wear

here and the ball joint is to some extent selfadjusting.

Adjustment of pinion axial play

The occurrence of noise, knocking, etc, in the steering

mechanism indicates the advisability of examining the

pinion for axial and radial play.

Excessive play may occur after a new part has been fitted

or as the result of wear. Normally, wear is very slight

and adjustment on this account is very seldom called for,

provided that lubrication is satisfactory.

play in the pinion (the column) can be
erting shims under the pinion cover. The

he pinion and the cover should be

Excessive axial

corrected by ins

clearance between t

‘n. (0.12 mm). .

3.03:;er out the adjustment, which can be done with.
out removing the steering gear, jack up the front pan

of the car so that both wheels are clear of the floor.

2 Back off the lock nut, and retard the adjusting screw
for rack radial play enough to completely relax the

spring tension. . _
Back off the two cover bolts at the pinion end.

ave the cover, together with the shims located

9°

4. Rem

under it. . . ,

The shim combination thickness is obtained by mea-

suring in the following way:

a. Refit the flat washer and the cover without shims,

Do not tighten the cover hard so that the cover is

deformed.

b. Measure the play between housing and cover With

a feeler gange.

MEASURING THE PLAY

c. The obtained value shall be increased so that there

is play max. 0.005 in. (0.12 mm) between cover

and pinion.

Example:
Value obtained when

measuring with feeler

gauge 0.028 in. (0.70 mm)

“av . +0.0028 in. (+0.07 mm)
Total shim thickness 0.031 in. (0.77 mm)

The thims are measured with the aid of a micro-

meter. Shims are available in the following thick-

nesses: 0.0276 in. (0.07 mm), 0.004 in. (0.10 mm).

0.010 in. (0.3 mm) and 0.028 in. (0.7 mm)-
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MEASURING THE SHIMS

6. Check that the washer is in position, and apply a blob

of Saab special chassis grease around the pinion stub.

Refit the cover and shims, and tighten the bolts. Re-

member to fit the retaining washers.

7. After adjustment, check that the pinion moves freely.

If the pinion is stiff, the thickness of the shim combi-

nation is too small, and readjustment is called for.

8. Adjust the radial play of the rack as described in the

following section.

NOTE

On cars equipped with vacuum servo the pinion of

the steering gear must be removed before the gear

is installed in the car. The pinion is refitted after

that the pinion is bolted to the dash panel.

Adjustment of rack radial play

After adjustment of the axial play of the pinion, the '3'

dial play of the rack must be adjusted, using the adiUSting

screw located underneath the steering gear. This adjust-

ment, too, is most easily carried out without removing

the steering gear from the car.

1. Back off the lock nut.

2. Tighten the adjusting screw to the smallest 9055")”

play without the rack moving stifle-
3- Tighten the lock nut.

Turn the steering wheel as far as it goes in bOth direc-

tions and check that rack movement is not stiff in any

Position.

P

Flhr inn-a

Adjustment of tie-rod inner ball joints

The tie-rods, as illustrated, are identical for the right and

left sides. The rack end of the tie-rods is made wnth dou-

Ne balls, while at the other end the tie-rods are threaded

for connection to the outer ball joints.

Earlier design _

1. The steering gear must be removed before the inner

ball joint can be adjusted.

2. Release the clamps and remove the rubber bellows.

INNER BALL JOINT, EARLIER DESIGN

1. Clamp 5. Inner ball seat

2. Tie-rod 6. Rack

3. Outer ball seat 7. Washer

4. Nut

3. Pull the rack out to one side first. Bend up the tab

on the retaining washer and detach the outer ball

seat and nut with the aid of tool 78 40 713.

 
REMOVAL OF OUTER BALL SEAT FROM THE NUT WHEN

RE-SHIMMING

Tools 78 do 713 and 78 39 624
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Fit a new retaining washer and then tighten the

nut, using tool 78 40 713.

5. Place a suitable combination of shims on the nut,

and insert the inner ball seat and locating washer

inside the nut. Position the washer with the concave

Slde facing the ball seat.

Pass the outer ball seat onto the tie-rod and tighten

with tool 78 40 713.

Check that the shimming is correct. The ball joint

should not have any play at all, but nor should it

move stiffly in any direction. If the rack and tie-rod

are held vertically, the ball joint should be tightened

so much that the tie-rod, with tie-rod end attached,

can be set at any angle whatsoever without falling

down of its own weight.

CAUTION

The tie-rod must not on any account be excessively

stiff in any position. It should be possible to move

itf

8.

10.

ully in all directions by light manual pressure.

If shimming is unsatisfactory, the outer ball seat

must be removed again and the number of shims

increased or decreased as necessary. After this, se-

cure the retaining washer.

Repeat the adjustment procedure for the other tie-

rod.

Refit the bellows and install the steering gear in the

car.

Later design

1.

2.

The steering gear must be removed before the inner

ball joints can be adjusted.

Release the clamps, and remove the rubber bellows.

BALL JOINT, LATER DESIGNINNER

1. Outer bearing cup 5. Lock nut

2. Inner bearing cup 6. Spring

3. Tie-rod 7. Rack

4. Lock pin

AAA 0

ne side. Remove, by drilling,

ball joint.

ing cup and the lock nut

40 713 and 78 39 624.

Pull the rack out to o

the lock pin from the

Remove the outer bear

with the tools 78

REMOVAL OF OUTER BEARING CUP AND LOCK NUT

Tools 78 40 713 and 78 39 624

Clean and inspect the parts. Renew the may-be de-

fective parts.

Refit the nut to the rack. Pass the outer bearing cup

onto the tie-rod, and fill the cup with Saab special

chassis grease. Fit the spring and the inner bearing

cup, and tighten the bearing cup.

When tightening the bearing cup, remember: the ball

joint should not have any play at all, but nor should

it move stiffly in any direction. If the rack and tie-rod

are held vertically, the ball joint should be tightened

so much that the tie-rod, with the tie-rod end attach-

ed, can be set at any angle whatsoever without falling

down of its own weight.

CAUTION

The tie-rod must not on any account be excessively

stiff in any position. It should be possible to move

it fully in all directions by light manual pressure.

Tighten the lock nut to the bearing cup with the

tools 78 39 624 and 78 40 713. Check again that

the ball joint is tightened up correctly. Drill a new

hole for the lock pin 3/1 6" (4.75 mm), depth

4.48 in. (12 mm), and fit a new lock pin. Secure

the lock pin by 4 center punches at the edge of the

hole. See to it that the new hole be located at least

45° from the key grip hole in the lock nut. Take

every precaution to prevent drillings from entering

the steering gear.
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Q REPLACEMENT OF DUST EXCLUDER

If the beIIOWS on the steering gear are damaged, they

should be renewed without delay, as otherwise dirt and

foreign matter may enter the steering gear and cause

seizing.

1. Jack up the front part of the car and take off the

wheel.

2. Remove the tie-rod ends as described in section 643.

3. Release the bellows clamps at the steering gear housing

and tie-rod, and remove the bellows.

4. Remove all old grease and put on a new bellows.

Tighten the clamps.

5. Refit the tie-rod end and reconnect it to the steering

arm.

6. Refit the wheel and lower the car to the floor.

7. Grease the steering gear and adjust the toe-in as de-

scribed in section 501. Tighten the lock nut.

$2148

SECURING LOCK PIN WITH CENTER PUNCHES

Q. The final adjustment is then made in the same way

as that used for the other tie-rod.

10. Fit the rubber bellows, and instll the steering gear

into the car.

NOTE

Removal of the steering gear from the car provides

a convenient opportunity for checking and adjusting

the axial play of the pinion and then the radial play

of the rack.

Other measures

If the steering gear is still stiff in any position after adjust-

ment of the rack and pinion, this is probably due to

stresses incurred when tightening the bolts. Back off the

two retaining bolts at the end farthest away from the pin-
ion and insert a spacer under the steering gear at the bolt

where it does not lie flush. On some cars, a spacer has al-

ready been fitted.
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TIE-ROD ENDS

GENERAL

The outer ball joints, or tie-rod ends, are Screwed to the

tie-rods and secured With the lock nuts. The total length

Of the tie-rod can be reduced or increased by slackening

the lock nuts and turning the tie-rod to the right or left

With a WWW“ applied to its flats. This is necessary in

order to adjust the toe-in_

TIE-ROD END

1. Body

2. Pivot

3. Rubber seal

TIE-ROD ASSEMBLY 4. Steering arm

1. inner ball joint 5, Washer

2. Tie—rod 6. Castle not

3. Lock nut 7. Cotter pin

4. Tie-rod end

REPLACEMENT

The tie-rod is connected to the steering arm of the steer-

ing knuckle by means of a tapered pivot, which fits into

correspondingly tapered holes in the steering arm. The

The tie-rod ends cannot be disassembled. Consequently,

if excessive play develops the tie-rod ends must be re-

pivot is secured by a castle nut and cotter pin. The tie-rod newed.

ends cannot be dismantled. They are selfadjusting for mode- 1. Jack up the front part of the car and take off the

rate wear, and consequently seldom need changing. wheel.

Damage arising through external influences, such as a col. 2. Remove the cotter pin the castle nut (6) and thewasher
lision or other accident, may, however, make it necessary

to change both tie-rods and tie-rod ends. As a safety mea-

sure, damaged tie-rod ends should be changed as soon as

possible after the damage is discovered.

3. Apply the puller, tool 78 60 448 and release the pivot

from the steering arm. Do not strike off the pivot, since

such action could damage both the pivot itself and

other parts of the unit.
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REMOVAL OF TIE ROD END

Tool 78 so 448

4. Back off the nut which secures the tie-rod end to the

tierod.

Screw the tiered and off the rod.

6. Screw a new tie~rod end onto the rod, but do not sir

cure it by tightening the lock nut.

7. Connect the pivot to the steering arm. Tighten the

castle nut to a torque of 35—50 Nm (25—36 ft.-lb..

3.5—5 kpm), and fit a new cotter pin.

Refit the wheel and lower the car to the floor.

Check and adjust toein as described in section 601.

P“

sci»

IMPO RTANT

Remember to retighten the lock nut after adjust-

ment.

EAR—9

REPLACEMENT OF RUBBER SEAL

A with» ml is lined in with ball joint. ll this is dam

aged m that it no Iowan attends an effective seal. it must

he rejected and a new one titted. lhe piowduie is as lul»

lows.

1. Jack up the car and ioniove the wheel.

2. Remove the cotter pin. the castle nut and the washer

from under the tiered and pivot.

3. Apply the puller. tool 78 60 448. and release the pivot

from the steering in m.

Do not attempt to strike off the pivot, since such ac‘

tion could damage both the pivot itself and other pair is.

4. Remove the damaged whim seal from the pivot and

fit a new seal.

5. Refit the pivot in the steering arm, put the washei in

place and tighten the castle nut with 35—50 Nm (251

36 ft.~lb.. 3.5—5 Rpm). Secure the nut with a new cot-

tor pin.

6. Refit the wheel and lower the car.

an m. ion
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GENERAL

FRONT SUSPENSION

The upper control arms are provided with seats for the

coil springs which are fitted between these seats and sim-

ilar ones on the body. These latter seats are fitted with

rubber bumpers, see fig., which act as stops and limit up-

ward suspension travel. Rebound travel is limited by two

rubber bumpers attached to the body under the upper

control arms.

The lower control arms on Saab 96 up to and incl. chassis

I4

I2

—I 0
(lil'{IIé:

r;

«

"(Emil
E

2/

mm.
‘

FRONT SUSPENSION

1. Coll spring

2. Rubber bumper

3. Steerlng arm

4. Spring support

5. Upper bell joint

8. Brake disc

7. Lower ball joint

8. Shock absorber

S. Stabilizer bar

10. Lower control arm 16. Hub

11 Inner drive shaft

12. Rubber bumper

No. 96722013535 and Saab 95 up to and incl. chassis

No. 95722004645 are interconnected by means of a sta-
bilizer bar. The stabilizer bar is held to the body by two

rubher hushed mounting brackets under the floor of the
engine compartment and to the two lower control arms

by rubber bushed bearings on the front of these arms.

The shock absorbers are of hydraulic, telescopic type.

They are attached by means of rubber-hushed connec-

tions to the lower control arms at their bottom ends and

to the body at their top ends.

   

     
7 15

S 5271

13. Upper control arm

14. Rubber spacer

15. Protective shield

17. Breke housing



REAR SUSPENSION

The rear axle is movably attached to the body at three
ponnts by means of rubber-hushed bearings. It comprises
a unit consisting of a tube (2) with swept~back ends fit-

ted with end plates to carry the press-fitted stub axles.

The wheel hubs and brake drums are carried in ball bear-
Ings on the stub axles, while the back plates and appur-

tenant rear brakes are bolted to the outside of the end

plates. At its center, the rear axle is attached to the body

by means of a rubber hushed bearing bracket In addi-

tion, it is braced to the body at the sides through the me-

dium of longitudinal side links, attached to both the bOdy

and the rear axle by means of rubber hushed bearings.

The lower coil spring seats are bolted to the stub axle ex-

tension on the inside of the rear axle end plates. The up.

per seats for these springs are attached to the body by

means of spring isolators (4) and combined with the rub.

her buffers (5) which limit upward travel of the rear axle

and thus also of the wheels. Rebound wheel travel is re.

stricted by the stop straps

The rear shock absorbers for the Saab 95 are of arm type.

They are bolted to the body and connected to the rear

axle by links.

REAR SUSPENSION, SAAB 95

1. Center bearing

2. Rear axle tube

3. Shock absorber

4. Upper spring seat

5. Rubber bumper

6. Stop strap

7. Lower spring seat

8. Body bracket

9. Side link

10. Shock-absorber link
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The rear
he

type T

ings ‘0 t

shock absorbers for the Saab 96 are of telescopic

y are connected by means of rubber bushed hear

he body at the top and to the rear axle at the bot-

REAR SUSPENSION, SAAB 96

1. Center bearing

2. Rear axle tube

3. Shock absorber

4. Upper spring mt

5. Rubber bumper

6. Stop strap

7. Lower spring seat

8. Body bracket

9. Side link

700—3



WHEELS

The dished wheels and wide base rims are manufactured

of pressed sheet steel and riveted or welded together to

form and integral unit.

A pierced hole in the rim accommodates the air valve,

while five pressed and countersunk holes in the wheel it-

self are intended for the wheel bolts. The hole is used

when adjusting the brakes, and when the wheels are assem-

bled this hole should be located opposite the correspond-

ing hole in the brake drum. The rim is also fitted with

three pegs to retain the hub cap. As from model 1972,

the wheels have ventilation holes with the openings against

the periphery of the wheel. This reduces the risk of get-

ting dirt on the disc brakes.

ROAD WHEEL AND HUB CAP

1. Valve hole

2. Wheel bolt hole

3. Hub cap button

4. Hub cap

A. Rim width: 4" up to and‘iitcl.‘ model 1975,

4.5 " as from model 1975

HUBS

The wheel hubs on the rear wheels also serve as brake

drums. The hubs are shaped to form an annular seal

against the back plate, thus preventing water, sand and

other foreign matter from entering the hubs and brakes.

The hubs have five threaded holes for the wheel bolts

and a guide ring for centering the wheel during the mount-

mg.

TIRES

The tires are tubeless and equipped with a balancing

mark in the form of a colored circle. The marking shows

the lighter side of the tire, and when the tire is fitted, the

mark should be by the valve. The illustration below shows

how the externally corrugated wall and bead of the tube-

less tire seals against the inside of the rim (the bead seat).

 

 
SEAL OF TIRE TRIM

As from model 1971-the tires are equipped with profile

dept indicator: this means that when the thread pattern
has worn down to a thickness of 1/16 in. (1.6 mm), un-

patterned cross bars will appear on the tread. At this

point the tire should be exchanged.

NOTE! Avoid fitting of tires of different type or make,

or tires that are remarkably different worn, on the same

axle.
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NOTE

EPLAcEMENT OF COIL SPRINGS AND RUBBE If the upper rubber bumper cannot be removed be-
RuMpERS R cause the bolt has rusted on, the spring can be taken
B out by cutting off the lower bumper, thereby allow-

All four wheels are fitted with coil springs. The front and :ogrtthi control arm to drop down towards the SUP‘

rear Springs must on no account be confused as the rear p ates.

ones are shorter and much softer than the front ones. On

later models, front coil springs of a new type are intro-

duced- This springs are somewhat longer and harder than

the springs previously used. The new ones are color-

marked, see group O, and may under no circumstances be
installed together with springs of other design. The springs
should always be changed in pairs.

Two alternative methods are described below.

Alternative is removal and installation of the front coil

springs using spring clamp 78 40 820 and spring compres-
sion tool 78 40 812.

Alternative 2 is removal and installation of the front coil

springs using spring scissors 89 95 060 (also designed for
Saab 99 up to and incl. model 1972) and spring cups

78 61 248.

cOIL-SPRING SUSPENSION, FRONT

9° Remove the shock absorber.

Compress the spring with the aid of the spring clamp.
tool 78 40 820.

P

Removal, alternative 1

1. Jack up the front part of the car and remove the

wheel.

2. Insert a suitable gripping tool (a Polygrip or the like)

in the spring and unscrew the rubber buffer from the

rubber bumper, allowing it to drop down inside the

spring.

REMOVAL OF FRONT COIL SPRING

Tool 78 40 820

WARNING

Unconditionally, the spring clamp must be fitted

with the retainers fitted in the way shown by the

fig.

5. Back off and remove the two bolts holding the ban

FRON T SPRlNG SEAT AND RUBBER BUMPER
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joint to the upper control arm. Remove the lower

spring seat.

REMOVAL OF UPPER BALL JOINT AND LOWER SPRING

SEAT

5” Remove the compressed spring.

Carefully examine the rubber sealing ring in the upper

spring seat and fit a new one if necessary.

8. Examine the two rubber buffers under the upper con-

trol arm which form the rebound travel limit, and fit

new ones if necessary.

\I

Installation, alternative 1

l. Compress the coil spring with the spring compressor,

tool 78 40 812.

SPRING COMPRESSOR, TOOL 78 40 812, WITH AND

WITHOUT SPRING

731—2

2. Apply the spring clamp, tool 78 40 820 to the Spring

and withdraw the spring from the compressor.

3. Check that the rubber sealing ring and metal washer

are fitted in the upper spring seat and that the rubber

buffers are mounted under the upper control arm,

4_ Place the spring against its upper seat, at the same

time inserting the previously removed upper bumper

in the spring.

5. Locate the lower spring seat between the spring and

the control arm and refit the ball joint.

6. Back off the spring clamp screws successively until

this tool can be removed.

Screw on the upper rubber bumper.

Refit the shock absorber.

Refit the wheel and lower the car to the floor.
599°.“

Removal, alternative 2

1. Jack and block up the front of the car. Remove the

wheel. Remove the shock absorber on the right side.

2. Fit spring cups 78 61 248 as close to the ends of the

springs as possible as follows:

Left side: Fit the upper spring cup diagonally out-

wards—backwards and the lower cup diagonally in-

wards—frontwards. The spring scissors should be ap-

plied diagonally outwards—backwards.

THE POSITION OF THE SPRING SCISSORS AND THE SPRING

CUPS ON THE LEFT SIDE

Right side: Fit the upper spring cup diagonally in-

wards—backwards and the lower diagonally OUT'

wards—frontwards. The spring scissors should be ap‘
plied diagonally outwards—frontwards.
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Installation, alternative 2

1. Place the spring in the tool as shown in the pictures

below and compress the spring. Avoid tighteniIIQ With

a nut runner. The shanks of the spring scissors should

not be brought together completely.

THE POSITION OF THE SPRING SCISSORS AND THE SPRING

cUPS ON THE RIGHT SIDE

CAUTION

Under no circumstances may the spring cups be

simultaneously turned towards the spring scissors.

Otherwise the spring may bend out and spring loose THE POSITION OF THE SPRING IN THE TOOL ON THE

from the tool. LE FT SIDE

Sula

3. Compress the spring. Avoid tightening with the nut

runner. The shanks of the spring scissors should not

be brought together completely.

4. Remove the lower spring seat to facilitate removal

and fitting of the spring.

5. Remove the spring.

6. Check and, if necessary, replace the rubber spacer on

the upper spring support.

7. Check the two rubber buffers under the upper control

arm, which limit the downward movement of the con-

trol arm, and replace them if necessary.

suits

THE POSITION OF THE SPRING IN THE TOOL ON THE

RIGHT SIDE

2. Check that the rubber spacer and the washer for the

upper spring seat and the rubber buffers under the

upper control arm have been fitted.

Put the compressed spring into place.

Fit the lower spring seat and the ball joint to the con-

trol arm.

5. Release the spring scissors and make sure that the

spring assumes the proper position. The lower end of

the spring coil should butt up against the stop in the

spring support.

Fit the shock absorber on the right side.

Mount the wheel and lower the car.

99°

NP’
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c0IL-SPRING SUSPENSION, REAR
AcEMENT OF REAR COIL SPRINGS AND/0RLREP R BUMPERS

RUBBE

Removal

Jack up one side of the car, applying the jack underI the rear end of the sill.

Remove the rear wheel.

Unfasten the stop strap at its rear bracket and allow

the axle to fall down, thus enabling the Spring to be

removed without the use of tools. On the Saab 95

first remove the shock absorber link,

If the rubber buffer needs changing, Unscrew it with

a suitable pair Of pliers, gr ipping the steel washer at

the thick end.

  

   
HIM"

l

C

REAR COIL SPRING SEATS AND RUBBER BUMPERS

5‘ Ch°¢k the condition of the stop strap to see if a new

One is required.

Reassembly

1. If the rubber buffer has been removed, screw 3 new

one in place.

2. Refit the spring.

Fit the spring with the unground end facing down-

wards and turn until it is correctly located in the lower

spring seat.
3. If the stop strap has been removed, fix a new one to

the front bracket, bearing in mind that the end should

Project 0.6 in. (15 mm) beyond the bracket.

FITTING THE REAR AXLE STOP STRAPS

A = 0.6 in. (15 mm)

4. Refit the wheel and lower the car.

5. Secure the stop strap at the rear end, again bearing in

mind that the end of the strap should project 0.6 in.

(15 mm) beyond the bracket.

STOP STRAP

Replacement

When fitting a new rear axle stop strap, make sure that

the ends project 0.6 in. (15 mm) beyond the brackets.

739.4



REAR AXLE

Removal

Remove the rear seat and back cushions.

2. Jack up the rear part of the car and remove the

wheels.

3. Disconnect the exhaust pipe and rear muffler from

the floor and wheel house.

4. Disconnect the brake hoses from the body.

5. Unscrew the rear brackets for the stop straps and

remove the coil springs, which can be done with-

out the use of tools.

6. Hand the axle up provisionally in the stop straps.

7. Disconnect the shock absorbers. On the Saab 95,

unfasten at the rear axle. On the Saab 96, discon-

nect at the upper connection.

8. Detach the brake cable clamps from the shaft and

the wire connections from the rear brake levers.

9. Disconnect the rear axle bearing from the body.

I l NUTS FOR SIDE STAY BODY BRACKET UNDER THE REAR| l l SEAT

ll. Unfasten the stop straps again and remove the entire

rear axle assembly.

 

Installation

Clean all parts thoroughly and, after a careful check, re-

new all worn or damaged parts. installation is carried out

in the reverse order to removal. Bear in mind, however,

that the rubber bushed bearings must be fitted in such a

way that no stresses are incurred when the car is resting

on the wheels, Le. such bearings must not be tightened

at the axle and body brackets until the car has been low-

ered to the floor and is unladen.

DISCONNECTING THE REAR AXLE cENTER BEARING The ends of the stop straps should project 0.6 in. (15 mm)

BRACKET beyond the brackets.

NOTE

10. Unfasten the side link body brackets. The nuts are 1. Take pains to protect the rubber bushings against

accessible from inside the 03" under the rear seat contact with rubber solvents such as grease, gaso-

cushion. line, etc.

. if a rubber bushing has rusted on, it must be re-

jected, but great care must be taken when remov-

ing it to avoid damage to shafts and stays. After

removal of the bushing, clean the bearing surfaces

with very fine emery cloth.

Elastic retaining nuts which have lost their grip

after repeated backing off and retightening must

be rejected and replaced by new ones.
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Center bearing

If the bushing in the center bearing is to be changed, the

entire rear axle assembly should be removed. It is, how-

ever. possible to change the bushing while the axle re-

mains in place.

Re lacement of bushin without removin the rear axle

1, Jack up the rear part of the car.

2. Disconnect the brackets for the rear muffler and

exhaust pipe from the wheel house and floor re-

spectively.

3. Back off and remove the bolt through the center

bearing.

4, Pull the rear axle down and place an assembly bar

across the tunnel between the body and the axle

on either side of the center bearing.

5, Remove the rubber bushing with tool 78 40 739.

EXTRACTION AND INSERTION OF CENTER BEARING

RUBBER BUSHING WITHOUT REMOVING THE REAR

AXLE ASSEMBLY

Tool 78 40 739

6. Drive a new bushing in, using the same tool. Locate

the bushing in the center of the bearing.

7. Refit the center bearing, but do not tighten the

nut until after the car has been lowered.

8. Refit the rear muffler and exhaust pipe to their

brackets on the wheel house and floor respectively.

9. Lower the car.

10. Tighten the nut on the rear axle center bearing bolt.

Replacement of bushing on a removed rear axle
Change the bushing with the same tools and in the same
manner as described above.

‘Ian ..



SIDE LINKS

Replacement of rubber bushings

1. Disconnect the links from the brackets on the rear

axle.

2. Detach the body brackets from the links.

3. The bushings are best removed by gently heating the

link bearing sleeves with a burner flame or other suit-

able source of heat, whereupon the bushings may be

eased off with tool 78 40 762,a special tool which is

also used to fit the new bushings.

PRESSING IN RUBBER BUSHINGS

Tool 78 40 762

4. Refit the body brackets to the links, noting that the)

angle between the link and the bracket should be 4

when the bushing has been tightened.

5 Refit the links to the rear axle but do not tighten the

nuts These nuts must never be tightened until the car

is resting on the wheels. Insert the bolts from the out.

side towards the center bearing.

Lower the car, and tighten the nuts on the side link

rear bearing brackets. . .

Check the elastic retaining nuts for fatigue, and fit

new ones if necessary.

CORRECT ANGLE BETWEEN SIDE LINK AND BODY

BRACKET

100 A Fan 077
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NOTE
HAL .GENE Before reassembling, provide new rubber items in

mace of any defective ones.
hen a shock absorber ' '

‘ _ . ‘ 'IS to be refitted, be sure to

ones fitted. ThIS Is a matter of the utmost ImpOrtance, use genuine rubber bushings at the upper and

since the $590k absorber? have a pronounced effect on lower seats, as the use Of wrong parts may give rise

the roadabllltY and steering qualities of the car. to noise. Before a shock absorber is fitted, any air

In It must be expelled. To do this, hold the shock

absorber in the same position as it has on the car

and pump it up and down several full strokes. Now
FRONT SHOCK ABSORBERS fit the shock absorber to the car immediately — if

't is Put down, air may re-enter its valve system.

Defective shock absorbers must be rejected, and new

Removal

1. Jack up the car and remove the wheel.

2_ Remove the shock absorbers, collecting the washers

and rubber items.

Reassembly

1. Put on the rubber bushings and washers. Refit the

shock absorber on the car. Smear the pin threads with

grease before screwing on the nuts. Tighten the nuts

hard.

2. Refit the wheel and lower the car.

S2963

FRONT SHOCK ABSORBE RS AND CONNECTING PARTS

1. Nut

2- Swing washer

3. Washer

4- Rubber bushing

aging 761-1



REAR SHOCK ABSORBER, SAAB 95

REAR SHOCK ABSORBER, SAAB 95

Removal

1. Jack up the car and remove the wheel.

2. Disconnect the shock absorber from the body and

the rear axle.

3. Remove the shock absorber, collecting the washers

and rubber items.

Reassembly

Fit new rubber items in place of any defective ones. Al-

ways use genuine replacement parts. Refit the shock ab-

sorber and its connecting parts, smear the pin threads

with grease and tighten the nuts hard. The connecting

parts belonging to the shock absorber are shown in the

figure below.

Topping up shock absorbers

The rear shock absorbers on the Saab 95 must be in-

spected every 12 000 miles (20 000 km) and topped up

as necessary with shock absorber fluid of good quality.

761 -2

REAR SHOCK ABSORBER WITH CONNECTING PARTS, SAAB 95

1. Bracket

2. Shock absorber

3. Shock absorber link

4. Rubber bushing

5. Washer

6. Lock washer

7. Nut

8. Spacer tube
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2

3. Remove the shock absorber, collecting the Washers

_ Jack UP

the car and remove the Wheel

_ Disconnect the shock absorber from its Upper and

lower brackets.

and rubber items.

Reass9111ny

Install rubb
e .

er. M r bUSh'n

necti

fla ng

er is

aka sure that th:5 and waSherf- Fit the shock absorb-

On are Correcu rubber bushings in the upper Con.

e into the holeY located, then ease the upper bushing

properly center; the body 50 that the shock absorb-
Spect may “ism: in . In the hole. Negligence in this re-

grease befOre n 058' Smear the pin threads with
screwmg on the nuts. Tighten the nuts hard.

REAR SHOCK ABSORBER AND CONNECTING P

1. Nuts

2. Washer

3. Rubber bushings

4. Washer

5. Spring washer

ARTS. SAAB 96



STABILIZER

REPLACEMENT 2'

1 Jack up the front part of the car and remove both

front wheels. 3

2 Remove the stabilizer bar by disconnecting its mount

mg brackets from the body. The nuts are accessible 4'

from inside the engine compartment. Detach the bar

from both body, and bearings and brackets, then re-

move the bar towards the right. 5'

Pass the new stabilizer bar in from the right and se-

cure it to the body with its bearings.

4. Refit the two end bearings to the control arms. 6'

S. Refit the wheels and lower the car.

7.

8.
REPLACEMENT OF RUBBER BUSHINGS 9-

10.
If renewal of the rubber bushings on the stabilizer bar is

called for, this is best done without removing the bar it-

self from the car.

11.

5

STABILIZER BAR AND BEARINGS

1. Bracket, control arm

2. Rubber bushing

3. Rubber bushing

4. Bracket, body

5. Stabilizer bar

762—-1 SAAB

Jack up the front part of the car and remove both

front wheels. ‘

Back off and remove the two bolts on either side

that hold the ball joints and stabilizer bar brackets

to the lower control arm.

Detach the stabilizer bar brackets from the control

arms.

Turn the stabilizer bar downwards and remove its

two end bearings, in which the rubber bushings are

pressed. . ‘
Back off the nuts and remove one stabilizer bar

mounting bracket from the body. These nuts are

accessible from inside the engine compartment.

Fit a new bushing in the mounting bracket and re-

fit the bracket.

Repeat the procedure according to points 5 and 6

above with the opposite mounting bracket.

Fit new rubber bushings in both end bearings.

Refit the two end bearings on the stabilizer bar.

Reconnect the stabilizer bar end bearings and ban

joints to the lower control arms and tighten up the

bolts. Do not forget the stiffener on the rear of the

control arm.

Refit the wheels and lower the car.
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FITTING oF WHEELS

From the viewpoints of comfort and safety, it is impor—

t ant that the wheels be fitted correctly. The following

procedure is recommended:

Check the taper and threads of the bolts. Bolts which

stick or which are worn should be replaced.

Mount the wheel on the hub and tighten the bolts suffi-

ciently to centre the wheel.

I.

3_ Tighten the bolts to a torque of 79—98 Nm (8—10 kpm)

NB.

Pneumatic nut tighteners may be used only in com.

bination with a torque sleeve. Bolts which have been

overtightened can damage the wheel and make it im-

possible for the motorist to remove them in the event
of a puncture.

ADJUSTING AND REPAIRING

Wheels may be damaged in collisions or if the car runs

off the road or is driven on underinflated tires. As the

tubeless tires seal direct against the wheel rims, air will

leak out if the rim is deformed or otherwise damaged. If

a leak occurs due to rim deformation, the tire should be

taken off so that the wheel can be inspected and adjusted

if necessary. If the rim is rusty at the bead seating, the

rust must be removed; this can suitably be done with a

steel brush or a pad of steel wool. If rust has pitted the

rim, 3 file should be used. Any minor pits remaining af-

ter adjustment should be coated with thick rubber solu-

tion; the tire is then coated in the same way and mounted

on the wheel before the solution dries.

NOTE

Check before mounting the tire that the rim is not

out-of-round or out-of-true.

O
.

tJeznc‘t’L'eeslr‘journaled rotating rim, the difference be-
illustration)lg est and lowest point measured at A (see
Model 1976 :last not exceed 0.059 in. (1.5 mm), as from

illustration) h. 47 in.(1.2 mm). The side throw 8 (see
must not ex s ould be measured in the same way and

0047 in H czeed 0-059 In. (1.5 mm), as from model 1976
- - mm).

mzasgfe measurements are made, the rim should be
Special a In the usual way, either on a wheel hub or in apparatus, so that the rim can be rotated.

BOA

   
S 1761

MEASUREMENT POINTS ON THE WHEEL RIM
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TI R ES

MAINTENANCE

The working life of a tire depends very much on the care
it receives and the conditions under which it has to work.

Some of the factors affecting tire wear are listed below.

1. Inflation pressure. It is important to maintain the cor-

rect inflation pressure and to adjust the pressure ac-

cording to load. For correct tire pressures, see group 0.

Correct Overinflated Underinflated

TREAD CONTACT WITH ROADWAY

2. Wheel balancing is necessary to avoid vibration and

consequent wear. Wheels must be balanced both stati-

cally and dynamically.

772-1

3. Wheel alignment. Faulty alignment of the wheels can

cause heavy wear on the tires.

4. Speed. Tire mileage diminishes sharply with rising

speed, mainly due to the greater friction heat gener.
ated.

5. Engine power. Powerful engines give rapid accelera-

tion and high speed, which in turn demand powerful

brakes. This contributes to faster wear on the tires.

6. Road surface. Dry roads offering a good grip fOr the

tires cause a great deal of wear.

7. Manner of driving. The temperament of the driver may

weigh more heavily than any other factor. If the accel-

eration and braking resources of the car are regularly

utilized to the limit, this will quickly wear down the

tires.

A statically balanced wheel should be able to come to

rest in any position when suspended and free to rotate.

A dynamically balanced wheel should rotate in a plane

perpendicular to the axis of rotation, Le. it should have

no tendency to skew during rotation.

The balancing operation should not be performed on new

wheels, but only after some 600—900 miles (1 000—1 500

km) motoring; this is to give the tire time to "shake down"

on the rim.

Wheels need rebalancing after long mileage because tire

wear alters the distribution of weight.

NOTE

When a wheel spinner is used, the speedometer read-

ing must not exceed 40 mph (70 km/h).
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HUBS

GENERAL

W we 3'1] brake drum on the rear wheels are made as

an mtegfa casting. while the front wheels feature a spe

at .

NW sioerabie mileage. especially if lubrication has

not been satisfactory, the wheel bearings may become

and play will develop. Since this has a highly deteri-

mental effect on the steering characteristics, the bearings

M be M.Bearing play is easily checked if the

cl is jacked up. Hold the wheel at top and bottom and

W to ME it: this will immediately reveal any un-

mud play. If the play. measured at the edge of the rim,

needs 0.08 in l2 mm). the bearing must be changed. 00

In mm the bearings to blows under any circumstances,

mam treatment could easily damage thern.ln addi-

tion to the tools mentioned in the instructions, an arbor

mail! be needed for removal and installation of wheel
m

mom WHEEL HUB

1.00th

2.0-stlonm

am

LHuo

intruder:

"h 1977

FRONT WHEEL HUB

L: :S‘Sheel hub is splined to the outer drive shaft
slid‘ r by meansvofa castle nut and cotter pin. Themg surface on the insude of the hub must be well pro-

WW against scratches and blow marks when the hub is

$2?an mu“ seal properly against the shaft seal, and
Edge towards the end face must also be pro-

:Cted. "‘the sliding surface is scratched or otherwise
"I898d It must be trimmed and polished. This job

m” be done in a lathe, but great pains must be taken

‘9 “Nd alilwreciable reduction of the diameter of the
sliding surf”.
Due attention of these precautionary measures is of the

mm‘ Importance, as neglect in this respect results in
rapid War Of the shaft seal: grease from the ball bearings

may enter the wheel hub and be carried to the brake

drum where it will ruin the brake linings, instructions for

replacement of front wheel bearings and seal are given in

group 6.

(l’  

I

ll

 

if! D»)

W1:
  

6. Shah sod

7. Nut

8. Ball baring

9. wag knuckle housing

10. Still“! “"9
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REAR WHEEL HUB

Ball bearings are fitted in the rear wheel hubs. These, to-

gether with the shaft seal, accompany the hub when it is

removed.

ill-ll

REAR WHEEL HUB
S 2495
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REMUV’“

1. Before starting work, make sure that the car is thor-

oughly deemed under the fenders. Scrape off all dirt

that might loosen and enter the bearings.

2' RemOVe the hub cap and back off the wheel bolts.

3. When the rear hub is involved, remove the dust cap

followed by the cotter pin, the castle nut and the

washer.

4, Jack up the front or rear part of the car, as appropri.

ate .

5. Take off the wheel.

6' H dealing With the rear Wheel hub, check that the

handbrake is released and back off the brake adjust-

ing bolts. Remove the brake housing and hang it on

the wheel housing in such a way that the brake hose

not be damaged. Remove the cotter pin, crown nut

and washer. Apply the hub puller — and secure it with

the ordinary wheels bolts.

HUB FULLER, 78 40 028

7. Pull Off the hub.

8. Prevent sand and other foreign matter from ante

the hub seals and bearings by 0°“er these items

over with clean clothes.

ring

om

INSTALLATION

Clean the hub thoroughly and make sure that there is no
dirt in the shaft seal.

1- Bafore installing, grease the tongue and sliding surface

of the shaft seal.

Fit the hub on the shaft. Put on the washer and tight-

en the castle nut using a torque of 180 Nm (130 ft.-|b.,

18 kpm) for the front hub and 90 Nm (68 ft.-lb., 9.0

kW“) for the rear hub, on front wheel hubs: refit the

brake housing.

. Secure the castle nut with the cotter pin. Refit the

wheel and the hub cap.

REPLACEMENT OF BALL BEARING IN REAR WHEEL
HUB

Changing the front wheel bearings, see group 6.

REMOVAL

Before starting work, make sure that the car is thoroughly

cleaned under the fenders. Scrape off all dirt that might

loosen and enter the bearings.

1. Jack up the car and remove the wheel.

2. Remove the dust cap, using a screwdriver.

Remove the cotter pin, castle nut and washer.

Check that the handbrake is fully released.

Pull off the brake drum, using puller 78 40 028.

Remove the shaft seal and the circlip.

From outside the brake drum, press out both bearings.

$9391.59)
INSTALLATION

Clean all the components thoroughly, and provide new

parts in place of any worn or damaged ones. Fit 3 new

shaft seal.

774~3
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COMPONENTS OF REAR WHEEL BEARINGS

1. Brake drum

2. Outer bearing

3. Spacer sleeve

4. Inner bearing

5. Lock ring

6. Sealing ring

‘i. Pack the ball bearings with Saab Special Chassis

Grease. See section 120, "Lubrication".

2. Press in the small bearing 0.5 in. (12 mm) from the

edge, using tool 78 40 333.

H.
_llll
M

t.

  
 

  

PRESSING IN THE SMALL BEARING

Tool 78 40 333

774_4 m

3. Turn the hub over and fill the brake drum with

enough Saab Special Chassis Grease to occupy

about half the space between the bearings. Note!

If too much grease is applied, it may ooze out and

ruin the brake linings. . .

4. Insert the spacer sleeve and press in the big bearing,

using tool 78 40 325.

I

tunnel
HI" .—
Iii-[é

    

     
    

PRESSING IN THE BIG BEARING

Tool 78 40 325

5. Refit the circlip.

NOTE

The circlip is of a special type and must always be

mounted as shown in the figure.

6. Fit a new shaft seal.

7. Check that the axle stub sliding surface for the seal

is flawless. If damaged, adjust it and polish with a

very fine emery cloth. Grease the sliding surface

with Saab Special Chassis Grease.

8. Refit the brake drum and tighten the castle nut

with a torque of 90 Nm (65 ft.-lb., 9 kpm). Secure

with the cotter pin.

9. Refit the dust cap, using tool 78 40 366.

10. Refit the wheel and lower the car.
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GENERAL

at has a b0dy of unit construction. Fenders, doors

and luggage compartment lid are removable. The

composed of a relatively small number of pressed

ts which are joined together by spot welded Or

ed overlapping seams. In addition, all vital junc.

tions are solid welded.

The Saab 95 differs from the Saab 96 in that the rear end

and the roof are different.

The roof panel is a single pressed steel part, extending

from the dash panel to the leading edge of the luggage

compartment lid. Pressed reinforcement frames are fitted
round the windshield and rear window. Tubular reinfor-

cement is provided in the windshield pillars, while steel-

section roof rails add rigidity to the sides of the roof.

The cowl section of the roof panel terminates in front of

the windshield with a vertical reinforcement panel which,

together with the dash panel and the windshield reinfor-

cement frame, forms a closed compartment. The space

thus enclosed serves as a collecting chamber for ventila-

tion air, which flows in through the opening in the upper

side of the chamber and which can be admitted to the car

either through a flap on the right hand side of the dash

panel or through the fresh-air heater.

The floor consists of a single smooth panel, with longi-

tudinal channels affording the necessary stiffening. At the

sides, rigidity is provided by the sills, to which the jack

supports are welded. At the front, the center floor adjoins

the dash panel, and at the rear the rear axle tunnel. The

engine compartment floor pan is joined to the center

floor at the dash panel, and the luggage compartment

floor pan behind the rear axle tunnel.

The wheel house walls are of pressed steel, channeled for

reinforcement. The two front wheel houses are pierced

for the control arms and tie-rods, as well as to allow eva-

cuation of the current of air passing through the radiator.

Some of the air outlets are fitted with gills. The brackets

for the front control arms are welded to the inside of the

wheel house walls and to the engine compartment floor.

One of the rear wheel house walls is pierced for the fuel

filler pipe, the other being fitted with a bracket for fitting

the rear muffler. The upper spring seats and shock absorb-

er brackets are welded to the wheel houses at both front

and rear.

The luggage compartment of the Saab 96 comprises the

rear most part of the body and is limited at the front end

by the removable back cushion of the rear seat. The com-

Partment floor consists of a sheet of plywood, divided in-

t° “"0 Darts, under which the fuel tank and spare wheel

are housed. The luggage compartment lid is carried on

tvvo hinges and fitted with a counterbalanced check de-
me.

The c

hood
boin
steei par

BODY INSULATION

Passenger and rear compartments are internally inSUIated
with waffle pattern paperboard.

A layer of insulation compound has also been sprayed on

the underside of the body assembly and inside the wheel

houses. This compound affords protection 393i"St flying

stones and corrosion, besides having certain sound absorb-
mg properties. When cleaning the car, never scrape the in-

side of the wheel houses.

BODY FITMENTS

The interior fitments of the car comprise chairs and seats

and door and side linings retained by quick-release spring

clips, headlining and mats.

The headlining in the Saab 95 is stretched on pianowire

bows and retained by wire spirals in the roof rails. Because

of the simplicity of the retaining devices, all parts are easy

to remove. Saab 96 is equipped with a headlining that is

wrapped round the upper edges of the frames for the wind-

shield-, side- and rear window frames fastened with tape

carrying adhesive on both sides.

The door linings are retained with quick-release spring

clips at the lower and rear edges. At the leading edge, the

trimming is secured by a U-shaped bar, while at the upper

edge there is a protective strip, also secured with quick-

release springs.





BODY ASSEMBLY
dent that correction by beating or realigning is not suit-

eENER AL able should be replaced by new ones. In many cases, even
minor damage may be more quickly and cheaply repaired.

and with better results, if the affected parts are replaced

Any parts of the body assembly that have been so seri- rather than repaired

ousjy damaged as the result of a collision or other acci.

BODY ASSEMBLY COMPONENTS AVAILABLE AS SPARE PARTS

1. Roof sheet, water channel 7. Rear pillar

2. Windshield frame 8. Floor sheet, rear floor

3. Front wheelhouse 9. Rear part

4. Sill 10. External valance, lower

5. Rear wheel house 11. External valance, complete

6. Front floor 12. Front sheet
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ALIGNMENT JIG FOR ACCIDENT DAMAGED BODIES

An alignment jig with trueing-up tools and accessories to

fit both Saab 95/96 and Saab 99 cars has been designed

to facilitate the repair of car bodies damaged in road ac-

cidents. There are two types of aligning jigs, one earlier

version and one later and more up-to-date version.

Alignment jig, earlier version

The alignment jig consists of a rigidly constructed frame

with plane surfaces containing a series of precision drilled

holes. Fixtures for accurate location of body parts can be

screwed into these holes. Special checking fixtures are

also provided; these are placed on top of the locating fix-

tures. When the car is set up on the alignment jig, it is

possible with the help of the checking fixtures to measure

any deformation of the chassis attachment points with-

out having to remove parts of the chassis.

The alignment jig is provided with a pair of wheels to

make it mobile. it need not be secured to the floor, but

when in use it should be placed on a level surface with

the wheels removed.

ALIGNMENT JIG, EARLIER VERSION

810-2

Draw aligner, earlier verSIon

The draw aligner is used to straighten out deforrrnzd

portions of the car body. It con5ists of a lever w IC is
secured at the bottom by a chain to two of the legs of

the alignment jig. A hydraulic pressure cylinders. at-

tached to the middle of the lever, and a draw 0 ainl IS at-

tached to the top. This arrangement makes the ma com-

pact and easily portable, and also allows the direjction of

pull to be varied within very Wide limits. The raw

aligner doesn't need to be anchored to the floor.

Before the trueing-up tool is used it is mounted on the

alignment jig in the following manner:

DRAW ALIGNER, EARLIER VERSION

1. Draw chain

2. Anchor chain

3. Pressure cylinder

4. Lever

5. Pressure beam

6. Hand pump

1. Select the desired direction of pull, first laterally by

positioning the draw aligner accordingly, and then

vertically by attaching the draw chain at a suitable

height on the lever.
2. Secure the draw aligner to the alignment jig by

fastening both ends of the anchor chain to two of the

legs of the jig in such a way that tension will be ap-

plied to both halves of the chain.

3. Place the pressure cylinder against the pressure beam

and alignment jig, first locating it laterally with re-

spect to the jig so that the cylinder comes just about

vertically below the draw chain. Then adjust the verti-
cal position of the cylinder on the lever so that the

lines of the draw chain and pressure cylinder, if ex-

3&- 1°77



tended! will intersect at the same point on the floor

or will be almost parallel.

4' Adjust chain lengths as necessary, prize apart the

quick-release extension of the pressure cylinder, and
wrap the safety chain one turn around the beam of

the alignment jig.

Application of draw aligner, earlier version, principle

The draw chain and hydraulic cylinder must be placed so

that the extended lines drawn through them intersect at

the same mint on the floor or are nearly parallel. There

are then no free forces tending to lift the tool or the
alignment jig.

$4212

APPLICATION OF DRAW ALIGNER

Hoisting gear, etc. for alignment jig, earlier version

Before the alignment jig can be used, the car body or

complete car must be lifted on to it. The best method is

to use a fork lift trolley or overhead traveling crane. If

these are not available, the job can be done with a high

lift garage jack and a mobile collapsible trestle set con-

sisting of four legs on wheels and two cross-pieces. The

trestles can also be used for assembly and disassembly

work on chassis, etc. and for blocking up and moving

cars with the wheels off.

The procedure for mounting the car body on the jig is

as follows:

Place the cross piece on the jack and then push the latter

under the car from the side at the rear edge of the tresh-

old. Raise the rear of the car so that the legs can be fitted

to the cross piece. Then repeat the same procedure at the

front. The car can then be maneuvered over the jig with

the trestle legs straddling the jig and lowered into posi-

tion with the jack.

Asuitable bench or platform about 1 1/2—2 ft. (450—
600 Mm) high should be available for work on the roof

Of the car or upper parts of the body.



stors and can be secured at any PUIIH. .WW

secured to the jig by means of a

king pin. It is of the utmost im-

be locked securely during Opera.

Alignment jig, later version mounted on ca H i
the frame of the Jlg. It IS

forked bracket and a Ioc
The alignment jig of the later version has the same clamp .

portance that this always
sets as the earlier jig, but is lower, providing a more favor- .

able working height and simplifying mounting. The draw tion of the draw aligner.

aligner is secured directly to the jig, which makes it easier

to work with.

The jig is mounted on four castors and is designed to stand

on these even during the aligning work.

I M sun

ALIGNMENT JIG. LATER VERSION DRAW ALIGNER, LATER VERSION

Draw aligner, later version

The Caroliner draw aligner, in a version designed specially

for this alignment jig, is equipped with a hydraulic cylind-

er which can apply a load of ten tons. The draw aligner is

 WM. 7 " , . LL .* a:

DRAW ALIGNER, LATER VERSION

011‘ A



SIDE MOUNTING FOR USE WITH A 4-TON HYDRAULIC

CYLINDER

,(Jssm

ngIEDMOUNT'NG USED FOR APPLICATlON OF DOW

ESTENSION PIECE MOUNTED TO DRAW-ALIGNER ARM

R THE APPLICATION OF LOADS AT ROOF HEIGHT

\% .__

seam

ALIGNMENT JIG WITH EQUIPMENT

1. Alignment jig, later design

2. Wheels

3. Side support

4. Draw aligner

5. Extension

6. Support set, Saab 99 (also for alignment jig of earlier design)

7. Support set, Saab 95 L, 96 L (also for alignment jig of earlier

design)

NWARD



- - - " and draw aligner

Mounting the car in the jig Descriptlon Of alignment "9

The Simplest method of mounting the car in the jig is to A description Of the alignmen 9

use a srde car liftin re ‘ - draw aligner IS available and can .9 mp With one or two pillars. Scania in Nykoping under the ordering number 101733.

MOUNTING THE CAR IN THE JIG

The car can also be mounted in the jig by hoising it onto

high trestles by means of a high-lift jack, and then rolling

the jig in under the car. A side lifting ramp should then

be used to lift the car onto the jig mountings.

LIFT WITH TRESTLES AND JACK

eta—e M



CHECKING BODY DIMENSIONS

If any part of the body has had to be r d_°0r openings and thenIEWed or straight- Sm" and power u - e IlttaChmem points 0f the suspen-nit. Diagonal measurements should also

ened. it is important to ch eck the measurements of the be made to ch

metrY after re:::st hat there is n° reSIdua' Skew Or asym-
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Body measurements, Saab 95

mn—
“ Underside of sill

84.17 10.08 213812

13.66 1 0.04 347 1

1.50 10.02 3810.5

3.33 10.06 84.5 11.5

8.27 10.04 210 11

3.90 10.02 99 1 0.5

9.82 10.06 249.5 11.5

3.94 10.02 100 10.5

19.09 1 0.06 485 11.5

90.31 10.12 2294 13

30.87 10.12 78413

28.74 1 0.08 730 1 2

12.87 1 0.12 327 1 3 To leading edge of pil-

lar reinforcement tube

 

 
14.37 10.12 36513

5.47 10.12 13913

9.33 10.04 237 11 To middle of center

bearing
2.09 10.12 53 1 3 To middle of center

bearing
1.18 10.02 3310.5

52.95 10.16 134514

6.34 10.16 16114 VIEW C-C

27.80 10.12 70613

41.34 10.12 1050 1 3 To leading edge of pil-

lar reinforcement tube

5 1485

47.52 10.16 1207 14

402810.16 102314

90° 90°

54.21 10.20 1377 1 5 Tongue of dash panel,

elev. A and plan C—C

49.45 1 0.12 1256 i 3 Measured parallel to

wheelhouse. See C—C

16.54 1 0.08 420 1 2

0.98 1 0.08 25 1 2

42.68 10.08 1084 1 2 See elev. A and plan

C—0 and plan G—G

28.74 1 0.08 730 1 2 See plan C-C and

H—H

10.67 10.12 27113

29.92 1 0.08 760 1 2

25.31 10.12 64313

26.10 10.08 663 1 2 VIEW 15—5

39.61 10.12 1006 1 3 To upper edge of pil-

ler

 
59.21 10.16 150414

26.24 1 0.08 666.5 1 2 Holes for engine sus-

pension pads

17.71 10.04 450 11

VIEW F—F
S I"
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84.17 1’ 0.08

13.66 1 0.04

1.50 1 0.02

3.33 1 0.06

8.27 1 0.04

3.90 1 0.02

9.82 1 0.06

3.94 1 0.02

19.09 1 0.06

90.31 1 0.12

30.87 1 0.12

28.74 1 0.08

12.87 1 0.12

14.37 1 0.12

5.47 1 0.12

9.33 1 0.04

 

2.09 1 0.12

1.18 10.02

45.71 10.16

7.99 10.16

27.80 10.12

41.34 10.12

47.52 1 0.16

40.28 1 0.16

900

54.21 1 0.20

49.45 1 0.12

16.54 1 0.08

0.98 10.08

42.68 1 0.08

28.74 1 0.08

10.67 1 0.12

29.92 10.08

25.31 1 0.12

26.10 1 0.08

39.61 1 0.12

   
  

59.21 1 0.1 6

26.24 1 0.08

  17.71 1 0.04

  
 
 

Body measurements, Saab 96

213812

347 11

3810.5

84.51 1.5

210 11

99 10.5

249.5 11.5

100 10.5

48511.5

229413

78413

730 12

327 13

  

  
  
  
  
  
  

  
  
  
  

36513

13913

23711

5313

3010.5

116114

20314

70613

105013

  

  
 

1207 14

102314

900

1377 15

1256 13

  
 
 

42012

2512

108412

   

   
73012

  

  
27113

76012

64313

66312

100613  

1504 14

666.512

45011

   
   

  

  

  
 
 

  
 
 

 

   
  

  
   

   

  
  

   
    

 

    
  
  

  
  
  
  
  
  
  
   
  
  

   
  
  
  

Underside of sill

To leading edge of pil-
lar reinforcement tube   

 

   

To middle of center

bearing
To middle of center

bearing  

   
 To leading edge of pil-

lar reinforcement tube

  
 
  

    Tongue of cowl plate
view A and C—C

Measured parallel to

wheelhouse. See C—C

  
 
  

  See view A, view C—C

and view G—G

See View C—C end

view H—H

  
  
 
 
 
  
  

  

 

To upper edge of pil-

lar   
  

  

 

Holes for englne sus-

pension pads
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HOOD

PHIL] rtNDERS

HOOD WITH ATTACHMENT COMPONENTS

Removal

instrument panel. The hood then opens half-way. To

open the hood wide, move the latch at its rear edge

forwards and lift the hood forwards.

 
’1

Ir '

_—r-“1_—
j,II‘J'l—_
-==——

—— —_
—— ——
—— ——
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HOOD CATCH

2, Remove the locking needles of the pivot pins. the:

press one of the hinge stays slightly inwards to gar

the pin. The assistant holding the hood °n the 0

side helps to lift it off.

. Open the hood with the control mechanism under the

REMOVAL OF HOOD

Installation

1. Lift up the hood and hold it upright beneath the front

panel.

2. Press the hinge stays inwards and slide the pins into

the bearings.

3. Fit locking needles, if the pins already had such ones.

4, Close the hood.

“ -‘ -1



Hood lock

e car, proceed as follows.

rille immediately under

rm to the right. The hood

Pass a screwdriver through the g

the lock and press the control a

can now be opened.

As from model 1976, a stay is intro
duced, by which the

hood be kept in the open position.

FRONT PLATE, UP TO AND INCL. MODEL 1968

To remove the front panel, back off and remove the two

screws on either side and the screws for the radiator sup-

ports and wheel housing brackets.

REMOVAL OF SCREWS, FRONT PANEL

820—2

Disconnect the hood control and the cable connections

for the headlights and direction indicators/and parking

lights.

REMOVAL OF FRONT PANEL

Headlight shells

The headlight shells are incorporated in the front panel

which is pressed in a special fashion in order to accom-

modate them. When replacing the front panel or shells,

the parts must be drilled and riveted to each other.

Grille

The grille is attached to the front panel by means of six

bolts which are screwed directly into the grille panel and

are accessible from inside the front panel.

FObr 1977
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Decor frames, headlights

Two pins in the lateral part of the decor frame are presSed

into the rubber bushings in the outer ends of the front

plate: and a selftapping screw is inserted through the 0p.

posite side of the decor frame.
At removal, loosen the self tapping screw, then pull the

frame out.

Front plate

The front plate has, at its lower part, three pins which

are attached to brackets on the front member. Between

pins and brackets, there are rubber spacers. Inside each
decor frame, there is a screw and a clamp, which retain

the front plate to the wheel housing.

At its upper edge, the front plate is attached to each fend-

er and wheel housing stay with a screw. At removal, first

loosen the decor frames, and the screws retaining the

front plate. Then loosen the hood lock control from the

dash panel and the wheel housing stay. Loosen the con-

nectors from the headlights. Move the front plate for-

ward, and lift it out of the brackets.

REMOVAL OF SCREWS, FRONT PANEL

REMOVAL OF FRONT PANEL

Installation is made in the corresponding way.

Grille

The grille consists of three parts, attached to the front

plate with self tapping screws. All the screws are within

easy reach from the front.



FRONT PLATE WITH HEADLIGHT WIPERS, AS FROM

MODEL 1971

FRONT PLATE WITH GRILL

1. Decor frame, up to and incl. model 1973 6. Fixing screw, fender

2. Rubber bushings

3. Self tapping screw, decor frame

4. Fixing screw for front plate

5. Clamp

Disasembly and installation

1. To remove the front plate first loosen the decor frames.

Loose the headlight washer hoses from the jets and the

cable connections from the headlights. Unscrew the

front plate retaining screws. Loosen the radiator stays

from the body, the radiator suspension straps and the

hood lock control wire.

2. Unscrew the lower screw for the expansion tank brack-

et a few turns and fold the bracket rearwards so that

the wiper motor goes free. Remove the cables from the

wiper motor. Note the cable connections.

3. Move the front plate forwards and lift it out of the

brackets.

Installation is made in the reverse order. See to it that

the rubber strips in the ends of the front plate are fitted

and that the plate is correctly positioned in the guides.

7. Fixing screw, wheel housing stay

8. Self tapping screws for grille plate

9. Grille, up to and incl. model 1973

10. Grille, as from model 1974

Grille

The grille consists of three parts, attached to the front.

On cars up to and incl. model 1973, the grille is divided

into three parts. As from model 1974, the grille is

moulded in plastic in one piece which also encloses the

headlights. The grille is fixed to the front sheet by means
of self tapping screws, all of which are easily accessible

from the front.

REMOVING THE GRILLE

820—4 sans



FENDERS

After considerable mileage, especially on gravel roads,

the underbOdV coating may be worn away at exposed

points: and should therefore be examined at regular in-
tervals and touched up as required. The rear fenders are

panicU'arly exposed to the effects of flying gravel and
stones.

Removal

When removing the rear left fender, plug the fuel filler

pipe with a piece of clean linen rag to prevent dirt from
entering the fuel tank during the course of the w0rk,

when the cap is removed.

1. Take off the wheel.

2. Back off and remove the fender retaining screws, start-

ing at C and D.

3. Disconnect the electrical cables as necessary, and then

back off and remove the screws at B.

4. Release and remove the fender, collecting the tad-

pole sealing bead.

DISASSEMBLY AND REASSEMBLY or FENDERs

Installation

After having treated the fender with underbodv coating

and refitted the moldings, lights and possible rubber

grommet (left rear fender), reinstall as follows:

1. Locate the fender and tadpole sealing head in 905i"

tion and insert screws B and C.

2. Align corner A and tighten screws B and C enough to

retain the fender firmly while permitting further align-

ment if necessary.

Insert the remaining screws.

4. Check the fender alignment and tighten all the screws

finally, but not so hard as to buckle the fender panel
at the tadpole sealing bead.

5. Reconnect cables, as applicable, and refit the cable

sleeves. Pass the filler pipe through the rubber grom-

met and screw on the filler cap after removing the

linen rag or similar plugging material. Tighten the

clamps, if previously slackened.
6. Cut off surplus sealing bead below the fender and re-

fit the wheel.

The clearance between the front fender and the door can

be adjusted by removing the fender and hammering the

vertical panel to which the fender is attached forwards

or rearwards as necessary.

9°



Left rear fender

As from model 1970 the fuel filler tube opening in the

left rear fender is located lower down than in earlier

models. Only the new type of rear fender is available for

replacements. A new filler tube has therefore been pro-

duced for Saab 95 up to and incl. chassis No.95.010.115,

while for other cars up to and incl. model 1969 an adapt-

er set has been made up containing parts for the new filler

tube that are needed to be able to fit fenders of the new

type to older cars. Where replacements for the old type

of fender are needed, you should order the new fender

plus the appropriate adapter set. For Saab 95 up to and

incl. chassis No. 95.010.115 order only the new filler tube.

Installation

1. Remove the old fender. Clean the wheel housing to

prevent dirt from entering the fuel tank.

2. Remove the filler tube and connecting hose. Leave

the vent tube connecting hose in place on the vent

tube of the tank.

3. Fit a plastic plug into the small vent tube of the new

filler tube. Connect the filler hose between the fuel

tank and filler tube, using the existing hose clamps.

Fit the vent tube and connecting tube.

 

CONNECTING FILLER TUBE TO FUEL TANK

1. Plastic plug

2. Hose clamp

3. Vent hose

4. Connecting tube

5. Hose clamp

6. Connecting hose

7. Hose clamp

820—6 9‘“

4 Mount the fender. Spread a string of sealant betvvelen
I the filler tube flange and the fender, and tighten e

flange and holder with the four self tapping screws.

:lg‘tl'E! Use only the old type of filler cap (With venti
lation).

CONNECTING FILLER TUBE TO HEAR FENDER

1. Sealing collar

2. Fender

3. Holder

4. Philips screw

5. Plastic plug

6. Hose clamp

7. Vent hose

En‘_ IA-—
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NOTE
DOORS Be CGII'Gful "Gt to damage the front fender when

°pen|n9 the door without the door stop being
RemOVal fitted.

Remove the interior door trim.
5- Adjust the door in the Ion ' ‘ ' ' h

Z Relisegtehe door stop by drivmg out the pm at the up- car by advancing or backing off the nuts a little at a

per In ' time. To adjust the vertical ' '

3. Let the door rest on a suntable support or suspend it it UP or down in the elongated holes after loosening

in a suitable way in order to relieve the hinges of its the nuts slightly

weight. k' _ 6- When the door is correctly positioned and fits snugly

4' Bend back the loc mg tabs for the externally me“ against the weather strips, tighten the nuts and secure

"Uts' . _ With the locking tabs.

5‘ Back off the two nuts, accessible from mode the door, 7. Refit the door stop Pin and the interior trim.

and remove the door.

NOTE

Be careful not to damage the outside of the door
Window regulator

with the tools used to release the nuts. Removal and installation

\_

1. Remove, the door trim.

2. Back off the four nuts accessible through the hole in

the toothed segment of the window regulator, holding

the window pane in position meanwhile. The screws

can than be removed.

3. Release the control arm pin from the retainer groove

and remove the window regulator.

REMOVAL OF DOOR

REMOVAL OF WINDOW REGULATOR
6. Remove the hinges from the body.

To reinstall the window regulator, proceed in the reverseInstallation and adjustment order to that given above.

1. Refit the hinges to the body. of previOUS'Y '°m°"e‘.j'

Also fit the inner locking nuts on the hinge pivot pins-
2- Block up or suspend the door in the correct Pos'm"

and pass it onto the hinge pivot pin5

3- Refit the washers and hinge nuts inside the

4- Check carefully to see if the door fits properly '"to

the Opening.

sun_1



Door lock

Replacement
1. Close the door window.

2. Remove the interior door trim.

3. Unscrew the inner door handle remote control retain-

4. Back off and remove door lock retaining screws, and

unscrew the button used to lock the door.

Release and remove the lock. Note that locks as from

model 1968 must be in "closed" position when re-

moved.

5.

REMOVAL OF DOOR LOCK

6. If necessary, the outside door handle can be removed

by backing off and removing the two retaining screws,

one inside and one on the back of the door.

To reinstall the door handle and door lock, proceed in

the reverse order to that given above. Before refitting,

check that the moving parts of the lock, and the lock

springs, are well lubricated with Saab Special Chassis

Grease.

Check with the button of the outside handle pushed in

that there is a play of about 0.04” (1 mm) when the door

is closed. If the play is less than this, adjust as follows:

a. Cars up to and incl. model 1971 : File down the part

of the push button arm that actuates the door look.

b. Cars as from model 1972: Bend the outer part of the

push button arm.

After refitting the door, adjust the striker plate so that

the door opens and closes easily.

“L, m

er. Note the return spring on cars as from model 1969.

Door striker plate

Adjustment

The striker plate is adjustable and can be moved if the

screws are slackened. Adjust the striker plate so that the

door opens and closes easily without being forced up of

down by the location of the plate.

ADJUSTMENT OF DOOR STRIKER PLATE

Lock cylinder

Removal

After removing the interior door trim, take off the out-

side door handle by removing the two retaining screws,

one inside and one on the rear edge of the door.

 

Disassembly, up to and incl. chassis No. 95773000541

and 96773000960

1. Up to and Incl. model 1971:

Depress the push button (7) and drive out the pin (2)

with a driver (max. 0.12 in/3 mm). Remove the arm

(1) and the washers (3 and 4).

MA“ 1077



OUTER HANDLE, UP TO AND INCL. MODEL 1971

6. Sleeve
m

; :iIi/ot 7. Push button
3' Washer 8. Catch pin
4. Washer 9. Lock cylinder
5. Spring

1. As from model 1972:

Remove the screw holding the push button arm (1)

and pull out push button (8) and spring

sssoe

%
OUTER HANDLE, AS FROM MODEL 1972 UP TO AND INCL.

CHASSIS NO. 95773000541 AND 96773000960

1. Arm 6. Sleeve

2. Washer 7. Sealing ring

3. Screw 8. Push button

4. Handle 9. Lock cylinder

5. Spring

2. Press the push button out of the sleeve

3. Insert the key and turn it 35° to the right.

4- Press the catch pin (8) in with a driver (max. 0-12

3 mm).

5- Pull the lock cylinder (9) 0”t Of the push button-

if the key has been lost, the catch Pi" can be driven
Into the lock cylinder by force, using a driver of pin

(with a diameter of max. 0.12 in/3 mm), thus en"

abling the cylinder to be removed from the push mm
ton. This treatment ruins the lock cylinder and a new

one must therefore be fitted.

Disassembly, as from chassis Nos. 95773000542 and
96773000961

1. Remove lock washer 1) securing push button (6) to

the handle

2. Now remove the push buttOn with the lock cylinder

The push button and lock cylinder form an integral unit

and must not be taken apart.

SCI"

OUTSIDE DOOR HANDLE, AS FROM CHASSIS NOS.

95773000542 AND 96773000961

1. Lock washer 4. Ring

2. Driver 5. Spring

3. Handle 6. Push button and lock cylinder assembly

Reassembly, up to and incl. chassis No. 95773000541
and 96773000960

1. Drive in the catch pin and press the lock cylinder into

the push button.

2. Ease the sleeve onto the push button and then fit the

push button, together with the spring, in the handle.

3. a. Up to and incl. model 1971:

Insert the arm and the washers and drive in the pin.

Note that the two washers have different sizes of

holes.

b. As from model 1972:

Install the push button arm.

WARNING

Up to and incl. model 1971:

Do not press out the pivot that holds driver. The

pivot is guided by two spring loaded balls and can

not be refitted unless a special tool is used.

Assembly, as from chassis Nos. 95773000542 and

96773000961

1. Insert the push button with lock cylinder and spring

in the door handle.

2. Slide on the driver (2) and press on a new lock washer

(1) using a suitable sleeve.



Spare parts

it a lock cylinder for a door, luggage compartment or ig-

nition lock is damaged, a new lock cylinder can be or-

dered, in which case the key number and spare part numb-

er must be quoted. See Spare Parts Catalogue. The sys-

a complete lock kit.

Lubrication

If the lock cylinder is lubricated with oil or grease, the

lock pins may get caught in the cylinder. The reason for

this is that dirt adheres to the key and thus gets into the

lock cylinder. Because of this, the lock cylinder itself

should never be lubricated.

If the key moves stiffly in the lock, so that lubrication is

called for, a little glycerine may be applied to the back of

the key. NOTE! Never lubricate the indented side of the

key. After lubricating in this way, turn the key back and

forth a few times.

REAR DOOR, SAAB 95

Removal and installation

1. Open the door.

2. Remove the sealing strip between door and body by

loosening and removing the self tapping screws in the

upper edge of the door.

3. Remove the retaining screw in each hinge which are

accessible when the door is open.

4. Remove the lever of the door lift from the gate by

removing the nuts. Be careful when removing the

lever as it is spring loaded.

5. Close the door.

6. Remove the attachment screws of the remaining

hinges.

7. Remove the door.

8. Installation is made in the opposite way.

Adjustment of balance spring tension

The rear door on the Saab 95 is fitted with two balance

springs the tension of which can be adjusted with a nut,

The spring, which is accessible after removal of the trim

between the rear door and the quarter Window, should

be tightened hard enough for the door to stop in any

position after opening.

ADJUSTMENT OF REAR DOOR BALANCE SPRING TENSION

Door lock

Replacement

1. Remove the inner handle by removing the plastic

shield and the lock pin. Note the spacer sleeve inside

the spring.

2. Pry off the door lining.

3. Back off the lock nuts on the rods to the door locks.

(Note that the outer rods are left handed.) Remove

the adjusting nuts.

4. Remove the door lock retaining screws and lift out the

locks.

LOCKING DEVICE, REAR DOOR

1. Locking plate

2. Door lock

3. Switch rod, adjustable

 
4. inner handle (up to and incl. mode! 1

B. Latch 975’

3. Outside banal.

ean-4 m.



5' Fit new door locks and put the rods loosely together

with the adjusting nuts.

6. Adjust the length of the rods so that the two door

|ockS are in the outmost position when the control

handle is standing horizontally. Tighten the lock nuts

ADJUSTMENT OF RODS. DOOR LOCK

7. Check the flush fit of the door. Adjust the striker

plates if necessary. Lubricate door lock and controls.

Refit handle and door trim.

Changing the latch
1—3. See position 1—3 "Changing door lock". Pull out

the outer handle.

4. Back off the serrated nut inside the door with the

aid of polygrip pliers.

5. Remove the chromium plated nut on the outside

of the door by placing mandrels in the two recesses

and turn with a screwdriver.

REMOVING THE NUT

Refilove the two retaining screws and hook the
59”"9 Off the clamp, whereupon the latch can be

removed.

Put the new latch in place with the serrated nut

threaded on as far as possible. The latch should be

turned, so that the joint for the right hand side

door lock rod is facing the bottom of the door.

Hook on the spring and install the nut on the out-

side of the door,

Fit the two retaining screws and tighten the serrated

nut.

10' Fit the adIUSting nuts on the rods. Turn the latch

With the aid of the outer handle to separate the

ends of the rods so that the adjusting nuts can be

mounted.

11—

12' [Adjust rods and door according to positions 6—7

Changing door lock”.

MW-
95773000541

1. Fit the key and turn it 35° clockwise.

2. Push-In the catch pin with the aid of a mandrel or

the like and pull out the lock cylinder.

 

REMOVAL OF LOCK CYLINDER

3. Push in the catch pin on the new lock cylinder.

Note that this can be done only when the key is

turned 35° clockwise. Engage the lock cylinder

in the handle and check that the catch pin gets

locking position.



Replacement of lock cylinder, as from chassis No.

95773000542
1. Remove the door trim.

2. Remove the split pin in the outside door handle (4)

3. Withdraw the outside handle (4) and insert the key

4. Knock out the tubular pin (3) using a 2.5 mm drift.

5. Turn the key clockwise and carefully withdraw the

lock cylinder ensuring that the locking pin (1) is

not lost.

NB.
Never withdraw the key unless the lock cylinder is

in position in the handle, as the tumblers will other-

wise fall out.

LOCK, REAR DOOR,SAAB 95

1. Locking pin

2. Lock cylinder

3. Tubular pin

4. Handle

Fitting is carried out in the reverse order. Position the

locking pin so that the recess in the pin mates with the
driver on the lock cylinder.

830—6

TRUNK LID, SAAB 96

Removal and replacement

I. Raise the trunk lid and detach the stay. .

2. Disconnect the wires to the number plate lights and

trunk lamp. _ .

3. Back off and remove the hinge retaining screws on

the lid and lift off the lid.

NOTE

Take care to avoid damaging the body paintwork

when removing and replacing the trunk lid.

4. Replace the lid, proceeding in the reverse order.

Lock mechanism

Replacement
1. Unscrew the four retaining screws and remove the me-

chanism.

2. Install a new mechanism.

3. Adjust the flush fit of the trunk lid by moving the

yoke up or down.

 
LOCK MECHANISM
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k lid lock

1hunscfew the four retaining screws and remove the lock

mechanism.
Back off the two cross recess head screws holding the

lock mechanism installation washer. (The screws are

accessible through holes from the Iuggage compart-
ment-I Turn the washer so that the lock can be re-

moved.

Make a wire picklock (1) to the dimensions shown in

the fig.

Remove the retaining ring

Remove the housing (3) and the torsion spring

Turn the key 35° to the right.

Pass the picklock in towards the locking pin turn-

ning to force the latter in towards the cylinder.

8. Withdraw the cylinder (6) from the l0ck.

N955“?

Assembly, up to and incl. chassis No. 96773000960

1. Press the locking pin (7) into the lock cylinder (6)

and insert the cylinder in the sleeve Notel This

can be done only when the key has been turned 35°

to the right.

2. Refit the torsion spring (4) and the housing mak-

ing sure that the spring is inserted in the smallest of

the notches in the sleeve and in the hole in the hous-

ing.

3. Refit and press together the lock ring

4. Install lock and lock mechanism in the car.

TRUNK LID L06

1_ Wire picklock

2. Retaining ring

3. Housing

4. Spring

 K, UP TO AND INCL. cHASS

5. Sleeve

6. Lock cylinder

7. Catch Pi"

D

1 Isassembly, as from chassis No. 96773000961
. nscrew the locking mechanism and lugtilage compart-

ment lock from the lid.

2. - -Remove the crrclip (1) and carefully withdraw the

knob and lock cylinder assembly WWW care mt

Thto lose the two balls
e push button and lock cylinder form an integral Unit

and must not be taken apart.

Assembly, as from chassis No. 96773000961
. Insert the knob and lock cylinder assembly and the

spring (4) in sleeve (3) and fit the circlip
2. Fit the lock and locking mechanism.

TRUNK LID LOCK, AS FROM CHASSIS NO. 96773000961

1. Retaining ring 4. Spring

2. Ratchet balls (two of) 5. Lock cylinder assembly

3. Sleeve

IS NO.9677300096°



GLA5°

cENERAL

The Windshield is made of laminated glass and all other

windows of toughened glass. When fitting new windows

use only Saab original parts to ensure approved glass

quality and a perfect fit.

WINDSHIELD

Replacement

1‘ Remove the windshield wiper arms.

2, Press the windshield outwards with the hand from

inside the car, after having removed the rubber

weather strip from the bodywork. Q

REMOVAL OF WINDSHIELD

3. Clean the contact surface of the weather strip on

the body, and remove all traces of old sealing com-

INSTALLATION OF WINDSHIE LB

Check that the inside flange of the weather strip is

inside the edge of the bodywork all round the

windshield. Cars with plastic windshield molding:

Moisten the weather strip with soapy water and fit

the molding, using tool 82 91 023. Fit the joint

pieces.

515“

pound.
INSTALLATION OF WEATHER STRIP

4. Fit 3 new weather strip to the windshield. Be sure

to locate the weather strip joint (possibly marked T00'32 9‘ 023

with a yellow dot) in the middle of the lower

edge of the windshield.
5. Ca ' ‘ ' :P sthetrimrs “Nth chromium plated molding res 10. Inject sealing compound both between the weather

molding deep into its groove. using the thumb. and
fit the two joint clips. .

6. Insert a cord in the slit in the rubber weather strlp- 11

The ends of the cord are to be centered on the.up-

Der edge of the windshield. _ _

7- Coat the body opening and the weather strip Wt“

soapy water and put the windshield in P°5iti°"-

The lower edge of the bodywork shall eI'Iter the

groove in the weather strip.

3- From inside the car, pull the card so that the edge

of the weather strip is drawn over the edge of the

panelling. Pull left and rightsides alternately whlle
an assistant presses the glass from the outs"!6 and

wccessively. with great care, pounds the mbber
weather strip with a rubber mallet-

strip and the body and between the weather strip

and the glass.

Remove excess sealing compound from the body

and glass, using kerosene or a similar solvent, and

rinse thoroughly with water afterwards.



REAR WINDOW AND SIDE WINDOWS

Replacement

The windows are replaced in the same manner as the
Windshield. When replacing the rear window in a Saab
96, first remove the shelf over the luggage compartment

Opening side windows

Opening side windows are fitted on some models. The

only spare part available is the window glass complete

with frame.

OPENING SIDE WINDOW, SAAB 95

DOOR WINDOW

The bottom of the door window glass is pressed into a

retainer channel with a slot for the window regulator

winder arm. A hinge is fitted to the front end of the

retainer channel and secured to the door frame by means

of two screws. A run channel guides the rear edge of

the window glass.

Removal

1. Wind down the window until its rear edge is just be-

low the weather seal.

2. Remove the door trim. .

3. Remove the protective paper that covers the triangu-

lar hole in the front part of the door and undo the

inner door handle remote control retainer. Note the

return spring in cars as from model 1969.

4. Back off the two retaining screws at the hinge.

m

REMOVING THE HINGE RETAINING SCREWS

5. Pull off the glass from the window regulator pin, twist

the glass to bring its rear end upwards and take it out

through the hole in the door.

REMOVAL OF DOOR WINDOW

6. Release the glass from the retainer channel, if neces-

sary.



Installation

1. Fit the rubber inserts in the glass retainer channel

press the glass firmly into the channel. Make sure tahnd

the retainer holds the glass firmly. at

2, Lower the glass at an angle from inside the door and

with the hinge at the bottom. At the same time u‘d

the window regulator pin into the slot. g I e

3. Now twist the glass to bring the hinge up into posi-

tion, moving the glass rearwards at the same time so

that it enters the run channel.

4. Insert the two hinge screws and wind up the window

5, Adjust the window at the hinge so that it fits snugly I

in the run channel without smooth operation being

impeded. Having done this, tighten the two hinge
screws up finally.

6. Refit the inner door handle remote control retainer

protective paper and door trim.



UpHOLSTERY AND INTERIOR
FITMENT

DOOR AND SIDE TRIMS

The door trims and side trims are attached to the doors

and body, as applicable, by means of spring clips. The

door trim can be removed, when the inner door handle,

window regulator crank and upholstery have been re-

moved- pry off the spring clips by means of a screw driv-

er or similar, making sure that the porous wallboard do

not get teared.

noon PILLAR TRIM

The door pillars in the Saab 96 are fitted with trim. The

trim is fastened with tape carrying adhesive on both sides.

INSTALLATION OF DOOR PILLAR TRIM

COWL PLATE TRIM

The cardboard cowl plate trim is secured to the dash

penel with sheet metal screws and spring clips. Insula:

mm allainst sound and heat is afforded W a thiFk qwlt

0f glass fiber between the dash Panel and the mm

HEADLINING, SAAB 95

HEADLINING. SAAB 95

1. Headlining

2. Retainer

3. Wire spiral with hooks

Removal and installation

To install, first attach the headlining to the three hooks

in the upper part of the windshield frame. Then stretch

the lining rearwards while putting on the bows. Using

tool 82 90 579, fit the rear edge of the headlining over

the three hooks. Finally, stretch the longitudinal wire

spirals. These are divided in the middle and fitted with

hooks. Using two double folded steel wires, get hold of

INSTALLATION OF HEADLlNlNG. SAAB 95

than hooks and hook them into one another. Disassemble

in the reverse order.

As from model 1971 there is a crash pad in the form of a

plastic strip fitted on the inner edge around the roof.

I 3 850—1



HEADLINING, SAAB 96

The headlining is stretched on piano wire bows and re-
tamed In the following way. The cloth is wrapped round

the upper edges of the frames for the windshield-, side-

and rear window strips, using tape with adhesive on both
SIdes when fastening.

Fitting and removal

First fit tape carrying adhesive on both sides, round the

upper edges of all the window frames and to the upper

edge of the door frames. Hang the headlining on to the

bows.

FITTING DOUBLE ADHESlVE TAPE

1. Middle mark in the roof

2. Middle mark in the headlining

Start with the rear bow, and hang this on to the rear door

pillar, with the free ends of the bow pointing forward.

Then proceed forward, hanging the other bows on in the

same way and making sure that the first bow comes as

near as possible to the windshield frame.

Fit the headlining to the windshield frame, starting at

the centre mark and proceeding towards the side. Stretch

the headlining a little. The outer edge of the headlining

shall end approx. at the score in the windshield pillar

trim. Pull the headlining backwards in the following way.

With one hand grip the last bow and pull backwards, and

at the same time, with the other hand, stretch bow by

bow backwards. Make sure that the headlining stretches

evenly. This is done by comparing the distance between

the seam at the rear border of the headlining and the

welding seam between roof and side sheet. If necessary,

the headlining can be stretched with the last bow.

850—2

IMPORTANT

Do not stretch from the headlining’s border.

Fit the headlining to the rear windshield frame, starting

at the seam on the side, thereby placing the seam upon

the welding seam between roof and side sheet. Then

fasten the headlining on towards the middle, and check

at the centre mark that the headlining is correctly posi-

tioned. Go into the car, and check that the headlining is

centred on each bow, before you raise same.

Raise all the bows, and insert the dome lamp cables

through the hole in the headlining.

 
LOCATION OF SIDE SEAM OVER THE WELDING SEAM BE-

TWEEN ROOF AND SIDE VALANCE

Fit the headlining to the side, starting at the last bow.

Place the seam for the last bow in the side window

frame’s rear corner, and fit as far as the door pillar.

Make sure that the recess for the doorpillar be correctlv
posmoned. Proceed fitting the headlining as far as to the
windshield pillar. Make sure that there are no wrinkles at

the windshield pillar.

Febr 1977



S 1296

PLACEMENT OF SEAM AT REAR BOW

Now, stretch the headlining round the lower edge of the

rear window in such a way that there are no wrinkles.

Then fasten with tape, as described before.

Fit the headlining at the rear gross bar, and make sure

that the holes in the headlining and those In the sheet

are centred on each other.

S 1297

BARINSTALLATION OF MOULDING AT THE REAR CROSS

curve

Fit the rear shelf, windows, sun Visors, dome lanvlliitlh back

loop brackets, side trims, and rear seat cushion

rest.

The removal is made in the reverse order.

MATS

The rubber mats at the front sides are glued to the wheel

houses, while the front and rear mats are loose. AS from
model 1968, the mats are of nylon fiber on jute backing-

They are secured by snap buttons and velcro gripS-

Insulating sheets of wallboard are fitted under the floor
mats.



SEATS

Front seats, Saab 95 up to and incl.
model 1977 and Saab

96 up to and incl. model 1976

The front seats are made of resilient steel tubing with

foam rubber cushions and covers fitted on transverse coil

springs. The front seats are adjustable for legroom, and

are secured in the desired pOsition by means of a spring

loaded latch. The slope of the seat back can be altered

with a lever located between the seat and the door.

Wedge shaped wooden blocks are fitted under the seats,
thus affording a higher sitting position for the driver. To

prevent the back of the right hand seat from being jack

knifed in response to sudden application of the brakes, a

special safety catch is fitted at the rear left side of this

seat. As from model 1969, a new type of safety catch is

introduced. The front seats are also equipped with sockets

for fitting of headrests. Headrests and cushions to fit them

are available as optional extras.

Removal

Depress the seat adjustment catch and slide the seat for-

wards until the seat rails are clear of the floor rails, after

which the seat can be removed. As from model 1972, the

electric wiring to the heating elements in the drivers seat,

has to be disconnected before the seat is removed. The

connector is located under the seat cushion.

The seat floor rails should be inspected at regular inter-

vals, to make sure that the retaining bolts are tight and

that the rails are not laterally displaced. lf the seats move

stiffly, grease the upper rails.

Front seats, Saab 96 as from model 1977 and Saab 95 as

from model 1978

The front seats are built up on a sheet steel frame to

which the backrest is mounted. The upholstery consists

of moulded rubber cushions laid on rubber sheets and

covered with textile and plastic coated fabric. Both front

seats are mounted on rails to allow legroom adjustment.

At the front of the driver seat rails is an adjustment bolt

with which the height of the seat can be adjusted.

850—4

FRONT SEAT, SAAB 96 AS FROM MODEL 1977 AND

SAAB 95 AS FROM MODEL 1978

1. Legroom adjustment catch

2. Backrest release, to drop backrest forward

3. Backrest angle adjusting knob

To enable passengers to enter or leave the back seat the

front seat backrest can be folded forward by releasing

the catch by means of one of the handles. The front

handle is for use from the outside of the car while the

rear handle is designed for rear seat passengers.

Removing and installing
The seat is removed and installed together with the seat

rails.

1. Disconnect the cable connectors for the seat heating

pads and where applicable, the contacts for the seat

belt warning system.

2. Remove the four retaining screws (insex screws) which

hold the rails to the body.

Install in the reverse order.

Legroom adjustment

Move the catch 1 up, (see illustration) and slide the seat

forward or backward to the desired position.

Adjustment mechanism
The front seat adjustment mechanism is continuously ad~

justable and features a friction device that locks the seat

frame to the rails.

The friction device must lock equally hard on both sides

when the release catch is in its normal position (Le. locked).

This is best checked with the seat mounted in the car. The

release catch must not touch the stop when in this posi-

tion. If the friction device is not working properly, the

seat must be taken out and the adjustment meclunism

readjusted. It is normally sufficient to adjust the inner
side only, as follows.
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Separalc LIIC apllllbu jun”. VVILII d SCI'erI’IVer.

Separatin backrest—seat cushion
l. R ..emove the two Philips head screws, according to fig.

NOTE

Make sure that the eccentric does not slip out of the

hole in the locking arm. If this happens, the eccen-

triC shaft tension spring will lose its grip.

 
sun

REMOVAL OF SCREWS FOR THE RECLINING CONTROL

JOINT, DISASSEMBLED . . . .SPLINED 2. Remove the lock mg on the opposrte sIde. (The ring

m 4. Sp ‘n ' '1. Lock 3'. r} 9 . Is holding the back rest frame stud to the seat frame.)

2. Eccentric S. |wust ring I h n th b k

- lines . l t r e iate t e e e ac rest can be hooked off from the seat.

2. Turn the twist ring and intermediate tube counter-

clockwise until all play is eliminated and the release

button is about 0.4" (10 mm) above the stop. Put the

splined joint together in this position.

NOTE

The foregoing instructions apply to the left hand

  

seat. In the case of the right hand seat, turn the twist

ring and intermediate tube clockwise.

 
Dropping the backrest forward
To drop the backrest forward, press down catch 2 (see

illustration, page 850—4).

 
Sum»

REMOVAL OF LOCK RING

W
Tum kn0p 3 (see illustration, page 850—4) forward to

raise and backward to lower the backrest.

NOTEl Do not press on the backrest while adjusting-

suns 850-5



Changing the backrest upholstery

1. Remove the seat from the car.

2. Undo the zip in the lower edge and unhook the hooks

at the bottom on each side.

3. Roll up the upholstery as far as the band in the middle

of the backrest. Undo the clip at the rear of the back-

rest and pull the band and clip to the front of the seat. A  
UNHOOKING THE THREAD

5. Bend the plastic ring which secures the upholstery at

the hole and thread it through the hole from the back

to the front.

CLIP AT REAR OF BACKREST

COMPRESSING THE PLASTIC RING

PULLING THE BAND TO THE FRONT

4. Unhook the thread which secures the upholstery at

the front and below the hole in the backrest.

THREADING THE PLASTIC RING OUT FORWARDS

“En-6 M Fobr 1977



6. j—olU Odom tune ... um gluuvcb ll‘lSlue the hole

.45.

FOLDING BACK THE FLAPS

7. Remove the cover.

Fitting is carried out in the reverse order.

Elect ' ~

"c heatinQ Of the driver's seat as from model 1972

As fr0m
mOdEI 1972, the driver's seat is electrically heated.

Heatin .

flector? felleelirjn EMS ConSIsting Of reSiStance WI’ i"Q and re-
rest cushicms y: DIEM“: net is mounted in seat and back-

an v' . .

tion lock, la a them'IOStat cannected to the Igni-

The ale .

is belowmsegéiare Smgtched on Whe" the seat temperature
(+10 C)' The thermosmt, mounted in the

seat cushion cuts cu

is higher than 81°F (+2700) en the temperature

Checking of heating pads
I. '

22:0le: igire connection 67/93 (red and yellow wires)
. . Connect a test lamp between the wire

connection and the fuse terminal.
. SWItch on the ignition.

3. Find the thermostat in the seat (feel with fingers) and

cool the area in a suitable manner, for example with

a cooling spray of the same type used for radio and

TV service.

N

COOLING THE THERMOSTAT

After a while the thermostat will cut in and the lamp

should light.

If the lamp does not light it may be due to:

Faulty fuse

Wire fracture in the wiring or the heating pads

Faulty thermostat

Faulty grounding

Defective test lamp

m 850—7



Possible wiring fracture in heating pads, check with the

aid of a buzzer

(Disassembled, heated seat)

A. Backrest heating pad:

Connect one of the leads of the buzzer to the pad leads

(the splicing sleeve is pushed into the PVC tube). If

there is no fault in the wiring, the buzzer will sound

when its other lead is connected to one of the two pins

in the dual-pole splice cover.

CHECKING WIRE FRACTURES

. Seat heating pad:

Cool the thermostat until it is below the cut-in tem-

perature and connect the buzzer as under A but to the

other pin in the dual-pole splice cover. Note that even

a thermostat fault can mean that the buzzer will not

sound in this case.

Changing the heating pads
1.

2.

850—8

Take out the seat.

Remove the seat upholstery. The backrest cover can

be removed when the zip at the bottom has been

opened. The seat cover is removed by undoing all the

staples at the front bottom of the seat and unhooking

the two retainers holding the seat cover to the seat

frame.

Remove the heating padis). Dissolve the glue with pure

gasoline (cleaning gasoline) so as not to tear off large

pieces of the foam rubber cushioning.

REMOVING THE HEATING PAD

4. Glue on the new heating padis) with suitable impact

adhesive such as Bostik A3. Connect the wiring so

that the pads are in series.

5. Replace the upholstery and mount the seat.

Changing the thermostat

Remove the seat cover, see points 1-2 "Changing the

heating pads”. Remove the binding threads from the

thermostat connection wires, after which the thermostat

can be pulled out and replaced. Fit binding threads to

the new thermostat to eliminate the risk of the wires

working loose after a time.

 

CHANGING THE THE FlMOSTAT
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Rear seat and auxiliary jump seat, Saab 95

In the Saab 95 the rear seats are made of foam rubber on

a base which serves as a luggage deck when the seats are

folded down. The rear seat cushion has a safety catch in

the front edge. .

The backrest cushlon is locked by means of a lock me-

chanism in each end. The lock mechanisms are released

by pulling up the buttons in the upper edge of the seat

rest.

LOCKING DEVICE FOR CUSHION, REAR SEAT, SAAB 95

The auxiliary jump seat backrest is kept upright by two

rubber straps fitted to the upper edge of the rear seat

backrest.

As from model 1971 is it possible to use the auxiliary

jump seat even when the rear seat is folded down and

used as luggage space. This is obtained by two catches

in the lower edge of the backrest.

CATCH, AUXILIARY JUMP SEAT, SAAB 95 MODEL 1971-

1975

As from model 1976, the auxiliary jump seat is removed.

The rear seat is moved rearward. SWINE! the rear seat pas-

senSlers improved legroom.

R ear seat, Saab 96, up to and incl. model 1969

:1st the rear seat cushion and back consist of
cushions ha rame With padding and upholstery. Both

incl. model :eg a sheet of plywood as the base. Up to and

pasition b h67, the seat cushion is loose, being held in

The base thhe transverse floor member at its front edge.

cured o t. e back cushion rests on two brackets se-to the Inclined rear panel. This cushion is also se-

cured at the top, to prevent objects in the luggage com-

partment from rushing forwards when the brakes are

applied hastily.

As from model 1968 on, the seat cushion is secured to

the floor with a strap. The back cushion is secured with

two plns on the back of the cushion. The locking pins

are accessible from inside the luggage compartment.

A device for adjusting the height of the rear seat is pro-
Vided under the rear seat cushion.

 

LOCKING DEVICE FOR CUSHIONS, REAR SEAT, SAAB 96
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Rear seat, Saab 96, as from model 1970

Conversion to freight space

The back seat be collapsed to provide extra freight space

on the station wagon principly by rearrangement of the

cushions.

Pull up the catch buttons at the top of the backrest to

release the retaining catch. Then swing the seat cushion

upward and forward to stand it on edge behind the front

seats. Drop the backrest forward. Up to and incl. model

1975 there are two yokes on the underside of the seat

cushion and catches at the bottom which fit into recesses

in the backrest. Fold out the yokes so that the hooks en-

gage the recesses, and continue to twist the yokes until

the hooks hold the backrest securely.

 

CONVERSION OF REAR SEAT

850-10

Cleaning upholstery

When attempting to remove stains from fabrics it is re-

commended that the area adjacent to the stain first be

moistened with the solvent before working on the stain

itself. Otherwise, a soil ring may be left around the

cleaned spot.

Specific stains ’

Grease, oil and lipstick can be removed With carbon tetra-

chloride. Large stains are best dealt with by moistening

in the normal manner and then pouring solvent over the

entire stain and soaking it up with blotting paper.

Chocolate, ice-cream, fruit and vomit stains should be

treated initially with lukewarm water, possibly with the

addition of a little soap solution. After drying, any resi-

dual stains may be removed with carbon tetrachloride.

Battery acid should be treated instantly with large quan-

tities of cold water, as otherwise the acid may burn holes

in the upholstery. If possible, add a few drops of ammo-

nia to the first water.

Blood stains should never be allowed to dry, but should

be removed immediately with cold water.

Unidentified stains

Try the following solvents in the order named:

Cold or lukewarm water

Lukewarm soap solution

Before making further attempts, remove the soap solu-

tion with lukewarm water and allow the material to dry,

since the following solvents are not miscible with water.

Continue with

Carbon tetrachloride

Trichloroethylene

Pure gasoline

Rub the spot while the solvent evaporates, first hard and

gradually more gently as evaporation continues.

Do not forget the initial moistening round the stain. The

bigger the stain, the bigger the area to be moistened.

Lighter fluid can be used instead of carbon tetrachloride.

 

Cleaning plasticized fabrics

Plasticized fabrics are impermeable to dirt, being com-

pletely dust tight and proof against oil and gasoline. A

dirty plastic surface can easily be cleaned by washing

with water and a synthetic detergent. Large oil stains

etc., can be treated with white spirit, trichloroethylene

and similar solvents. Such organic solvents, however

should not be used too frequently, as they tend to cause

stiffness in the plastic.
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INSTRUMENT PANEL

Removal and Installation
1' RemOve the instrument panel and take off the instru-

1, Release from the point of attachment to the body the merits and glove compartment.

brace located I“ the center of the instrument pane| 2' Release the m°|ding by pushing out the clips from

2, Back off and remove the two screws on either Sid the rear.
e,

collect nuts and washers, and pull out the inStrument 3. Release the clips at the upper edge, which possibly
also retain the defroster duct, and remove the over-

lav from the panel.
4. When refitting, apply glue only to the projecting part

of the instrument panel and the corresponding part of

the overlay, Then press the overlay in position.

paneL

GLUEING ON THE OVERLAY

3. Disconnect cable terminals, speedometer wire, hoses
' r h he 'n

for the sudedefroster and the controls fo t e at: g INSTRUMENT PANEL SCREWS

system.

4. Reinstall in the reverse order.

5. Refit the molding and clips, cutting off the part of the

overlay that projects beyond the molding.

6. Refit the instruments and glove compartment.

glam 353—1 1



BUMPEHE

Up to and incl. model 1975

two '

Up tgvxg 9m and “"0 brackets with braces.m°di9| 1968 there are splash guards in the
rear override

the body. rs to prevent flying stones from attacking

Each bumper comprises a middle bar and two Outer bars

S 3609

BUMPER, FRONT

1. Overridar, up to and incl. model 1968

2. Overrider, up to and incl. model 1971

3. Overrider, as from model 1972



As from model 1976

The shells of the bumpers consist of U-shaped aluminium

bars to which the bumper brackets are mounted. There

are shock absorbant cellular blocks of polyethylene in the

bars. Outside the blocks there are polyethylene braces and

the bumpers are coated with a layer of rubber. This layer

is provided with anchorage bars on the inside and with a

bracing strip on the outside. Up to and incl. model 1976,

the bracing strip is of stainless steel and, as from model

1977, of rubber with a plastic strip with a chromrum In-

sert. Provision has been made on the front bumper for

the attachment of license plates and additional. 1:19:13; W

The rear bumper of the Saab 95 Is equrpped Wit

parate outer parts consisting of steel covered wrtl:i rug-he

her. The outer parts are bolted directly to the ha y.

bumper brackets are masked with filler plates fastened

with special clips.

REAR BUMPER

an- n Fchr 1977



REMOVAL AND IND HLLAI IUN

Front bumper and rear bumper, Saab 96

Remove the filler plates and loosen the two bumper brack-

ets.

|nstallation is made in the reverse order.

Rear bumper, Saab 95

Remove the filler plates, loosen the cable harness from

the bumper clamp and the two bumper brackets.

The outer parts are removed by removing the two fasten-

ing nuts inside the fender.

Installation is made in the reverse order.

CHANGING THE CELLULAR BLOCKS

1. Remove the bumper.

2. Remove the bracing strip. Note the spacing sleeves un-

der the filling plates at each end of the bracing strip.

3. Remove the anchorage bars on the side of the bumper

where the cellular block is to be changed. (If the cen-

ter block on the front bumper has to be changed, both

the longer anchorage bars must be removed.)

4. Pull off the rubber layer, after which the cellular blocks

are accessible and can be removed.

CHANGING THE CELLULAR BLOCKS

5- Refit the rubber layer and braclng strip-

sans

FITTING THE BRACING STRIP, UP TO AND INCL. MODEL

1976

FITTING THE BRACING STRIP, AS FROM MODEL 1977

6. Mount the filling plates and their spacing sleeves to-

gather with the anchorage bars. Remount the bumper.

-‘m 850—3
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TECHNICAL DATA

Primer

Mode of application

Hardening
Manufacturer

Skin thickness after stoving

Intermediate coat

Spraying viscosity
Mode of application

Curing

Supplier
Skin thickness

Top coat

Spraying viscosity
Mode of application

Curing

Supplier

Skin thickness

Total skin thickness after stoving

(primer, intermediate coat, top coat)

Electra-immersion

20 min. at 347°F (175°C)

AB Wilhelm Beckers

Dr Kurt Herberts

appr. 25pm

35—45 sec. (Saab standard 860 at 68°F/20°C)

Hot spraying. Paint temperature approx.

122°F (50°C)

20 min. at 320—3380F (ISO—170°C)

AB Wilhelms Beckers

appr. 25/um

35—40 sec. (Saab standard 860 at 68°F/20°C)

Hot spraying at approx. 122°F (50°C)

20 min. at 320—33801: (ISO—170°C)

AB Wilhelm Beckers

Dr Kurt Herberts

appr. 35—40/Jm

70—100/um (0.07—0.10 mm)

Touch up enamel (factory paint with added hardener and enamel)

Spraying viscosity
Mode of application

Curing

Supplier

890—2

18—22 sec. (Saab standard 860 at 68°F/20°C)

Cold spraying

60 min. at 212°F (100°C)

AB Wilhelm Beckers

Dr Kurt Herberts

Du Pont



TOUCH'UF Ann; In.- Il‘v-

General

For all touch-up or refinish jobs, use synthetic stoving or

airdryjng enamel of the same quality type as that for the
original paintwork.
For perfect results, it is essential that the premises in

which the work is to be done, Le. the paintshop, be kept

absolutely free of dust. It should also be free of drafts
and must naturally not be used as a means of access to

other departments. The floor should be kept thoroughly

damp while spraying. A paint job ruined by dust cannot

be restored by polishing —— flatting and respraying will be

necessal'Y-

Body finishing

Before undertaking any partial refinishing, always spray

a test area to check that the shade used is identical with

the color of the parts that are not to be refinished. Any

deviations must be corrected by toning the paint. The

painting job involves the following operations:
Removal of rust and old paint

Rubbing down

Cleaning with a solvent

Priming of bare metal surfaces, for instance with wash

primer

Filling, if necessary

Flatting

Application of intermediate coat, for instance Surfacer

or Non Sanding, if necessary

Flatting, if necessary

Finishing

Air-drying, stoving with infra-red radiant heat or in a

drying oven, depending on the type of enamel used.

Cleaning

If the old paintwork shows defects such as cracking, pit-

ting due to the impact of flying stones, etc., apply a Paint

remover or flatten down to the bare metal. After removal

of the old paintwork by one or the other of these methods,

degrease the metal with spirit, thimmer or some other suit-
able solvent. In principle, the same procedure should be

“Sed even if the old paintwork has merely been rubbed

°°Wh instead of being removed. Realign any distorted

Banals and grind, for instance with a disc grinder, ‘f neces-

sary, before flattening with wet abrasive paper P 490-

Finally, reclean the parts with spirit or cellulose thinner.
Th°'°U9hness in this respect is vital to 900d adhesnon.

Priming

Coat all bared metal surfaces with primer. The drying
time and temperature for oven-drying or air-drying should

he as prescribed by the paint suppliers. An infra—red radia-
no" lamp may also be used for drying, but care must be

taken to keep it at a distance of not less than 16 in. (40

om) from the metal. After drying, fill as necessary, apply-
"‘9 the Way in thin layers and allowing the stipulated

drYihQ time for each layer before the next application.

Rubbing down

Rub down the primed and filled surface with wet abra-

sive paper P 400 and then with grade P 600. After remov-

ing all water, rewash the surfaces with spirit or cellulose
and wipe with a piece of gauze drenched in slow drying

varnish (tack-ragging).

Equipment and procedure for refinishing

A. Stoving touch-up enamel

Oven:

A convection oven with an air temperature of 194—2120F

(90—100°C) is needed. A radiation oven can be used, and

in this case the metal temperature should be about 176°F

(80°C). It is important for the air temperature to be even

throughout the oven and for the temperature to be conti-

nuously checked. For this purpose, it is appropriate to

use, for example, a calibrated max. and min. thermome-

ter or a thermo-element with a compensator. Only this

latter measuring method can be used to check the plate

temperature.

Enamel:

Hardener must be added to the touch-up paint used in

the amount stipulated by the paint supplier. The enamel

can be sprayed either hot or cold, and the viscosity

should be adjusted accordingly with the thinner recom-

mended by the paint supplier to the following:

Hot spraying — viscosity approx. 35 sec.

Cold spraying —- viscosity approx. 21 sec.

Measure the viscosity with a beaker according to the

method described in the Saab standard 860 at a tempe-

rature of approx. 68°F (20°C).

aso—a



MEASURING VISCOSITY WITH AN SIS BEAKER

Procedure:

First of all, clean the body and chassis of the car tho-

roughly, thus ensuring that dust will not spread in the

spraying booth or drying oven. The glasses for the tail

lights, brake lights and back-up light, as well as the con-

trol relay for the Eberspacher BL2 ZW parking heater,

must be removed to prevent them from being damaged

by the heat.

The air inlets and air outlets from the passenger compart-

mam must be masked.

Cover the insides of all glass windows with sheefs of

board or the like to prevent the temperature from be-

coming too high.

On account of fire risk the battery cable must always be

disconnected and the fuel filler cap removed. The tank

should contain only a very small quantity of fuel.

If the luggage compartment lid, the hood, or one of the

doors has to remain open, the opening must be masked

to prevent the air temperature inside the car from rising

above 167°F (75°C).

When the car is being pretreated and painted it should be

at normal room temperature. When the car is placed in

the oven, the latter should have reached the prescribed

temperature of 194—212°F (SO—100°C).

Leave the car there for one hour.

B. Air-drying touch-up enamel l68—176°F/20—80°C)

When air-drying enamel is used, no special arrangements

are necessary other than a well heated, dustless booth.

The drying time can, however, be speeded up consider-

ably by stoving the enamel with an infra-red radiation

lamp or in an oven with an air temperature of not more

than 176°F (80°C).

USE OF RADIATION LAMP TO DRY REFINISHED PART

The enamel can be sprayed either hot or cold, and the

viscosity should be adjusted accordingly with the thinner

recommended by the paint supplier to the following:

Hot spraying — viscosity approx. 35 sec.

Cold spraying — viscosity approx. 21 sec.

Measure the viscosity with a beaker according to the

method described in the Saab standard 860 at a tempera-

ture of approx. 68°F (20°C).

The metal must have adapted normal room temperature

prior to pretreatment and painting.

NOTE

Under the chassis sign is a sign indicating by means

of a code the original body color. Always quote

this code when placing orders for touch-up enamel.

This is particularly important as enamel conforming

to the same color specification may be supplied by

several different manufacturers.

GENERAL MAINTENANCE WORK

Proper care and maintenance of the care is necessary to
retain the gloss and durability of the enamel finish and

the protective properties of the underbody sealing. Re-

commendations in these respects are given in Group 1.

non—4 M
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Glam-""-

Model 1967

coNTROLS

1.

S"

I3

CONTROLS, MODE L 1967

Switch for extra equipment. (USA, warning flasher

switch).

Heating and ventilation controls.
Ventilator fan switch.

Switch for windshield wipers, 2 speeds, and wind-

shield washer pump. To start the wipers, turn the

knob clockwise. The first position is for low speed,

and the second position for high speed. To wash

the windshield, first pull the knob out, than let it

90.

Switch for headlights and instrument panel lights.

When the knob is pulled out to the first stop, the

side and rear lights as well as the number plate

"th are lighted. Pulling the knob all the way out

lights the headlights as well. When the knob Is

Pulled in either position, the intensity Of the 'f"

Strument panel lights may be adjusted by turning

the knob.

Hood lock.

The hood hinges upwards and forwards towards

the fromt of the car and is released in the follow-

"‘9 manner:
a. Pull out the knob situated undo

panel. This opens the hood to the he

position. _ . - ' ted

b. Push aside the lock mechanism Wh'ch '5 mm
the

at the main lock under the front part of

hood.
C. if? Inn 9h. hand

, the instrument

lf-locked

7.

B.

Q.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

*1an button

Ashtray. Also provided in r
ment.

Gear lever.

ear passenger compart-

Lockable glove compartment. The door is provided
war] a detachable plate for the installation of a
radio if desired,

Direction indicator 5

headlight flasher.
Free wheel control. To lock out the free wheel action,

pull the handle right out. See page 19-

Handbrake.
Dimmer switch.

witch and except USA versions

Seat adjustment. When the catch is pressed down,

the seat IS released and can be moved forward or

backward as desired.

Control for adjusting angle of seat backrest.

Armrest. This can be adjusted to three different po-
smons by means of the fastening screws.

lNSTRUMENTS, MODEL 1967

INSTRUMENTS

cm

Speedometer with odometer. The speedometer is gra-

duated in m.p.h.or km/h. The odometer shows the

distance covered in miles (kilometers).

Indicator light, oil pressure.

The lamp glows when the oil pressure of the engine is

too low. Never race the engine until the lamp is out.

If the lamp begins to glow when driving, the engine

should be stopped immediately and the cause be

traced.

Direction indicator repeating lights. Flash green in

time with the indicators.

Fuel gauge. The amount of fuel in the tank is shown

when the ignition is switched on. An indicator light

glows red when there is less than 1.5 imp. gals. (7 lit.)
left.

High beam indicator light; shows a blue light when

the headlights are on with the beam undimmed_

Charge indicator light; glows orange when the alterna-

tor is not charging.

Temperature gauge. The green zone indicates normal

operating temperature.
Electric clock with setting screw. The regulating screw

is at the back of the clock.

900—1



Model 1968

CONTROLS

I3

1 .

2.

3.

4

WG—2

I8 191211 I4 15 16 I7

CONTROLS, MODEL 1968

Heating and ventilation controls.

Switch for extra equipment.

Ventilator fan switch.

Rheostat for instrument illumination. The intensity

of the instrument lights is adjusted by turning the

knob clockwise, (functions only when the lights are

on).

Switch for lighting units. In the first position, when

pulling out the knob, the parking lights are on as

well as the licence plate lights. In the second posi-

tion, the knob pulled all the way out, also the head-

lights are switched on.
Direction indicator switch. Also functioning as

switch for high beam headlight signal when the lever

is moved towards the steering wheel.

Ashtray. Also provided in rear passenger compart-

ment.

Switch for signal horn, windshield wipers/washer.

Operation:

a. The lever moved towards the steering wheel—

signal horn activated. (Pas. 0—3).

b. Position 1. (See symbolsl—windshield wipers, low

speed.

Position 2. -Windshield wipers, high speed.

d. Position 3. Windshield wipers, high speed, and

windshield washers.

.0

SWITCH FOR SIGNAL HORN AND WINDSHIELD WIPE RSI

WASHE R

(Pas. 0—3)

0. Windshield wipers —— neutral position

1. Windshield wipers — low speed

2. Windshield wipers — high Speed

3. Windshield wipers — high speed and washer

9. Gear lever.

10. Lockable glove compartment. The lid is provided

with a detachable plate for the installation of a

radio if desired.

11. Hood lock.

The hood hinges upwards and forwards towards the

front of the car and is released in the following

manner:

a. Pull out the knob situated under the instrument

panel. This opens the hood to the half-locked po-

Sltion.

b. Push aside the lock mechanism which is situated

at the main lock under the front part of the hood.

c. Lift up the hood.

12. Dimmer switch.

13. Armrest. This can be adjusted to three different po-

sitions by means of the fastening screws.

14. Switch for brake warning light.

15. Free wheel control. To lock the free wheel action

pull the handle right out.

16. Handbrake.

17. Seat adjustment. When the catch is pressed down

the seat is released and can be moved forward or

backward as desired.

:3. Control for adjusting angle of seat backrest.Fresh air ventilation lid. The lid may be opened by

pushing the handle of the lid forward.
The interior rear-view mirror has two different positions

of height. To adjust, turn the mirror half a turn



9 Mil

INSTRUM ENTS, MO DE L 1968

L Speedometer with odometer. The speedometer is grad-

uated in mph. or km/h. The odometer shows the

distance covered in miles

2. Indicator light, oil pressure.

The lamp glows when the oil pressure of the engine is

too low. Never race the engine until the lamp is out.

If the lamp begins to glow when driving, the engine

should be stopped immediately and the cause be traced.

3. Direction indicator repeating light. Flashes green in

time with the indicators.

4. Fuel gauge. The amount of fuel in the tank is shown

when the ignition is switched on. An indicator light

glows red when there is less than 1.5 Imp. gals (7 lit.)

left.

5. High beam indicator light. Shows a blue light when the

headlights are on with the beam undimmed.
6. Charge indicator light. Glows orange when the alterna-

tor is not charging.

7. Temperature gauge. The green zone indicates normal

operating temperature.
8. Electric clock with setting screw. The regulating screw

is at the back of the clock. (De Luxe version onlY-l

9. Brake warning light. Will glow red as soon as the brake

Pedal travel becomes too large due to any of the fol-

lowing faults:
a. Leakage in one of the two brake system circuits.

b. Rear brakes need adjustment.

If the warning light glows an authorized Saab Service

garage should be consulted for investigation and neces-

sari! remedy.

$1904

13 ll 14 l2 l5 17 16 18 19

CONTROLS, MODE L 1969

Heating and ventilation controls.

Switch for extra equipment.

Ventilator fan switch.

Rheostat for instrument illumination. The intensity

of the instrument lights is adjusted by turning the

knob clockwise, (functioning only when the lights

P919.“
are on).

5, Switch for lighting units. In the first position, when

pulling out the knob, the parking lights are on as
well as the licence plate lights. In the second posi-

tion, the knob pulled all the way out, also the head-

lights are switched on.

6. Direction indicator switch. Also functioning as dim-

mer switch and switch for high beam headlight sig-

nal when the lever is moved towards the steering

wheel.

7 Ashtray. Also provided in rear passenger compart-

ment. . ' ~

8 Switch for signal horn, Windshield Wipers/washer.

Operation:
The lever moved towards the steering wheel _

signal horn activated.
Position 1. (See symbols) — windshield wipers,

low SP°°d- _

Position 2. -— windshield Wipers, hlgh speed.

Position 3. — windshield wipers, high speed and

windshield wash!"-

b.

P



UNIS

SWITCH FOR SIGNAL HORN AND WINDSHIELD WIPE RSI

WASHER

Signal horn: The lever to be moved towards the steering wheel.

(Pos. 0-3).

0. Windshield wipers — neutral position

1. Windshield wipers - low speed

2. Windshield wipers -— high speed

3. Windshield wipers — high speed and washer

9. Gear lever.

The back-up light on the Saab V4 station wagon

is automatically lighted when the reverse gear is

engaged.
10. Locking glove compartment. The lid is provided

with a detachable plate for installation of a radio

if desired.

1 1. Hood lock.

The hood hinges upwards and forwards towards the

front of the car and is released in the following

manner:

a. Pull out the knob situated under the instrument

panel. This opens the hood to the halv-locked po-

sition.

b. Push aside the safety latch which is situated at the

main lock under the front part of the hood.

c. Lift up the hood.

12. Warning flasher switch. When the knob is pulled

out, all the direction indicator lights and connected

indicator lights are flashing. The warning flasher

must be used only in case of an accident, a break-

down or similar and provided the car stands on the

road endangering or hindering the traffic.

13. Armrest. This can be adjusted to two different po-

sitions by means of the fastening screws.

14. Switch for brake warning light.

15. Free wheel control. To lock the free wheel action,

pull the handle right out.

16. Handbrake.

17. Seat adjustment. When the catch is pressed down,

the seat is released and can be moved forward or

backward as desired.

18. Control for adjusting angle of seat backrest.

19. Fresh air ventilation lid. The lid may be opened by

pushing the handle of the lid forward.

The interior rear-view mirror has two different positions

of height. To adjust, turn the mirror half a turn.

900—4 “E

INSTRUMENTS

INSTRUMENTS, MODEL 1969

. Speedometer with odometer. The speedometer is grad-

uated in m.p.h. or km/h. The odometer shows the distance

covered in miles

Indicator light, oil pressure.

The lamp glows when the oil pressure of the engine is

too low. Never race the engine until the lamp is out.

If the lamp begins to glow when driving, the engine

should be stopped immediately and the cause be traced.

Direction indicator repeating light. Flashes green in time

with the indicators.

Fuel gauge. The amount of fuel in the tank is shown

when the ignition is switched on. An indicator light

glows red when there is less than 1.5 Imp. gals (7 lit.) left.

High beam indicator light. Shows a blue light when

the headlights are on with the beam undimmed.

Charge indicator light. Glows orange when the alternator

is not charging.

Temperature gauge. The green zone indicates normal

operating temperature.

. Electric clock with setting screw. The regulating screw

is at the back of the clock. (De Luxe version only.)

Brake warning light. Will glow red as soon as the brake

pedal travel becomes too large due to any of the fol-

lowing faults:

a. Leakage in one of the two brake system circuits.

b. Rear brakes need adjustment.

If the warning light glows, the cause should be traced,

and then the eventuel fault remedied by an authorized

service garage.

Ed» 1977



Model ’lulu— I313

CONTROLS

151816 14 13

CONTROLS, MODEL 1970—1975

Combined direction indicator lever and headlight 8.

dimmer and flasher switch.

Horn control.

Headlight and parking light switch. Flicking the

switch to first position turns on the parking lights,

irrespective of the ignition switch position. Flicking

to second position turns on the headlights as well.

As from model 1971 the switch is provided with a

catch to prevent unintentional switching off.

Hazard warning signal switch. All direction indica— 9_

tor lights flash together when the button is pulled

out. The hazard warning signal must only be used

when the vehicle is stalled in the roadway, ed after

an accident or breakdown, in a position Where it is 10_

liable to endanger or obstruct traffic.

Instruments and indicator lights. 11.

Instrument lighting rheostat. Turn the switch to 12_

control the intensity of illumination. This switch 13.

Operates only when the parking lights 0' head'ights 14-

are on. 15.

Combined ignition switch and Gear lever 'OCk' 16-

m

17 116.1

Windshield wiper and washer control.

a. The lever to be moved towards the steering

wheel: Windshield washer.

b. Pos. 1 — windshield wipers, low speed

c. Pos. 2 —- windshield wipers, high speed

d. Pos. 3 — windshield wipers, high speed

and windshield washer.

Headlight wiper and washer, see group 3,

seetion 364.

Gear lever.

The back-up light on the Saab V4 station wagon is

automatically lighted when the reverse gear is en-

meet
Free wheel drive control. To lock the free wheel

pull the handle fully.
Handbrake.

Accelerator pedal.

Brake pedal.

Clutch pedal.

Heating and ventilation controls.

Ventilator fan switch.



17.

18.

Fresh-air vent with control.

Hood lock release handle. The handle is located on

the left-hand side under the '
instrument

hood opens forward. panel. The

To open, proceed as follows:

3. Pull the handle. The hood will then open to the

semilocked position, retained by a safety catch

at the leading edge.

b. Press the front of the hood down slightly and

push back the safety catch. The front can now

spring up, and you can open the hood by lifting

the rear end.

The interior rear-view mirror has two different positions

of height. To adjust, turn the mirror half a turn.

INSTRUMENTS

INSTRUMENTS, MODE L 1970—1975

900—6

. TEMP Coolant temperature gauge. The green zone

indicates normal operating temperature.

TANK Fuel gauge. Indicates the amount of fuel in

the tank when the ignition is switched on. A red warn-

ing light comes on when there are less than 3/4 US

gallons (7 liters) left in the tank.

Charge indicator light. Glows orange when the alter-

nator is not charging.

Oil pressure warning light. Glows when engine oil

pressure is too low. When starting, never race the en-

gine until the lamp is out. If it lights up when you

are driving, switch off the engine immediately and

investigate the cause.

. Speedometer and odometer. The speedometer is grad-

uated in MPH and the odometer shows the total mile-

age of the vechicle.

. Brake warning light. Blows red to indicate excessive

brake pedal stroke, which means:

a. one of the two brake line circuits is leaking, or

b. the back wheel brakes need adjusting.

If this light comes on, investigate the cause of the

trouble without delay and have the fault repaired by

an authorized Saab service shop.

. Direction indicator repeater light. Flashes green in

time with the direction indicators.

. High beam warning light. Glows blue when the head-

lights are on high beam.

Febr 1977
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CONTROLS, AS FROM MODEL 1976

Ventilator fan switch.

Combined direction indicator, headlight dimmer

and flasher switch.

Headlight and parking light switch.

Hazard warning signal switch.

Combination instrument with warning lights.

Direction indicator warning light.

Speedometer with warning lights.

Instrument illumination rheostat.

Hazard warning signal switch.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

Warning light for safety belt.

Windshield wiper and washer control.

Horn control.

Heater and ventilation controls.

Choke (up to and incl. model 1977).

Ignition and gear lever lock.

Gear lever.

Fresh-air vent and control.



INSTRUMENTS

INSTRUMENTS, AS FROM MODEL 1976

TEMP Coolant temperature gauge.

TANK Tuel gauge. Shows the amount of fuel

in the tank when the ignition is on. A red warn-

ing light shows a steady glow if there is less than

1/2 imp. gallons (7 liters) left in the tank.

Charge indicator light. Glows orange

when the alternator is not charging.

wlOil pressure warning light. Glows red to
indicate dangerously low oil pressure or oil level.

When starting, never move off until this light has

gone out. If it lights up while you are driving,

switch off the engine at once and investigate the

cause.

MPH Speedometer and odometer. This speed-

ometer is graduated in MPH and the odometer

shows the total mileage of the vehicle in miles

and tenth of a mile.

w Brake warning light. The light shows a
red light when there is excessive pedal travel

caused by:

a. Leakage in one of the two circuits of the

braking system.
b. The rear wheel brakes needing adjustment.

If the light comes on while the car is being driven,

the cause should be traced immediately and any

faults should be remedied by an authorized Saab

dealer as soon as possible.

I II Choke warning light, up to and incl.
model 1977. The light shows an orange light when

the choke control is withdrawn.

ED High beam indicator light. Glows blue
when the headlights are on high beam.
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sPEEDoMETER AND MILEAGE RECORDER

RemOVa' and installation

since the speedometer and mileage recorder form an in-

dependent unit, removal and installation can be carried
out withOUt interfering with any of the other instruments

in me cluster-

1_ Disconnect the cables to the earth terminal, withdraw

the lampholders together with their connection wires

and disconnect the speedometer drive cable.

2, Saab 96: Back off the knurled center nut retaining the

yoke. Saab 95: Back off the two knurled nuts retaining
the yoke.

3, Remove the instrument from the panel.

4_ Install in the reverse order, making sure that the stamp-

ed mark or line on the periphery of the housing coin-

cides with the notch in the hole for the instrument

in the panel.

Repairs and adjustments of the speedometer and

mileage recorder should always be entrusted to a

specialist firm.

Speedometer drive cable

When handling the speedometer drive cable, never coil it

in rings with a diameter of less than about 12 inches

(300 mm). Otherwise, there is a risk of damaging the

flexible inner wire, which might lead to unwanted noise

after installing.

When fitting the speedometer drive cable, note the fol-

lowing points:
1. Release the dash-panel trim at the hole where the

cable enters through the dash panel.

2. Secure the upper nut to the speedometer drive cable

with adhesive tape and then pass the able up from

the engine compartment and through the hole in the

dash panel.

3. When fitting the cable, take care to arrange it smooth-

Iv, without any sharp bends.
As from model 1970 the speedometer cable is equipped

with a bayonet fitting.

FUE L AND TEMPERATURE GAUGES, CLOCK

General

The ' .

movfd'muuments are Independent units and can be re-
new" separately from the instrument panel by discon-9 the Wires and removing the retaining clips.

Instrument lighting and indicator lights as from model 1970

S" the bulbs in the instrument panel are mounted in bay-
net flttmgs and are acces‘lble from the badt of the panel.

  
  

  Rapairs and adjustments of any of theee instru-

Rents Sh°u'd 3'W3YS be entrusted to a specialist
m.
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REVOLUTION COUNTER

CAUTION

Do not confuse plus and minus leads, or the instru-The Saab 96 Monte Carlo is equipped with an electric re-

volution counter, connected to the ignition primary circuit.

See the wiring diagram in Section 3. When installing a re-

volution counter in the other models, follow the wiring

diagram below.

ment may get ruined.

WIRING DIAGRAM FOR FITTING AN ELECTRIC REVOLU-

TION COUNTER

Revolution counter

Ignition coil

Distributor

Ignition switch

Fuse block

Instrument-lighting lead
Lead between ignition coil and terminal 1 on counter

Lead between terminal 54 on ignition switch and plus lead on

revolution counter

Outgoing lead from ignition switch to fuse block

PP>PPPNf
.0

m Febr 1977
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ACcESSUl1lco, IVIcunHwal-u.

Seat belts, front seats

General

All cars are equipped with seat belts of the so called three

points type and as from model 1968 on, the be|ts are of
“yoke type. —When not used, the strap of the 3-point

type is hung on a hook at the door pillar.

52135

in“ BELT, seam TYPE,AS FROM MODEL 1968 UP
0 AND INCL. MODEL 1973

$4218

SEAT BELT WITH BUCKLE LOCK, AS FROM MODEL 1974

USA-cars model 1972 and 1973

The front seats are provided with lap- and shoulder belts

with an automatic adjusting device, a retractor, for the

lap belt.

The shoulder belts are to be adjusted manually.

Two lap belts of retractor type are provided for the rear-

seat passengers. The front seat retractors are placed below

the rear seat cushion. The rear seat retractors are placed

below the rear backrest.

Sweden, Norway and Finland, as from model 1974

The belt consists of a strap with one end secured at the

bottom. The free and runs through an eye up on the

door pillar and into the reel which is located inside of

the rear side trim.

The belt is fastened by pulling the strap out and insert-

ing it directly into the buckle lock and dropping the

yoke, which locks automatically. The strap can run free.

Iv through the buckle lock and the running eye and is

thereby automatically adjusted. The belt is released by

pressing the key marked “press”.
The reels have two locking mechanisms. One mechanism

is actuated by sudden acceleration of the reel (Le. when

the strap is pulled out at high speed). The other is actuat-

ed by a pendulum which senses the movements of the

car.

_ _- 920—1



SEAT BELTS, REAR SEAT

As from model 1975, cars for certain markets are equip-

ped with 3-point type seat belts in the rear seat.

The belt reel is installed on the wheel housing behind the

rear seat back rest. On Saab 96 the band runs through an
inlet in the parcel shelf. On the Saab 95 the reel is placed
Inside the rear side lining. The band runs through an open—

ing in the upper edge of the lining. The fixed band end is

fitted below the rear seat back rest at the wheel housing

wall. The band has a sliding buckle which is secured in a

locking device between the passengers.

To fasten the belt, pull out the strap carefully and feed it

under the yoke located between the front seats (see illus~

tration). Press the yoke down to lock it. Pull the lower

strap as low as possible across the hips. Then pull the up-

per part of the strap upwards so that the lower parts fits

properly against the body. The belt provides best protec-
tion when the lower strap is worn low across the hips and

the upper part runs over the shoulder (see illustration).

Check that the belt is not twisted or rubbing against any

sharp edges. To release the belt, depress the red button.

SEAT BELT, REAR SEAT
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GENERAL

The radio and any other electrical accessories, such as

extra lights, etc, must be properly fused off and should

therefore be Connected to the Ignition switch or to the

fuse block on the dash panel, which is provided with

spare fuse for this purpose.

The wiring for electrical accessories should be so dimen-

sioned as to ensure the least possible voltage drop. As

a general rule, the following applies:

Current consumption less than 8 A (96 W): use a wire

with a sectional area of 0.002 sq.in. (1.5 sq.mm).

0”"th consumption more than 8 A (96 W): use a wire

with a sectional area of 0.003 sq.in. (2.5 sq.mm).

For all connections and splices made when installing

electrical accessories, use AMP crimped terminals. See

group 3.

RADIO INSTALLATION

The most convenient site in which to install the radio

receiver is in the space provided under the instrument

panel. A bracket is available as extra equipment.

RADIO INSTALLATION

LOCATION OF ANTENNA

931-1



HEAIII‘U ‘ VIOIEIVI

The heating system is separate and connected to the

the windshield, air enters a "collector box" Theof as through a channel via the fan wheel (19) to the
a'rgoxchanger (11) from where it is led into the passen-
heatczmpartment. The fan and heat exchanger has a
93' man casing. The air is heated when passing the heat

:giangef heated by the cooling liquid, the temperature
of which can be varied by the thermostat valve The

thermostat bulb is located in the current of air injected

into the passenger compartment. The distribution of air

to the passenger compartment is controlled by air distri-

but”; (20) via controls. The current of air can either be

9

2
3

,. it w-‘Er

‘34. “211%-
'   

HEATING SYSTEM, PRINCIPLE

1~ Water pump

Radiator

Radiator cap

Expansion tank

Pressure cap

Fan

Temperature transmitter

Thermostat

By-pass

10. Water jacket, automatic choke

(not models 1976 and 1977)

11. Heat exchanger

meF’P‘PPN

ling System. Through the fresh air intake (17) in frontcoo

led to the floor or thro

ways at the same time.

As from model 1971 the car

nels to the floor space in th

When the road speed excee

speed wind is generally 5

function of the heat axe

heating system is obtain
On hot summer days, d

by using the fan to dra
to say,

the defroster jets, or both

5 are equipped with air chan-

e rear seat.

ds 30 m.p.h. (50 km/h), the

ufficient to ensure satisfactory

hanger. The best effect of the
ed with closed windows.

riving comfort may be improved
w fresh air into the car. Needless

the control lever should then be set at cold.

The heat exchanger is fitted with a bleed nipple

with which the exchanger is to be bled whemver the

cooling system is refilled.
As from model 1974, a new heat exchanger has been

installed which is smaller in size but has a new cellular

package design which makes it even more effective.

‘ Cold air

12. Bleeding nipple

13. Fan motor

14. Side defroster hose

15. Defroster jet

16. Collector box

17. Fresh-air intake

18. Defroster pipe

19. Fan wheel

20. Air distributor

21. Air channel to rear floor

(as from model 1971)

22. Thermostat valve

. Drain valve .3:. Drain plugs (one on each side)



FAN MOTOR

Removal and installation

1. Disconnect the three cables from the fan motor, noting

their respective locations.

2. Back off and remove the six screws retaining the front

cover of the fan housing.

3. Pull out the cover, together with the fan motor.

4. Remove the nuts holding the motor to the front cover.

The fan motor and impeller are balanced together in order

to ensure vibrationfree running. An exchange system is

operative in respect of the complete fan unit.

Reinstall in the reverse order.

HEAT EXCHANGER

Removal and installation

1. Drain off the cooling water and disconnect the two

hoses from the heat exchanger.

2. Disconnect the three cables from the fan motor, noting

their respective locations

Back off and remove the six screws retaining the front

cover of the fan housing. Lift out the fan motor.

REMOVAL OF FAN MOTOR

HEATER

Fan and motor

Casings

Heat exchanger

Blender screw

Fresh-air duct

. Thermostat valve

Damper housing

. Defroster is:

“sweewwr

M 1&17



3' Back off the screws norumg together the fan housing

“yr-’95. Eight screws are accessible from the engine THERMOSTAT VALVE

compartment and two nuts from inside the car. To

provide access to these two nuts, fold back the umber Rem aid installation
mat'unscrew the freewheel control handle and loosen 1

the two trim clips, whereupon the insulation can be 2min off the cooling water and disconnect the hoses

turned bfacanrorrrittZSIZOv: plate and the nuts removed. 2. Dszemtfwxitggd‘ahger and thermostat valve.

4_ Pull the '0 pa e an hOl-ISII'Ig casmg out so fa, ll th e 'lnkage at the rubber gaunt and

as to allow removal of the heat exchanger, 3 DR: e shaft out of the thermostat valve casing.

Note: Proceed with care, to avoid damaging the We the four screws holding the thermostat valve

Mama bulb. 4 “5"‘9 ‘° “‘e *3" housing cosine
Remove the three cables from the fan motor, noting

the" fesnective locations.

Back off and remove the six screws retaining the front

cover of the fan housing. Lift out the fan motor.

   SEPARATING THE HEATER CASING

5. Back off and remove the screws holding together the

fan housing msings. Sign screws are accessible from

the engine compartment and two nuts from inside

the w. To provide access to these two nuts, turn

back the rubber mat, unscrew the freewheel control

handle and loosen the two trim clips, whereupon the

insulation can be turned back from the cowl plate and

the nuts removed.

6, Pull out the front part of the fan housing casing and

lift out the heat exchanger. Disconnect the thermostat

coil by bending up the sheet metal tabs on the inside

hose Wilhec’tions for leaks. of the heater casing. Loosen the control and the two
screws holding the protective casing to the thermostat

valve. The valve can now be removed.

IREMOVAL OF HEAT EXCHANGER

Before refitting the heat exchanger. check that the sealing

“"95 on the water pipe are in place.

install the heat exchanger in the reverse order.

Then refill the cooling system with water and check the

Reinstall the thermostat valve in the reverse order. Then

refill the cooling system with water and check the hose

connections for leaks.

941—:



ToWHOOK ASSEMBLY

Saab 95

GENERAL

   
WEIGHT COMPLETE: 16 kg (35 lb)

 

S 3601

TOWH 00K ASSEMBLY, SAAB 95

The tOWhook assembly for the Saab 95 is designed for a

maximum trailer weight of 910 kg (2000 lb).

To fit the towhook, proceed as follows:

1.

' CU" away the corrugated cardboard as b

Undo the four screws from the rear bumper mounts

in the legroom well of the extra seat. Remove the

rubber matting and mount the strut (2) with the bum-

per attachment screws. Cut away the corrugated card-

board so that the strut makes direct contact with the

deck plating.

Undo the screws that secure the bumper to the rear

mounts. Lift up the towhook (1) and secure it by the

rear mounting bar with the bumper retaining screws.

Chip away the underbody coating with a chisel or

similar so that the other attachment points of the

IOWhook make direct contact with the deck plating.

Drill four 8.5 mm (1/3”) holes through the deck plat-

("Q and strut using the towhook as a jig. Mount
the four M8 fasteners.

efore and

mount the angle iron (3) in the same way. Relay the

rubber matting.

5. After the towhook assembly has been approved by

the appropriate inspecting authority, coat any expo-

sed metal surfaces with fresh underbody sealing

compound.

A wiring assembly kit for 7-pole trailer connecting socket

can be bought as an accessory.

Install the wiring according to the wiring diagram and

instructions.

The assembly kit comprises the following components:

7-pole socket connector

Wiring harness

Screw

Nut

Spring washer
Cable shoe

Selft-tapping screw

m 9524



WIRING DIAGRAM
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S 3602

WIRING DIAGRAM

NOTE

The cable 121 H GR 0.75 is, according to the wiring

instructions, intended to be connected to 121 GR

0.75. This method of connection is sufficient to pro-

vide normal interior lighting in a house trailer (max.

COLOR CODE

VT - WHITE

RD RED

GR GRAY

RD/VT — RED/WHITE

GN GREEN

BL BLUE

3V BLACK

BLUE/WHITE

output about 50 W).

If any other items of current-consuming equipment

in the trailer (e.g. outside lights) have to be supplied

through cable 121 H, a 2.5 mm2 cable should be run

instead from cable 121 H GR 2.5 direct to fuse No.

2 in the car.
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WIRING INSTRUCTIONS

Remove tape from protective tubes to lamps. Pull wiring

from the towhook assembly through the tube to the Permanent wiring

lamps and then mount five cable shoes 85 03 286 on the

ends. Retape the opening to keep water out. Same proce- Towhook wiring system

dure for both left and right side.

8
Tape L

Tape to permanent wiring

Mount cable shoe 85 03 286

on cable No. 121H gray and

then connect to cable No. 92

red at dome light.

140

mm(51/2"l

Towhook

Ground connection.

Scrape surface clean to

obtain good ground

contact.

Tighten cable shoe with

self-tapping screw
79 22 800 in inside side

plating. Hole diameter
3.8 mm (0.15”).

7-pole socket connector

secured by fastener sets

bolt 79 34 490

nut 79 10 474

spring washer 79 10 532
S 3603
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Saab 96

GENERAL

S 3604

W

TOWHOOK ASSEMBLY, SAAB 96

The towhook assembly for the Saab 96 is designed for a 6. After the towhook assembly has been approved by

maximum trailer weight of 910 kg (2000 lb). the appropriate inspecting authority, coat any expo-

To fit the towhook, proceed as f°”°W$5 sed metal surfaces with fresh underbody sealing

1. Undo the four retaining screws from the rear bumper compound,

attachments in the spare wheel compartment in the A wiring assembly kit for 7-pole trailer connecting socket

trunk. Mount the strut (2) with the bumper attach- can be bought as an accessory_

ment SCfeWS- CUt away the corrugated cardboard 50 Install the wiring according to the wiring diagram and

that strut makes direct contact with the deck plating. instruction, and drill two holes 25 mm and 3,8 mm

2. Drill six 8.5 mm (1/3") holes through the deck plat- (o_152") in the body.

3'19, “Sing the strut (2) as a 1'le The assembly kit comprises the following components:

3. Mark off the towhook attachment points on the deck 7-pole socket connector

plating and chip away the underbody coating from Wiring harness

these points with a chisel or similar. Bolt the rear Bolt

mounting bar of the towhook in position. Nut

4. Drill the other holes through the deck plating from Spring washer

beneath, using the towhook (1) as a jig. Grommet bushing

5. Cut away the corrugated cardboard and mount the Clip

reaining bars (3) and angle iron (5) above the deck Self-tapping screw

plating. The square washers (4) 9° beneath the deck Cable shoe

plating.

952—4 m Fobr 1 977



w|RING DIAGRAM

RH Stop
ligh
RH

Taillight

RH

2813 RD 1,0

25b GR 1,0

 

Trunklight .3

121 GRO,75

53a BL 0,75

54b GN 0,75

25:! BL 1,0
253?! BL/VT 1,0

7-pole socket

   
 

 
31h SV 2,5

55 ON 0,75

56 SV 0,75
k 5‘4

License plate lights

S 3605

I I :1:
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WIRING DIAGRAM

NOTE

The cable 121H G R 2,5 is, according to the wiring
Instructions, intended to be connected to 92 RD
0.75. This method of connection is sufficient to

provide normal interior lighting in a house trailer

COLOR CODE

VT WHITE

RD RED

GR GRAY

RED/WHITE(max. output about 50 W).

H any other items of current-consuming equip-

ment in the trailer (e.g. outside lights) have to be

Sunplied through cable 121 H, a 2.5 mm2 cable

Should be run instead from cable 121 H GR 2.5
direct to fuse No. 2 in the car.

GN GREEN

BL BLUE

SV BLACK

BLUE/WHITE

 
one 2



WIRING INSTRUCTIONS

Permanent wiring

 Towhook wiring system

Clips 71 75 706

140mm

(5

1/2")

Mount cable shoes

85 O3 286 after pulling

the wiring through the

tubes to the lamps and

after running the wire

to the trunk light.

Tape to permanent

wiring

Ground connection.

Scrape surface clean

to obtain good ground

contact.

Secure cable shoe with

self-tapping screw

79 22 800, hole dia-

meter 3.8 mm (0.15”).

7-pole socket connector

secured by fastener sets

bolt 79 34 490

Opening for grommet nut. 79 10 474
bushing 73 26 093, spring washer 79 10 532_

hole diameter 25 mm
S 3606
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